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David Silverman 

The first edition of this book sought to provide a guide to the latest devel
opments in qualitative research. This second edition offers a newly updated 
introduction to cutting edge issues, written by leading scholars in our field. 
Chapters from the first edition have been revised by their distinguished 
authors. In addition, reflecting the changing face of qualitative research in 
the past decade, four entirely new and exciting chapters appear. New to 
this volume are chapters on visual data, focus groups, Internet data and the 
applicability of qualitative research to organizational behaviour. To complete 
these revisions, my concluding chapter on missing issues in qualitative research 
has been specially written for this volume. Finally, to enhance the reader
friendliness of this book, each chapter concludes with a set of annotated 
recommended readings. 

Like the first edition, this text aims to build on the success of my Interpreting 
Qualitative Data (IQD; Silverman, 2001) .  Like that book, it was generated by a 
number of assumptions set out below: 

1 The centrality of the relationship between analytic perspectives and 
methodological issues and the consequent requirement to go beyond a 
purely 'cookbook' version of research methods. 

2 The need to broaden our conception of qualitative research beyond issues 
of subjective 'meaning' and towards issues of language, representation and 
social organization. 

3 The desire to search for ways of building links between social science 
traditions rather than dwelling in 'armed camps' fighting internal battles. 

4 The belief that a social science, which takes seriously the attempt to sort fact 
from fancy, remains a valid enterprise. 
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5 The assumption that we no longer need to regard qualitative research as 
provisional or never based on initial hypotheses. This is because qualitative 
studies have already assembled a usable, cumulative body of knowledge. 

6 The commitment to a dialogue between social science and the community 
based on a recognition of their different starting points rather than upon a 
facile acceptance of topics defined by what are taken to be 'social problems' . 

Each of these assumptions is, implicitly or explicitly, highly contested within 
contemporary qualitative research. This is largely, I believe, because such 
research has become a terrain on which diverse schools of social theory have 
fought their mock battles. Ultimately, the assumptions set out here try to 
move the terrain of our field towards an analysis of the everyday resources 
which we use in making our observations. This point, which is implicit 
in many of these contributions, is set out in detail in the final chapter of this 
book. 

Of course, avoiding such battles, in the context of a commitment to a 
cumulative social science, is far more likely to make our trade appear relevant 
to the wider community. As we look outwards rather than inwards, with 
confidence rather than despair, the way is open for a fruitful dialogue between 
social scientists, organizations, professionals and community groups. 

Moreover, it is worth noting that we present ourselves not only to the wider 
community but also to the students we teach. Both Doing Qualitative Research 
(Silverman, Second Edition 2004) and IQD derive from thirty years of teaching 
methodology courses and supervising research projects at both under
graduate and graduate levels. That experience has reinforced the wisdom 
of the old maxim that true learning is based upon doing. In practice, this 
means that I approach taught courses as workshops in which students are 
given skills to analyse data and so to learn the craft of our trade. This means 
that assessments of students' progress are properly done through data 
exercises rather than the conventional essay in which students are invited to 
offer wooden accounts of what other people have written. 

It follows that I have little time for the conventional trajectory of the PhD 
in which students spend their first year 'reviewing the literature', gather 
data in the second year and then panic in the third year about how they can 
analyse their data. Instead, my students begin their data analysis in the first 
year - sometimes in the first week. In that way, they may well have 'cracked' 
the basic problem in their research in that first year and so can spend their 
remaining years pursuing the worthy but relatively non-problematic tasks 
of ploughing through their data following an already-established method. 

Like IQD, my hope is that this book will be used by students who are not 
yet familiar with the approaches involved, their theoretical underpinnings 
and their research practice. In IQD, student exercises were designed to allow 
readers to test their understanding of each chapter. In this book, worked
through examples of research studies make the arguments much more 
accessible. Moreover, the chapters are not written in standard edited collection 
style as chapters addressed to the contributors' peers but inaccessible to a 
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student audience. This means that the presentation is didactic but not 
'cookbook' in style. 

The particular contribution of this reader lies in its assembly of a very well
known international team of researchers who share my commitment to 
rigorous, analytically derived, but non-polarized qualitative research. Eight 
US researchers join eight from the UK, two from France and Australia and 
one from Finland and Canada. While the majority of the contributors are 
sociologists, the disciplines of social psychology, criminology and educational 
studies are also represented. In any event, I believe that all contributors have 
suc�eeded in making their presentations accessible to a multidisciplinary 
audience. Rather than denying their own analytic position in favour of some 
wo?lly centre ground, these authors have clearly set out the assumptions from 
whIch they proceed while remaining open to the diverse interests of their 
readers. Each has written a chapter which reflects on the analysis of each of 
the kinds of data discussed in IQD: observations, texts, talk, visual data and 
interviews. Following IQD, each author uses particular examples of data 
analysis to advance analytic arguments. 

The two chapters on observational methods seek to rescue observational 
work from the pitfalls of mere 'description' and lazy coding and towards 
exciting methodological and analytic directions for observational research. 
In Chapter 2, Isabelle Baszanger and Nicolas Dodier begin with the need 
to ground research in field observations. The question they then raise is how 
the ethnographer actually goes about relating partial observations to broader 
generalizations about the 'whole'. Baszanger and Dodier show how ethnog
raphy has been dominated by traditions which seek to integrate observations 
either by an appeal to the concept of 'subculture' or by the understanding 
or writing of the individual author. Rejecting such appeals to 'culture' or 'the 
self', they depict a 'combinative ethnography' which seeks to generalize by 
applying the comparative method to groups of situations or activities 
collected in the ethnographic 'casebook'. 

In Chapter 3, Gale Miller and Kathryn Fox show how cumulative observa
ti�n can be combined with analytic vitality. In this chapter, 'Building Bridges', 
MIller and Fox raise the possibility of dialogue between ethnography, 
conve�sation analysis and Foucault. Beginning with the focus on naturally 
occurrmg data used by discursively oriented ethnographers, Miller and Fox 
point to what each of these three traditions have in common and to how they 
can provoke a set of fascinating research questions for the ethnographer. They 
then show how these questions can be addressed in the single case study as 
well as in comparative or longitudinal studies. 

Par.t III on 'texts' follows Miller and Fox's call for building bridges by 
showmg how ethnographic reading of texts can fruitfully work with a diverse 
set of analytic traditions. Paul Atkinson and Amanda Coffey apply theories 
from the literary theory of narrative and genre to the documents through 
which organizations represent themselves and the records and documentary 
data they accumulate. Taking the example of 'audit', they show how we can 
fruitfully analyse financial statements produced by accountants and accounts 
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of their work by university departments. They also remind us of the 'audit 
trail' as documents refer to other documents. Following Atkinson and Coffey, 
we are given the tools to explicate systematically how texts are organized 
through the concepts of 'authorship', 'readership', 'intertextuality' and 
'rhetoric' . 

In Lindsay Prior's chapter on texts, we move from literary theory to theories 
of discourse. However, unlike the stultifying theoretical level of some 
introductions to this topiC, Prior has written a delightful, accessible chapter 
which shows, in practice, what it is like to 'do things with documents' . 
Avoiding references to a knowing 'subject', Prior shows us how we �an 
instead focus on the ways in which a text instructs us to see the world. Usmg 
examples as diverse as a statistical summary of 'ca�ses of death' and a 
psychiatric interview, he reveals a thought-provokmg toolbox that we 
can use when working with textual material. 

In the twenty-first century, however, conventional documents are not the 
only textual material that circulate in the world. The Internet is now perhaps 
the prime site where words and pictures cir.culate. Annette Marl�ham' s 
new chapter develops this insight and, in so domg, offers reader� an mvalu
able guide to interpreting such data. Markham shows the lmp�rtance 
of distinguishing three ways in which the Internet works: as a medIUm .of 
communication; as a network of computers; and as a context for sOClal 
interaction. Using illuminating examples of Internet data, Markham dem?n-· 
strates how researchers can use the Internet either as a means of conductmg 
conventional interview or focus group studies (albeit with different time 
constraints) or as a way of studying how participants themselves constitute 
meaning in naturally occurring websites such as chatrooms. Follow.i�g this 
latter option, we learn, as in the other chapters on texts, how partlclpants 
actively construct meaning. . . This idea of the 'active' reader is carried over into Part IV on mtervlews and 
focus groups. All four chapters in this section remind us that both respondents 
and social scientists actively construct meaning in each other's talk. Jody 
Miller and Barry Glassner address the issue of finding 'reality' in inte�view 
accounts. As I argue in IQD, the desire of many researchers to treat mter
view data as more or less straightforward 'pictures' of an external reality can 
fail to understand how that 'reality' is being represented in words. Miller 
and Glassner set out a position which seeks to move beyond this argument 
about the 'inside' and the 'outside' of interview accounts. Using their own 
research on adolescents' social worlds, they argue that interview accounts 
may fruitfully be treated as situated elements in social worlds, drawing upon 
and revising and reframing the cultural stories available in those �orlds. For 
Miller and Glassner, the focus of interview research should be flxed upon 
what stories are told and how and where they are produced. 

In their chapter, James Holstein and Jaber Gubrium show us how a focus 
on story and narrative structure demands that we recognize that both 
interview data and interview analysis are active occasions in which meanings 
are produced. This means that we ought to view research 'subjects' not as 
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stable entities but as actively constructed through their answers. Indeed, in 
Holstein and Gubrium's telling phrase, both interviewee and interviewer are 
'practitioners of everyday life' . Using examples from their research on nursing 
home residents and on carers of elderly family members, they invite us to 
locate the interpretive practices which generate the 'hows' and the 'whats' of 
experience as aspects of reality that are constructed in collaboration with the 
interviewer to produce a 'narrative drama'. 

The final chapter on interview data is by Carolyn Baker. In common with 
Holstein and Gubrium, Baker treats interview talk as social action inrwhich 
all parties draw upon their cultural knowledge in doing their accounting 
work. Baker's particular contribution is to show how interview data may be 
analysed in terms of the categories that participants use and how those 
categories are routinely attached to particular kinds of iiictivity. Using this 
form of Sacks's 'membership categorization analysis' (see also Part IX), Baker 
shows how we can describe the interpretive work present in data taken 
from parent-teacher interviews and research interviews with teenagers and 
the Chair of a school welfare committee. Like the previous two chapters, 
Baker's appeals to the 'cultural logics' drawn upon by members in accounting 
for themselves and assembling a social world which is 'recognizably familiar, 
orderly and moral'. 

Sue Wilkinson's chapter on focus groups carries forward Baker's focus on 
how we construct the social world with our respondents. Using illuminating 
extracts from her own data, Wilkinson reveals the complicated interpretive 
activities between members of focus groups as they try to make sense of each 
other (and the researcher). This close attention to the details of short data 
extracts is contrasted with how most focus group (and interview) research is 
usually conducted. Wilkinson's concern with theoretically driven, detailed 
data analysis stands apart from the dominant tendency to treat focus group 
talk as a straightforward means of accessing some independent 'reality' . 
Above all, Wilkinson shows us that content analysis and a concentration on 
�he mechanics of how to run a focus group are no substitute for theoretically 
mformed and detailed data analysis of talk-in-action. Like all the contributors 
to this volume, Wilkinson underlines the fact that we must never overlook 
the active interpretive skills of our research subjects. 

Part V is concerned with audio data. Jonathan Potter discusses discourse 
analysis (DA) as a way of analysing naturally occurring talk. Potter shows 
the manner in which DA allows us to address how versions of reality are 
produced to seem objective and separate from the speaker. Using examples 
drawn from television interviews with Princess Diana and Salman Rushdie 
and a newspaper report of a psychiatrist's comment, he demonstrates 
how we can analyse the ways in which speakers disavow a 'stake' in their 
actions. 

In its focus on how reality is locally constructed, DA shares many concerns 
with conversation analysis (CA) . John Heritage'S chapter presents an acces
sible introduction to how conversation analytic methods can be used in the 
analysis of institutional talk. After a brief review of the main features of such 
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talk, Heritage devotes the rest of his chapter to an illuminating analysis of 
a short telephone conversation between a school empl

,
oyee and th.e mo:her of 

a child who may be a truant. He shows how, using CA, we can Iden:Ify.the 
overall structural organization of the phone call,. its seq�ence orgamzatl?n, 
turn design, the lexical choices of speakers and mteractIOnal. asym.metnes. 
Finally, Heritage demonstrates how each of these elements fIts mSIde each 
other - 'rather like a Russian doll', as he puts it. 

The elegance of Heritage's account of instituti�nal talk is .m�tched �y the 
two chapters in the next part on visual data. LIke Sue �Ilkmson (m her 
chapter on focus groups), Michael Emmison argues that vIsual res�arch�rs 
have worked with inadequate theories. For instance, most tend to Identify 
visual data with such artefacts as photographs and, to a lesser extent, cartoons 
and advertisements. Although such work can be interesting, it is, in a sense, 
two dimensional. If we recognise that the visual is also spatial, a whole 
new set of three-dimensional objects emerge. By looking at how people use 
objects in the world around them (from streetmaps to the layout of a room), 
we can study the material embodiment of culture. 

Christian Heath's discussion of the analysis of face-to-face interaction 
through video shows one way of looking at three-dimensional d�ta in fine 
detail. Beginning with a clear account of CA's focus on sequential organ
ization, Heath shows how CA can be used to study visual conduct and how 
the physical properties of human environments are made relevant within the 
course of social interaction. Like Heritage, Heath uses an extended example. 
In a medical consultation, a patient's movements serve to focus the doctor's 
attention on a particular aspect of her account of her symptoms. The example 
also shows that, while the visual aspect of conduct is not organized on a turn
by-turn basis, as Heath puts it: 'the sequential re�ations �et"'.'ee� visual 
and vocal actions remain a critical property of theIr orgamzatIon . Heath 
concludes by showing the relevance of these insights to studies of the work
place, including human-computer interaction. 

The final four chapters of this book, by Perakyla, Bloor, Miller, Dingwall 
and Murphy and myself, move on to broader themes about the credibili�y a.nd 
wider impact of qualitative research. Anssi Perakyla discusses how qualItative 
research can seek to offer reliable and valid descriptions. Following Heritage's 
chapter, Perakyla illustrates his argument with CA research on institutional 
interaction. He shows how good transcripts of audio-recorded interactions 
can maintain the reliability of the data. However, Perakyla also shows how 
we can accommodate the fact that tapes do not necessarily include all aspects 
of social interaction and addresses such 'nitty gritty' questions as the selection 
of what to record, the technical quality of recordings and the adequacy of 
transcripts. Finally, validity questions are discussed in terms of conve�tio�al 
'deviant case analysis' as well as specifically CA methods, such as vahdatIon 
through 'next turn' . Overall, Perakyla is right to claim that his chapter is the 
first systematic attempt to discuss such matters in relation to �A. At th� sa�e 
time, his discussion has a much broader relevance to all senous qualItatlve 
research. 
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�ichael Bloor's chapter also deals with a topic that concerns most quali
tatIve researchers: the ability of our research to contribute to addressing social 
problems. Bloor argues that our focus on everyday activities makes it 
particularly relevant in helping practitioners to think about their working 
practices. He demonstrates his argument by detailed discussions of case 
studies which he conducted of male prostitutes in Glasgow and of eight 
therapeutic communities. Both sets of studies illustrate Bloor's point about 
the ways in which rigorous qualitative research can have relevance for service 
pro,"ision, even if, at least in the UK, it is unlikely to have much impact upon 
pohcy debates at the governmental level. Finally, Bloor reviews (and rejects) 
the argument that social scientists should not be practitioners' helpers. 

Bloor's focus on how professionals can make use of qualitative research 
is complemented by Miller, Dingwall and Murphy'S' chapter. Like Bloor, 
they are concerned with the wider community. However, their attention is 
on the variety of 'stakeholders' in the organizations that dominate our lives. 
Economists and management consultants hold centre stage in this arena and 
qualitative research receives little attention. Yet the latter's ability to reveal 
or�ani�atio�al p.rocesses suggests that we have much to offer to managers. 
USIng Illummatmg examples of studies of both private corporations and 
publ.ic �gencies, Miller, Dingwall and Murphy establish precisely what 
quahtahve research, with its flexible research designs, can offer organizations. 
Organizational complexities can be recognized and, as a result, new ways of 
reframing organizational problems can be posited. 

Not all of the contributors to this volume are in agreement about every 
issue. We particularly see this within Parts II and V, where contrasting views 
of each kind of data analysis are advanced. None the less, I believe that the 
contributors to this volume share enough in common to make this a coherent 
volume. Many of my contributors, I suspect, would agree with most of the six 
points at the start of this chapter. With more certainty, I would claim that we 
share a fairly common sense of what constitutes 'good' qualitative research. 
For instance, even though we come from different intellectual traditions, 
I would be surprised if we were to have any fundamental disagreement about, 
say, the assessment of an article submitted to us for refereeing. 

This common sense of what we are 'looking for' derives, I believe, from an 
attention to the mundane properties of everyday description. Therefore, this 
�olume concludes with a postscript, drawing upon the work of Harvey Sacks, 
In which I sketch out these properties and their consequences for qualitative 
research. I thank Geraldine Leydon, Jay Gubrium and Judith Green for their 
comments on an earlier draft of this chapter. 

I want to conclude this introduction by mentioning an absent friend. 
Carolyn Baker had agreed to revise her brilliant chapter on interviews for this 
volume. Tragically, a serious illness prevented her fulfilling this commitment. 
Sadly, Carolyn died a few days before I wrote this introduction. She will be s?rely missed for both her intellectual brilliance and personal qualities. In the 
CIrcumstances, I have limited myself to some minimal updating of her chapter for this volume. 
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Relating the the whole 

Isabelle Baszanger and Nicolas Dodier 

By the beginning of the twentieth century, the anthropological tradition, 
primarily through the influential work of Bronislaw Malinowski, Edward 
Evans-Pritchard and Margaret Mead, had conferred an abiding legitimacy 
on field observations integrated into a 'cultural whole' . The subsequent 
crisis in this model corresponds to two lines of questioning. First, ethno
methodological studies undermined the conventional view by revealing the 
interpretations and negotiations needed to decontextualize observation 
situations at all junctures of fieldwork. Whether that work is ethnographic 
or statistical, it involves invisible operations that do not generally appear 
in social science texts. Second, analysis of how field notes are constructed 
forced a revision of the traditional views of the anthropologist in the field 
and served as a basis for a very critical reassessment of the authority of the 
ethnographer. 

In parallel, within the field of sociology, greater emphasis was being 
placed on ethnographic approaches, primarily in terms of the importance 
given to direct, in situ observation of concrete sequences of activities. This 
was encouraged by new developments in the theory of action including exten
sions of the interactionist tradition, the many studies focusing on scientific 
activity, and work carried out in French pragmatic sociology looking at 
different regimes of action. 

Since that time, new conceptions of ethnography have emerged. They 
reassert the value of fieldwork, but focus more on demonstrating the rela
tionship between forms of heterogeneous action rather than trying to identify 
a culture as a whole. This chapter will take stock of these new developments 
in ethnography, the underlying conception of the field and the way in which 
they deal with the fact of human plurality (Arendt, 1995) . 
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We will start with the question of the totalization of ethnographic data, 
i .e. how to integrate the series of data collected in the field into a single whole? 
We suggest distinguishing between three kinds of ethnography: 

1 Integrative ethnography: following the anthropological tradition, this 
constructs units of collective belonging for individuals. 

2 Narrative ethnography: by contrast, this offers readers a first-person narrative 
of events for each different field .  

3 Combinative ethnography: by working simultaneously in different fields, this 
brings together a casebook that can be used to identify the different forms 
of action in which people may engage, along with the possible combinations 
between them. 

As the above list suggests, totalization has a methodological dimension. 
This involves an examination of the operations whereby a totality is built up 
in the course of an ethnographic study, into which each concrete item is then, 
finally, fitted . These operations are both external (note taking, building up a 
series of observations, codings, etc.) and internal (the transformation, during 
the work, of the researcher's own way of apprehending the world) . At the 
same time, it is also a theoretical question, since the relationship between 
individual cases and a totality directly involves the status ascribed to the 
references to the latter (e.g. collective belonging, individual stories, forms 
of action) in interpreting individual behaviour or actions. 

In this chapter, we show how combinative ethnography has helped find 
a way out of the crisis of totalization in its 'integrative' version, and also how 
the question of the anchoring of the wholes thus constituted is brought into 
new focus by initiating reflection around the mode of otherness in which 
persons appear in each of the three forms of ethnography listed above. 

AN I N ITIAL CHARACTERIZATION OF ETH NOGRAPHIC 
R ESEARCH 

Ethnographic studies are carried out to satisfy three simultaneous 
requirements associated with the study of human activities: 

1 the need for an empirical approach; 
2 the need to remain open to elements that cannot be codified at the time of 

the study; 
3 a concern for grounding the phenomena observed in the field. 

Each requirement is briefly discussed below. 

The need for an empirical approach 

This first need is dictated by the fact that the phenomena studied cannot 
be deduced but require empirical observation. This is undoubtedly what 
Durkheim really meant by his well-known injunction to 'treat social facts 
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as things',. meaning not so mu�h that sociology should be conducted along 
th� same lmes as the natural SCIences, but as a way of distinguishing it from 
phIlosophy and the introspection that takes place upstream of an empirical 
approach. 1 In the current debate over the resources people mobilize to 
understand the �orl� and to make reference to it, this is the major difference 
between the SOCIal SCIences, on the one hand, and the philosophy of language, 
phenomenology and hermeneutics, on the other. 

The need to remain open 

Beyond any methodical planning of observations, the field worker must remain 
open in order to discover the elements making up the markers and the tools 
th�t people mobilize in their interactions with others and, more generally, 
�Ith the world. By markers, we mean representations of the world, or norma
tIve expectations, but also the linguistic and para-linguistic resources that 
are displ�yed in contact with the environment (Bessy and Chateauraynaud, 1995; Theven?t, �994). �he objective here is to distinguish between openness 
to new data (m SItu studIes) and its opposite, as when individual activities are 
�tudied according to strict schedules and on the basis of previously defined 
�tems and rules (a �riori codified studies). This second approach is intrinsically 
mcapable of revealmg the unexpected elements that come to light as a study 
progresses. In methodological terms, a study can be described as in situ if 
it allows each subject to behave in an endogenous manner: that is, one that is 
not influenced by the study arrangements. 

.There �re many reasons for not 'aligning' the subjects of a study in com
plIance WIth the study arrangements, just as there are many theories calling 
for recourse to ethnographic studies: discovery of other cultures that cannot 
be under�tood in the light of pre-existing knowledge (anthropological tradition), 
the contmgency of continually negotiated human activities (interactionist 
tradition) and observation of how people handle the contingencies of a given 
situation (ethnomethodology), and so on. 
. This p�incipl� of openness to what cannot a priori be pre-codified results 
111 the baSIC ten�lOn u�derlying in situ studies. The flexibility required by this 
openness conflIcts WIth the need to maintain at least a minimum of method 
in the conduct of the study; that is, a certain guide for the behaviour of 
both the f�eldworker and the people observed, depending on the plan of the 
study. ThIS duality is an implicit part of the general situation of the in situ 
field worker. 

The tension is primarily epistemological. The principle of non-alignment 
of the people observed �oes not sit easily with the principle of planning that 
has governed the expenmental sciences since the idea of scientific 'repro
duct�on' or 'reproducibility' was elevated to the rank of a major, normative 
reqmrement of scientific research (Licoppe, 1996). Social scientists who wish 
none the Ie.ss: �o continue openly to observe the endogenous development of 
human actIVItIes approach this problem in a number of different ways. Some 
seek to conform as closely as possible to the requirements of experimental 
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reproducibility. Even if they allow open activity sequences to take place, they 
try as much as possible to standardize the time intervals of these sequenc�s 
and record this activity by automatic means (tape recorder or VCR used m 
conversation analysis see Parts V and VI of this volume). 

Others oppose this requirement of alignment and even the whole idea of 
observation corresponding to the current canons of science. They insist on an 
approach that is opposed to any type of planning, leaving the study completely 
open to the uncertainties of the field. Still others recognize the need for 
some sort of compromise between method and openness to situations, and 
see ethnographic tensions as a more extreme but, ultimately, a quite banal 
example of the sort of negotiation that is omnipresent in science (e.g. scientists' 
negotiation between the need to follow standard rules, which in any case 
always demand local interpretations and adjustments, and the concrete course 
of any scientific endeavour)? 

It is worth noting that this duality underlying the ethnographer's work 
also has moral implications beyond the epistemological dimension. To 
satisfy this principle of openness, which is deliberately taken quite far, the 
ethnographer must graft his/her study onto pre-existing systems of activity. 
As opposed to the researcher, who channels subject matter into the laboratory, 
the ethnographer leaves the laboratory and tries to make his/her data gather
ing compatible with the study population's other commitments. By definition, 
ethnographic study design is a hybrid approach in which the field worker is 
present in two agencies, as data gatherer and as a person involved in activities 
directed towards other objectives.3 

Grounding observed .... n"'nnrrtl"'YI::J in the field 

A study becomes ethnographic when the fieldworker is careful to connect the 
facts that s/he observes with the specific features of the backdrop against which 
these facts occur, which are linked to historical and cultural contingencies. 
Not all in situ studies are field studies. 

Distinctions can be made between different sorts of empirical study carried 
out in the social sciences. Some attempt to universalize, i .e. are formal in 
nature, while others, resolutely grounded in a specific context, can be con
sidered as ethnographic or field - studies. Formal studies dissociate collected 
data from any context in order to access a universal, human level from the 
outset. This is the approach characteristic of the philosophy of language, of 
Austin's pragmatics, of phenomenological analyses or ordinary language 
analysis based on analysis of conversations. 

It is also characteristic of the 'nomothetical' approach that uses empirical 
observation to demonstrate consistencies between facts and to formulate 
general laws. Nevertheless, the ethnographic study is not only empirical 
or only 'open'. It is, like history, embedded in a field that is limited in time 
and space (Ricoeur, 1984-1988). Returning to a concept that Darbo-Peschanski 
(1987) applies to the studies of Herodotus, it is a 'science of the particular' 
and describes itself as such. 
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Tl:is does not exclude a second step, in which a series of ethnographic studIes can serve as sources for defining universal, human phenomena, in the t�ue sens�. This is, for example, the position of Levi-Strauss: ethnographic studIes provlde elements for ethnological texts that study societies one after the other. On this basis, starting from a systematic comparison between societies, anthropological work attempts to arrive at a theory of the structure of the human spirit. 
. In .in situ studies, this reference to field experience nevertheless distmgUlshes ethnographic studies from other observation methods that are not grounded in a specific field (conversation analysis, situated cognitio'n and ethnomethodo]ogy). This raises questions about fieldwork: wha t is the status of this 'specific' context in which the study takes place? How is it described? How is this framework delineated, since it is not a here-�nd-now situation, nor a situation in wh�ch humankind as a whole is characterized through the fundamental properties of every one of its activities? Thes� q�es�ions are the focal point of any analysis of the process of generalIzatIOn m ethnography, particularly in terms of how a cultural whole is depicted. This is what is called here the process of 'totalization', an operation whereby the ethnographer integrates the different observation sequences into a global referential framework. 

The ethnographic tradition has long considered that it is possible to integrate sequences of ethnographic observations by relating them to a cultural whole: a global reference which encompasses these observations and within which the different data throw light on each other. This vision of an integrative e.thnogra�hy has been developed in social and cultural anthropology, particularly m the study of non-Western societies, but also in similar studies carried out in Western countries. It also involves the most culturally oriented part of the interactionist tradition: that is, the study of microcultures or subcultures, and, more generally, all references in the interactionist tradition to the existence of communi ties of peop Ie sharing the same rules and the same understanding of the world (e.g. deviant communities). 
. I�tegrative ethnography proposes a monographic totalization that is dlstmct from statistical totalization or summation. In general, the latter does not meet the requirement of openness, and is therefore excluded from our classification of 'in situ' study methods.4 
A. nu�ber .of n:ethods have been proposed to achieve this monographic tota.hzatlOn. �lrst, It can result from the field worker' s reflections, whereby s/he achIeves an mtegrated vision of his/her subjective experience. This is the meaning behind calls for empathy with the people encountered: the fieldworker tries to immerse him/herself in the field conditions and gain access to �he. point of view of the others, seen as 'natives' : that is, people who share a SImIlar cultural perspective, one that differs from the perspective of the 
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newly arrived fieldworker. As Clifford noted, a professional anthropologist 
is supposed successfully to 'infiltrate the expressional universe of the other' 
(1983: 100). By understanding the other through an empathetic relationship, 
the fieldworker would be able to reconstruct this other's point of view, and 
therefore culture (or the contents of this other's collective consciousness). 

The assumption of empathy as the process through which the point of view 
of the other becomes transparent to the fieldworker is vulnerable to criti
cisms arising from hermeneutic interpretation of texts and actions (Gadamer, 
1975; Ricoeur, 1991) . The act of gaining access to the point of view of the 
other always implies an initial period of questioning, which is itself embedded 
in a certain tradition, that of the interpreter - s/he is always caught in the 
'hermeneutic circle' of the initial questioning of the text (or action), and of its 
transformation, in return, as a result of this encounter. 

Although certain relationships or certain moments can be better qualified 
as empathetic, in the sense of a type of harmony between persons, we cannot 
therefore conclude that the point of view of the other will be conveyed in 
total transparency or that it can be expressed in words. Any interpretive act 
is influenced, consciously or not, by the tradition to which the interpreter 
belongs. Levi-Strauss (1963) proposes a variation on this process by con
sidering the moment the experience is integrated into a whole not as a moment 
of access to the point of view of the other, but as a moment when the entire 
set of results experienced and memorized by the field worker crystallizes 
into a single, unified experience. That event takes place at the conclusion of 
the fieldworker's ethnographic apprenticeship in the society studied. The 
ethnographer's field experience 'represents a crucial moment in his/her 
education, prior to which he may have accumulated dissociated knowledge 
that might never integrate into a holistic experience; only after this moment 
will this knowledge "take definitive form" and suddenly acquire a meaning 
that it previously lacked' (Levi-Strauss, 1963). In other words, what we are 
dealing with here is a genuine 'internal revolution' (Levi-Strauss, 1963) .  

By treating participant observation as a method rather than 'a clinical talent' 
resulting from an empathetic stance,S a number of authors have helped 
to provide a new explanation for the position of the ethnographer, which 
becomes one of his/her own methodological tools. Just like the ethnographer 
in remote societies, the observer has to accept a separation from his/her 
familiar universe, not only in order to be physically present in the new 
environment, but also in order to achieve personal proximity.6 

The observer has to enter into the group and find the right distance 
between him/herself and the group. There is a close relationship here between 
the observer's presentation of him/herself (to enter the field and throughout 
the study), and the place accorded to the observer by the other. 

While it is paramount for a fieldworker to be attentive to the expectations 
and role projections of the people being observed/ this is less in order to 
achieve an empathetic attitude than because the interrelations themselves 
and, ultimately, the fieldworker and the work done on his/her experience 
are the preferential instruments of observation. 
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There is nothing romantic or intuitive here (Piette, 1996: 68-72). This is conscious work on the part of the observer, who has to control his/her emot�onal reaction to what is observed and also develop a finely tuned introspectIOn to understand fully the process of transformation which s/he undergoes by �eing �onstantly present in the field. Hence, understanding a cultural whole IS achIeved through this reciprocating motion of the observer an� the phen.o:nena that s/he is observing, or, as Fox puts it, the process 'by whIch a partlcIpant observer gradually makes organized sense out of what he sees, hears and becomes a part of it' (1974: 230). 
The observer establishes a sort of parallel between what s/he feels and what the people observed feel, or the phases they pass through. S/he uses a form of introspection to reveal how s/he develops new attitudes or borrows new roles and what that 'does for him/her' . In this way, the observer has fleeting insig.hts into the possible functions and me�nings for the people observed, whIch s/he then tries to verify in the field, at which point s/he either recognizes their validity or rejects them.s 
The duration of the observation enables the fieldworker in a sense to immerse him/herself in the subject being observed, but this is closer to a process of socialization than a direct access to the point of view of the other. In order to achieve a comprehensive understanding of a group, the fieldworker has to work his/her way through the dense fabric of the culture observed, in orde:c 

to .arri�e l�ter �t an objective und�rstanding ��d, hence, a monographic totahzatIon. ThIS bnngs us back to a slIghtly modIfIed form of Levi-Strauss's position. 
Geertz (1973) also distances himself from the empathetic schema and reintegrates the concept of culture in a hermeneutic process: activities can be read like texts, as far as both the actors themselves and the field worker are concerned; the concept of 'culture' is also a tool for the actors, who use it to interpret their reciprocal behaviour. It is the discovery of the hermeneutic role of the concept of culture for all individuals in their daily relationships based not on a representation of lived experience or on their point of view, but on a description of their oral or written production - that allows us to relate a seq�ence of specific scenes to a culture. In any case (empathy, the integrative expenence of the ethnographer, the participant observation of the sociologist, the �ermeneutic appro�ch), access to the major features of the culture being studIed, as can be seen 111 all ethnography manuals, implies using methods to go beyond a disparate set of ethnographic observations and discover an integrated culture which is different from other cultures.IO Because of its capacity to satisfy the need for concrete facts in the study and at the same time produce a discourse taking in collective wholes, this approach has for a long time exerted a great deal of fascination over the social �c�ences. However, it does not stand up very well to two criticisms. First, �t IS .o�ly valid if we are dealing with so-called 'mechanical' solidarity between mdIviduals (Durkheim): that is, a SOciety or group in which people are assumed to share the same elements of the collective consciousness. Difficulties arise if the coordination between human activities conforms to other types 
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of logic. In contemporary worlds, one now has to take into account the fact 
that several possible references can coexist despite their contradictions, 
sometimes within the same person, and that they can slot into the normative 
guidelines for action depending on the constraints of the actual situation 
(Boltanski and Thevenot, 1991). 

The very notion of society becomes problematical when solidarity between 
people is established along socio-technical �etworks in. which �nd�viduals 
coordinate their activities step by step accordmg to functIOnal ObjectIves and 
without reference to a single common framework (Dodier, 1995a). Moreover, 
at the methodological levet the moment at which data are integrated into 
a whole occurs at an unknown, almost mysterious point of the process. 

Some ethnographers cultivate this sense of mystery by affirming their 
lack of interest in any account of methods. But others take a more ambiguous 
stand : monographic totalization may conceal implicit statistical totalization 
performed, as it were, behind the scenes. We see this particularly in the rhetoric 
of cultural ethnographic studies, which very easily use frequency markers 
when describing behaviour (often, sometimes, from time to time, always, 
etc.) without making more than a token attempt to justify them. These prob
lems have been taken very seriously by some historians of ethnography 
and by certain ethnographers, to the point of casting doubt on the tradition 
of totalization presented more or less as a foregone conclusion in ethnology 
and field sociology. 

NARRATIVE I NTEGRATIO N  

An attentive reading of ethnographers' field notes, particularly the famous 
example of Malinowski's notebook (1967), has led some authors to hark 
back to the question of the status that should be accorded to the process 
of monographic totalization (Marcus and Cushman, 1982) . The very personal 
nature of the act of totalization, perceived in an almost ritual form by 
anthropologists, has been revealed as an experience associated with solitude. 

For a long time, this experience in the field was perceived as a necessary 
moment of immersion in a culture for which the anthropologist could then 
become the legitimate representative. An analysis of field notes shows that 
the switch from this experience in the field to the ethnographic text is more 
complicated than had been thought. The role of the actual individual history 
of the ethnographer in his/her manner of identifying the culture became 
more apparent, as did the influence of the actual work of writing on the iden
tification of cultural types, based on much vaguer and more varied encounters 
than might be imagined from the simple accounts given in the published 
texts. Once this observation was acknowledged, several channels were 
explored. 

The first consists of claiming that the writing work itself is an essential part 
of ethnography. The ethnographic text is deliberately considered to be a work 
of fiction, stylizing people and events as a way of emphasizing their cultural 
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traits. The ethnographer is seen as an author and due emphasis is given to 
the profoundly personal nature of his/her account (Clifford and Marcus, 1986). 

Another channel consists of seeing the fieldwork itself not as the hidden 
face of ethnography, perhaps reported in a personal diary, but as the actual 
material of the ethnographic text. This text is no longer the 'picture' of a culture 
or � soci�ty revealed to the ethnographer at the end of a learning process by 
whIch, fmally, s/he is able to see it as a whole, but the 'account' of events 
confronting the ethnographer as the enquiry progresses. The narrative is now 
s�en as .integrating these events (Ricoeur, 1991); it preserves their temporal 
dImensIOn and does not banish the ethnographer from his/her text - quite the 
opposite, in fact. 

Such narrativ� ethnography can take the form of an approach that we might 
call hyper-re�lexIve, more preoccupied in fact with questiol}ing and reporting 
on the operatIOns performed by the ethnographer in his/her attempt, through 
concepts such as 'culture' or 'society', to confer some meaning on activities, 
than really acknowledging the existence of the other (Moerman, 1972). The 
��c?unter betwee� et��ologist and study population is viewed as a dialogue 
InItlated between mdividuals who themselves belong to different collective 
wholes. The concept of 'culture' is not abandoned, but the ethnographer does 
not t�y so m�ch to acknowledge an 'other culture' as to reveal the dialogue 
that IS esta bhshed between different cultures during the fieldwork (Dwyer 
1979). ' 

Fin�lly, the narrative approach in ethnography is influenced by psycho
�nalysis. (Favret-Saada, 1980; Favret-Saada and Contreras, 1981).11 The study 
IS descnbed as a process profoundly linked to the individual history of the 
ethnographer. The text may be a history of the events occurring in the course 
of the fieldwork, i.e. the field notes (Favret-Saada and Contreras, 1981) . 

Altern�tively, in an approach that is closer to the anthropological tradition, 
the narratIve dimensions of the ethnological study are fitted into or alternate 
with analyses giving a representation of the logic of the relationships (in this 
case, the framework surrounding enunciations about sorcery) encountered by 
the ethn�grapher (Favret�Saada, 1980). This form of narrative is interesting 
beca.use It does not unfaIrly remove the ethnographer from his/her text, 
partlcularly if s/he is closely involved in the activities described therein. It 
also avoids limiting the enquiry to the trajectory of a specific person, without 
at le�st s�ggestin? why this experience is exemplary and in what way it 
p�ovides mformatIon about the type of relationship the people studied have 
WIth the world. Hence, this form of text transcends the alternative between 
a purely singular '1', characteristic of narrative ethnography, and the absence 
of th.e '�', which is typical of classic ethnography. The work of reflexivity is 
not hmIted to narratives in the first person. Through the study itself, and in 
a retrospective vision, the author becomes capable of describing, in the series 
of events which s/he is reporting, in what capacity s/he was present or 
what place s/he occupied in these events (and, notably, in the case of Jeanne 
�avret-Saada, the place of her work in the framework surrounding enuncia
hans). Here, we are dealing, in the field of the social sciences, with texts that 
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have the same force as 'evidence'. Often, these texts also suggest what part 
of this evidence is representative of a more general condition, by using all the 
possibilities of first-person narration and by identifying the role played by 
the author.12 

THE 

( , \ / ' ( 

There is another way of looking at the aggregation of specific events collected 
in an ethnographic study. The context of the events observed is considered 
neither as a 'whole' to be discovered (integrative ethnography) nor as a 
grounding point for an individual history (na:rat�ve .e�hnography), but a.s a disparate collection of resources between WhICh mdividuais have to naVI
gate. Unlike the cultural approach, we do not presume here that the resources 
mobilized by people in their behaviour can be linked up to a coherent whole. 
Unlike narrative ethnography, we leave behind the first-person account, 
the aim being to generalize from the study. Th.is approach co�ld be describe.d 
as combinative ethnography. It takes several dIfferent forms m ethnographIc 
work. In point of fact, it is present from the very beginning of the interactionist 
tradition. 

Compared with the anthropological tradition, the originality of the early 
Chicago School was that it did not necessarily integrate the da:a collected 
around a collective whole in terms of a common culture, but m terms of 
territory, of geographic space.13 The problem with which these sociologists 
were concerned was based on human ecology: the interactions of human 
groups with the natural environment and a given geograpl:ic�l milieu. T�eir 
key concept, the unit of reference, so to �peak, was the bIOtlC co�mumty, 
with its notion of territory.14 The main pomt here was to make an mventory 
of a space by studying the different communities and activities of which it is 
composed. 

This kind of ethnography sought to identify certain cases (and notably 
life histories) as examples of more general phenomena}5 but with quite a high 
degree of freedom to move between different levels of generalization.16 Her.e the ethnographer's participation in daily activities was seen as much: If not more, as a way of collecting facts as of gaining access to the meanmg 
of situations for the subjects being studied. In this respect, we are still some 
distance away from the movement that was to become participant observation 
in the 1950s (d. Platt, 1983) and the position of integrative ethnography.17 

In the theory of action proposed by Glaser and Strauss (1967) as well �s i� 
its methodological implications, the method known as 'constant companson 
does not necessarily concern collective entities, but rather situations or types 
of activity, classified by the sociologist and studied in their relationships 
to each other, with a view to revealing their compatibility or the contrasts 
between them. Individuals can switch from one line of activity to another 
and the aim of the sociological study is to demonstrate the combinations -
whether harmonious or conflictual - between these multiple commitments. 
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This methodological orientation has also emerged within the framework of new developments of the sociological theory of action. Here, in the context of 'sociological pragmatics', it is considered that individuals can be involved in different 'regimes of action', that the arrangements that provide a framework for these situations direct people towards certain forms of commitment, but that tensions or combinations can emerge between these regimes of action (Boltanski and Thevenot 1991; Dodier, 1 993, 1995a). For example, the actual work of a doctor could be studied as the articulation between different 'framings' of his/her patient (Baszanger, 1998b; Dodier, 1994; Silverman, 1987) . From this viewpoint, ethnography is no longer concerned with the sea:ch for references shared by the actors, as in the integrative approach. It anns to take stock of the dynamic relationship between the real activities of individuals within the framework of complex, normativEi references, which are related to the situation and are not unified. Although the arrangements fr.am�ng �he �ction are assumed to have a historical origin and a particular dIstrIbutIOn m space, they are not automatically assigned to a culture. This type of schema, which breaks with the concept of a collective consciousness shared from the outset, assumes that individuals, and their actions, are located at the intersection of a non-harmonized plurality of references, which are examined in their existential commitment. � commo� �haracteristic of these three types of ethnographic study (the Ch�cago tradItJon, the form of interactionism inspired by Anselm Strauss, SOCIOlogical pragmatics) is to distinguish between generalization and totalization. The study method consists of accumulating a series of individual cases and of analysing them as a combination between different logics of action that coexist not only in the field under consideration, but even within these individuals or during their encounters. 
Accumulation and processing of these cases can be likened to an ethnographic caseb�o�, which is gradually enriched by new examples displaying new forms of actIVIty and patterns of articulation . The research aims at producing a combinative inventory of possible situations. The researcher has not chosen an integrated field constituting a central point from which s/he will reconstitute a collective whole. Instead, s/he circulates between several sites depending on which dimensions appear relevant in the analysis of each case: Although the researcher sometimes seeks a field that will allow him/her to study a regime of action or a form of activity in greater depth, s /he is not surprised if this field proves to be more disparate than anticipated, a factor that forces him/her to take into consideration the way in which it is related to other forms of action. As a result, the material collected often appears as a rat�er vast corpus of textual data coming from very disparate sources, in terms of SItuations and the media used.1s 
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FORMS OF TOTALIZATION AN D FORMS O F  

In ethnography, several responses have been proposed to the question of �o� 
we aggregate our observations. Integrative ethnography suggests that I� IS 

possible, thanks to monographic totalizations, to gain access to t�1e coll�ctlve 
wholes that govern behaviour. Narrative ethnography has qUIte radIcally 

challenged any pretension to totalization on the part of the social sciences -
it integrates itself in a vaster movement of critiques of totalization in the social 
sciences,19 and focuses on the production of highly individualized accounts 
gathered in the course of the study. Finally, various ethnographic practices 
have sought to implement forms of generalization, which, starting from work 

on series of cases, aim not so much at the totalization of data as the revelation 
of a combinative mechanism between disparate or even contradictory forms 

of action within a given society. 
Methodologically speaking, these last-mentioned works refer back to a non-

cultural concept of the field which was already present in the Chicago 
tradition. However, here there is a greater concern for theoretical clarification 
concerning the concept of action and the methods for gathering and processing 
data.20 This avoids both the mysteries of monographic totalization and the 
excesses of focusing on the person of the fieldworker evident in some narrative 
ethnographic works, or the escape back towards hyper-reflexivity. 

What is the aim of each of these forms of ethnography? In this chapter, we 
will look at this question from the perspective of otherness: how do they 
represent the fact of human plurality? We suggest that these forn:s of �thnog
raphy propose what we might call different modes of otherne�s, I..e . dIfferent 
ways of showing the reader how the people present and actmg m the texts 
are both similar to and different from him/her. 

The relationship of individuals to the wholes or aggregates of integra
tive ethnography is one of belongingness. These aggregates are all tools 
for distinguishing among individuals between those that 'belong', so to 
speak, and those that do not. Hence, they are social identification mark�rs, 
within the meaning given by Goffman (1961) .  The aggregates of claSSIcal 
ethnography, as noted by Piette (1996), correspond to objects supposedly 
'shared' by people. These are shared only by the people presented in the 
ethnographic text, and not by its readers, who are, on the contrary, invited 
to see in ethnography faithful images of what happens 'over there', and not 
'here' (Geertz, 1988). Moreover, these shared objects are only recognized 
as such by the ethnographer because the ethnographer him/herself does not 
share them. 

The whole process of assembling observations, up to and including closure 
of the study, is based on the fact that what is shared is shared only by a 
circumscribed group of individuals which includes neither the ethnographer 
nor, in most cases, the people who read ethnography. Whether one identifies 
the recording of this aggregate in an integrative experience (Levi-Strauss), 
in a hermeneutics of indigenous interpretations (Geertz) or in a successful 
socialization (Fox), the very fact that closure can be reached reflects the dual 
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nature of this global reference. It is shared by the others, and distinct from 
what we ourselves are supposed to share given that we belong to other 
wholes. Whether or not these other wholes are explicitly mentioned in the text 
is .unimportant it is their implicit presence that counts. Here, we are dealing 
WIth an otherness of belonging. 

Narrative ethnography is built on recording encounters between the 
ethnographer and the study population within an individual story, estab·· 
lishing a completely different relationship to the relevant whole: in this 
case, a biographical sequence. This sequence is built up gradually by the 
field worker, who is revealed to him/herself in the field in the narrative work 
of the configuration of self, according to a schema defended in a more general 
sense by Ricoeur (1990) . The other individuals are perceived in the same way: 
as so many individual beings also involved in the process of the construction 
of self, caught up in the same tangled web of stories in the 'field. 

Closure occurs when the ethnographer deems that s/he is capable, at a 
given moment, of giving his /her experience the shaping form of the narrative. 
Closure does not rule out further developments that might spring from 
later reflection by the field worker about him/herself, or further applications 
which might be directed to him/her by contacts in the field. Here the reader 
is faced with the otherness of the ethnographer as much as that of his/her 
contacts. At the centre of this otherness we find the interplay between two 
forms of identity proposed by Ricoeur, 'ipseity' and sameness. Ipseity comes 
f�om the Latin pronoun ipse and defines a form of identity referring to the 
smgular person, which is distinct from 'sameness', a form of identity referring 
to categories of belongingness of the person. The interplay between these 
two forms of identity as a characteristic of the narrative leads, as he suggests, 
to the narrative identity. 

Integrative ethnography proposed that the ethnographer disappear to 
reveal better to the reader an otherness of belonging (that of the natives). 
Conversely, in narrative ethnography, the presence of the ethnographer 
confronts the reader with a narrative otherness, grounded in the 'ipseity' 
of the ethnographer but none the less - thanks to the very dynamic of the 
narrative offering possible avenues towards generalization beyond the 
individual case. 

The question of belonging, which is central to integrative ethnography, 
and that of individual biographies, central to narrative ethnography, is 
replaced in combinative ethnography by the question of action. The initial 
point of entry into the field is generally an enquiry into a form of activity, 
ex�l�red in different places: disputes, judgement, scientific activity, medical 
act!vI.ty, production, etc. In this case, the ethnographic text is very similar 
to a kmd of inventory. It is generally presented as a list of possible operations: 
the resources available to people to act while taking into account situational 
constraints. 

Nevertheless, despite the basically disparate or even conflicting nature 
of the forms of action envisaged, these inventories do not contradict the idea 
that the people involved act with reference to 'shared objects',21 However, 
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these objects do not have the same status as in integrative ethnography. �he 
resources mobilized are presented very specifically in the form of a relatIve 
availability. They are available to people because they belong to a common 
fund of skills, shared by all those appearing in the text. 

This availability is relative since mobilization of these resources impl�es 
a cost, unless they become available owing to some unexpected opportumty 
or development. These resources, which are potentially available to indi
viduals, do not, as in integrative ethnography, 'absorb' these individuals, to 
use the concept developed by Piette. They are too disparate or even mutually 
contradictory for that. 

In combinative ethnography, the coherence of resources is lost, but not the 
existence of a shared aggregate of dispositions for understanding the world. 
This aggregate is presented as a common fund of possible actual�zable 
operations. The origin and contours of this common fund vary accordmg to 
the forms of activity studied and the underlying frameworks. 

So we find studies referring to a common fund shared by all (or virtually 
all) human beings. These studies, while showing disparate forms of ac.tion, 
none the less relate them to a global reference as a source of shared objects. 
But it is a very general reference, not particularized as in the case of integrative 
ethnography. 

Ethnomethodology refers to the skills of 'members' as shown in their mastery 
of natural language. Through this mastery, people are capable of dem�n
strating, in situ, the accountability of their activities. The work of Sebastlan 
McEvoy on 'defensive invention' (1995) attributes this very general skill 
in handling language in a given situation to people involved in sequences 
of accusation and defence and in the myriad possible ramifications of the 
language in which disputes may be expressed. Luc Boltansk� a�d Laurent 
Thevenot refer explicitly to the existence of a very general skIll m peopl�'s 
commitment to multiple forms of action directed towards a concern With 
justice, renewing both for philosophy and history, the question of the genesiS 
of these skills. 

In other studies, the status of this common fund is more flexible. Erving 
Goffman, for instance, refers to interactional skills which are shared by all 
individuals in their daily lives, and skills available to people under more 
specific conditions. One of the attractions of his work lies in the connections 
he creates between very different places, even in work which, in other respects, 
as in Asylums (Goffman, 1961), presents a monographic-type unity of time 
and place. The contours of the common fund of resources tend to be more 
strictly demarcated in the interactionist tradition inherited from Anselm 
Strauss, notably in the sense that concepts such as 'social world' (Strauss, 1978) 
tend to refer to circumscribed groups of people brought together around 
a shared horizon of action. 

Hence it is possible to build up a theory that occupies an intermediate 
position between combinative and integrative ethnography, oscillating 
between the study of a common fund of interactional skills in our societies 
and a demonstration of the existence of varied funds of knowledge distributed 
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between different groups of people. Here, at the extreme, skills are so plastic 
that they depend completely on the eminently local context surrounding the 
person, social distinctions between individuals on the basis of their belong
ingness once again becoming meaningless. This is shown in the follow-up 
work on scientific innovation carried out by Michel CalIon and Bruno Latour:22 
their narratives propose a vision of a world in which constant movement in 
the chain of socio-technical networks is echoed by transformation of the skills 
of the human beings engaged in these networks. The skills referred to are, once 
again, common, but in the very general sense of a capacity to maintain and 
keep in operation the networks of sciences and techniques. 

This dual language of 'common' skills and 'possible' acts reflects the new 
status ascribed to closure of the ethnographic field .  Here, inventories and 
casebooks are associated with the principle of a closure that is always 
envisaged as relative. In Glaser and Strauss's ' grounded the�ry', closure corre
sponds to a saturation of data within the framework of gradual sampling 
operations that take into account unexpected developments in a collection 
organized in different places, which are then compared with each other 
(Glaser and Strauss, 1967). 

In the work of Boltanski and Thevenot (1991), the forms of possible actions 
are, to some extent, closed off by the enumeration of 'cities' to which actors 
are assumed to make reference when addressing the concept of justice, but 
the list of figures inside the model increases as observations in the field feed 
the 'common worlds' concretely linked to the cities. Moreover, the model does 
not rule out the historical emergence of new cities supplementing those that 
already exist, and interfering with them in unexpected combinations.23 Francis 
Chateauraynaud's work on professional mistakes (1991) and, in association 
with Christian Bessy, on the expertise of objects (Bessy and Chateauraynaud, 
1995), is characterized by an epistemology that resolutely emphasizes the 
endless deployment of figures that can be demonstrated from interrogation 
into a given form of activity, consistent with the inventions that people may 
propose. 

The relativity of closure of an inventory of possible actions is exacerbated, 
in the ethnography of regimes of action, by the fact that each observed 'case' 
is itself considered to be open. Once we accept that each protagonist has 
possible resources to attempt to change the temporal outcome of the action, 
there is nothing (apart from the constraints specific to empirical enquiry itself) 
to justify closing off at any particular point following the dynamics of stories 
that might continue to be played out in the field and elsewhere, even in the 
most unexpected configurations. 

Here we can see where combinative ethnography differs from the preceding 
forms of ethnography in terms of the mode of otherness proposed to readers. Otherness is not seen in the same way as in integrative ethnography, i.e. in terms of belongingness. No distinction is made between people as such; that is, in terms of their acquisition of dispositions differentiating them in a sufficiently stable manner inside shared, albeit circumscribed, wholes. In the case of those ethnographic works which take the most radical line, we are, as readers, authors 
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and the people encountered in the field, assumed to share a common fund of 
skills, and it is this fund revealed by the analysis which is deployed along
side the other entities present in the world: artefacts, natural entities. Or, as is 
the case in work which allows a wider margin for distinguishing between 
people in terms of a flexible belongingness, the cont?�rs of common funds and 
their inscription within groups are not clearly specIfIed. . . 

This reference to a common fund of resources does not necessarIly Imply 
that we cannot differentiate between the positions taken by people, but that 
they are first and foremost action related. This means. that they. are defined 
by the respective positions occupied by people at the tlme of theIr encounter 
rather than by their belongingness to a given group or aggregate: such 
as victirns/benefactors/ spectators; care workers / patients; judges/ prisoners/ 
counsel for the defence, and so on. 

Uneven distribution of skills between people is envisaged in terms of these 
respective positions, rather than as a function of what each party has acquir:d 
through belonging to distinct aggregates. Here, ethnography seeks to buIld 
a sociology of encounters24 between persons occupying different action-related 
positions with respect to an 'anthropologica!' problem .(i.e. linked to a gene.ral 
human condition). People are seen to be 111 possesslOn of a fund of SkIlls 
offering various possibilities of commitment in the encounter, while rem�i�i�g 
within the constraints fixed by the arrangements created by the 111Itlal 
situational context. 

WHAT IS 

This suggests the emergence of a new mode of otherness which we might 
call pragmatic otherness. It proceeds from the fact that the reader is brought 
into contact, through the text, with individuals who share with the reader 
and between themselves a common fund of heterogeneous resources and 
who may, depending on the case, occupy varied action-related positions. 
From the reader's viewpoint, and despite all the myriad ethnographic 
details provided, the text does not present people that are 'differ�nt', either 
in terms of their acquired skills as in integrative ethnography, or 111 terms of 
their individual stories, as in narrative ethnography. Indeed, the criticism 
of 'disembodiedness' frequently levelled at the most radical texts of combi
native ethnography reflects their failure to satisfy this implicit expectation of 
integration of observations in persons distinguished from one another. 

Whereas successful integrative ethnography offers its readers an encounter 
with appreciably different individuals, combinative ethnography offers 
an explicitation of what is in fact present in all of us, albeit not nec�ssarily 
activated owing to the limited opportunities afforded us by our sItuated 
commitments. It pictures a world of common or indeed plastic capacities, with 
the potential for indefinite modelling in reaction to the sudden appearance 
of the non-human objects with which we are confronted owing to the incessant 
transformations of socio-technical networks. 
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Ultimately, combinative ethnography presents itself as a vast inventory 
of possibilities or potentialities regarding situated actions. Each new study 
observes new scenes and hence helps enlarge the spectrum of skills, arrange
ments and forms of action explored by earlier studies. The discourse of 
possibilities characteristic of these works springs from taking into account two 
simultaneous properties of action: individuals have to deal with situational 
constraints; but they always have the possibility of dealing with them by 
redefining the situation. However, these possibilities impose a cost for the 
people using them. Such costs can involve internal tensions, linked to the 
individual's confrontation with heterogeneous forms of activity, with HIe work 
of adjustment required to move from one form to the other, or to harmonize 
one with the other in the course of the action. All the cases show the efforts 
made by the individual to reorganize around him/hers�lf the other people 
and arrangements engaged in the same situation.25 

This brings us to the question of creating an equivalence between these 
costs: how do we measure possibilities and establish a comparison between 
them'? Crucial to the different forms of combinative ethnography is the 
representation of fundamental possibilities or potentialities. Even if they 
have not hitherto been actualized, the skills referred to here are considered 
as being potentially in people, who draw on them primarily as a function 
of situational opportunities. The paramount factor in whether they deploy 
these potentialities is whether they have or have not yet encountered the 
arrangements or action-related positions allowing them to do so. The charac
teristics of people who have acquired distinct sets of capacities through past 
experience is not systematically investigated. 

This does not mean that combinative ethnography is not interested in the 
question of acquisition of skills. Indeed, a number of researchers have reflected 
on the comparison between distinct processes of acquisition, linked to distinct 
forms of action.26 However, in these works, differentiation between persons 
in terms of what they have actually mobilized is of secondary importance. 
This assessment of potentialities tends to compare the different situations with 
which a generic person might be confronted. 

This manner of looking at individuals reflects a theoretical choice: the 
primary aim is to construct a theory of potential skills, actualized depending 
on the encounters of each individual with other people, with arrangements 
and with action-related positions, rather than a theory of differentiated 
acquisition of skills. However, it also highlights the limitations of combinative 
ethnography as a study method. Integrative ethnography proposed a simple 
and attractive schema, marrying close observation of behaviour with a 
recording of the differences between people. Measuring possible actions 
was comparatively clear: the society or the unit of belongingness defined for 
each person the range of appropriate possibilities, those of their society or 
group, and excluded other possibilities as so many reactions incompatible 
with this belongingness. 

Looked at from the perspective of heterogeneous worlds, the skills acquired 
by people emerge less clearly. Here, we need to 'follow' individuals, and 
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observe the very complex way in which the effects of successive con:mitme�ts 
in composite situations are embedded in these people. There IS nothmg 
to prevent an ethnographer undertaking this follow-up of individuals and 
indeed this is the process found in case histories centring on a given person, 
whose trajectory is recounted in the light of salient.moments.abserve� �y' t�1e 
ethnographer.27 Nevertheless, a genuine comparatIve analysIs of possibilItles 
linked to the differentiated positions acquired by individuals presupposes the 
establishment of a common space within which the facts relating to their 
behaviour would be systematically recorded. 

This work is not incompatible with ethnography, but it does require some 
additional investment at a given moment in tools capable of representing 
in a single item (a diagram of connections, a statistical t�ble, etc.) �h� often 
quite large numbers of people concerned in terms of the kl11ds of actlvity that 
constituted the point of entry into the study. Only in this way can we hope 
to visualize the degree to which the positions occupied by individuals are 
similar or different and compare the possibilities available to individuals 
structured in a distinct manner within a single space of coexistence?8 

Within such a space, individuals emerge according to a new form of other
ness: the otherness of acquired skills. The reader is introduced to people 
who over time have acquired distinct sets of potentialities. This form of other
ness provides a key for reflecting on acquired skills in heterogeneous worlds, 
beyond the schema of belongingness proposed, for other contexts, by 
integrative ethnography. . . . . Representation of a common space of coexlStence necessanly ImplIes 
selecting a few fairly simple traits characteristic of the actions of the study 
population, given the complexity of the operations revealed by ethnog
raphy of action. The degree to which this activity is simplified depends on 
the resources which the fieldworker is able to invest and the limitations, 
at any given time, of the processing tools available t� deal wi�h �omplex 
bodies of data.29 In addition, the different forms of commItment comcide more 
or less exactly with the representational arrangements required to visual.ize these common spaces. Certain forms of action can hardly be recorded (DodIer, 
1990) and other forms can only be recorded in very specific forms of writing 
as Boltanski showed in his study of love as agape (1990). 

Here we can measure the very reductionist effect on the pragmatic condition 
of individuals of ethnographic observations aimed at illustrating work which 
tries to represent systematically the differentiated positions acquired by 
individuals in a given society - notably in the sociology of Pierre Bourdieu. 
Indeed, in these observations, the concept of pragmatic otherness disappears, 
practically speaking, when all the skills of commitment in situations are 
related, as a matter of principle, to so-called social positions. 

Ethnographic observations then exist, first and foremost, as a means of 
exemplifying phenomena objectified elsewhere, using other methods, mainly 
statistical ones. The lucidity required to unmask in each situation what 
is related to social positions monopolizes the interpretive effort. There is no 
longer any possibility to reflect on what in the relationship with the other 
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is related to a genuine pragmatic otherness and is not simply the projection, 
at the moment of the encounter, of positions acquired in the specific form of 
the common space of coexistence that is the social space engendered by the 
forms of capital uncovered by Bourdieu. The question of differential 
assessment of possibilities for acting by virtue of acquired positions is assumed 
to be already resolved even before the relevant forms of action are brought 
to light in the study. 

ETH NOGRAPHY IN THE PUBLIC SPACE OF ITS R EADERS 

One contribution made by combinative ethnography is its capacity to explain 
to readers the skills for acting with which they themselvj?s are unfamiliar as 
objects of reflection. Every person can see him/herself as potentially concerned 
both by situational constraints and by possibilities for acting. Moreover, 
the close observation of activities which ethnography allows here possesses 
a capacity to bring to light, from a critical point of view and in a public space, 
skills that are not acknowledged by the usual arrangements for recording 
activities. In particular, close observation of individual behaviour uncovers 
the texture of the activity by revealing the multiple operations that individuals 
perform in order to act in a complex universe. 

Indeed, one aim of this work of combinative ethnography is to bring into 
the public space the elements constituting the (often hidden) pragmatic 
condition of individuals. This type of ethnography renders visible to an audi
ence a whole complex web of activity which otherwise would be apparent 
only to those engaged in the situation, at the time and in that place, generally 
without leaving any durable and transportable trace of their commitment.3D 

Integrative ethnography brought into close perspective the fabric of the 
life of individuals belonging to other societies. Combinative ethnography 
shows us what we all mobilize in the course of action, or what we might 
be brought to mobilize if confronted with a given set of arrangements or a 
given action-related position. Its real aim is to bring to light what generally 
remains invisible in official accounts, both by revealing the work of adjustment 
and by acknowledging skills for acting that are typically underestimated. 

The critical compass of ethnography is very sensitive, for instance, to 
what ethnomethodology and laboratory-based ethnographies reveal concern
ing the local adjustments of scientific practice which escape the remote 
observation formerly allotted to it by epistemology. What is true of skills is 
als? true of the pragmatic tensions experienced by people in a heterogeneous 
umverse. These tensions are only revealed by close observation of behaviour 
which force us to look beneath the smooth surface that some actors ascribe 
to their organizations when they undervalue, consciously or not, their costs 
for concrete activities. 

Hence this work involves explaining concrete conditions for acting, 
op��ness to new capacities and a critique of what is ordinarily hidden in 
offICial accounts. This critique proceeds not so much by elucidating the real 
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interests of the actors, as in much sociological work, but by revealing the 
adjustments that people are obliged to make, whatever their other interests, 
in the detailed course of their actions. Its characteristic - and also its limitation 

is that it concerns itself with people who are not differentiated from each 
other in terms of acquired skills and of whom we can, in the last analysis, say 
that they are not collectively structured in terms of their differences. 

This is the point at which, in an extension of research into pragmatic 
otherness, we might usefully undertake work concerned more with the 
otherness of acquired skills, which would seek to represent distinct positions 
in a common space of coexistence. Making reference to such a space should 
give readers the possibility, which combinative ethnography has temporarily 
neglected, of situating themselves with respect to others, as persons struc·· 
tured differently by time and not only as persons endowed with similar 
potentialities. Representing such a space also answers the concern to totalize 
ethnographic data in the framework of a collective entity, once the schemas 
of belongingness typical of integrative ethnology have been abandoned. 

N OTES 

1. 'To treat facts of a certain order as things is not then to place them in a certain 
category of reality but to assume a certain mental attitude toward them on the 
principle that when approaching their study we are absolutely ignorant of their 
nature, and that their characteristic properties, like the unknown causes on which 
they depend, cannot be discovered by even the most careful introspection' 
(Durkheim, 1982). 

2. This last argument is reinforced, on the epistemological leve!, by the fact that the 
negotiated character of the design and implementation of an experiment has, in 
any case, generally come to light thanks to work in sociology of science. Even 
in the most detailed experimental plans, negotiations are often eliminated from 
reports, in spite of the fact that they actually exist (Collins, 1985; Knorr-Cetina, 1981; 

Latour and Woolgar, 1979). 

3. This is why themes of duplicity, treachery and manipulation are at the heart of 
such narratives (Leiris, 1981). An implicit part of the ethnographer's condition is 
that slhe has to resolve these tensions as they appear. 

4. On the opposition between monograph and statistics, see Desrosieres (1998). 

5. 'There is a general tendency to think of a study based on participant observation 
as largely the product of an esoteric, personal kind of clinical talent on the part of 
the field worker, who is considered to be endowed with qualities usually referred 
to as "sensitivity", "intuition" and "empathy'! ! (Fox, 1974: 231). 

6. This separation is achieved via an initial work on oneself. 'On several afternoons 
and evenings at Harvard, I found myself considering a trip to Cornerville and 
then rationalizing my way out of it. . . .  Then too, I had to admit that I felt more 
comfortable among these familiar surroundings than I did wandering around 
Cornerville and spending time with people in whose presence I felt distinctly 
uncomfortable at first. When I found myself rationalizing in this way, I realized 
that I would have to make a break. Only if I lived in Cornerville would I ever be 
able to understand it and be accepted by it' (Whyte, 1981: 293-4). 

7. It is clearly shown in the example in the appendix of Bosk (1979). 
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8. The way in which Renee Fox describes her understanding (discovery) of the 
meaning and function of black humour for sick people nicely illustrates this 
phenomenon: 'At a non-hospital gathering one evening, I caught myself in the act 
of �aking a macabre joke, and I can remember speculating on the source of my 
unlIkely new talent. The next morning, as I moved to [the ward], for the first time 
I n

.
oti�ed how much of the ward's conversation was phrased in the language of the 

gnm Joke and how often I responded in kind . Without realizing it, I had learned 
to speak to the men of [the ward] in the same way that they talked to each other. 
Long before this insight occurred, my field notes contained many samples of ward 
hu�nor. But it was only by virtue of self-observation that I became suffiCiently aware 
of Its prevalence to regard it as a phenomenon central to my study' (1974: 231; 
emphasis added). 

9. !his point appears clearly in the relationship between the initial field notes, which, 
m many ways, already contain 'everything', and the final,analysis which came 
months later: 'From the very start . . . my notes contained almost all the components 
of the ward picture I was ultimately to assemble. However, at the time that I 
recorded this observation, I was not yet aware of the patterned interconnections 
between them. At what point did I begin to see the ward in a coherently structured 
way? In the sense of month and day, I cannot really answer that question. But I do 
know tha� the so-called "understanding" of [the ward] which I eventually attained 
was not SImply the result of coming to know more about the ward in a cognitive 
sense. It also involved a process of attitude learning (very much akin to what social 
scientists mean when they refer to the process of "socialization"), (Fox, 1974: 
217-18). 

10. We can, for example, refer to the classical manuals of Griaule (1957), Maget (1962) 
or Mauss (1947) . 

11. Se� also Certeau (1987) concerning the relationship between history and narrative. 
12. EVIdence about working-class lifestyles are remarkable in this respect in their 

capacity to combine accounts of individual histories anchored in very specific 
contexts and preservation of a general framework of discussion (Linhart, 1978; 
Navel, 1945; Wei!, 1951). 

13. The sociological objective of this tradition was an attempt to understand the new 
urban space.emerging as a result of industrialization and the double phenomenon 
of ImmIgratIon that accompanied it (from the south and rural zones towards the 
nort� and t�e dawning metropolises, on the one hand, and from the European 
contment wIth Its multiple ethnic components, on the other). Chicago, with its 
mosaic of ethnic groups and its different socio-ethnic neighbourhoods, was 
emblematic of this phenomenon. The aim was to analyse the ways in which this 
space in which different groups confronted each other and mixed together was 
structured and to study their reactions to these totally new living conditions. 

14. For �xample, Thrasher (1927) started from the question of the geographical 
localIzation of juvenile delinquency: some sectors are more affected than others; 
how can this be explained? 

15. The preferre.d approach is the s�udy of natural history followed by a study of 
the cOl�mulUty (understood here 111 the sense of a biotic community with its notion 
of terntor.y): a town, a neighbourhood, an ethnic community located in a given 
geographIcal space (the ghettos). The central method used is the case study, which 
IS based essentially on a life history and, to a lesser extent, on non-structured 
mterviews using the actual words of the subject and all sorts of personal documents 
(personal letters, evidence collected in community notebooks, etc.) .  
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16. The important point was to gather intensive data for example, for The Hobo, 
Anderson (1923) collected sixty life histories, and made a preliminary study of 
400 tramps, one use of which was to establish a list of the apparent physical defects 
of hobos and to identify both individual and more general traits. Alongside these 
life histories, the facts were collected via a study of administrative statistics, 
archives, local newspapers and the case files of social workers. 

17. The fieldworker's position is different from the empathetic position of the 
participant-observer and is closer to that of the stranger, if we refer to Sombart and 
especially to Simmel. In a text written during his 1927 survey and published in 
1983, Cressey shows how he attempted to build up a position as stranger in his 
ethnographic relationships to study the environment, the world of taxi dance halls. 
Referring to Sombart's analysis of 'the cultural stranger', he distinguishes between 
two 'stranger positions' which he used in his research. The 'sociological stranger' 
is a stranger with a particular status as commonly used by lawyers, doctors, social 
workers, public school counsellors, etc. The second, which he used much more 
often, is that of the 'anonymous stranger' . This is an ordinary relationship in 
big cities where isolated people meet up in transient relationships and with free 
time on their hands. For the researcher: 'it provides an opportunity for exploring 
aspects of human nature not ordinarily revealed' and has the effect of a 'catharsis' . 
This ethnographic relationship allows the field worker to access revelations that 
Cressey calls 'impersonal confessions'. 

18. The work of processing these data can benefit from the development of automated 
techniques designed to facilitate constant two-way communication between the 
encoding of the material and ethnographic concentration on its special features 
(Chateauraynaud, 2003). 

19. On the critique of statistical totalization and its limitations, see Dodier (1996). 
20. See, for example, the enumerations made in Becker et al. (1961), and, in a more 

general sense, for the relationships between qualitative and quantitative data in 
theoretical elaboration, see Glaser and Strauss (1967: Chap. 8). 

21 . For developments on this point, and more particularly concerning interactionism 
and ethnomethodology, and taking a critical approach to this referring back to 
shared objects, see Piette (1996). 

22. See for instance Calion (1998) and Latour (1987). 
23. It is worth pointing out that in a recent work Boltanski and Chiapello (1999) analyse 

the emergence of a new city 'the city of projects' (la Cite 'par projets'), linked to the 
latest developments of capitalism. 

24. The encounter is characterised by the fact that the people involved are in each 
other's horizon of action, whether directly or indirectly through objects of com
munication. At the very least, these people are in each other's horizon without 
this necessarily being reciprocal, as in the scene analysed by Boltanski (1999) 
based on an action-related schema, of the television viewer faced with the sight of 
another person's suffering. Encounter-driven relations can be distinguished from 
relations of interdependence, which includes all those situations where the action 
of one person has consequences for another, without one being necessarily present 
in the horizon of the other (see Corcuff, 1995). 

25. See for instance the work of Goffman (1974) on shifts in 'framing', the analyses of 
Strauss et al. (1985: 151-90) on the 'work of articulation', or the revelation of the 
cost of moving between different 'common worlds' in Boltanski and Thevenot's 
model (1991). 

26. We might note the observations of Thevenot (1994) on the constitution of familiarity 
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in the relationship to objects, and the way in which Bessy and Chateauraynaud 
(1 �95) use the concept of 'hold' to describe the embedding, in both persons and 
thmgs, of moments when the body is engaged at a level that does not mobilize 
exercise of judgement. 

27. A good example is Strauss et aJ.'s development (1 985: 161--81) of the case of 
Mrs Price in the framework of an analysis of the trajectories of cumulative mess in 
the hospital environment. 

28. This space may bring together contemporaries who live at the same point in history. �t n:a,Y also aim to grasp the effects of history on the internal structuring of 
mdividuals, notably to situate observations relative to the present in an h.istorical 
perspective (Baszanger, 1998b; Young, 1995). 

29. These limitations are fortunately tending to recede thanks to the recent develop
ment of automated techniques allowing a continuous movement back and forth 
between encoding of material and an ethnographic attentiop to its particularities 
(Chateauraynaud, 2003). 

30. We might think here of the way in which Anselm Strauss's focus on the different 
d�mensio�s of medical work and above all the difficulty of harmonizing the 
dIfferent lmes of work allowed him to see and bring to light the work done by 
the patient, in all its different dimensions (Baszanger, 1998a). For an argument 
supporting the need for close observation in order to apprehend the intensity of 
the we.b of judge�ents of ability between operators responsible for ensuring the 
operation of techmcal systems, see Dodier 0995b). 
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Building bridges 

The possibility of analytic dialogue 
between ethnography, conversation 
analysis and Foucault 

Gale Miller and Kathryn J. Fox 

This chapter extends and elaborates the analytic potential of qualitative 
research by considering how it may be used to construct bridges between 
different approaches to social life, particularly perspectives that focus on 
macro- and microscopic issues. The analysis deals with the ways in which 
the micro sociological insights of ethnomethodology (Garfinkel, 1967; Heritage, 
1984; Mehan and Wood, 1975; Zimmerman, 1969) and conversation analysis 
(Atkinson and Heritage, 1984; Boden and Zimmerman, 1991; Button and Lee, 
1987; Sacks, 1992; Sacks et al., 1974) may be linked with the macro-historical 
emphasis of Foucauldian discourse studies (Dreyfus and Rabinow, 1982; 
Foucault, 1972, 1980; Lindstrom, 1990; Shumway, 1989). Our aim is to explicate 
the parallels between the various approaches, bringing both their differences 
and similarities into relief. Rather than promising an exhaustive discussion 
of each methodological approach, this chapter will explore particular relevant 
features of each approach that inform the associations we make. It is our hope 
to show how aspects of Foucauldian scholarship, for example, share common 
themes with ethnomethodology and conversation analysis. 

We use the bridging metaphor self-consciously. Bridges link distinctive 
land formations, making it possible for people to traverse between them. While 
opening new opportunities for residents on each side, bridges do not blend 
the formations or otherwise make them indistinguishable. Where possible, 
bridges are also built to span the shortest distance between the land forma
tions. The same conditions hold for this analysis. Our purpose is to show how 
two or more analytic formations may be linked and made mutually infor
mative, while also respecting the distinctive contributions and integrity of 
each perspective. The analysis is also intended to identify the areas of greatest 
complementarity between these distinctive perspectives and methodological 
strategies. 

This goal may be contrasted with triangulation, a research strategy that 
involves using several methods to reveal multiple aspects of a single empirical 
reality (Denzin, 1978). A major assumption of the triangulation strategy is that 
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sociological research is a discovery process designed to get at an objective truth 
that may be systematized as a formal theory of social structure and proce.ss. Triangulation assumes that looking at an object from more than one standpomt 
provides researchers and theorists with more c�mpre�ensive knowle�ge 
about the object. This approach also assumes that there IS an overwhelmmg 
need for a single set of standards by which the methodological act c�n be 
evaluated" (Denzin, 1978: 339). The bridging approach discussed here dIffers 
from triangulation in its focus on using several methodological strategies to 
link aspects of different sociological perspectives, not to dis.cover in�isputa�le 
facts or to construct an all-encompassing theory about a smgle sOCIal realIty. 

We set the stage by demonstrating the significance of discourse in ethno
graphic studies, thereby uncovering the link between structural or insti.tutional 
frames for interaction and the methods used to analyze the ways that dIscourse 
shapes possibilities. Next, we treat the concerns, object!ves, .and techniq�es 
of ethnomethodology, conversation analysis, FoucauldIan dIscourse studIes 
separately in order to establish correspondence between them. In addition, 
we will demonstrate the ways in which the questions that researchers ask 
and the sites they choose for study establish some parallels as well between 
these various methodologies. We conclude by discussing what can be gained 
by bridging distinct approaches. 

DISCOURSE AND ETH NOGRAPHY 

The significance of ethnomethodology, conversation analysiS, and Foucauldian 
discourse studies for this chapter centers in their concerns for how language 
and knowledge are related and are constitutive aspects of social life. Each 
of these perspectives stresses how social life may be organized within multiple 
social realities as well as how the realities are socially constructed through 
our use of language, and the reflexivity of our accounts of social settings, 
realities, and issues. The concept of reflexivity refers to the ways in which 
our portrayals of social realities simultaneously describe and constitute the 
realities (Garfinkel, 1967). Our descriptions of social realities, then, cannot 
be separated from the objects, persons, or circumstances that they describe or 
the languages that we use to describe them. 

While informed by aspects of philosophy (particularly hermeneutics and 
ordinary language philosophy), ethnomethodology and conversation analysis 
orient toward and recast classic sociological issues (Hilbert, 1992). They also 
emphasize how social realities are built from the "bottom uf (from ordin�ry 
interactions to general social processes). Foucauldian dIscourse studIes, 
on the other hand, are part of the philosophical movement sometimes called 
poststructuralism (Eagleton, 1983) and other times postmodernism (Best 
and Kellner, 1991) . This approach also treats social realities as embedded 
in generalized discourses which people enter into and u�e in �onducting th�ir 
everyday activities and interactions. Indeed, FoucauldIan dIscourse studIes 
might be characterized as moving from the "top down" (from culturally 
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standardized discourses to the reality-constructing activities of everyday life). 
Schutz (1970) was concerned with a similar problem, that is, the relationship 
between the structural possibilities endowed by the "lifeworld" (or everyday 
life) and the systems of relevance which characterize social groups. In other 
words, meaning systems for groups may appear distinct from everyday life, 
yet our relevance codes emanate from practical experiences (including 
relationships to institutions) similar to the Foucauldian notion that discourse 
conditions our possible understandings. 

These perspectives are also similar in their treatment of empirical research 
and analysis as interrelated. Ethnomethodology, conversation analysis, and 
Foucauldian discourse studies are not offered as integrated, all-encompassing, 
or grand theories of society (defined as an abstract structure or entity), but 
as distinctive standpoints from which concrete, empirical aspects of social 
life may be seen and analyzed. Their empirical focus is also reflected in the 
differing methodological strategies associated with each perspective. The 
strategies are designed to produce data that might be used to apply, extend , 
and elaborate on issues that are central to the perspectives. While some 
proponents of these perspectives and strategies describe their research as 
inductive (e.g., Merry, 1 990) because it involves careful analysis of data, it 
is important to recognize that qualitative data - like other depictions of social 
reality are social constructs. Thus, they are influenced by researchers' 
assumptions about social reality and methodological practices. 

Taken together, these perspectives provide qualitative sociologists with 
interpretive resources for writing ethnographies of institutional discourse 
(Miller, 1994). These ethnographies focus on the ways in which everyday life 
is organized within, and through, language. They involve attending to both 
the discursive categories and practices associated with social settings, and 
how setting members use them (sometimes in distinctive ways) to achieve 
their practical ends. Thus, social settings might be said to "provide" their 
me�bers with discursive resources and opportunities for constructing a 
vanety of social realities. Situationally "provided" discourses shape and guide 
(but do not determine) what might be said in social settings (Silverman, 
1987). Social realities are always locally constructed and contingent. They are 
"built up" through setting members' organization and use of the discursive 
resources and opportunities that are made available to them in concrete social 
sett.ings. This analytic focus has, at least, two major implications for qualitative 
SOCIOlogists' orientations to their research. First, ethnographic studies of insti
tutional discourse need to be differentiated from qualitative studies that 
focus on the distinctive values and perspectives of cultural and subcultural 
groups. These studies provide readers with "insider" knowledge about how 
c�lt�r.al and subcultural groups orient to social reality, and explain the social 
slgmficance of their distinctive practices. Schwartz and Jacobs (1979) aptly 
�l:aracterize this ethnographic approach as reality reconstruction, because 
It IS concerned with accurately representing the meanings expressed by group 
�embers. The ethnography of institutional discourse, on the other hand, better 
fIts . t1 ' S WI un chwartz and Jacobs' (1979) formal sociology category which 
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focuses on setting members' interpretive and interactional competencies, 
including those that are so taken for granted that members are unlikely to 
mention them to one another or to qualitative researchers. 

Second, ethnographies of institutional discourse extend the long-standing 
emphasis on observational methods in qualitative sociology. The methods 
include participant observation, various types of non-participant observation, 
and the use of less obtrusive observational techniques (such as observa
tion from behind one-way mirrors or other "hidden" sites). Frequently (perhaps 
usually), qualitative researchers combine these observational strategies with 
other qualitative methods, such as interviews and life histories. Ethnographers 
of institutional discourse also rely on observational methods (usually non
participant observation) in conducting their research. But the focus of 
discursively oriented ethnographers' observations is different from those 
of other qualitative researchers. 

One way of understanding this difference is by considering what it means 
to study social settings versus social worlds. The latter research topic assumes 
that everyday life is organized within relatively stable and integrated ways 
of life (Unruh, 1983). Qualitative researchers of social worlds use observational 
and related methods to identify and reconstruct the perspectives and patterns 
of action and interaction that organize diverse social worlds. Discursively 
focused research on social settings, on the other hand, emphasizes how social 
realities are always under construction. It considers how setting members 
continually assemble and use the interactional and interpretive resources 
"provided" by social settings to construct defend, repair, and change social 
realities. Hence the emphasis by discursively oriented ethnographers on 
observing (directly, by means of audio and video recordings, and through 
the careful reading of texts) the actual ways in which setting members 
construct social realities by making sense of practical issues. 

We elaborate on these issues in the next three sections by discussing 
some of the major emphases of ethnomethodology, conversation analysis, and 
Foucauldian discourse studies. The discussion is selective, emphasizing those 
aspects of the perspectives that might be used to construct dialogue between 
them. Later, we use this discussion to identify areas of complementarity 
between the perspectives, and then consider how they might be bridged 
through comparative research. 

ETH NOMETHODOLOGICAL CONCERNS AND STRATEG I ES 

The ethnomethodological project focuses on the common-sense methods that 
we use to make sense of our experiences and constitute social realities 
(Garfinkel, 1967). The methods of special interest to ethnomethodologists are 
the various interpretive procedures that we routinely use to classify aspects 
of our experience and to establish connections between them. Smith (1978), 
for example, takes an ethnomethodological stance in analyzing how persons 
are assigned to mental illness categories by way of contrast structures. Contrast 
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structures are oppositional distinctions that cast some circumstances, 
behaviors, or persons as normal, natural, or preferred and cast others as 
abnormal, unnatural, or undesired. An example is the following statement 
made by Angela about K. 

(i) We would go to the beach or pool on a hot day, 
(ii) I would sort of dip in and just lie in the sun 
(iii) while K insisted that she had to swim 30 laps. (Smith, 1978: 43) 

Angela's claims are expressed as straightforward, declarative stat�ments 
that might be treated as descriptive of her own and K's behavior. For ethno
methodologists, however, such descriptive practices are reality-creating 
activities through which behaviors, circumstances, and persons are cast 
as instances of cultural categories and may be assigned moral and political 
significance. Also, two of the several assumptions about mental illness under
lying Angela's description are that mental illness is a departure from what 
might be called a normal state of mind, and that signs of mental health and 
illness may be discerned from persons' behavior. 

Foucault (1975) shares an analogous fascination with such categorization 
of persons in many of his texts. His attraction to the memoir of Pierre Riviere 
reflects a preoccupation similar to those of ethnomethodologists. The case 
of Riviere, a man who murdered his family in the nineteenth century, includes 
accounts by judges, villagers, the mayor, Riviere himself, among others. 
Foucault (1975: x) sees the memoir as representing "a battle among discourses 
an� thr�ug� di�courses." In other words, he examines the "tactics" used by 
vanous InstItutIOnal actors to establish the memoir's "status as the discourse 
of either a madman or a criminal" (xii). 

Another ethnomethodologically interesting feature of Smith's account of 
Angela involves its reflexivity and localness. Angela uses the account to 
construct a world in which she and K are assigned distinct, contrastive, and 
hierarchical positions and identities. Angela is positively positioned as normal 
�nd K as mentally ill. The account is local because its meaning is inextricably 
lInked to the practical circumstances in which it was voiced and interpreted 
by others. One reason why local circumstances are important to ethnomethod
ologist� is because they stress that social constructions of reality are always 
potentially open to contest and change. Thus, Angela's description might 
not always be treated as evidence of K's mental illness. Consider, for example, 
how the meaning of Angela's description changes if we assume that K is 
an Olympic swimmer in training or that swimming is part of K's rehabilitation 
fro.m an accident. In these cases, the contrast between Angela's and K's orien
tahon� to swimming might be taken as evidence of K's great (and admirable) 
commItment to athletic excellence or to recovering from her accident. 

Ethnom�thodologically informed studies of institutional settings also focus 
?n the SOCIal and political contexts within which members use available 
�nt�rpreti�e methods to construct social realities. These studies analyze how 
SOCIal settmgs are organized as interpretive hierarchies (Dingwall et al., 1983), 
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local cultures (Gubrium, 1989), or rhetorical domains (Miller and Holstein, 
1995, 1996) within which some orientations to pra.ctical �ssues are us�ally 
privileged over others. Thus some definitions of sOCl�l reahty are �ore hkely 
to emerge in institutional settings than othe�s (�:lbnum, 19?�; M,I�ler" 199.1 � . 
Similarly, as Foucault (1975) described the Slgmflcance of RIvIere s memOIr. 

Documents like those in the Riviere case should provide material for a thor?�gh 

-'xamination of the way in which a particular kind of knowledge (e.g. medlcme, ;sychiatry, psychology) is formed and acts in relation to institutions and the roles 

prescribed in them. (xi) 

Emerson and Messinger (1977), for exautple, analyze how trou?les. are 
defined and responded to in human service and sOci.al c?ntrol or.g�m:atlOns 

micro political process. They explain that orgamzatlOnal offICIals usual as a
d d' . h' h' 11 orientation to potential trouble definitions an reme les IS Ierarc lca y 

arrayed along continua, ranging �rom the.n:o.st preferred .to the lea�t preferr�d. 
In these settings, then, all pOSSIble defmltlO.ns ?f reaht� \and mte!pretlVe 
methods) are not equally available to orgamzatlOnal offICials. As Em�r.son 
(1969) shows in his study of decision making by juveni1� court off1c�als, 
dispreferred definitions and remedies may, be so devalue� m these sett1�gs 
that they are rejected in favor of more typIcal responses If only one settmg 
member speaks against them. . . 

While they analyze their data from a dlffe�ent sta�dpo�nt, ethnomethod-
ologists usually observe social settings and mteractlOns m much the same 
ways as traditional ethnographers. They observe and t�ke notes �bout the 
everyday activities and relationships of th�ir �esearch s�bJects. Th� dlffere.nce, 
as Coulon (1995) notes, does not lie in thelr fIeld techmques, but m the kmds 
of questions that conventional and ethnomethodological ethnog�aphers. ask 
about social settings and processes, and the types of data that th.elf questlOns 
generate. As the above discussion suggests, ethnomethodologlsts are m?re 
likely than other ethnographers to focus on the interpretive practi�es of �et�mg 
members, a focus that requires that they attend to (a.nd. record m t�eIr fleld 
notes) the details of setting members' interactions. A SImIlar concern IS central 
to the methodological strategies of conversation analysis. 

CONVERSATION ANALYTIC CONCERNS AND 

Developed simultaneously with ethnomethodology: con�ersation an�lysis 
focuses on the ways in which social realities and relatlOnshlps �re const1tu�ed 
through persons' talk-in-interaction (Sa.ck� et a1., . 1974). !hlS pe�spect1ve 
focuses on the social organization of talk-m-mteractlOn, the mteractlOnal and 
interpretive competencies of the interactants, and how they collaborate to 
construct social realities. While conversation analysts share ethnomethod
ologists' interest in interpretive methods, they treat these methods as emergent 
from the distinctive structure and processes of talk-in-interaction. In its most 
basic form, talk-in-interaction is organized as sequentially organized turns at 
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talk through which speakers reflexively construct a context for their inter
actions as they go about the practical activities that make up the interaction. 
These activities include displaying "appropriate" orientations to others' talk 
as well as taking and finishing one's speaking turn in "appropriate" 
ways. 

Consider, for example, the following interaction occurring in a plea
bargaining meeting, and involving a public defender (PD2) and district 
attorney (DA3). Prosecuting and defense attorneys meet to negotiate the 
charges to be made against defendants (in this case Delaney) and punishments 
that will be given to defendants after they plead guilty to the charges. 

1 .  PD2: Okay uh is there an offer in Delaney? 
2. DA3: Yeah plea to Mal M ish and uh uhm modest fine and uh restitution 
3 .  PD2 :  Okay 
4. (0.8) 
5. PD2: Fifty dol lars? 
6. DA3: Yes. (Maynard, 1 984: 80) 

This exchange displays several of the collaborative skills that we routinely 
use in successfully interacting with others. First, notice how PD2 (line 1) opens 
the interaction by stating "OK," thus marking off the previous discussion from 
that which follows. PD2 then identifies the topic of the subsequent interaction 
and invites a plea from DA3 by asking "is there an offer in Delaney?" DA3 
accepts the request (line 2) by offering the charge of "Mal Mish" (malicious 
mischief) and a punishment ("uhm modest fine and uh restitution") .  PD2 
continues to collaborate in the interaction by agreeing to the proposed charge 
and punishment (line 3) . The pause (line 4) might also be understood as 
a collaborative act. It signals PD2' s and DA3' s readiness to move to a new topic 
which PD2 raises by suggesting $50 as an appropriate amount for the fine 
(line 5). DA3 then closes the interaction on line 6 by agreeing to the suggested 
fine. 

Conversation analysis is a context-sensitive approach to the study of reality 
construction (Rawls, 1987). It focuses on the details and contingencies of social 
interactions, and emphasizes how every social interaction is a distinctive 
occasion for constructing social reality. But conversation analysts also analyze 
social interactions as having elements that are context free because they are 
evident in other social interactions. We see both context-sensitive and context
free aspects of talk-in-interaction in the above exchange between PD2 and 
DA3. While each move in the interaction is a local and collaborative accomplishment, PD2 and DA3 also orient to more general conversational practices. Most obviously, they orient to the interaction as a set of turn-taking sequences by waiting for, and then taking, their speaking turns in the interaction. They also display general understandings about how conversational topics are proposed, negotiated, and terminated through such mundane moves as stating "Okay" and "Yeah" at the beginning of their speaking turns, and by using the pause to manage a conversational shift. 
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Conversation analysts share ethnomethodologists' interest in the distinctive 
circumstances associated with talk and reality construction in institutional 
settings. They emphasize how these interactions involve both context-fr�e 
aspects of ordinary conversations, and how interactants assemble them m 
distinctive ways to produce social contexts within which some interactional 
patterns and social relationships are encouraged over others (Atkinson and 
Drew, 1979; Drew and Heritage, 1992; Jefferson and Lee, 1992; Zimmerman 
and Boden, 1991) . Further, the patterns and relationships associated with 
institutional settings are unlikely to provide all members with equal oppor
tunities and resources' for pursuing their interests in the interactions, thus 
producing social conditions in which some definitions of social reality are 
more likely to prevail than others. 

For example, this focus is central to Perakyla and Silverman's (1991) analysis 
of counseling sessions as communication formats within which setting 
members take different social roles and positions. The communication formats 
of most interest to Perakyla and Silverman (1991) are interviews (in which 
counselors ask questions and patients answer them) and the information 
delivery format (in which patients listen to the information and evaluations 
conveyed by counselors) . While different, both formats offer counselors 
greater opportunities to express and pursue their interests, including their 
preferred definitions of social reality. Indeed, we might extend this analysis 
by considering how these communication formats are both contexts of, and 
sources for, the distinctive professional authority and power exercised by 
counselors in their interactions with clients. 

Conversation analysts usually study social interactions by constructing 
and analyzing transcripts made from audio and video recordings of social 
interactions. The transcripts are fine-grained representations of the interactions 
that often include notations indicating the length and placement of pauses, 
simultaneous talk by interactants, speakers' intonation, words that are stressed 
or elongated by speakers, and the direction of interactants' gazes. Because 
interactants might take any of these aspects of social interactions into account 
in responding to others' utterances or in moving the interactions in new 
directions, they are relevant to conversation analysts analyses of how social 
realities are interactionally constructed, sustained, and changed. 

FOUCAULDIAN CONCERNS AND STRATEGI ES 

Foucault uses the term discourse to analyze more than language. It also includes 
the assumptions, logics, and modes of articulation associated with particular 
uses of language. Discourses provide persons with coherent interpretive 
frameworks and discursive practices for constructing different social realities 
within which particular kinds of people reside, relationships prevail, and 
opportunities are likely to emerge. We enter into discour��s as we go ���ut 
the practical activities of our lives. The discourses are conditlons of possIbIl�ty 
that provide us with the resources for constructing a limited array of SOCIal 
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realities, and make oth�r possibilities less available to us. Arney and Bergen 
(1984) elaborate on thIS pOint in their discussion of medical discourse as 
knowledge, power, and truth. They state: 

It is m?re than just a set of facts known by physicians and embodied in a 
professlOnal, specialized, inaccessible language. The medical discourse is a set of 
rules that enables facts to become facts for both physicians and patients. It is 
a s�t of rules that Covers not only what is important to doctors but also what 
patIents can speak about as important. Knowledge is power precisely because the 
knowl�dge embedded in the medical discourse supplies rules by which patients 
ascertal� when they �re s�eaking true about the self and when they are speaking 
about t�ngs that are ,nnagmary, Kn�wledge tells the person what is important and 
not fanCIful about hIS or her expenence of illness and patienthood, (Arney and 
Bergen, 1984: 5) , 

In a similar vein, Ainsworth-Vaughn (1998) demonstrates the more micro 
aspe�ts of ,negotiation in medical encounters. As opposed to studies that 
proVIde eVIdence of the power over patients that doctors possess and wield, 
�he anal�zes th,e ways that doctors and patients claim power, or struggle over 
�t rheton,cally, m exc�anges .. Cer,tainly, �uch an inquiry suggests that power 
IS a dommant theme m medIcal mteractIOns; however, Ainsworth-Vaughn's 
study, exa,mines the small ways that utterances reveal grabs for power in 
the mmutla of talk. Thus, power is produced within the struggle over it. 

It matters, then, which discourse we enter into to organize and make sense 
of th� practical issues emergent in our lives. For example, the discourse of 
law IS only one, of several discourses available in contemporary Western 
cultu,res for makI�g sense of, and responding to, interpersonal and intergroup 
conflI�ts, C?thers mclude moral, mediative, and therapeutic discourses, each 
of whIch mvolves assumptions, categories, logics, claims, and modes of 
articulation ,that differ from those making up legal discourse. While politically 
consequentlal, our entrance into discourses is usually experienced as un
remarkable because we associate different discourses with different kinds 
of setting�. �hus, discourses might be said to have their own social settings, 
although It IS uncommon for only one discourse to be available in a social 
setting, 

Conley and O'Barr (1990) show, for example, that while small-claims courts 
a�e domin�te? by le�al discourse, judges and litigants occasionally organize 
dispute� wIt�m t�e dlscOl�rse of relationships, The latter discourse emphasizes 
t�e SOCIal hIS tones .of dIsputants, and the distinctive (often extenuating) 
Clrcu,mstances assocIated with their disputes, The discourse of relationships 
also mvolves a distinctive arrangement of power and authority within the 
co�rtroom. That is, the disputants (not judges and lawyers) possess authori
���lve.knowledge about the so�ial histories, and circumstances emphasized in 

IS dIScourse. Others are restncted to helpmg the disputants tell their stories, 
and develop mutually agreeable solutions to their disagreements. 

A�alyzing the availability of multiple discourses in social settings also raises 
questIons about the discontinuities within, and between, the discourses, This 
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concern is perhaps most evident in Foucault's (1970, 1972) approach to 

historical change, which he analyzes as filled with radical disjunctures or 

ruptures that occur when new discourses emerge and replace old ones. While 

not directly applicable to qualitative studies of social settings involving 

more limited time spans, this theme in Foucauldian discourse studies is still 

relevant to qualitative research. At the least, it reminds us of the possibilities 

for discursive discontinuities in social settings. These discontinuities might 

be observed, for example, in the ways in which setting members move between 

different discourses in dealing with the practica l  issues of everyday life, 

and when setting members operate within available discourses to produce 

unanticipated and atypical orientations to practical issues. 
While most applications of Foucault's perspective are analyses of historical 

texts, Merry's (1990) and Conley and O'Barr's (1990) studies show that these 

issues may also be studied by using interviews, observational techniques, and 

tape-recorded data. Whatever the form of the data, Foucauldian disco�rse 

studies involve treating the data as expressions of culturally standardized 

discourses that are associated with particular social settings. Foucauldian 

researchers scrutinize their data, looking for related assumptions, categories, 

logics, and claims - the constitutive elements of discourses. They also analyze 

how different (even competing) discourses are present in social settings, how 

related social settings may involve different discourses, the political positions 

of setting members within different discourses, and the discursive practices 

used by setting members to articulate and apply discourses to concrete issues, 

persons, and events. 

ESTABLISH I N G  

Despite its limitations, the above discussion of ethnomethodology, con
versation analysis, and Foucauldian discourse studies provides us with 
a beginning for identifying and elaborating on areas of complementarity 
between the perspectives. These areas are, of course, easier to see in comparing 
ethnomethodology and conversation analysis because they are informed 
by the same intellectual traditions, address similar questions, and focus on 
similar aspects of everyday life. They are similar, for example, in their concern 
for how social realities are "built up" and sustained. Unlike Foucauldian 
scholars who focus on the general categories, practices, and logics of histori
cally emergent discourses, conversation analysts emphasize the interpretive 
and interactional methods (both context sensitive and context free) that people 
in concrete social situations use to construct realities. The next two sections 
discuss two related strategies for linking ethnomethodology and conversation 
analysis, on the one hand, and Foucauldian discourse studies, on the other. 
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M ETHODS AS ANALYTIC O .-. " ,-,,\., 

Ethnomethodologists, conversation analysts, and Foucauldian scholars orient 
to, and rely upon, empirical data to develop their perspectives. The data 
analyz.ed by thes� theorists are not merely materials for illustrating aspects 
of �helr perspectives. The analyses are theory-constructing activities in 
WhiCh data are a central focus. To be sure, the data that these theorists usu
ally. analyze are different, but the differences are at least partly matters of �hOlce, not absolute necessities. Indeed, the literature of qualitative sociology 
mcludes sever.al ex�mples of ho,: ethnomethodology, conversation analysis, 
and FoucauldIan discourse studies can be done by using "unconventional" 
methods and data. 

H�lst:in' � (1993) study of legal proceedings concerned wjth the involuntary 
hOspitalIzatIon of persons diagnosed as mentally ill, for example, shows how 
conversation analytic concerns can be successfully addressed by Ilsing data 
collected through observational methods. This analysis was successful because 
Holstein (1993) brought an appreciation of the significance of talk-in-interaction 
to his fieldwork. While these data are not so richly detailed as those that 
might be gleaned from audio and video recordings, they are sufficient for his �nalytic tas�s and incl:rde co�textual information that is not always present 
111 conversatIOn analytic studIes based only on mechanical recordings. 

Also, McHoul's (1982) and Silverman's (1975) research illustrates how 
ethnomethodologists analyze written texts. While he does not cite Foucault, 
McHoul (1982: x) casts his project in a Foucauldian language when he states, 

The discursive order . . .  produces every possible version of 'the social' . . .  and that 
will be �o whether it is ethnomethodological discourse that is in question or one 
of the dIscourses that ethnomethodology would preferably take as its 'object'. 

Conley and O'Barr (1990), Merry (1990), Miller (1991), and Silverman 
(1987) address Foucauldian issues by using ethnographic and conversational 
data. While different in their empirical and analytic aims, each of these 
studies considers how social life is organized within institutional discourses, 
and how knowledge and power are implicated in them. They advance the 
Foucauldian project by linking it to qualitative researchers' interests in 
the social organization of everyday life. 

Taken together, these developments in qualitative research suggest that 
data are not always a problem in creating dialogue between ethnomethod
ology, conversation analysis, and Foucauldian discourse studies. The analytic 
concerns . of the p:rspectives can be successfully addressed by analyzing 
several dIfferent kll1ds of data. Of course, it is easy to take this claim too far, 
because these perspectives are not compatible with any kind of data. At 
t�e very le�st, conversation analysis requires data that are amenable to sequen
hal analY�Is, ethn�methodology requires data that might be analyzed as 
mund�ne ll1terpretlve methods, and Foucauldian analysis requires discursive 
data. 1 hese data can be generated within the same or linked qualitative studies, 
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however, by combining two or more data generating techniques (such as 
observations, tape recordings of social interactions, and textual analysis) . 
Another promising approach to building bridges linking ethnomethodology, 
conversation analysis and Foucauldian discourse studies is comparative 
qualitative research. 

There are several recent examples of how qualitative researchers have 
comparatively analyzed institutional settings, and addressed analytical 
issues in the process. Gubrium's (1992) ethnographic studies of two family 
therapy clinics is an example. While presumably dealing with similar prob
lems, Gubrium's (1992) analysis shows how the therapists defined and 
responded to their clients' troubles in very different ways, in one case treating 
them as family system problems and in the other as emotional troubles. 
Further, because Gubrium's (1992) fieldwork was informed by the ethno
methodological perspective, his study provides detailed information about 
the mundane interpretive and interactional practices through which the 
therapists entered into, and operated within, these discourses to produce 
organizationally preferred trouble definitions and remedies. 

Miller and Silverman's (1995) comparative study of an AIDS counseling 
center in London and family therapy clinic in the United States is an example 
of how a comparative strategy may be implemented to address ethno
methodological, conversation analytic, and Foucauldian concerns. In this 
case, the researchers collected their data independent of one another, and 
then collaborated by analyzing the continuities and discontinuities in the data. 
The study illustrates how conversation analytic and Foucauldian approaches 
to troubles talk may be bridged through the use of qualitative data. They 
pursue the latter goal by treating their data as venues for exploring situational 
and trans situational aspects of counseling discourse, settings, and practices. 

Miller and Holstein (1995, 1996) take a different approach to comparative 
research and analysis in their study of conflict emergence and dispute 
processing in one human service organization. The study is based on extensive 
observations of everyday life in the organization and analysis of audio tapes 
of legal proceedings concerned with dispute resolution. The analysis �ocuses 
on the ways in which conflicts and disputes are differently orgamzed as 
they are considered within different dispute domains which Miller and 
Holstein (1995, 1996) analyze as made up of the typical assumptions, concerns, 
vocabularies, and interactional practices associated with different social 
settings. This study, then, offers a distinctive view of the conditions of 
possibility associated with the evolution of disputes in one organization. 

Miller and Holstein (1995, 1996) consider how organizational settings are 
linked to form an ecology of knowledge and power, and how outside parties 
(legal officials associated with a different government agency) sometimes 
become involved in ongoing disputes. The study considers the ways in which 
disagreements are changed as they are configured and reconfigure? wit�in 
the conditions of possibility provided by each dispute domain. WhIle mam
taining an interest in Foucauldian issues, Miller and Holstein (1995, 1996) 
also stress ethnomethodological themes. They analyze, for example, how 
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members of these settings use available interpretive and interactional 
resources to artfully pursue their interests and, based on members' actions, 
how disputes sometimes move in unanticipated directions. 

A final comparative research and analytic strategy involves longer term 
(even longitudinal) studies of one or a few settings. The focus here is on how 
discourses and their associated interpretive and interactional practices change 
over time. This strategy might be useful in observing the disjunctures or 
ruptures that Foucault emphasizes in his historical studies of social change, 
but they may also provide qualitative researchers with information about 
the ways in which discourses, settings, and related interpretive and inter
actional practices evolve over time. While less dramatic than studies of 
radical disjunctures, studies of the evolution of discourses and their related 
settings and practices provide insights into the potentially unstable and 
changing character of language, culture, and institutions (see, for example, 
Miller, 1997) . 

In sum, these studies remind us of the complexities of everyday life and 
how agency and constraint are simultaneously implicated in it. An exclusive 
fo�u� on either side of this dichotomy is inadequate, since everyday life is lived 
withm cultu�ally s.tandardized discourses and the discourses are changed 
by the ways m WhICh we use them. While ethnomethodo]ogy, conversation 
analysis, and Foucauldian discourse studies are distinctive approaches to these 
issues, comparative qualitative research that bridges them provides analysts 
with conditions of pOSSibility for artfully extending and displaying (in concrete 
detail) the importance of their insights. 

QUESTIONS AND SITES AS ANALYTIC BRIDG ES 

Qualitative research and analyses are as much about asking questions as 
providing answers. Thus, asking questions that address themes that are 
part of, or imp�ied by, two or more perspectives is a form of analytic bridg
mg. The questIOns allow qualitative researchers to focus on aspects of the 
perspectives that are - at least potentially - compatible. For example, we might 
ask, "How do ethnomethodological, conversation analytic and Foucauldian 
re�earch strategies address aspects of the agency-constraint debate in the social 
SCIences?" The debate focuses on the extent to which social realities and actions 
are products of individual initiative or are shaped by larger social forces. 
Ethnomethodologists and conversation analysts might be seen as stressing 
age.ncy ov�r constraint because they focus on the local and artful ways 
:-vhIch settmg members assemble and use available interpretive resources 
111 formulating their understandings of, and responses to, practical issues. 
Foucauldian discourse studies, on the other hand, might be interpreted 
as s

.tressing constraint over human agency because they focus on the ways in :-vhich the assumptions and interpretive procedures used by setting members 
I� constructing social realities are provided by the culturally standardized 
dIScourses that predominate in social settings. 
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This interpretation becomes problematic, however, when we consider 
ethnomethodologically informed and conversation analytic studies concerned 
with institutional settings and talk. These studies provide both data and 
interpretive frameworks for analyzing the practical constraints which insti
tutional actors take into account in pursuing their interests in social settings, 
and for assessing the micropolitical advantages enjoyed by some setting 
members in pursuing their interests in institutional settings. Similarly, agency 
is an aspect of Foucauldian inspired qualitative studies such as Conley and 
O'Barr's (1990) which consider how institutional actors ("artfully") enter 
into available discourses and shift from one discourse to another in dealing 
with practical issues. Agency and constraint are not mutually exclusive issues 
in these studies, then, but coterminous aspects of the settings under study and 
appropriate topics for study in their own right. 

A promising area for reconsidering the agency--constraint debate involves 
recent qualitative studies of gender, race, and class. The issues are central 
to Foucauldian studies of discourse, knowledge, and power. Foucauldian 
scholars treat gender, race, and class as aspects of unequal power relations. 
Foucault analyzes inequality as a product of people's everyday social practices 
and activities, that is, as power relations. Within our power relations, we 
discursively construct realities that justify and sustain gendered, racialized, 
and class-based inequalities. This approach to discourse and power resonates 
with Smith's (1987, 1990) institutional ethnography approach to these issues. 
Smith (1990: 80) states that structures of power and privilege do not exist 
separate from people's actions. Rather, they are produced and sustained 
through the "mobilization of people's concerted actions." 

Smith's approach to gender, race, and class opens the possibility for 
building bridges between Foucauldian discourse studies, ethnomethodology, 
and/ or conversation analysis through qualitative research. The studies might 
focus on the mundane interpretive and conversational practices used by 
individuals and groups to construct, sustain, and sometimes resist differ
ences in power and privilege. Smith's previously discussed analysis of 
contrast structures and mental illness is an example of such bridging. 
For Smith, these contrast structures and related interpretive practices are 
aspects of larger political relations that express and sustain psychiatric 
power and patriarchy. 

Another example of how such bridges can be built is Miller's (1993) 
postructuralist and feminist analysis of part of an interview with Alice Dunn 
and her husband, Michael Dunn (first published in Brannen and Moss, 1987). 
Central to Miller's analysis is the Foucauldian assumption that power infuses 
all talk and therefore all talk is political. The segment under analysis began 
when the interviewer asked Mrs. and Mr. Dunn about the importance of 
Mrs. Dunn's earnings for the household budget (Brannen and Moss, 1987: 159). 
Their interaction turned on whether Mrs. Dunn's earnings were necessary 
for the household or were used to purchase "luxuries." Mrs. Dunn first 
stated, "I think it's quite necessary," but in the end, she says, "Yes, I suppose 
it is for luxuries." (Brannen and Moss, 1987: 89). 
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Miller draws upon and critiques aspects of ethnomethodology and con
versation analysis in analyzing how this interaction depoliticizes Mrs. Dunn's 
initial portrayal of her earnings as necessary to maintaining the household. 
Foucault might say that the interaction shows how cultural discourses 
encourage some portrayals of social reality and discourage other portrayals. 
Miller (1993: 167) also suggests how ethnomethodologists and conversation 
analysts might "broaden" their analyses "to include large-scale discourses 
that influence the ways interaction is accomplished" while not reducing 
"speakers to the puppets of these macrolevel forces." For Miller, a useful 
research strategy for extending ethnomethodology and conversation analysis 
involves noticing and analyzing the "underdog" methods and strategies 
that marginalized groups and individuals use in countering claims based on 
dominant discourses, as well as how "top dogs" sometimes use these methods 
and strategies for their purposes. ' 

A related example of how qualitative researchers might study agency and 
constraint as coterminous aspects of everyday life is Chase's (1995) analysis 
of the work narratives of women school superintendents in the United 
States. Chase displays an ethnomethodological awareness in describing the 
social contexts of her interviews with the superintendents. She stresses that 
it is not enough to pay attention to what the superintendents say about 
their lives and experiences. Chase (1995: x) adds that qualitative researchers 
must also pay attention to how interviewees tell their life stories "by attending 
to the cultural, linguistic and interactional contexts and processes of story
telling." 

Chase focuses much of her analysis on two major cultural discourses 
or counternarratives used by the superintendents in telling their life stories. 
One discourse stressed the many accomplishments achieved by the super
intendents in their professional lives. The other discourse consisted of stories 
about gender, racial, and ethnic discrimination encountered by the super
intendents and by other women in pursuing their careers. Chase notes that 
the women in her study were confident and adept at using both discourses 
in talking about their lives. This changed, however, when the superintendents 
were asked to link the discourses. Chase (1995: 1 1 )  analyzes this request 
as creating a discursive disjunction because "talk about professional work and talk about inequality belong to two different discursive realms, two conflicting vocabularies for articulating experience, two different ways of talking about oneself." 

Chase further develops this theme by analyzing the various narrative strategies that the superintendents used to manage the disjuncture between the discourses of professional success and social inequality. Her analysis constructs a bridge between Foucauldian discourse studies and ethnomethod
?logy (and perhaps conversation analysis) by displaying the interactional and I�t�rpretive skills that the superintendents used in managing this discursive dISJuncture. These skills are often taken for granted in Foucauldian and 
?ther macroscopic studies of power, knowledge, and language. Further, the ll1terviewees' efforts to manage the disjuncture display d iscursive problems 
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and competencies that sometimes are overlooked in ethnomethodological and 
conversation analytic studies. 

Another example of how analytic bridges may be built by asking questions 
is Jackson'S (2001 )  recent ethnography of Harlemworld. Jackson takes a 
synthesizing approach to analyzing Harlemworld as a place within New 
York City and as a symbol of African American h�stor� and cult.ure. He dr�ws 
upon Foucauldian discourse studies in developmg hIS ,analyttc perspectJve. 
But his analysis also includes themes that resonate WIth aspects of ethno
methodology. The themes involve Jackson's analysis of race and clas� as 
socially constructed and performed realities. Put differently, Jackson defmes 
race and class as activities that members of Harlemworld do. Jackson 
(2001 :  4) explains that 

many African Americans have decidedly performative notions of soci�l identi�y. 
Class position is glimpsed through interpretations of e�eryday behavIO.rs. RacIal 
identity is predicated on perceptions of particular social actIOns and IS shored 
up with recourse to specific kinds of activities. Racial "location" is not contingent 
solely on one-drop rules or degrees of skin pigmentati�n. Sociall� meaningf.ul 
identifications are partially derived from observable behavIOrs, practlces and SOCIal 
performances. 

Jackson's study has important implications for the ethnomethodologi.cal study of race and class. The study provides a starting point for studymg 
the mundane methods (performances) that people use to cast themselves 
as members of particular social classes and races, and the methods used by 
others to "read" the performances as evidence of social class and racial mem
bership. Jackson'S ethnography also details the varia.bility .of pe?ple's 
social class and racial performances (and claims) across SOCIal settmgs. Fma.lly, 
Jackson's study might be read as an instruction to ethnomethodoiogists 
about how they might analyze mundane reality construction as embodied 
activity. . . Barrett (1996), too, demonstrates the embodiment of reahty constructlOn 
in his study of schizophrenic "cases." Barrett (1996: 19) analyzes how ':ps�
chiatric teams" (made up of psychiatrists, social workers, and psychIatnc 
nursing staff) variously construct a single schizophrenic patient differently 
as a "segmented case," a "fully worked-up case," or a "whole person" . Barrett 
(1996: 19) fuses phenomenology and Foucauldian discourse studies insofar 
as he analyzes the ways th�t "psy�hi�tr.ic disco�rse" character.ize� �ati;nts 
as "variously endowed With SUbjectIVIty or dIvested of subJectlvlty . . In 
contrast to Jackson'S study across sites, Barrett looks at the vantage pomts 
and positions of actors within a single institution, a�d �ow the ac�ors' engage
ment with the institution and patients frames theIr mterpretatlOn of a case 
or illness. 
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CONCLUSION 

One advantage of the bridging metaphor is that it avoids the imagery of 
totalizing synthesis in which the distinctive themes and contributions of two 
or more perspectives are de-emphasized (even lost) in the interest of devel
oping grand theoretical schemes. The bridging approach offered here seeks 
to make different perspectives mutually informative, not to obscure or deny 
their distinctive features. To that end, we conclude by discussing two general 
implications of our approach to parad igm bridging through qualitative 
research. 

The first implication involves the selection of minimally compatible 
perspectives. All sociological perspectives are not equally amenable to the sort 
of linkage that we describe here. Thus, an early task of qualitative researchers 
involves specifying the conditions of compatibility between the perspectives 
which they wish to link through their research, such as we have done in 
noting the complementary emphases in ethnomethodology, conversation analysis, and Foucauldian discourse studies. How they differ on these issues 
is also relevant, but discussion of the differences is only possible after areas 
of compatibility have been specified. 

Second, qualitative researchers' bridging projects must include the analysis 
of data about research sites. While the qualitative research tradition includes numerous and significant theoretical contributions, these developments should not be separated from the empirical focus of the tradition. This state
ment may be a source of controversy for some readers who properly reject past claims by some qualitative researchers that their data are objective facts that "speak for themselves," and should be treated as authoritative adjudicators of theoretical disagreements about the nature of the "real" world. This position neglects the ways in which qualitative data are themselves social constructions that reflect the assumptions and practices of the researchers who produced them. 

Acknowledging that qualitative data are social constructions, however, does not render them theoretically useless or irrelevant (see, for example, Miller and Fox, 1999) . Rather, acknowledgment recasts them as aspects of a distinctive discourse that treats the practices of everyday life as worthy topics of analysis. It also reminds qualitative sociologists that while theory is - by definition - abstract, it should also speak to issues that are recognizable as features of persons' everyday lives and social worlds. 
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I NTRODUCTION: DOCU M ENTARY 

A significant amount of contemporary ethnograp�ic fi�ldwc�rk takes place 

in literate societies, in organizational or other settmgs m WhICh documents 

are written read stored and circulated. Ethnographic fieldwork was his

torically co�ceiv�d and developed for research in esse�tially oral setti.ngs 

not only in non-literate societies, often studied by SOCIal �nthropol�gl�ts, 

but also in oral cultures or subcultures in more advanced lIterate sOCletles. 

In contrast, contemporary fieldwork is often conducted in settings that are 

themselves documented by the indigenous social actors. While such do�u

mentary work is rarely 'ethnographic' in itself, it is important to. recogm�e 

the extent to which many cultures and settings are self-documentmg. In t.hIS 

chapter we consider some of the method?lo�ical consequences of �tudYI.ng 

'documentary' societies and cultures. We mdlcate some of the ways m whIch 

qualitative field researchers can set about �he. study of d.acumentary re�lit�es 
and the location of documentary work wlthm the fabnc of everyday socIal 

life. It is important to do so because many qua�itative res�archers conti.nue to 

produce ethnographic accounts of complex, hte.rate SOCla� worlds as If they 

were entirely without writing or texts. Many pubhshed Studl�S of, for exampl�, 

occupational, professional, organizational �nd eve.n educatIOnal or academIC 

settings are implicitly represented as deVOId of wntten documents and. ot�er 

forms of textual recording. Such accounts do not, therefore, always do JustIce 

to the settings they purport to describe, and it is necessary to redress t�e 

balance if only for the sake of completeness and fidelity to the settings of socIal 

research. f 
Organizations and other research settings have a variety of ways ? 

representing themselves collectively both t� themselves and to othe�s. :t lS� 
therefore, imperative that our understandmg of contemporary SOCIetIes 

ANALYSING DOCUMENTARY REALITIES 

whether our own near-at-hand, or one to which we are strange and distant 
incorporates an appreciation of those processes and products of self
description. Consider, for instance, an ideal-typical organization. It goes 
virtually without saying that this quintessentially modern kind of social 
formation is thoroughly dependent on paperwork. Administrators, accoun
tants, lawyers, civil servants, managers at all levels, and other experts or 
specialist functionaries are all routinely, often extensively, involved in the 
production and consumption of written records and other kinds of document. 
If we wish to understand how such organizations work and how people 
work with/in them, then we cannot afford to ignore their various activities 
as readers and writers. Moreover, if we wish to understand how organizations 
function on a day-to-day basis, then we also need to take account of these 
routine tasks and roles of recording, filing, archiving and rftrieving informa
tion. Indeed, the collective organization of work is dependent on the collective 
memory that such written and electronic records contain. 

In addition to these familiar record-keeping tasks, organizations also 
produce significant documents of other kinds, including a variety of materials 
concerned with their self-presentation. These might involve annual reports, 
prospectuses, financial accounts and the like. Many, though by no means all 
of those documents, are produced for externat even public, consumption. 
They may be among the methods whereby organizations publicize themselves, 
compete with others in the same marketplace or justify themselves to clients, 
shareholders, boards of governors or employees. In the contemporary world, 
we should also include electronic and digital resources among the ways in 
which documentary realities are produced and consumed. Organizations, 
for example, produce websites, promotional videos and similar artefacts. 
These are all among the techniques and resources that are employed to create 
versions of reality and self-presentations. Over and above these institutional 
documents there are also documentary records that embody individual 
actions, interactions and encounters. People-processing professions, for 
example, routinely compile documents and records of professional--client 
interactions, in the production of medical records, case notes in social work, 
school records and so on. These written records can be used to inform future 
action, and are themselves fed into the more formal recording (and docu
mentary) mechanisms of official statistics, performance indicators, efficiency 
league tables and similar constructs. 

The purpose of these introductory paragraphs is not simply to list a 
few indicative types of documents or to begin to outline what some of their 
functions might be. Rather, it is to remind us of the pervasive significance 
of documentary records, written and otherwise, in contemporary social (and 
hence research) settings. What follows logically from such an observation is 
that qualitative field research should pay careful attention to the collection 
and. analys�s of documentary realities. Such enquiry is not confined just to 
the ll1spechon of documents themselves (important though a close scrutiny 
must be). It must also incorporate a clear understanding of how documents 
are produced, circulated, read, stored and used for a wide variety of purposes. 
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The production and consumption of documentary data has formed a part 
of qualitative analyses of a range of settings. Well-cited examples include w?rk 
that has incorporated analyses of school reports (Woods, 1979), medIcal 
records (Rees, 1981), classifications of causes of death (Prior, 1985) and health 
visitors' case records (Dingwall, 1977). Indeed there are many research 
questions and research settings that cannot be investigated ad�quately without 
reference to the production and use of documentary materIals. It would be 
fruitless to study the everyday work and occupational culture of a profession 
such as actuaries without addressing the construction and interpretation 
of artefacts such as the life-table (d. Prior and Bloor, 1993) . Likewise, the 
ethnographic study of accountants would be jejune without reference to 
the professional use of accounts, book-keeping techniques and so on. Mor.e generally, as Bloomfield and Vurdabakis (1994) point out, textual commUni
cative practices are a vital way in which organizations constitute 'reality' and 
the forms of knowledge appropriate to it. 

In paying due attention to such materials, however, one must be quite 
clear about what they can and cannot be used for. Documents are 'social facts', 
in that they are produced, shared and used in socially organized ways. They 
are not, however, transparent representations of organizational routines, 
decision-making processes or professional diagnoses. They construct par
ticular kinds of representations using their own conventions. Documentary 
sources are not surrogates for other kinds of data. We cannot, for instance, 
learn through written records alone how an organization actually operates 
day by day. Equally, we cannot treat records - however 'official' - as firm 
evidence of what they report. This observation has been made repeatedly 
about data from official sources, such as statistics on crime, suicide, health, 
death and educational outcomes (Cicourel and Kitsuse, 1963; Sudnow, 1968; 
Atkinson, 1978; Roberts, 1990; Maguire, 1 994) . This recognition or reservation 
does not mean that we should ignore or downgrade documentary data. 
On the contrary, our recognition of their existence as social facts (or construc
tions) alerts us to the necessity to treat them very seriously indeed. We have 
to approach documents for what they are and what they are used to accom
plish. We should examine their place in organizational settings, the cult.ural 
values attached to them, their distinctive types and forms. The analysls of 
such evidence should therefore be an important part of ethnographic studies 
of everyday organizational life and work. Of course documentary work 
may be the main undertaking of qualitative research in its own right (Prior, 
2003) . In either event it is important to establish a methodological framework 
for the analysis of documentary realities. In the remainder of this chapter we 
outline a number of complementary strategies for approaching this kind of 
qualitative data analysis. This is not intended as a .comprehensiv: revi:w 
of all relevant empirical research or analytical strategles. Rather our mtentIOn 
is to introduce some practical approaches to the systematic analysis of 
documentary data and the contexts of their use. 

It is important to recognize throughout our discussion that follows that 
we are not - as are many of the social actors we observe - trying to use the 
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documents to support or validate other data. It is tempting, when undertaking ethnographic fieldwork or some similar piece of qualitative research, to treat observational and oral data (such as may be derived from interviews or recorded interaction) as the primary data, and any documentary materials as secondary. If used at all, then the latter are often drawn on to cross-check the oral accounts, or to provide some kind of descriptive and historical context. Our vie� here, on. the contrary, is that such attitudes to documentary data �re mapproprIate and unhelpful. We would urge that documentary materIals should be regarded as data in their own right. They often enshrine a distinctively documentary version of social reality. They have their own conventions that inform their production and circulation. They are associated with distinct social occasions and organized activities. This does not mean that there is a documentary level of reality that is divorced froIl) other levels, such as the interactional order. Documents are used and exchanged as part of social interac�ion, for instance. Nevertheless, it is vital to give documentary data due weIght and appropriate analytic attention. There are many ways in which such documentary or textual data can be analysed and it is not our intention to try to describe these in detail (see Silverman, 2001) .  Rather, we introduce and exemplify a series of related themes and issues that can be brought to bear on docume�t�ry sources. Our general perspective is informed by a broadly ethnographlc mterest, while our specific analytic approaches perhaps derive more fron: a semiotic perspective. By that we mean an analytic perspective that exammes how documents can be examined as systems of conventional signs and modes of representation (d. Feldman, 1995). Through illustrating such an approach we consider how one needs to take account of the form of te�dual .materials, the distinctive uses of language they may display, the relatIonshlps between texts and the conventions of genre. 

DOCUMENTARY LAN G UAGE AN D FORM 

Documentary reconstructions of social reality depends upon particular uses 
of languag�. Ce�ta�n �ocument types constitute to use a literary analogy 
- genres, WIth dlStmctIve styles and conventions. These are often marked 
by quite distinctive uses of linguistic registers: that is, the specialized use of 
language associated with some particular domain of everyday life. Particular 
?cc�pations often have distinctive registers, as do particular kinds of organ
�zatIOn or cultural activity. One can often recognize what sort of document one 
IS dealing with simply through a recognition of its distinctive use of language. 
One can, for example, probably recognize the register of, say, a theatre review, 
?r a wine appreciation, without seeing more than a random extract from 
It. Each genre has its characteristic vocabulary, and reviews in general often 
have characteristic form and tone as well. (The register of wine-talk is richly 
faScinating in its own right, of course! See Lehrer, 1983.) 

At a common-sense level we can recognize that official documents and 
reports are often couched in language that differs from everyday language 
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use. Indeed, as we shall illustrate, this is one sort of device that is u�ed to 

construct the distinctive and special mode of documentary representatIOn. It 

is not necessary to endorse a glib condemnation of 'officialese'. or to �ssume 

that bureaucracies deliberately confuse or mislead through their specIal us�s 

of written language. Indeed, it is usually unhelpful to approa�h the analys�s 

of documentary materials from an initially critical or evaluatIve stance. It IS 

undoubtedly more helpful to try to adopt at the outset at leas� - a more 

interpretative standpoint. The initial task is to. p.ay �lose . attentIon to the 

question of how documents are constructed �s dIstmctIve kmds of �c
ro�ucts. 

It is therefore appropriate to pay close attentIOn to the textual orgamzatIon of 

documentary sources. . . 
In order to illustrate our analytic points, and to locate them withm a broader 

cultural context we shall illustrate our discussion with fragments of text 

drawn from on� highly salient feature of academic life - that is, the UK 

Research Assessment Exercise (RAE). This is, in turn, an instance of how the 

'audit culture' has become prevalent in contemporary 'advanc�d� societies, 

not least in the public sector. Audit has become an especially vlsible asp�ct 

of organizational life, as have related processes and pre�s�r�s, suc� as qua.hty 

assurance mechanisms. Indeed, it is arguable that audIt m ItS vanouS gu�ses 

is characteristic of what has been called reflexive modernity, or modermza

tion. That is, a distinctive mode of modern social organization in. which 

states, corporations, bureaucracies and other agenc�es are constramed to 

scrutinize and account for their own activities and theIr consequences. These 

processes rely primarily on acts of documentation and the textual artefacts 

that are generated. Academic life in unive�sities �as not escaped these new 

demands. On the contrary, academics are mcreasmgly called on to account 

for themselves and to document what they have done. These accounts are 

used as eViden'ce by various external bodies that are charged with scrutiniz

ing the 'quality' of research and teaching in academic depar�m�nts. O�e �f 

the most high profile of these external audits i� the �AE. ThIS IS a penodic 

review of the research of 'units of assessment (whIch may or may not b.e 

coterminous with 'departments') in all academic disciplines �n all UK i�stl

tutions of higher education. It has taken place at regular mtervals smce 

1985. The most recent RAE results were published in 2001 ;  since then the whole 

RAE process has been subject to a revie-:v and pr�p�sed revi�i?n (Robe:ts, 

2003) in an exercise that is itself a fascinatmg exerCIse m the OffICl�l reflectlon 

on documentary realities. In preparation for each RAE, academIc staff and 

university administrators prepare written submissions. �he.se are then sent 

to panels of discipline experts, who evaluate the submIssIOns and award 

grades, ranging from 1 to 2, 3a and 3b, 4, 5 and 5*. (�his distinctly o�d scale 

is a very British phenomenon, reflecting past deciSIOns, compron::lses and 

additions: it is a seven-point scale that goes up to 5!) The RAE IS a very 

serious exercise for all those who take part in it. It has profound consequences 

for the esteem in which a given department (and university) is hel� . More 

fundamentally still, it drives an important fractio� of t�� state f�ndmg th�t 

is allocated to universities. Consequently, all umversitles are mvolved m 
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competition to gain the highest possible RAE grades. They devote considerable 
�ime and �ffort in long-term preparations for the RAE, and in the shorter term, 
m preparmg the actual documentary submissions. 

The RAE is handled by the Higher Education Funding Council for England, 
on behalf of all the UK funding councils. Each submission has thus far followed � unifo�m format. For each assessment, the Council issues guidelines and 
mstructIons, and also issues standardized electronic forms that have to be used 
t� prepare each assessment. The format of submissions has changed a little 
SInce the process began, but there is a basic underlying structure to the returns. 
!'his uniformity reflects a very significant thing about documentary realities 
m the modern world. Documents are often used to create a certain kind 
of predictability and uniformity out of the great variety of events and social 
arrangements. This is, after all, one of the most important features of the 
bureaucratic mode of social organization: persons and courses of action are 
reconstr�cted in terms of the categories and rules of the organization itself. 
!ransactlOns, problems, cases and the like can only be recorded and processed 
If the? can be ma�e t.o conform to standard formats. It is one of the key 
functIOns of orgamzatIOnal documents that they do such work of standard
i�ation. v:'hen organizations generate documentary records, they transform 
dIVerse .Clrcum�tances an� people into documentary forms that can be pro
cess�d In relatIvely predIctable and standardized ways. It thus becomes 
pOSSIble to apply various kinds of routines to processing them and recording 
them, to generating statistics that compare and collate cases, problems 
and outcon:es. They can be used to do the sort of work that is currently popular 
among p.O�lCy makers: s�tting achievement targets and measuring outcomes. 
Such pohtlcal and orgamzational work is impossible without the construction 
of documentary facts and realities. Standardization and categorization through 
documentary types operates in many domains of modern life. Bowker a�d 
Star (1999) provide a particularly telling case study of how classifications 
of .disea�e actively shape modern medical thought and practice (see also 
Pn.or, thIS volume). Chaney (2002) discusses, from a very different starting 
pomt, aspects of the documentary imperative in modern culture and its 
rationalization. 
. A great deal of work in modern bureaucracies and other complex organiza

hons would be impossible without the creation of these kinds of documentary 
reality . . Indeed,. the development of modern methods of accountancy, 
marketmg, tradmg and so on has depended completely on the construction 
of standardized categories and types - largely managed through the creation 
?f sta��ard doc.umentary forms. (The congruence of meaning of the term 
forms 1.S revealmg here - referring as it does to both types and the paper or 
electromc :neans through which a typical case is constructed.) Documentary 
reportage I� closely related to the existence of official classificatory systems, 
such as the mternational classification of diseases (see Bowker and Star (1999) 
for a detailed discussion of such classificatory systems). It is important to 
reme�ber that such official categories and classificatory systems do not simply 
descnbe classes and systems - they are active in creating and shaping them. 
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AE submissions for example, had restricted scope in terms 
The author(s)

d
o: R 

As well as th� written guidelines that were issued, there 
of content an 

e�r:tations and understandings about such documents that 
we� al�o the 

d a�ministrators brought to bear. As drafts are comp�sed, rea� aca
d 

emlCS an 
t d upon internally so individuals contribute then share 

an com men e ' . 
understandings of such background cultural as�ur�ptIOns. 

. mber of 
As art of an RAE unit of assessment submIssIOn. there are a nu 

��::�!n:b����:::�:����::' 
t
;:s�:���i:��:�::;�::�a�r;��;i�:��!:�: 

. ' t of for example the research structure, envIronment and 
dIs�u:sIVe repo� �he�e can be con'sidered as representing a particular kind 
activIty. Eac: 0 lity The submissions for each unit of assessment for the 
of dO��::��::7r:�ow �ublicly available (see http:/ /www.he:o.a� .uk/rae/ 
�0�1 x htm) For the purposes of illustration the examples used m thIS chap.ter 

��e :li take� from the Cardiff University submission to the RAE EducatIOn 

Panel (20�1)� 1 . . roduction of form RA4, which details research inc�me 
Examp e . ' IS a r�p 

e are not concerned with here is a detaIled 
over the reView penod. What "'! . l '  ed by the table (though that 

1 . f h much research mcome IS c alm . . �na �s�s °d :w
that that may be a significant factor) . Rather we can thmk 

IS no : e
a � in which this form reproduces shared knowledges .and assump

��:�t �o;: ;articular kind of audience (in this case academIc peers and 

administrators) . 

Example 4.1 

RA4: Research income details 

Partial 1 996-97 1 997-98 1 998-99 1 999- Partial 

Source of income (Net VAT) 
1 995-96 2000 2000-01 

OST research councils et al . 1 64,0 1 4  1 89,01 8 209,753 94,2 1 0  92,1 1 4  23,459 

1 ,389 2,635 4,767 1 4,075 1 2,663 1 ,201 
UK-based charities 

UK central government 
74,447 39,743 54,955 1 22,038 1 44,81 2 25,805 

bodies 

UK industry, commerce and 
1 ,7 1 8  21 ,786 34,1 43 33, 1 45 25,755 1 ,786 

public corporations 

6 1 6,906 0 1 ,963 0 

EU government bodies 0 

0 0 
0 0 0 1 1 ,668 

EU other 

0 2,984 1 , 1 67 0 8,904 4,547 
Other overseas 

2 1 ,01 5 31 ,535 1 7,926 47,022 1 4,872 1 0,885 

Other 
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At first glance Example 4.1 is a relatively straightforward table. While it 
does not textually describe in detail the source or application of research funds, 
it is set out in a particular way, following some obvious stylistic conventions. 
It does not contain lengthy descriptive prose or explanation. It is tabulated in 
an ordered and structured manner. The RA4 statements will look similar 
in terms of style and layout across all of the submissions. Like the layout, the 
sources of income detailed in the statement will be familiar to an academic 
readership, and perhaps less understood by a lay readership. Moreover, 
funding from the Office of Science and Technology (OST) and the research 
councils (such as the Economic and Social Research Council) is held in par
ticularly high esteem, and this is perhaps implicit in their position within 
the table (which, incidentally, constituted for this particular submission the 
largest source of funding). This positioning at the head of th� table hence serves 
a further purpose in the construction of the research account. 

Presented with a file of statements like this one, and others relating to 
staffing numbers, research studentships, students and so forth, the academic 
reader or panel member can read a representation of the unit of assessment. 
This sort of documentary reality might be of limited value to a lay reader. 
The competent professional reader can, however, read into such documents 
much more than the lay reader may be able to. The forms also enable all 
submissions under each unit of assessment to be readily compared, albeit in 
a particular, coded and highly stylized way. The RAE, in this way, involves 
the creation and use of particular kinds of documentary artefacts, as a way 
of constructing and representing academic departments (or parts thereof) . 
Moreover, this codification embodies within it assumptions of 'what counts' 
as research activity or esteem, as prescribed by the funding councils (and 
perhaps the academic community at large). Tabular summaries like this 
can, therefore, provide standardized, shorthand ways in which the relative 
performance of different organizations can be compared. They thus inscribe 
implicit assumptions about what is important about organizational life, and 
what is worth recording. Moreover, such tables provide numerical summaries 
of a wide range of activities. Obviously, there is much more to academic perfor
mance than such summary statistics, but the use of such 'performance 
indicators' is a very common feature of modern documentation and modern 
management. It is a representational strategy that is fundamental to the 
rationalization of modern life (Scott, 1990). 

Tabulated data are a particular form of documentary source. Other parts 
of the RAE submissions by units of assessment relied upon prose text rather 
than figures. Prose accounts are equally conventional and deserve similar 
attention to matters of form. This can be illustrated by another example from 
the RAE submission. Again we use the Cardiff education submission with
out evaluative intent, but simply as an example of a document of a particular 
kind, displaying characteristic features. Example 4.2 is an extract from form 
RASa, the description of the structure, environment and staffing of the unit 
of assessment. This extract is part of a broader statement, in which the claims 
that are made are justified and amplified. 
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Example 4.2 

RA5a: Structure, environment and staffing policy 

Educational research at Cardiff has for some time adopted an explici: analytical 

ers ective that views education as a 'cradle-to-grave' process" wlt
,
h ln which 

�ch! l ing constHutes only one, albeit very important, part. Learning I� see� 
,
a� 

taking place in a variety of social contexts; in schools, colleges and 
,
UnlVer� ltles 

t ' I  but also within  homes work-places and wider community settings, 
cer aln y,  " 

t d t '  ply within the 
The impacts of educational change are unders 00 no slm 

, 
educational system itself, but also i n  relation to ?:her elements o

,
f th� s?clal 

h f ' I '  labour markets and political and cultural Institutions, 
structure, suc as ami les, , , ' I 
This approach necessitates situating educational research wlthl

,
n a

, 
strong socia 

, t'f' framework which fosters the development of interdisciplinary work, 
sClen I IC , 

b h ' t i l t ally 
This counters any tendencies for educational research to be ot In � ec u 

, 
isolated and dominated by its predominantly teacher education enVlr

,
onment. 

It also facil itates contribution to the improvement of poll
,
CY 

,
a�� �ractlce In an 

f '  ' I 'J'o'ined up' government and collaborative In it iatives between 
era 0 I ncreasing Y " , 
professional discipl ines, 

The creation of the School of Social Sciences has boosted capacity to deliver 

this ambitious research agenda, The School bri
,
ngs t?gether

, 
almost 1 00 

research-active staff in education, sociology, social �ol lcy, social work
,
and 

criminology, It therefore provides a h ighly distinctive enVlr�nment for edu�atlo�al 

h U der the leadership of the Director, the distinguished sociologist, 
researc , n , d" I' esearch 
H B non it has developed a mission to produce Inter ISCIP Inary r 

w�:h 7: the�retically i nformed, methodologically rigorous and contributes to 

the development of policy and professional practice: Educational researchers 

have a critical intel lectual contribution to make to this wider research agenda, 

from a discipl i nary background in which the r�lationships between theo
,
ry, 

methodology and application to policy and practl?e are wel l ��veloped relatl�e 

to many other social science disciplines, 
,
This wi l l  be a significant element I n  

the long-term development of  the School s research strategy, 

H then can we begin to make sense of such textual doc�mer:tary 

t 0:"11 We �ight begin by noting the style in which the report IS wntte�, 

ra e:�y' ways this follows a conventional narrative format. The reader IS 

:er:nded that it is educational research at Cardiff that is the focus of the 

iece, The extract then moves from what appea� to be general st�tements 

;bout educational research, to more particular detaIl,s about the Card�ff SCh��! 
of Social Sciences, its research philosophy and enVIronment. The plece e1 a 

a ain with a more general statement and a look towards the future. On , 

19 ' t 'on however many of these general statements are actually 
c oser examina 1 " , , bl I t . d' a canvas onto which educational research at CardIff IS a e to oca e 

Ft:��� ;�� views, for example, of education being a 'cradle-to-grave' process, 
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of learning taking place in a variety of contexts, and of interdisciplinarity are 
'interpretations' of the educational research environment that particularly 
suits the kind of educational research that is conducted at Cardiff. Similarly, 
drawing attention to the view that educational research might have tenden
cies to be 'intellectually isolated and dominated by its teacher education 
environment' is purposive given the fact that the Cardiff education unit 
of assessment is not a centre for initial teacher training, unlike many of its 
comparative units or schools. Beginning with these kinds of statements is 
not accidental, therefore, but is designed to 'set the scene' in a very particular 
way, The text implicitly invites the reader to find a point of contrast that can 
be used to construct the distinctiveness and special quality of the Cardiff 
department. 

We can also examine the kind of language that is use..d in the extract. It 
contains many words and phrases that will seem very familiar to an academic 
readership, For example, 'a strong social scientific framework', 'the develop
ment of interdisciplinary work', 'capacity to deliver', 'research-active staff' , 
These, and expressions like them, are not necessarily part of everyday talk 
(even of academics) but they will be familiar to academics charged with 
authoring and reading such documents, They are among the linguistic 
building blocks of this particular kind of academic (re)presentation, Indeed it 
is possible to think of them as resembling verbal/textual formulae and their 
deployment in documents can be likened to the composition of an oral epic. 
It is well documented that bards can extemporize the composition of lengthy 
oral verse, celebrating themes such as heroes or wars, They can ' compose' 
line after line, usually in strict metre, on stock themes, peopled with stock 
characters. It has been shown that this capacity for 'improvization' is possible 
because the bards have at their disposal a repertoire of stock phrases for 
recurrent actors and actions, The oral bard, therefore, does not actually com
pose verse from scratch, but rather puts it together from well-established 
patterns and pre-formed components. These are, in turn, familiar to the 
audience, who are able to draw upon the same stock of well-understood and 
well-established phrases and literary conventions, In that sense, such a genre 
constitutes a kind of restricted code (Bernstein, 1981), with limited possibilities 
of choice and combination in composition, Such an observation is equally 
applicable to written language, as the RAE extract demonstrates, 

The author(s) of the Cardiff education RAE submission clearly had some 
leeway in writing the account. (It is worth noting here that the submission is 
not attributed to named authors, but comes from 'the school', or indeed the 
university another feature of official documentation.) Despite this freedom, 
however, the scope and language of the document will have been restricted 
in some ways. There were written guidelines that indicated the kinds of things 
that needed to be covered, Moreover, there are shared understandings and 
expectations about such documents and their use among academics and higher 
education administrators. As drafts are composed, read and commented upon 
internally, so relevant individuals bring to bear these shared meanings and 
cultural assumptions. 
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Most importantly, perhaps, we can now see that while this RAE document 
(or extract thereof) may be 'about' an academic school (�r 'uni.t �f assessment' 
- an RAE category that could be analysed in its own nght), It IS not a trans
parent description. One certainly cannot take the doctlment and read of! from 
it a picture of the department and its academic/research pr?gr�mme m any 
simple sense. That is not because the author(s) set out to deceIve. m som� way. 
The issue here is not about honesty, or even about accuracy, m any SImple 
sense. It reflects the extent to which documentary realities constitute distincti.ve 
levels of representation, with some degree of autonomy from other soclal 
constructions. Thus the RAE submission is a particular kmd of account of an 
academic department, in just the same way as a finan�ial a�dit is a particul�r 
kind of account of an organization. The accountants audIt of a company s 
books and balance sheets is not intended to authenticate every record of 
every transaction, and the auditor is not fo:ever comparing the '�ooks' with 
some independent level of reality. The audIt compares record.s .w1th record�, 
and checks them for features such as consistency. A key aud1tmg process IS 
the referencing of the audit file, a process whereby an auditor (usually a junior 
accountant) is charged with the task of checking for consistency .an� order 
across the range of balances and documents presented to the audIt. LIke �he 
RAE, it too is conducted primarily within the domain of documentary realIty. 
Such a conclusion does not mean that we cannot learn a great deal from such 
documentary sources. On the contrary, we have already sketcl:ed �ome ways 
in which an understanding of the RAE document, and others lIke It, can start 
to give us valuable data about organizational life in academic in�titutions 
and their characteristic cultures. We can, moreover, learn somethmg about 
the sort of work, and its associated skills, that goes into the creation and use 
of such an artefact. 

What is at stake here is the construction of a distinctive documentary 
reality. Our RAE document performs quite dist.in�tiv� work. It creates a very 
particular version of reality. It is, moreover, a d1stmctIvely documentary one. 
It draws on the genre of other documents, and their characteristic lang�age. 
It is constructed so that other kinds of documentary work can be accomphshed 
with it. Such a self-assessment and self-report are eventually used as evidence 
by a panel who in turn generate yet another docum�ntary reality - thei� �verall 
report - and perhaps more i�po:tant tha� anythmg else to the part.1C1?ant� 
- the final RAE grading. ThIS bnngs us, mdeed, to our next analytIc Issue. 
documents do not exist in isolation. Documentary reality depends on system
atic relationships between documents. Analysis must take accoun: of s�ch 
relationships. We now turn, therefore, to a discussion of the relatIonshIps 
between documents, or the intertextuality of texts. 

I NTERTEXTUALITY 

Documents do not stand alone. They do not construct systems or domains 
of documentary reality as individual, separate activities. Documents refer -
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however tangentially or at one removed to other realities and domains. They also refe: to .other doc�ments. This is especially, though not exclusively, true of org�mzatIonal sett�ngs and their systems of record keeping. The analysis of documentary realIty must, therefore, look beyond separate texts, and a.sk how they are related. It is important to recognize that, like any system of sI�ns and messages, documents make sense because they have relationships WIth other documents. In that sense, therefore, we can examine such artefacts �nd their significance in just the same way we approach the signs of language Itself. 
Perhaps it is useful here to return to the theme of audit of which the RAE might be considered an example within UK higher educa;ion. If we consider the mechanics of audit, then it starts to become quite easy to grasp the point of syst��atic relations between documents. One of the root metaphors of an �ud1t IS that of the audit trail. Traditionally (financially) defined audits of flr�s and. orga�izations, carr.jed. out by accountants, place great emphasis on �h1S audIt �raIl. At the begmmng of their training, junior accountants �re mstructed m how to carry out a detailed audit trail. This involves retracmg each document and statement presented in the 'company' accounts to oth�r docume�ts cor:tain�d in the audit file (the preparation of papers for an audIt). There IS an ll1bmlt assumption that reference can and should be made to other documents. An auditor's task is to establish the extent of these relation�hips �nd intertextualities. 'Ticking' is a folk term used by accountants �o descnbe thIS process of retracing links and establishing an audit trail. (It IS paralle�ed by 'b�shing', which refers to the action of signing off segments of an audIt as conSIstent and fair.) A�ademic auditors follow similar procedures. It therefore ought to be pOSSIble for an academic auditor to pick an item, such as a transaction or a decis.ion, an� follow a 'paper trail' through the appropriate procedures of meetll1gs, mmu.tes, accounts, and so on, in order to trace an orderly and prope:ly �uthonzed procedure which is in turn correctly accounted for. Such mvestIgatIve procedures are predicated on the assumption that there are and should be r.egula.r, identifiable relationships between documentary records. These. relahons�lp� are based on elementary - but significant _ principles. They mcl.ud� pnnc1pl.es of sequence and hierarchy. These in turn are part of the constItutIve machll1ery whereby organizations produce and reproduce themselves. From a general analytic perspective, therefore, we can see that the realm of do�umenta�y reality does not rely on particular documents mirroring and reflectmg a SOCIal reahty. Rather, we can think of a semi-autonomous domain of documentary reality, in which documents reflect and refer (often implicitly) to other documents. Colleag�es i� ac.ade�ic life will be perfectly familiar with the application of the audIt pnnCIple m contemporary universities. All universities and �epartments fin.d themselves subject to various forms of audit. For example, III recent years m the UK academic departments found themselves subject to assess�ent by �he Quality Assurance Agency (QAA) through the process of Teachmg QualIty Assessment (TQA). Universities continue to be subject 
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" ' AA This rocess of TQA, for example, invol�ed 
to instltutIOnal audIt by the Q ' � , by the observation of teachmg 
a certain amount of direct eviden�e ga �rmg'However a great deal of the 
and meetings with students an

h 
teac �rs'tion of do�umentary materials, , t k place through t e examma d inspectIOn 00 

d h .  Ives producing self-assessment ocu-
Academic departments foun t emse

f the l'AE) as well as providing 
d' " 1 process rom " � , ,  

ments �not too
, 

l�slml ar a 
ts of documentary evidence (such as module 

inspectlon teams wIth vast amoun , 1 f students' work 
d d' r t minutes of meetmgs, examp es 0 ' 

outlines an rea mg IS S' , t was to evaluate the extent to which 
and so on) , A,tas

l
k �f th�insri�����h��; was evident through the supporting 

a department s c alms a ou 
documentation" ' , d  similar external people use documents 

When academIc ,au�ltors an , her education they examine a range of 
to scrutinize orgam�atl,ons �f 

��g 
undertake an'audit trail. In simple terms, 

sources, As we ha�e mdlcate �izatronal decision, an innovation or a problem 
that means followmg an orga 

t S h a trail might for instance, examine 
h ' ence of documen -s, uc , 

f throug a sequ . 
t' 'n order to trace the progress 0 an 

the minutes of departmental mee mgs
d
l 

on Such organizational records 
t' t the next an so ' item from o�e mee mg � " "

we can note that such documents have 
have distinctIVe charactenstIcs, Aga�n, 

h particular functions, Minutes 
specific, stylized formats, They a sO

d 
ave 

thing that was said and done in , f ' stance do not recor every h of meetmgs, or m ,  , 1 re not intended to record w at 
a meeting, Indeed, in a sense theY

h
PreClse 

d
Y
ec
a
z'ded In a sense they constitute 

'd  Th ecord w at was ' , 
was actually �al , ey r 

h 11 n ed and corrected with the agreement of the 
what was decIded, Unless c a e

k
, g 

d over rnembers' own recollec-
' tt ord ta es prece ence 

members, the wn en rec 
h d ments are written in order to refer 

tions and inte�tions, Moreover
�:u�he 

o��e co�structed and read precisely 
to other, eqUIvalent doc�men

" f '  �erlinked documents, If we pursue the 
as part of a documentary omam

d
o
. 

l� 
d't we can see that an audit trail 

h ' 1 Ie of our aca emlC au 1 , , hypot etlca ex amp 
1 inutes of staff-student meetmgs, 

ld ' k n documents suc 1 as m h wou pIC up 0 , . 
(or sub rou s of them), We can analyse suc 

meetings of the a�a,de�mc st�ff 
s wa s � e [ave already referred to the notion 

documentary �eahh�s m var�ou
deriv:d from contemporary literary criticism, 

of intertextualztY'
,
T�11S term IS 

f t that fact that literary texts (such as novels) 
in which context l,t IS used to re �: °do not refer 'ust to a fictional world, Rather, 
are not free standmg, and that t y 

h t t T
J 
hey l'nclude other texts of the , l' 'tly to ot er ex s, they refer, howe�r l;P ;Cl 

f ;extual product (such as journalism, biography, 
same genre, or ot er m s O

l t ts in terms of these intertextual , ) W therefore ana yse ex mov:es , , e can, dimensions of similarity and difference, , relatIOnshIps, tracmg the 
l 't' f n organizational or work settmg, 

I l '  the documentary rea l Ies 0 a h n ana ysmg 
'ntertextual relationships, We can examine OW 

therefore, we can explore the 1 
d b  t texts and thus how they construct 

conventional formats are share
W 

e ween
t ho� they are linked as series or 

'f b cratic style e can no e d a unl orm, ureau , ' f 1'n s refer to previous minutes an 
f documents Mmutes 0 mee 1 g k sequences 0 , " ' Minutes of different meetings will look remar -

things like 'matters ansl�g , 
d t e They thus construct rational 

ably similar in constructIOn, language an on , 
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sequences of decisions and their consequences, distributed regularly over 
time, and reported in uniform formats, We could thus examine how docu
mentary realities have temporal dimensions built into them, Note that this 
is an organizational or documentary time, it does not describe the passage 
of time as experienced as an everyday phenomenon by the individual actors 
concerned. In another sense, documentary sources suppress time, by lifting 
events out of the flow of lived experience, and recording them in the de
contextualized language and formats of official records, Intertextuality thus 
alerts us to the fact that organizational and official documents are part of wider 
systems of distribution and exchange, Official documents in particular 
circulate (though often in restricted social spheres) through social networks 
which in turn help to identify and d elineate divisions of labour and official 
positions. One important analytic theme here is the o@servation that the 
systematic relationships between documents actively construct the rationality 
and organization that they purport transparently to record. 

Documents can circulate and be exchanged partly because they are used 
to de-contextualize events, We transform things by incorporating them into 
texts, By writing something in a documentary format, we translate them from 
the specific and the local, and make of them 'facts' and 'records' which take 
on an independent existence, Some texts become 'official', and can become 
'proof' of events and identities, This point is made in relation to the production 
of scientific facts and findings by Latour and Woolgar (1986), who write about 
the production of scientific papers, and suggest that they achieve an 
independence of their original site of production - the research group, the 
laboratory - and take on an independent existence, The accountants' audit of 
a business organization takes on a similar existence, The audit report becomes 
the documentary reality, superseding other files, records and memories, 
Similar observations could be made about the RAE submissions where units 
of assessments become 'real' and the documentary reality that is presented 
supersedes other accounts, 

Documents are also written and read with reference to other occasions 
of use, They can be referred to in order to warrant or challenge subsequent 
actions and decisions - possibly long after they were first constructed, They 
can also inscribe positions of hierarchy, Documents report discussions, 
decisions and events to people or bodies that are superior to the originators, 
The right to construct a document, to challenge it, to receive it and act on it 
(or not) is part of the formal division of labour within many social settings, 
One cannot 'read off' such organizational realities from documentary sources, 
and the attempt to do so would be based on a fundamental misunderstanding, 
Documentary realities, based on complex inter-linkages between documents, 
create their own versions of hierarchy and legitimate authority, Indeed, the 
issue of authority raises for us the closely related issue of authorship and 
readership, to which we now turn, 
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AUTHORSHIP A N D  READERSHIP 

The kinds of documents we have been discussing may have identifiable, 
individual authors or they may be anonymous, even collective, products. 
Equally, they may be addressed to specific individuals or they may appear to 
address an impersonal world at large. In any event it is important to address 
authorship (actual or implied) and readership (actual or implied) if one is to 
understand the overall system of production, exchange and consumption of 
documentary materials. Documents, like all texts and utterances, are 'recipient 
designed' . That is, they reflect implicit assumptions about who will be the 
'hearer' or reader. The implied reader does not have to be an actual individual 
person. In many ways the implied recipient corresponds to what George 
Herbert Mead referred to as the 'generalized other'. It is a basic tenet of 
interactionist social analysis that social actors monitor and shape their actions 
in the light of generalized others' imputed responses and evaluations. So when 
we create a document, we do so in the light of the kind of readership we are 
expecting or writing for. 

In the case of the RAE submissions, for example, the readers are both 
specific and generalized. The membership of the panels of experts is known 
to those constructing the submission, as this is public knowledge. But the 
bureaucratic formats and other conventions governing the preparation of 
the documents preclude a highly personalized appeal to particular readers. 
So even if the head of an academic department knows the chair of the expert 
panel of reviewers, he or she cannot construct the submission as a personal 
appeal to that specific individual. However much authors might dream of it, 
they cannot actually write a personal appeal to the panel members. It has to 
be couched in the appropriate register, suited to the institutional demands and 
expectations of the exercise itself. Indeed, it is part of the skill in constructing 
such documents in administrative contexts that one should be able to use the 
right kinds of phrases, deploy the right kinds of arguments, and generally 
convey the right sort of tone. In audit exercises like the RAE, this includes the 
use of distinctive terms and ideas that are intended to reflect the coherence of 
a department's research strategic thinking and the cogency of its research 
plans. While the self-assessment part of the document is intended to convey 
a picture of the research activities of the academic department, in an important 
sense it creates the reality it reports. This report is normally not a highly 
individual picture, but a highly predictable version, suited to the intentions 
and the readership created by the RAE itself. 

While it is self-evident that a person or a group of people must actually 
write/author documents (since they do not write themselves) that does not 
always imply a social recognition of 'authorship'. Indeed, it is part of the 
facticity of many official and organizational documents that they are not 
identifiably the work of an individual author. Their very anonymity is part 
of the official production of documentary reality. There may be an implied 
'ownership' of a document - such as the originating administrator or depart
ment - but official materials do not normally have visible human agencies 
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�xp.ressing opinions, beliefs and so on W . IndIcations of authorship O 't b ' . e can therefore Inspect texts for 
h h ' r 1 s a  sence In that sense t ow t ey claim whatever author 't 'b . ' 00, We can look for 
this point we can return to the RlI 

��';!u � at�nb.uted to them. To illustrate 
prepared by the Education RAE ' 1 

&, thIS tIme to the overview report 
provided a general overview re o!t�:e xamp!e .4.3) . Each subject panel 
as well as specific feedback f 

P l ' the submIssIOns that it had received ' . or eac 1 umt of assessment. ' 

Example 4.3 

Education Panel RAE 200 1: Overview Report 

The strongest research submitted to the E ' by its grounding in high qual ity meth d I
dU?atl�n Panel was characterised 

theoretical concerns and its re d '  
0 0 ogles, Its u nderpinning by sound 

b 
a Iness to engage in broad ' I  . a out enquiry in the field. This was mo ' 

' SOCia
, 

sCience debates 
a breadth and depth of method I ,

st eVlden
,
t where submissions d isplayed 

titative), a wil l ingness to asso 
o

,
o; lcal

,
expertlse (both �ualitative and quan,· 

disciplinary fields and an eng 
cia e Wl

,
th broader SOCial science or other agement With commu 't '  f of excellent research .  These hi h rat ' ,

n !  les 0 users on the basis :minent academic journals, bOO
g
k cha 

e� submissions typic�l I� publ ished in 
Interaction with the educati 

p 
,
ers and outlets proViding sign ificant 

k 
on commun ity more gener II S wor was published in research reports t f d '  

� y. ome very good 
not always easily accessible to th 

0 un Ing bodies although this was e general public. 

It is noticeable that these statements are ma . to the personal agency that was t ' 11 
de WIthout explicit reference 

t�� report. (The entire document is
a
�e��i� r;

sponsible for p�tting together tlfIed solely with 'Education Pa I' Th 
0 name� authorshIp, and is iden

but not attributed in this repo�;) 'The
e 
;

emb�rslup of the panel is known, 
statements that have a similar for� to th 

eport IS made up of a number of 
paragraphs/ comments are less 

1 . ose reproduced above, though some 
identifiable with an authorial ' 

? �wmg than these. But the report is not 
seemed to us . . .  ' or 'we felt 

vo�ce
Th
a.s sl

uch. We do not read phrases like 'It 
h ' . ' " IS ack of a pers 

1 
th . c aracteristic of many 'off' . I' d ona au .or IS entirely k . ICla ocuments In thO . , . eep In mind a distinction that is taken f ' ,

IS conte.x� �t IS Important to 
between the author as a person ( d 

rom lIterary cntIClsm: the contrast 
latter expression refers to the te��

m� or not) and the 'implied author' . The voice in the text Fo . t 
ua p:esence (or absence) of an authorial . r InS ance a paper In ' 'f ' b� written in an impersonal m;nner (us in 

� sC.lentl lc Journal will. normally 
WIth no personal implied autho 

1 g eVlces such as the paSSIVe voice) f r, even t 10ugh an a th ' 
, o 

�
ames, may be credited as its ' authors'. 

u or s name, or a coIIection 
he absence of an implied author is on h '  , for the construction of authoritative ' ff 

� �, eto
,
ncal d�vlce that is available , 0 ICla or factual accounts. It implies 
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a reality that exists independently of any individual observer, interpreter or 
writer. That device is not sufficient in itself to guarantee such status, which 
also rests on the organizational, professional or bureaucratic contexts in which 
documents are produced and used. It should also be noted at this point that 
the overview report we have just quoted is a response to the RAE submission 
we cited earlier in this chapter (and to other submissions to the Education 
Panel). This sort of dialogue between the documents is a particular kind of 
intertextual relationship. 

Documentary reality construction also involves implied readers. Any literate 
person may actually pick up and read a document, but texts are often aimed 
at particular classes of reader, and it may be that only a restricted readership, 
with specific competencies, will be able fully to decode them. This is especially 
true of organizational documents, where an understanding of the organization 
and its working assumptions may be a prerequisite to a thoroughly competent 
reading. This observation reflects the fact that no text, whether literary or 
official, can determine or constrain precisely how it shall be read. Reading is 
an activity, not the passive receipt of information. The reader brings to the text 
his or her stock of cultural knowledge, a knowledge (or ignorance) of similar 
texts, and his or her unique biography. 

The examples we have already given can be understood quite transparently 
from this perspective. At one level, any reader of English can make sense of 
them. On the other hand, it takes somebody who knows about research in 
higher education, and academic life more generally, to grasp much more of 
the significance of the phrases that are contained in the documents of the RAE. 
Moreover, in the examples we have cited, some knowledge of social science 
in general, and educational research in particular, would make the texts 
perhaps more meaningful. Such people are among the implied readers. Indeed 
the members of the Cardiff School of Social Sciences and those specifi
cally included in the education submission are also able to bring to bear their 
personal knowledge and commitments, and will read the texts differently from 
readers who are not personally involved. 

In some contexts, it takes a highly socialized member of a subculture (such 
as a professional group) to make any sense at all of a text. The case of the 
medical record is a classic one that a number of sociologists have focused on. 
They all conclude that the medical record, or case note, is a partial and cryptic 
text. Competent medical practitioners can make sense of their own or others' 
fragmentary notes because they bring to bear a wealth of context-specific, often 
tacit, knowledge about medical history taking, clinical examination, inter
pretation of laboratory test results, diagnosis and treatment. The briefest of 
notes, often in the form of abbreviations, may have a wealth of routine medical 
work and interpretation read into it. 
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CONCLUSION 

In the course of this brief chapter we have not tri d . 
account of how to analyse doc . t d 

e to proVIde a comprehensive 
Rather, we have tried to indicat

u�en s an 
1 
ot�er kinds of textual materials. 

documentary reality construct��n�:�a�P
a 
e, J�st �ome of the :-vays in which 

we have discussed could well b d !P oached. The kmds of things 
Equally, and probably more fre����tl�C��e;i�����c�ses in thei\own right. 
ethnographic examination of or ' . ' t· I 

orm part 0 a broader . gamza 'lOna settin ' 1 . professIonal cultures and everyday life. 
gs, war ( practrces, 

Here, by way of conclusion, we recapitulate s f points we have introduced alon the w . o�� o. the key methodological 
documentary reality does not �onsistaYf �rst, �t IS. Important to realize that 
that can be used directly as eviden b

O
. �
s
�lphons �f the social world 

that documentary accounts are ' 
ce a 

t
O�t It. ne certaInly cannot assume accura e portrayals in th t ' they construct their ownkinds of .reality It · th f .. 

a
. 
s
.
ense. Rather, 

h 
. c .  IS, ere ore Important t h t em as texts. Texts are constructed d . 

. ,  c 0 approac 
selves part of a d 

accor mg to conventions that are them� 
account is true, or :���:���7a:����. �-Ien/ce, .ra,the�· than ask whether an 
setting, it is more fruitful to ask our:el�s valId :vldence about a research function of texts themselves. 

es questIons about the form and 
Consequently, one can examine texts f f h . We have indicated, very brief! h 

or s�me 0 t elr formal properties. 
language used in such texts M 

y, ow one mIght look at the characteristic 
rhetorical features. SOciolo�ist�r:��er, t�le ca� look at them in terms of their 
increasing force that much can b 

0 ers ave come to recognize with 
Rhetoric is not just about the or 

e lear
�
e� from the diScipline of rhetoric. 

speakers like politicians Rhet . �a�en
d 
atlOn of speeches, or the effects of 

and written) persuade th�ir rea
o;��;s, �nh ament

�y, about how texts (spoken 
in order to get a particular pOI.Ilt f

an. earers. e all use rhetorical devices . 0 VIew across to others W d ventlOns that are Widely shared . thO 1 
. e raw on con-

of the ways in which d 
WI In our cu ture. We have touched on Some 

a perspective. 
ocumentary sources can be examined from such 

It is important to think about d . .  
(authorship) and their consumptio:���;nt

� �n
 
r�atIon to their production 

textual terms these are not cot . �rs IIp , ut one should note that in ermInOUS wIth the f l ·  d · . actors who write and read W d 
par ICU ar In IVldual social 

readers, and to the implied ·cla�:e�f to �ay c!ose a�tention to the implied 
interesting when we are examinin h 

aut ors�lp. ��lS bec?mes particularly 
of status - as factual authorI·t t. 

g 
b?

W � text ImplIcItly claIms a special kind , a lVe 0 JectIve or s ·  tif L· ki tive with that of rhetoric the ' 
k 

Clen IC. m ng this perspec� 
to inscribe and wh ' . n, we can as ourselves what claims a text seems 
claim Th: ;ame w�

��
��c

�
s are brought to bear in order to enter that implied 

- if the doc'u t . 
e. rue - though the rhetorical devices would differ men In questIon had a d·ff t f . 

a complaint, a confession or a persona� r:::is��1���� (such as constructing 
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. 
another analytic perspective from literary and We have also .d�awn on 
sizin intertextuality. We have stressed that texts rhetorical analysIs m empha 
h 

g . 1 rId Their referential value is often do not refer transparently to t e  s�cIa wo . . 
in articular one may identify to other texts. In literate, bu�eau

f
cratlZ

t 
ed s

d
ett
d
m
.o��m�nts that ;efer primarily to . t ous domam 0 tex s an a seml-ath

u on
A
om
dense network of cross-referencing, and sh

ared textual formats, one ano er. . . . .t create� a P?werful verSlOn :�i:��:��:�e�' we have implicitly drawn on the In smglmg out �hese P
f 
a
1 ' t theory This is not the only viewpoint from 'd d perspectlves 0 1 erary . . h h t 1 eas an 

Y '11 f d others outlined m ot er c ap ers which to examine textual dat
I 
a. . OUth

W� t;�e are the best _ let alone the only . h' 1 me We do not c aIm a 
1 m t IS vo u .  . h '  010 ical analysis. It is, none the ess, our - ways of approach�ng suc �OCI �tlined can be used and developed to contention that the Ideas 7e 

f 
a�� 0 

mination of documents and similar provide analytic framewor (S or e exa 
cultural artefacts. 

N OTE 

f b "  s to the Education 
1 .  In the 2001 RAE, Cardiff Uni:ersity was one 0 two su mISSIOn 

Panel to be awarded grade 5 '. 
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with 

Lindsay Prior 

[Hjere I sit and govern [Scotland] with my pen: I write and it is done. 

(King James VI (Scotland) and James 1 (England»1 

This is an instructive quotation. It demonstrates, above alt how people do 

things with documentS. In the case of the egocentric James, it is clear that he 

did things with the technology of paper and p�n. �hes.e days.�e woul� r:'0re 

likely have used electronic modes of commumcatIon IX: addltIon to hIS mky 

quill. And as social researchers we could of c?urse deCIde to c�ncentra
te on 

any number of features associated with the Kmg James quotatIOn. We could 

focus on the thoughts of the man, and the meaning thatJames attached to. the 

words on pages that he dispatched from London to Edmburgh. Or :ve ml?ht 

choose to focus on the meaning of those who read the words (mcludmg 

ourselves, as well as long-dead subordinates). Or, as I have suggested else

where (Prior, 2003), we could eschew an interest in meaning altogether and 

focus, instead, on how the words (and documents that contained them) were 

used in episodes of social interaction. In this chap
ter it is t�e latter rather t.han 

the former strategy that will be adopted. As such I sha�l aIm, w.here poss
I�le, 

to side-step a concern with document content, meanmg and mterpretatIOn 

in favour of a focus on the position of text in a n
etwork of action. 

Normally, when documents are put forward for consideration in �chemes 

of social research they are approached in term
s of what they contam. That 

is, the focus is principally on the language embodied in the document as a 

medium of thought and expression. Yet it is quite clear
 that each and every 

document enters into human projects in a dual relation. First, and as with 

james's royal commands, they enter the field as a receptacle (of instr
u�tions, 

obligations, contracts, wishes, reports, etc). Second, they enter the held
 as 

agents in their own right. Indeed, as ager:ts do�uments. have ef
f�cts lo�g 

after their human creators are dead and buned (WIlls prOVIde a readIly aVaIl

able example of such effects). And as agents, documents ar.e always open to 

manipulation by others: as allies, as resources for f
urther actIOn, as opponents 

to be destroyed, or suppressed. (We should not forg�t tl:at peopl.e burn
 and 

ban documents as well as read them.) It is the exammahon of thIS dual role 

that forms the intellectual backbone of the current chapte
r. 

As I have just stated, in so far as documents hav.e been d
ealt wit� as a 

resource for the social scientific researcher they h
ave hItherto been consldered 

DOING THINGS WITH DOCUME�TS 

almost exclusively as containers of content. Document content is important 
and .there ar� numerous routes by means of which such content may be 
studIed. "':'e should not, however, let the presence of content bedazzle us to 
the exclUSIOn

. 
of
, 
ot�er qualitie�. Above all we should recognize the quality 

of documents as thmgs - as thmgs that can be produced and manipulated 
used or con��med, an� �s things that can act back on their creators ver; 
muc.h as Dr?<rankenstem s monster sought to act back on his creator, Indeed, 
one lx:terestmg feature of documents in action is their tendency to exhibit what 
we mIght call such 'monster-like' qualities. 

In. ,:hat follows, and for the sake of examples, I intend to emphasize three 
speCIfI� f�atures of document� as. a field for social research. They concern, respectively, how .doc�mentat�on IS produced in socially organized contexts; 
how docurr:entatIOn 1� used m everyday organizationaJ action; and how 
documentatIOn enters mto the manufacture of self and identity. 

AS PRODUCT 

Peopl�
c 
thin,k wi�h things as :v�ll as with words. How they arrange and 

orgamze thmgs m the world IS Important. This, not least because - as was 
demonstrated during the 1960s by a range of French intellectuals such as 
Barthes (1985), Foucault (1970) and Levi-Strauss (1969) - the organization of 
art�facts provides insight into the most fundamental aspects of human culture. 
In lIterate �ultures, of course, the organization of things is anchored in writing 
as well as m three-dimensional space. As a result the social researcher of such 
cultures has � wealth of data available for analysis that is simply not open to 
researc�ers m cultures where writing is absent though access to other 
symbohc systems may well be available. 

For a panoramic view of the ways in which people arrange things in the 
world there �re few better objects for study than encyclopaedias. Nowadays 
encyclopaedlas are common enough items accepting that the weighty tomes 
of the past have been replaced by electronic rather than written media. Yet 
th� world has not always been brimming with encyclopaedias. In fact, it seems 
falT to. assert that a set of volumes that claim to provide a comprehensive 
overVlew of the world and the contents within, is essentially a feature of 
modern Western culture. 

There is probably little point in entering into debates about the first instance 
of any one thin.g. Yet, it seems fair to suggest that one of the earliest of 
all enc�clopaedlas was that published in Paris during the period 1 751-72. !he edItors ?f the vast work sought, above all, to provide a map of available 
kno,:ledge and of all the byways within it. In short, to impose an encyclo
pae�lc order on the world. In so doing they used a number of simple ordering 
�evlces., Fo�emost among the�e was the use of an alphabetic sequence - so 
.he entnes m the encyclopaedIa were arranged in dictionary order (Indeed �n t�e on� set of volumes v:re see the.er:'ergence of two rather impress'ive form� 
f hterahty - encyclopaedIas and dIctIonaries. ) Alphabetic sequence, was not, 
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however, the only ordering device that was used by the encyclopaedia's 
editors. They also used an ordering metaphor to organize knowledge. That 
metaphor was of a tree. The image of a tree of knowledge has, as Darnton 
(1984) points out, a much older pedigree than that of the Encyclopedie. It 
is also of some interest to note that the only image of evolution provided in 
Darwin's Origin of Species is of a tree, and that the image of a branching tree 
continues to play an important symbolic role in Western science generally (see 
Gould, 1989) .  In the case of Diderot and d' Alembert (the editors of the Paris 
Encyclopaedia) there were really three trees - named, respectively, Memory, 
Reason and Imagination. Within each tree there were many branches. So, 
for example, the tree of Memory had branches leading to 'nature' and its 
many divisions. Within that there were divisions relating to the 'uniformity 
of nature', and the 'irregularities of nature' . Among the latter, we find, in turn, 
articles on monstrous vegetables, unusual meteors, wonders of the earth, 
and so forth. 

Monsters are not to be laughed at, and dividing or segmenting the world 
into the routine and the monstrous is a serious matter. Above all, it is a form 
of exercise that provides telling insight into how societies think (see, for 
example, Douglas, 1966; Ritvo, 1997). Indeed, one might say that the study 
of taxonomic structure (or forms of classification) is key to the study of 
any culture precisely because it makes 'thought' visible. That is, in so far as 
it can reveal a map of concepts and of the links and associations that are 
made between concepts. With that point in mind it is easy to understand 
why the authors of the Paris Encyclopaedia often referred to their work as 
a 'Mappemonde'. Yet, whenever things are divided, much more is implicated 
than human thought and culture. For, associated with each and every classi
ficatory system is a set of practices. And it is truly in the links between human 
practices and forms of taxonomy that a space for social research opens up. 

In fact, if we re-conceptualize Diderot's Encyclopedie as an information 
storage and retrieval system - rather than as a mere dictionary we will be 
led to pose questions not merely about the content of the system, but also 
ones about how the system was accessed and used and modified and 
challenged. That is, how the system as a technology - is nested within a 
web of activities (Bijker et al. 1987). In recent decades, investigations into the 
nature of information storage systems and their relationship to organizational 
life have emerged as a distinct subject area in itself (see, for example, Berg, 
1997; Bowker and Star, 1999; Keating and Cambrosio, 2000). And as an 
introduction to just a few of the issues contained within this newly emergent 
field it would, perhaps, be useful for us to consider yet another encyclopaedia. 

Consider Figure 5 . 1 .  It is an extract from a table concerned with the manner 
in which we classify what, in England, are often referred to as 'toadstools'. 
The table is to be found in a modern encyclopaedia (Jordan, 1995) . It is an 
encyclopaedia of fungi, and it is designed to enable users to identify specimens 
found 'in the field'. In an anthropological sense the table facilitates the task 
of identification in an interesting manner. Thus, one can see that the table is 
based on little more than a series of binary divisions. So, either something 
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iS
���

i
� is n?t� 

Fo
� 
example, the fungi either smell distinctly of fish or they do � ' . ey el . er ave rounded caps or they do not. This manner of 0 era tin �� b

;
.nary pairs - sometimes referred to as an Aristotelian system !t classi� Ica IOn - was regar�e.d by Levi-Strauss (1969) as fundamental to all human cultures. Indeed, LeVI-Strauss tried to decode th d . 

of such l '  " my s an totems In terms 
d d 

OgIC
}
, pOIntIng ?ut how we should concentrate on how what is said is or ere , rat ler than WIth what it 'means'. Now the content of any classificatory system is important _ as is this one. Conse�uently, the order on the page requires analysis. However what can be ea�Ily overlooke.d .is that order on the page is invariably tied into forms of SOCIal order and It IS the connection between the two that de d '  f at " F 1 man s mves-19 IOn . . or e�amp e, the use and manipulation of classificator s stems as tools, InvarIably serves to mark out the bound ' f . 1 

Y Y , 
(K . arIes 0 SOCIa groupi 
b 

ea
�ng anb

� Cambrosio, 2000), and in that sense they 
'
often function

n�: oun ary 0 Jects (Star and Griesemer 1989) In this light were w t . 'h ' . . ' . e 0 examIne t e fungI encyclopaedia a little more ciose.7' It. wo�ld qUIckly become evident that the frame within which the c aSSI lcatIOn IS embedded marks out a certain kind of user In f t 't ' encyclopaedia aimed at 'amateurs' (p 7) d '  d f 
. ac , 1  IS an 

. th f Id . eSIgne or use by the amateur 111 
t 

� �e , ra.ther than, say, bench scientists in the laboratory. So, from the ou se , It prOVIdes the reader with a specific identity for reading (and doing). 

Key C Basidiomycotina 
(Gill-bearing and pore-bearing forms) 

1a Hymenium conSisting of gil ls 
1 b Hymenium consisting of tu bes opening by pores 

24a Cap campanulate or conical 
24b Cap not campanulate or conical 
25a Cap greasy or viscid, brightly coloured 
25b Cap not with this combination 
26a Smelling distinctly of fish 
26b Not smelling of fish 

30a On wood 
30b On cones 

FIGURE 5 . 1  The Identification of Fungi 

Hygrocybe 

Micromphale 
Baeospora, Strobilurus 

Source: Adapted from M Jordan Th E I . 
Newton Abbot: David and Charle� . 

e ncyc opaedla of Fungi of Britain and Europe, 1 995, 
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At a more detailed level we would also be able to determine that the text urges 

people to act in specific directions. In particular, it enc?urages peop
le to 

'perform' (GoHman, 1959; Mol, 2000) classification in a defmed m��ner. Thus 

it suggests that readers smell, taste, look, pick �nd ?rese:ve fungI m orde� to 

identify and distinguish one from the other usmg a logical and progressIve 

sequence of checks' (p. 7) -- suc� check� as a.re out1in�d in Fig�re 5 . 1 .  So as 

well as providing the reader With the Identity of an amateur , the system 

of classification also provides a script for doing. In that sense, the text or
ders 

its readers as much as it orders 'things' (fungi) in the world. ' . 
In the same way, the alphabetic ordering ?f entries in th� gre.at Pans 

Encyclopaedia also orders its readers as much as It orders the entnes - It orders 

them to search the text by letter order rather than by entry size, or date, 

or author, or topic link. (It is, of course, an ordering process that w?uld be 

considered by most people to be one that is both efficient and.convement.) �n 
any event, one of the things that is happening with our �ungi encyclopaedIa 

(in use) is that it is acting back on its readers and structurmg them as an::�teur 

field scientists (see Lynch and Woolgar (1990) for similar examples) . I here 

are, of course, other ways of ordering fungi, and other classi.ficatory syst
ems. 

They, however, would be linked into different t��hn?logical sy.stems �nd 

thereby into different social groupings. Thus, a claSSIfIcatIOn. of fungI ac�or
dmg 

to, say, the features of the genetic (DNA) code would reqUlre a very �Ifferent 

group of readers -- with different skills, different ways of workmg and 

alternative arrays of technological hardware. . . . 
How documents place things, how they make thmgs VISIble, a�d. how such 

systems of visibility are tied into sOcia.l practic�s can 
£�rm a gUldm.g theme 

for social research. Indeed, it is particularly mstruchve to examme how 

graphical and similar forms of representation can n::aterialize things (phe

nomena) that would otherwise remain opaque and dIffuse. (For an example, 

see Prior et al., 2002.) Naturally, in order to make things visible, human actors 

and agents have to translate ideas i�to images and tra
,
ces. S�ch. processes 

of translation are various, and what IS supposedly the same object can be 

translated (Serres, 1995) into a number of alternative forms. How the forms 

relate one to the other and how they act back on their creators is, however, 

always a matter open to empirical research. . . . 
So far I have discussed issues of representatIon m a manner that IS, perhaps, 

slightly detached from obvious social scientific.c?nc�rns. So in
 the n�xt sectio� 

I intend to focus specifically on a form of classification/ representatIOn that IS 

commonly used to provide a description of social behaviour. 

THE NATURE OF NEUROSES 

I am looking at a table of research results (Table 5 .1 ) .  It tells us about the 
community prevalence rates in Great Britain of ce�tain types o� what are 
sometimes called 'neurotic' disorders, together With some estlmates for 
the 'functional psychoses' . The table represents 'facts' about mental illness. It 
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TABLE 5.1  Prevalence of psychiatric disorders in private households by 
gender. Rates per thousand of population in past week rGB 1995) 

Nature of disorder 

Mixed anXiety & depressive disorder (MADD) 

Generalized anxiety disorder (GAD) 
Depressive episode 
All phobias 

Obsessive-compulsive disorder (OGD) 
Panic disorder 
Functional psychoses* 
Alcohol dependence* 
Drug dependence* 

* Rates per thousand of population in past twelve months. 

Source: Meltzer et al. (1 995) 

Females 

99 
34 
25 
1 4  
1 5  
9 
4 

21 
1 5  

Males 

54 
28 
1 7  
7 
9 
8 
4 

75 
29 

is intended to be used, together with others related to it, as a resource for 
researchers. Thus, we can, for example, refer to Table 5.1 as evidence for our 
statement that, in Great Britain, about 16 per cent of people in any one week 
show symptoms of a neurotic disorder. But how were this and other facts 
arrived at? How was the report put together? And what would an answer to 
such questions tell us about fundamental social processes? 

The study of the manner in which social data such as are found in Table 
� . 1 ,  �re pr�duced,. has a good sociological pedigree. Some early markers 
In thIS partIcular hIstory are available in the works of Cicourel (1 964, 1976), 
Douglas (1967) and Garfinkel (1967) who tended to focus on crime and suicide 
stat�st�cs. As with the manufacture of crime or suicide or any other form of 
statistIcs, the production of psychiatric statistics depends on the existence 
of at least two foundation stones. The first underpins what we might call 
a concept�al �r theoretical scheme, whilst the second underpins the rules 
and techmcal mstructions for applying the concepts to a set of events and 
occurrences. Now, the conceptual scheme in terms of which mental illness is 
compreh�nded is that contained in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of 
the Amerzcan Psychiatric Association (the DSM IV, 2000) . The latter contains 
a �eries of c�tegories relating to the various psychiatric maladies that people 
�I�ht be saI� t? suff�r from, and it also contains diagnostic criteria for recog
mzmg the dIstmct dIsorders. Some of the disorders are listed in Table 5 . 1 .  
We will return to the DSM in a moment. For now let us focus on how the 
figures in Table 5.1 were obtained. 

The data in the table are derived from answers to a survey conducted in 
ove.r 10,000 p�ivate households. The appendix to the research report from 
whIch these fIgures are derived provides the detail of the sample frame 
that was used (Meltzer et al., 1995) . It tells us the rules by means of which 
hous�hold� and �he adults within them were selected. It also provides the 
que�tlOnnalre or mstrument by which mental illness was recognized. In this 
particular case the instrument was called the Clinical Interview Schedule 
(ReVised) or CIS-R. The CIS-R is one of a variety of 'instruments' that produce 
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clinical and other phenomena (see, for example, Bowling, 1997). In many 

respects documents such as the ClS-R are lik� �ac��ne, tools tools for. pr�

ducing 'things' . Indeed, phenomen� �uch as �IsabIlIty , types of psyc�Iatnc 

illness and 'quality of life' are condItIons routme1y manufactured by mstru

ments of the kind referred to here. In the case of the CIS-R, the tool oper.ates 

through a system of questions and answers. For example, th.ere are q�estI�ns 

about people feeling fatigued or feeling ill. One such question asks, Dunng 

the past month, have you felt that you've been lacking in energy?' Another 

question asks, 'Have you had any sort of ache or pain in the past month?' 

Respondents are required to answer 'Yes' or 'No' . . 
In his Method and Measurement in Sociology, Cicourel (1964) dIscussed the 

status of questions such as these. The latter raise� issues relating to the ,:ays 

in which the interview process, and the questIons and answers provIded 

within the interview, are socially embedded. In particular, he became inter

ested in the process through which the interview - as a social eve�t - can turn 

conversation into social scientific data, pointing out that the use of mstruments 

(such as, say, the CIS) involved an act of measurement by fiat. T.hat is to 

say, the instrument imposes a commonality of meaning on q�estlOns. and 

answers that are, in all likelihood, variously understood - at dIfferent tImes 

and by different people (see also Houtkoup-St�enstra, 2?00). Indeed, the ,whole 

matter of measurement in the social sciences IS somethmg of a Pandora .s b.ox, 

raising as it does problems concerning whet�er or not the C�S-R (or a sI�I1ar 

instrument) is valid for measuring such thmgs as depressIOn �nd a�xI�ty. 

Rather than concentrate on measurement issues at the level of the mtervlewm? 
process, however, it would be more useful at this point to tur.n to an e�am�

nation of the computer-assisted procedures by means of whIch psychIatnc 

diagnoses were made. That is to say, to focus on the rules-based procedures 

by means of which the research managers mo.ved f
,
rom th� 'Yes�/ 'N�' 

responses on the interview schedule to t�e ca�egone� of defress�ve epIsode , 

'panic attack' and 'obsessive-compulsIve dISorder contamed m the tables 

of the report. 
The CIS-R depends on the use of 'lay' interviewers. I� other words,. the 

people who ask subjects questions about. mood and behav.IOur are not tramed 

psychiatrists. Consequently, it is impossIble for them to diagnose the respon

dents. Instead, on the return of the completed interview schedules t.o the 

research team a set of algorithms were put into play. Ma�y of the �l?ont�ms 

involved scoring responses. For example, the questionnaIre wa.s dIVIde? mto 

sections and points were awarded in each section. On the sectIon relatmg to 

anxiety, for example, a respondent would score 1 if they had been 'generally 

anxious or nervous or tense' for four or more days in the past seven days. 

They would score another 1 if they felt tense, nervous or anxious for more than 

three hours in total in any one of the past seven days - and so on. As we move 

through the questionnaire we add th� points, and if .they total more than 

12 (the cut-off point) then the subject IS assumed to dIsplay sympto�s of a 

psychiatric disorder. Which disorder it is, is dependent on whIch s�ctIOns �f 

the instrument the respondent scores within. So, no mention of the dIagnostIC 
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con�itions is made in the interview schedule and certainly at no stage were 
subJects asked whether they suffered from obsessive-compulsive neuroses 
or depression or whatever. 

H.uman be.ings, of course, rarely pick up disorders singly and sequentially 
and 111 an easIly labelled fashion. More likely they suffer from many things at 
once - they are both depressed and psychotic, say. They indulge in substance 
abuse and suffer from anxiety. So given that many individuals suffer from 
multiple pathologies at one and the same time, the CIS-R provides precedence 
rules that enable mul.tiple �isorders to be placed in a hierarchical sequence. 
For example, depressIve epIsodes always rank above phobias. In this respect, 
the report follows the system prescribed by the DSM. 

It was by the posing and coding of questions and answers, then, that 
diagnoses of psychiatric disorder were arrived at. In fact"there is a sense in 
which one could ar�ue that the data assembling process - using interview 
schedules and algonthms - manufactured the disorders. So what does this 
�uggest about our concept of psychiatric disorder? And what would happen 
If the research managers had set the cut-off point on the schedule to 10 or 
18 rather than 12? 

�uch questions are in many ways related. It is possible, for example, to select 
a dIfferent cut-off point. Moving the point to, say, 1 0  would increase the 
prevalen�e of mental illness in the community. Moving the point to 18  would 
decrease It. SO we can have �s much or as little mental illness in the community 
as we. want. (It was once saId of Poland that it was a country on wheels seeing 
how Its borders were changed so frequently, and one might be inclined to 
take the same view about the prevalence of psychiatric disorders.) There are, 
of course, conventions about where the point should be, but the fact that 
the point is movable tells us something about what Foucault (1972) would 
have referred to as a particular type of 'discourse' on mental illness in the late 
twentieth century. It is a discourse that argues that mental illness is not 
something that is qu�litatively �ifferent from sanity, but rather something of 
the same orde� that dIffers only 111 degree. The implication is, then, that states 
of health and Illness can be arranged along a continuum - a continuum that 
runs from zero to infinity. Whether or not individuals are to be deemed 'ill' 
depends not on what they think, feel or do, but on the cut-off point that we 
�se for our classification. The level at which the cut-off is set is important, even 
111 research terms, mainly because the impact of such things as genetic or social 
factors on psychiatric disorder can be amplified or even ' eradicated' by moving 
the point upward or downward (see, for example, Brown, 1981). 

This vision of psychiatric disorder as a quantitative variation on normal 
behaviour expresses only .o�e of a number of possible positions on the subject. 
It was, for example, a VISIOn that used to be contained within the DSM. 
However, the contents and the theoretical ideas behind the DSM have changed 
m�r�edly between the appearance of the first (1952) and the fourth (1994) 
:�Ibon. And o�� consequence of the alteration of the conceptual scheme 
IS that the condItIons that we are referring to in the 1990s are not the same 
conditions as were referred to in the 1952 edition. For example, the word 
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'depression' occurs in both, but the nature, course and origin of that depression 

have radically altered (Healy, 1997). Naturally, our table of statistics (Table 

5 . 1 )  would not highlight this change, but the changes are nevertheless 

embodied within it. (A table showing trends in the prevalence of 'depression' 

over the later half of the twentieth century would, however, be affected, in a 

fundamental way, by these alterations.) 
By examining the history of the DSM, then, we can see how it is produced 

__ as with all forms of 'expert' documentation - in a politically structured space 

(see Rose, 1988; Young, 1995) . ]n fact, the DSM is a document that has been 

produced by a professional or expert faction. Given the significance of the 

American psychiatric Association in the global network of expertise, that 

faction has the power to decide what is and what is not a psychiatric disorder 

and how that disorder is to be defined. More importantly, perhaps, we begin 

to see how the DSM is like a machine tool - a tool that, when assembled with 

others of the same ilk, can generate new products. Such generative documents 

set out the boundaries in terms of which experts think and talk and write. In 

the manufacture of data about psychiatric disorder, they are not, of course, 

the only machine tools at hand. The CIS-R, the coding frame, the algorithms 

to which we have referred, also serve in the workshop. Put together such 

instruments produce, and how the production process unfolds is for ever a 

matter of legitimate social research. For it is on the basis of such representations 

that social scientists refer to 'facts' about society. 

Naturally, most social researchers tend to use the results of such research 

as is embodied in Table 5.1 as 'resource' . However, what the above analysis 

suggests is that it is always worthwhile investigating such data as 'topic' - on 

this last distinction see Zimmerman and Pollner (1971) .  That is to say, it is 

forever beneficial to ask how documents are produced; who, exactly, produced 

them; and how was the production process socially organized? (For other 

examples see Prior, 2003.) Having produced documentation, of course, it is 

inevitable that someone somewhere will use it. It is to issues of use that I shall 

turn in the next section. 

DOCUMENTS I N  ACTION 

Text and documentation are not only produced, but also, in turn, are prodUC

tive. For example, in his discussion of a psychiatric record, Hak (1992) provides 

an illustration of how a professional psychiatrist translates items of patient 

talk and observed behaviour into a written record. In so doing the psychiatrist 

_ as note taker _ highlights the essential details of a patient's conversation, 

codes them into professional language (of delusions, hallucinations, diagnostic 

terms, etc.) and makes suggestions for future action (entry into a psychiatric 

unit or whatever) . In Figure 5.2, we can see similar processes at work. Figure 

5 .2 is a facsimile of a page of nursing assessment notes that I came across 

in a psychiatric hospital in the late 1980s. It is clear from the notes that the 

members of the nursing staff were concerned to categorize their patients in a 
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. I ded a one-word diagnosis of the patient's 
variety of ways. The latter ;nc .u . f f daily living' (ADL) skills, brief notes 
condition, an assessment of act1:'l les � hygiene exhibited by the patient and 
concerning the level of cooperatlOnb

an 
d on conversations and interchanges 

so forth. These assessm.ents w
ere as� 

nurses alone. It is important to recall 
between nurses and 'patients �n� ��l �uman beings _ commonly indulged 
that the patients/ ch�n:� ,

a�;��haviours. For example, patients would talk 
in a wide array of act1Vltl�S a. .  1 d each other cigarettes, shout, laugh, to themsel:es, watch. te eVls

IOn,
o 
e; 

and so forth. Yet of such a myriad array 
go to work m the hospItal work�� �. ' hted Thus in the case of the first named 
of activities only a few are ever. 19 h

i? . 
ADL'skills their temper tantrums . , h '  , l '  ophrema' t e1r poor , 

patient, It IS t elf SC 11Z . ' re hi hli hted. This selectivity of focus and quarrelsome behavlOur. that a
 g 

t
g 
examine other kinds of patient ore eVIdent were one 0 

would become even m . 1 h' h I am currently referring there were 
records. Thus, in the hosplta :0 

h
W ;:) and social work records kept on each 

also psychiatric records (calle� c . ar � b th medically trained psychiatrists 
patient. The former �ere rr;�l�tame f � su�h as data on whether the patients 
and contained other kmds 0 m orma �o( , f ChI' zophrenia) their medication . . d 'f t rank symptoms 0 s ' . d exhlblte any lr� , . , . ms about family life, patient deluSlOns, an 
and its effects, thelf hlsto.ry '. lte

 
d I ked very much like those alluded 

f t th sychlatnc recor s 00 
so forth. In ac e p 

Hak (1992) . Social work records were also :nad� up 
to and reported u�on by aid relatively little attention to medl�a.l dlagfor each of the patients. The.se � d f rred more often to the stabIlity and h ff t f medlcatlOn an re e 1 noses and t e e ec s o . l '  h' s wl' th others the nature and leve · f h f t viS-a-VIS re atlOns lp , 
matunty 0 t e pa :en l"k C . d rable reference to the whereabouts, 
of their state benefits, and the h

I e'f 
O�
l
Sl e

mbers was also made within social · d '  'ons of ot er amI yme . ' h behavlOurs an opml 
d d the 'right' to make entnes m suc 

work files. Access to such rec�r
t d
S 
t
an

the members of the individual profes-
d or less restnc e . 0 . recor s were more , . t' in each document served, m part, 

sional groupings. In that respect t�e SC
;l�

e various parties Social work talk 
to mark out the realm and exper Ise � . t . t lk belonged i� medical records, 
belonged in social work records, !,syc la nc a 

lk b 1 d in nursmg records. . and nurse ta e ong� . nts/ clients are, then, highly selectIve. In Recorded observatIOns on patI� h records often define the human 
the case of public servic� agen�Ji!l��d sUa�ticular ways. In so doing they call 
beings that they refer to m spe . f 

P 
bership categorization devices or d . t whole senes 0 mem . h upon an actlva e a . 1 device comes to be associated WIt 

MCDs (Silverman, 1998). How a partl�u a
t
: 
n might be used and called upon · " d I d how that categonza iO any md1Vl ua an . individual' s behaviour in specific circumstances 

to account for and explam �n t d f ndamental sociological research. h 
. for lmportan an u . ' 1  can form t e occasiOn 

h' tric hospital referred to above, I was pnman y 
In my w.ork 

on the fSYc lame to be classified in different ways through 
interested m how patients. ca 1993) N turally the use of notes and records routine procedures (see rno�� 

identlfic:tion system that surrounds p�tients. forms only one supp�rt or
 
� casual interchanges form another, and m any 

Everyday conversatl�n al
n 

b onstant interchange between talk and 
organization there wlll a ways e a c 
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text. Thus I provided in my study (Prior, 1993) a short extract of an exchange 
between nurses in the ward office concerning the issue as to what was wrong 
with 'X'. Thus: 

Nurse 1 :  Does anyone know what's supposed to be wrong with X? 
[Blank looks and silence meet the question] 

Nurse 2 :  Schizophrenia, I suppose. 
Nurse 1 :  Hmm. I 've never seen any sign of it. 
Nurse 3 :  Wel l ,  he's on chlorpromazine, so he must be schizophren ic. 

The MCD of 'schizophrenic' recorded in the notes is, then, sustained and 
underlined in this case by means of a casual conversation - and especially the 
reference to 'X's' medication. (The use of medication t9 define a specific 
psychiatric disorder, rather than the other way around, is not uncommon in 
psychiatry.) If, however, there were any real doubt about 'what was wrong 
with X', it would be the notes that would carry the day. So the researcher 
who wishes to concentrate on the use of documents in action has to be 
constantly aware as to how the written record is tied into and anchored within 
other aspects of organizational life such as conversations at the nursing station. 
Nevertheless, it is only when assessments are written down and can be pointed 
to that they are used to form a foundation on which routine social actions 
are built. Thus medical professionals can and do use 'the files' as a warrant 
for their actions in relation to their patients - showing how what they do to 
patients is warranted by the information on the record(s). Indeed, in the context 
of psychiatry Barrett (1996: 107) has underlined how 'clinical writing' not only 
describes the treatment of patients, but also constitutes the treatment. 

In a wider context, Bowker and Star (1999) and Young (1995) have also 
pointed out how (documented) nomenclatures of disease are routinely tied 
into the financial accounting mechanisms of hospital life. So, psychiatrists 
routinely draw down a diagnostic category from the DSM, 'fit' it to a given 
patient, and then justify what was done for and to the patient/ client in the 
light of the category. (This, in the full knowledge that categories and patients 
rarely make a 1 : 1  fit.) Indeed, the naming of diseases and disorders in modern 
medical systems is often used more for purposes of financial reimbursement 
(to and from insurance companies), and other accounting and monitoring 
purposes, than they are for forming accurate descriptions of a given patient's 
condition. 

Arguing along a similar path, Zerubavel (1979: 45) had previously indicated 
how notes written up by medical and nursing professionals were ' among the 
main criteria used by their supervisors to evaluate their clinical competence', 
as well as forming the primary mechanism through which continuous super
vision of patients was maintained. In fact Zerubavel's study highlights 
the centrality of charts, graphs and records of all kinds in underpinning the 
routine social organization of hospital life. Thus, printed schedules are used 
to organize the patient/ staff day; printouts of various kinds are routinely 
used to monitor patients; and notes written so as indicate how the 'hospital' 
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cares for its clients. (In US hospitals, of course, patient records are, as we have 

already indicated, also used as a hook on which to hang financial costs �nd 

transactions.) Above all perhaps, we see in the use of docum�nts to rr:omt�r 

activity an essential component of that self-reflexive capacIty that IS saId 

by Bauman (1 991) to characterize modern�ty as a .whole. . ' .  . . . 

This capacity of medical records to medIate SOCIal relatlOnshlps of all kI�ds 

has been further researched by Berg (1 996, 1997) who points out how hospltal 

patients are both structured through records an.d accesse� through rec.ords. 

One important feature of patient existence that IS emphaSIzed by Berg IS the 

manner in which medical records are used so as to keep the case (and the 

patient) 'on track' . Such structuring of patient tr�jec�ories �hrough records 

is achieved in numerous ways, planning and momtonng bemg two of them. 

In this respect it is of interest to note the column headed 'Plans' in Figure 

5 .2 . In the context of these records the most important plans concerned whether 

or not the patient was ready for life in the community. (My �)W� hospital 

study was executed at that rather important cusp where psychIatnc patIents 

were being moved out of hospitals and into 'the comm�nitY' ·) In m?st case�, 

the patients were to be 'maintained' (kept in the hospItal ward) .  lhe. detml 

hardly concerns us here. What is important to note is that r�cords of thIS �ype 

always contain some rules for action. Other rules for actlOn are co�tm�1ed 

in the column relating to medication. Latour (1987) has used the term actlon

at-a-distance' to indicate how decisions written down in one context and 

setting can carry implications for action in future settings. And it i� in�eed 

the case that records often contain instructions for future orgamzatJonal 

activity. King James's claim that opened this chapter provides an excellent 

reflection on the process. 
Patient trajectories are not, of course, the only things that are kept ' on track' 

by the use of records. Patient identi�i�s are als? constr�cted through docu

mentation and in the modern world It IS of conSIderable mterest to study how 

our identi�ies are supported and altered by various forms of identification. 

In a larger study (Prior, 2003) I have provided some detail�d exan:ples as to 

how self and documentation are interrelated. In the followmg sectIon I draw 

upon just some of the attendant insights. 

TEXT AN D 

In a paper published in 1993, Miller and Morgan examined the social nature 

of the academic c.v. In that paper they indicated how such c.v.s can be 

understood as a form of autobiographical practice - a form of practice that 

is centrally concerned with the presentation of self in occupational settings. 

Using Goffman's (1959) work they seek to demonstrate how the academic 

c.v. involves matters of presentation of front and manufacture of self. Above 

all, however, they point out how the academic c.v. is a matter of performance. 

Performances of the kind just referred to are, of course, executed solely 

through writing. In that respect they are of special concern to us. It is also of 
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interest .to note that Miller and Morgan indicate how the construction of a 
c.v. can Itself engage the use of generative documents of the kind mentioned 
in the �hir� section. In this instance the generative document referred to was 
the Guzdelmes for the Presentation ofa Curriculum Vitae of Manchester University. 
Ra�her than look at how human actors can use and manufacture documen
tatlOn for the presentation of the selt however, I propose in this section to look 
at .how d?cuments can structure their readers. That is, to look at how the 
mIght gUIde readers to perform in specific ways. 

y 

Ir: this context it is helpful to note Iser's (1989) claims about how the reader's 
role m the.work of English fiction altered between the eighteenth cenhl�y and 
the twentleth. v:'e nee� not attend to the detait but simply note examples 
of tl�e. ma�ner m whIch texts provide the reader (and the writer) with 
speCIfIc scnpts for performance. For example, Iser point1} out how fictional 
texts have structured the reader as passive recipient of a narrative or - as with 
�hackera�'s  Vanity Fair as an observer of life's variety and display. With 
Cha:les DIckens, on the other hand, the reader is almost in variably structured 
as � Judge o� moral character -- this, now here more so, perhaps, than with Oliver 
TWist. In tl?S :ext we are i�veigled into taking up a moral stance on poverty 
and explOItatIon, subserVIence and domination, whilst the writer remains 
positioned as a dispassionate teller of a tale. That stance of reader and of writer 
is, of course, quite different from, say, the one adopted in Dashiel Hammett's 
The Maltese Falcon, a story �hat feat.ures the unforgettably amoral Sam Spade. 

Naturally, our concern IS not WIth works of fiction but with routine forms 
of docu��ntation. In that respect, we have already glimpsed at how a work 
of non-.fIctlOn (the encyclopaedia of fungi) can structure its readers. There we 
noted how the reader was structured as an amateur and how that amateur 
was directed to identify fungi in particular ways. But even with everyday 
documents re�ders and writers are structured and allocated to specific roles . 
To that .end I mtend to refer to a form of documentation that is provided to 
people m the UK when th�y collect medicines from a pharmacy. In each case 
where that happens the clIent should be provided with a Patient Information 
�eaflet (appropriately abbreviated to PIL). For each form of medication there 
IS also a 'data sheet' for pharmacists. It will serve our purposes to analyse the 
text for both forms of document. We will do so with respect to leaflets that 
relate to one and the same drug. 

The PIL to which I am going to refer is that for ziduvodine. The latter is 
commonly prescribed (under a trademarked name) for people who show 
s�m�torr:s of HIV in.fe.c�ion and AIDS. The PIL for ziduvodine opens by 
hIghl.lghtmg the possIbIhty of the taker of the medication having doubts and 
wo:nes. Should the 'patient' have any doubts it is suggested that they consult 
1heu doctor .. And this pattern of the doctor as an expert (with full know
.edge, but WIthout doubt and worry), and the consumer as in need of advice 
IS replicated throughout the leaflet. Consequently, the doctor is presented 
as s?meone who will assuage doubt and worry, someone who can provide 
adVIce on all aspects of medication, and as someone who will give instructions 
that ought to be followed. 
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, _ If ou take a larger dose than prescribed 
If you forget to take a dose, don t worry. . . .  y 

possible if this happens . . . .  If 
d 1 doctor know as soon as 

Y . . .  you shoul et your . .  b mistake tell your doctor at once . . .  , ou 
someone else takes your med

l
lcme

OU� do�tor t�lls you to. (ABPI, 1996) 
should not stop treatment un ess y 

. . of the atient as a non-expert, the leaflet also 
In line wIth the structurmg p . 1 . h the drug acts on the body. . f the manner m w lIC 
Provides a lay narratlve 0 

t' . 1 gent that is ziduvodine serves to . . d' t how the an I-vua a d The narratlve m l�a es d AIDS but does not provide a 'cure' . Instea 
delay the progressIOn of EIV an 

d' t the leaflet EIV - left unchecked 
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instruct us as to how we should proceed with our research. Most of these 
texts focus on ways to capture and analyse speech and thought and behaviour. 
However, few social scientific research manuals concentrate on the written 
word and, more specifically, on documents that contain words. Indeed, when 
documents are put forward for consideration they are usually approached 
in terms of their content rather than their status as 'things' . That is, the focus 
is usually on the language contained in the document as a medium of thought 
and action. Yet, as I stated in the introductory section, it is quite clear that 
each and every document stands in a dual relation to fields of action. Namely, 
as a receptacle (of instructions, commands, wishes, reports, etc.), as an agent 
that is open to manipulation by others, and as an ally or resource to be 
mobilized for further action. 

As a receptacle of content, one set of questions that may quite justifiably 
be asked by the social scientific researcher concern the processes and 
circumstances in terms of which document 'X' has been produced or manu
factured. That is, to treat the document as topic rather than as resource. Yet, 
documents are not just manufactured, they are consumed, and as with all tools 
they are manipulated in organized settings for many different ends. They 
also function in different ways - irrespective of human manipulations. In short, 
documents have effects. So a further route of analysis for the researcher is 
to ask questions about how documents function in specific circumstances . 
Naturally, the way in which a document functions is often affected by its 
content, but content is not always determinant. Indeed, we need to keep in 
mind that the content of a document is never fixed and static, not least because 
documents have always to be read, and reading implies that the content of a 
document will be situated rather than fixed. In any event, the analysis of 
content, production and use form three of the corner points around which 
we can consider the development of a research strategy. In this chapter I have 
sought to provide some examples as to the kinds of issues that are implicated 
in such a strategy. 

At the risk of seeming to be as egocentric as King James, with whom 
we opened the chapter, I am going to end this excursus by quoting myself. 
My aim, of course, is not to hear the sound of my own words, but to argue for 
a redirection of social scientific interest in documentation as a whole. My 
argument runs thus: 

It might be objected of course that the most important feature of documentation -
content - has been given too Iow a profile throughout the entire [work], I might 
defend such a lack of focus by saying that there are numerous other texts that deal 
with aspects of content analysis, or discourse analysis, and that there would be little 
point in duplicating such work here, However, I offer no such defence. There is no 
need, Instead I offer an analogy. My analogy concerns an operatic libretto (the set 
of words and phrases that is sung), Taken on its own a libretto rarely adds up to 
much, The text as narrative is often disjointed, repetitive and lacking in depth. 
I cannot think of a single one that might hold a person's attention as a gripping 
tale, Yet, a libretto is not intended to be analysed in isolation, It demands to be 
analysed in action, How it is integrated into the dramatic action on stage, how it 
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Qualitative studies of the Internet are diverse. In the early 1990s, Julian Dibbell 
published an ethnographically informed account and analysis of a rape in 
cyberspace (1993). In a popular chatroom space of an online community, one 
member utilized a program that controlled the text-based actions of two 
females present in the room. He then proceeded to write acts of violation 
involving these women. While the women were powerless to do anything 
except turn off their computers, their online characters continued to be violated 
online in front of many other people. The event had serious repercussions 
for violated women and the community in general. 

In the mid-1990s, Witmer and Katzman (1998) studied computer-mediated 
communication (CMC) users and the ways they compensated effectively for 
the absence of non-verbal and para-linguistic elements of conversation. Using 
emoticons, users convey humor, irony, and other emotions, supplementing 
the content of the message to enhance interpersonal connectedness. 

In the late 1990s, Norwegian scholar Anne Ryen utilized the capacity of 
the Internet to conduct a long-term and long-distance case study of an Asian 
businessman in Tanzania. While she began by simply using the Internet as 
a tool for extending her reach, Ryen ended up also examining how the Internet 
influenced her personal and professional relationship with the participant 
(2002) . 

In 2003, Camille Johnson archived and analyzed nearly 600 web pages 
promoting anorexia as a lifestyle rather than a disease. She contends that this 
pro-anorexia network relies on Internet technologies to build and reproduce 
members' ideologies. Through cutting and pasting images and common texts, 
such as the "Thin Commandments," these women are actively constructing 
a global yet anonymous community, which appears to provide solidarity and 
helps to justify their choice to be anorexic. 

These are four brief examples of distinctive Internet studies conducted by 
qualitative researchers. As a communication medium, a global network of 
connection, and a scene of social construction, the Internet provides new 
tools for conducting research, new venues for social research, and new means 
for understanding the way social realities get constructed and reproduced 
through discursive behaviors. This chapter seeks to illuminate some of the 
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possibilities as well as limitations of studying the Internet andlor using 

Internet technologies to augment qualitative inquiry. 

DEFi N I N G  

As an umbrella term that includes the associated terms cyberspace and the Web 

(World Wide Web), the Internet can refer to the actual network and the 

exchange of data between computers . Many people use the Internet in a 

seemingly straightforward way: sending and receiving personal email, 

accessing public information, downloading maps, viewing merchandise and 

making purchases online, and generally using the technologies for informa .. 

tion gathering and transmission. Internet can also refer to social spaces where 

relationships, communities, and cultures emerge through the exchange of 

text and images, either in real time or in delayed time sequences. There is 

a long tradition of social interaction and community development based on 

the capabilities of the Internet. In short, the Internet can be perceived as a 

set of technological tools, a complex network of social relations, a language 

system, a cultural milieu, and so forth. The way one defines and frames the 

Internet influences how one interacts with Internet-based technologies, as 

well as how one studies the Internet. 
Which of these metaphoric frameworks is most useful for qualitative 

researchers? What does the Internet contribute to the endeavors of qualita

tive researchers? The answers depend on the specific phenomena under study, 

the research questions asked, and the methodological approaches favored. 

The following three frameworks can help illustrate how the Internet is 

typically conceptualized and therefore how the qualitative researcher might 

use or study it as a context in itself or use it as a tool in a traditional study. 

1 As a medium for communication, the Internet provides new channels for 

people to communicate with each other, new channels for researchers to 

communicate with participants, and new venues for conducting research. 

Still primarily text-based but increasingly augmented with moving and 

still images and sound, these tools both parallel and depart from traditional 

media for interaction. Thus, researchers can tap into emerging discursive 

forms and practices, either studying the way people use CMC in cultural 

contexts or utilizing CMC to interact with participants. 

2 As a network of computers, the Internet collapses physical distances between 

people, thus creating the potential for collectives and collaborations 

not heretofore available. This network extends the potential reach of the 

researcher to a more global scale. The speed of transmission in these world

wide networks, along with the archiving capacity of computers, transforms 

time into a malleable construct. As individuals gain control over how 

time structures their interactions with others, researchers gain consider

able flexibility in designing and conducting research. Understanding and 

utilizing time and notions of space in creative ways can significantly 
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be simply a new form of writing letters or leaving short notes for people 
without the scraps of paper, The Web might be a means of finding and 
purchasing products and services without leaving one's home, Just as a 
hammer augments our physical strength, CMC can be perceived as a tool 
that extends some of our senses out to a global level. For researchers, this 
tool can be utilized with great benefit. Mann and Stewart (2000) provide 
an excellent and comprehensive review of methodological and ethical 
considerations under the umbrella of Internet as To01,2 In addition to using 
these new tools for exchanging information, interacting with participants, 
or collecting discourse, qualitative research usefully explores the tools 
themselves as well as social interactions afforded by these tools, 

2 As a place for communicating: Many users and researchers conceptualize the 
Internet as a place as well as a tool. From this perspective, the Internet 
describes not only the network that structures interaction but also the 
cultural spaces in which meaningful human interactions occur (Jones, 1995), 
Internet interactions have no literal physical substance, yet they can be 
perceived as providing a visceral sense of presence (Soja, 1989) and having 
dimension, Novak (1991) tells us that once we discover space in informa
tion, we are freed from the constraints of architectures that occur in standard 
three dimensions. Internet communication can be seen as "liquid archi
tecture," which "bends, rotates, and mutates in interaction with the person 
who inhabits it" (Novak, 1991 ) , Interactions in these sensed dimensions are 
not merely meaningful but can have genuine consequences for participants, 
as exemplified by the text-based rape mentioned at the beginning of this 
chapter (Shields, 1996; Dibbell, 1993). 

In this frame, the Internet can be a tool but is also a location where one 
can travel and exist and wherein one's discursive activities can contribute 
directly to the shape and nature of the place, Researchers can take advantage 
of these sensed dimensions to create interaction spaces that facilitate 
particular types of engagement with participants, Alternately, and perhaps 
more present in the past decade of research in this area, researchers have 
studied these sensed dimensions as cultural contexts (see, for example, 
Baym et al., 2000; Jones, 1995; Kendall, 2002; Markham, 1998; Turkle, 1995). 
Using basic terms, one can study the space itself, the interactions within 
these places, and the relationships and communities formed through the 
interactions, In my own work (Markham, 1998), the Internet is an umbrella 
term for those social spaces constituted and mediated through computer
mediated interactions, In addition, Jones (1995, 1 999) provides several 
volumes in which authors examine Internet as Place. 

3 As a way of being in the world: One can also conceptualize the Internet as a 
way of being. In this sense, Internet-based technologies provide a means 
for reinscribing, reconfiguring, or otherwise redefining identity, body, and 
self's connection with other. For example, a user might have two online 
personae with two distinct personalities and gender, Recently, scholars 
have argued compellingly that the performance of self through CMC has 
allowed transgendering to flourish, both as a concept and as a way of life, 
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1 Geographic dispersion 2 Temporal malleability 3 Multiple modality 

This capacity of the Internet is, for many of us, taken for granted in Our everyday communication with others. We can disregard location and distance to communicate instantaneously and inexpensively with people, Logistically, the distance-collapsing capacity of the Internet allows the researcher to connect to participants around the globe. The researcher can include people previously unavailable for study, This not only increases the pool of participants but also provides the potential for cross-cultural comparioons that were not readily available previously for practical and financial reasons, In a world where potential participants are only a keyboard click and fiber optic or wireless connection away, distance becomes almost meaningless as a pragmatic consideration in research design, Ryen (2002), for example, was able to use email to conduct a long-term interview study with an Asian entrepreneur in Tanzania from her horne location in Norway. In this case, the Internet served as an extension of the researcher's and participant's bodies. Research can be designed around questions of interaction and social behavior unbound from the restrictions of proximity or geography, Participants can be selected on the basis of their appropriate fit within the research questions rather than their physical location or convenience to the researcher. Hine (2000) argues that the ethnographer's notion of cultural boundary must be reconsidered given this capacity of the Internet. Rather than relying on traditional, geographically based means of encapsulating the culture under study, such as national boundaries or town limits, ethnographers might find more accuracy in using discourse patterns to find boundaries. Senft's work (2003) exemplifies this reconsideration of cultural boundary from geographic to discursive. Senft studies the sensemaking practices of "webcam girls," a project that would have been highly unlikely ten years ago for many reasons, In this long-term project, Senft accesses websites wherein women display many - and sometimes all of their private activities through the use of single or multiple video cameras in their homes. Senft studies the video displays themselves and talks to several women about their use of the Internet to express self or make personal and political statements, Because of the Internet's network of connections, participants are selected because they engage in this activity, regardless of where they live in the world, Not only does Senft have access to archived activities of these women, but also she can sustain contact with these partiCipants over long periods of time, which allows her to study the way their perceptions and displays of self change over time. 
The global potential of this medium is often conflated with global reach, an achievement that relies on global access, Popular media accounts have made Wildly speculative and promising predictions about free global access 
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On the other hand, authenticity is questionable in any setting, online or 
offline, and the search for authenticity presumes not only that people have 
real selves to be revealed, but also that the authentic reality of a person is 
revealed by the person's physical presence (see Silverman, this volume). The 
Internet appears to engender and highlight the dilemma about authenticity 
for researchers. First, one's online identity need not correspond to physical 
markers, If a researcher seeks to understand the physical person yet relies 
on anonymous CMC as a way of discerning this, authenticity will arise as a 
problem. Second, it is difficult to "read" participants online. If an interyiewer 
seeks to know the participants in depth but does not spend enough time to 
get to know them and understand their idiosyncratic discursive tendencies, 
authenticity may be considered a problematic issue. 

Mann and Stewart (2000) take up the question of hoW researchers have 
approached the problematic issues of anonymity and authenticity in detail 
(208-15), noting that solutions must be both pragmatic and case-specific, 
Regardless of whether one believes authenticity is possible at all, research 
design must fit well with the questions being raised, 

Internet as chrono-malleable 

As well as collapsing distance, Internet technologies disrupt the traditional 
use of time in interaction, with several intriguing results for qualitative 
researchers conducting interviews or focus groups. Because Internet tech
nologies accommodate both asynchronous and synchronous communication 
between individuals and groups, the use of time can be individually deter
mined. Though an individual's choice may be somewhat limited by the 
specific technology used, the Internet marks a significant shift from previous 
technologies for interaction, which forced simultaneity (telephone), took a 
long time (letters), or provided only a very limited middle ground (answering 
machines, facsimile transmission of documents), 

This feature of Internet technologies has several pragmatic advantages 
for the qualitative researcher. Complications regarding venue, commuting, 
and scheduling conflicts are less restrictive when interactions occur on the 
Internet. As with the distance-collapsing capacity of the Internet, the elasticity 
of time is often taken for granted in our everyday interactions, We rely 
on our ability to send a message at times convenient to us, secure in the 
knowledge that the recipients will access and read our messages at times 
convenient to them. Beyond this convenience, Internet communication is 
persistent; conversations can extend over long periods of time, picking up 
where they left off with greater ease than in face-to-face settings, where 
memory instead of archived text aids in the reconstruction of prior events. The 
ability to archive accurately and trace precisely the history of conversation has 
been used by researchers to conduct longitudinal studies with individuals 
(Danet, 200l), to follow the development of groups over time (Bromseth, 2002), 
and to refocus attention and discourse about certain events that otherwise 
would degrade in the recesses of organizational memory (Baym, 2000). 
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specific software or hardware: contextual aspects of being with others must be added to the process. We adapt and use technologies to suit our needs, whether or not these uses are those intended. For example, users tend to employ more than one communication technology at once: surfing the Web simultaneously as email is being downloaded; additionally, at any time an Instant Message might pop up onto the screen, occasioning a typed comment within a new or continued conversation. On the surface, this is multitasking; beneath the surface, social reality is both perceived and constituted through the interplay of time, spatiality, technology, information, and the other. Even in straightforward information transmission environments, which were not designed to facilitate a sense of presence, programs can evolve into shared spaces as the meanings, relationships, and communities created by the interactions transcend the limitations of the programs in which people are interacting. During an online focus-group discussion conducted by me, participants used multiple technologies Simultaneously in ways that complicated data collection but facilitated in-depth participation levels. The environment was a synchronous chatroom, which allowed for pseudonymous real-time partiCipation among several people. Each person's comment would be posted as SOon as he or she clicked the send or enter button. Messages scrolled up the screen as the conversation progressed. In one session, two participants who had previously been active contributors were not talking as actively as others were. Because of the programmed environment we were using (Internet Relay Chat), I was able to send one of them a request to talk privately, which, when accepted, opened a new screen that appeared only on our two desktops, in which we chatted privately. The participant told me that she and the other non-talkative participant had actually been chatting, as we were, in a private room, discussing one of the group's earlier issues in depth. 
My discussion with this participant was similar to whispering during a group conversation, except that exchanges in the larger group were not disrupted. Her private chat with another partiCipant was also an extended side conversation, one that added valuable data and could not have occurred unobtrusively in a physically present focus-group setting. Of course, the data must be captured and archived, which requires that participants be well informed enough to realize this and tell the researcher that they are producing valuable information when they engage in these whispered _ and hidden from the researcher - conversations. In another instance, when a participant appeared to stop participating, I found out, using this same technique, that the participant had been offended by an earlier comment made by another participant. He stated that he was no longer certain that his contributions to the conversation were desired and that perhaps he should withdraw from the study. By talking with him about this in a private, online discussion, I was able to convince him that the offending comment was not directed at him and that his contributions were valuable. Certainly, this could have happened in the course of a physically located focus group, but our private sideline conversation defused the 
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situation, eased the participant's misgivings, and allowed the larger group 
conversation to continue while we were sorting this out. The participant re
entered the conversation and later told me he talked about the offending 
comment with the person who wrote it, with positive results. These examples 
illustrate how a researcher can take advantage of multi-modal features of 
Internet communication. Allowing multiple conversations to happen at once, 
when these do not negatively affect the main group discussion, can add depth 
and texture to the discussion. 

Whether the technology provides the multiple modes or the users adapt 
technologies to a multi-modal way of thinking is less important than the fact 
that this multi-mod'al function powerfully influences the way users perceive 
.contexts and interact with one another. For researchers, this has great potential 'for augmenting traditional approaches and creating previously impossible 
methods of interacting with participants. 

Control over the communication process 

Consider the complex combination of oral and written styles, the choice, 
granted by anonymous software, to create alternate identities online, and the 
ability to stop time in the middle of any interaction. These means of being in 
the world with others are associated with a feeling of greater control: control 
over the content and form of the message, control over the presentation of self, 
and control over others' perceptions of the self. The issue of control warrants 
discussion, because it is an inevitable part of doing qualitative Internet-based 
research. 

Internet communication can provide the researcher and participant with 
the opportunity to reflect on and revise their statements before actually 
uttering them. Most participants interviewed by me online believe that the 
ability to edit affords a higher degree of control over the meaning of 
the message and the presentation of self. Whether or not the producer of the 
message can actually control the presentation of the self through careful 
editing is not as relevant as the faith placed in editing. 

Jennifer, a participant in an online interview, trusts that careful attention 
to the construction of her words will give her a higher degree of control over 
the conversation. When asked how she tends to interact online, Jennifer replies 
(the programmed environment in use displays the responses as follows): 
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Beth says , " I  can type what i ' m feel ing better then I can 
voice my ; m "  

Beth says , " feel ings i t  just comes a little easier seeing 
things to answer then hearing and having to answer I like 
to worrk with my hands a lot " 

Beth says , " it ' s  j us t  what your typing that counts "  

Beth says , " this is a place where you can get to the real 
person and not have to overcome the obsticle of looks and 
having people j udge you by your appearance insteafd of the 
real you here your real self comes ins ide the things your 
wrte " 

Like Jennifer, Beth believes she can better control how others perceive her 
in this medium. In Beth's case, the control is not in the form of the message 
but in the meaning "inside the things your wrte [sic] ." In contrast to Jennifer's 
typical writing style, Beth's grammar and spelling are, by any standard, 
terrible and most likely not deliberate. These errors can be a result of typing 
fast, not editing the text, or being unaware of the errors. Regardless, the 
example demonstrates an important point for researchers: discursive practices 
in this medium are wildly different; form can be unnoticeable or glaring; 
and content cannot be disconnected from form if the form is glaringly dis
junctive from traditional writing norms. The researcher cannot help but 
be influenced by the form of the message, which in turn influences the 
interpretation of the meaning of Beth's words. Even as Beth believes that she 
communicates better in this form than through her voice and that people 
reading her words will see through the form to the real self, the question arises: 
"How well does she represent her self with this use of language?" These 
examples are good reminders that participants are likely to have different 
habits, skill levels, and experience using Internet communication. The same 
might be said of spoken language, of course, but not with this same degree 
of difference among speakers one would typically classify in the same category 
(in this case, native speakers of English, at least high-school educated, self
described heavy users of CMC). The Internet intensifies these issues for 
researchers. 

The text is a fundamentally different space of observation and interaction 
than sitting next to the participant or observing interactions in natural settings. 
Careful reflection is necessary to make sense of how we researchers are 
engaging in or observing these interactions. In most cases, it is recommended 
to treat each case individually and apply appropriate standards, practices, and 
procedures to each. Even so, it is impossible to predict how individual 
participants define, use, and respond to specific computer-mediated media 
and contexts. Take for example this series of benefits about synchronous, 
anonymous, text-based CMC, cited by several users participating in a study. 
These benefits are mentioned in response to the question: "Why do you like 
using this medium to interact with others?" 
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" Through edi ting , 

perceive me . "  
I have a lot more control how others 

" I  can be anything a d n anyone I want to be in the text . " 

�o�i�!tl�d�e::���:��t��:�
e�:f

::�a��ot��on::����y
::��s m

t:�pJe interpreta-!�iS set of responses, respondents indicate that they (the ;r�;e:' /�:���r�ther
� 

I7 e message, thereby controlling the outcome A ' .  " con ro 
tells us these users perceive that the h .

. 
h '  

s a group, thIS set of responses 
way they are perceived by others be!au�v�: Igh degree of co�trol over the 
By contrast, consider the stateme t b I 

Y control the"Outgomg message. 
t' ' . n s e ow, uttered by the exact par lClpants m response to the question' "What f h '  

same 
of this medium for you?" 

' .  are some 0 t e lImitations 

" In this medium , nobody knows who I real ly am . " 
" I  can ' t tell who other people really are i f  texts . " I j ust have their 

" I t ' s di f f  i cuI t to know the real i t 
. t '  

y o f  somebody i f  their wrl lng doesn ' t  affect you or speak to you . " 
" I t . lS a game ; everybody wears masks . "  

The contradictions in these res ' . . . 
the benefit of the medium is tha� 

�o�ses
t 
are cunous. PartICIpants indicate that 

of self to the other in the interactic: �� con�eys an accu.rate or desired sense 
At the same ti h . � on y message IS the message sent). 
the text canno�e, owever, they also mdlcate that one of the limitations is that 
interaction (the 

c��v
y
e
m
y 

e
a
s
n
sa
a
g
cc�ra

t
t
h
e or real sense of the other to the self in the e e lS e message recei d) Wh h ' . :�:��:�::�s 

t
�f

s
er
e
�:!;t �n essentially self-ce�;er�d po:�ti:n

t
::���!al� 

researchers u;in the Intern 
en:onstrates. at leas.t .two considerations for 

still adjusting to 1nternet me�ti�oa�n�e�:ct ��t�1. pa�tlClpants. Fi�stl people are 
ways of performin the self throu 

ve IS m�hve �nd pOSSIbly unknown 
individuals use Int�rnet 

'
med' . g�1 t�ese medl� . It IS hasty to presume all 

two people using the s�me m 
l� .m SImI ar :-vay�; mformation collected from 

of the way they perceive th 
e lU� .may YIeld mcomparable results because 

bec�use it falls outside the re:e:�h������!t�����
n
��at ca� go �nnotic�d 

�:!��;�:;���� :������e: t���ng these n:edia, we are�i�:ly ��n::�:nt��: 
Does the researcher believe that

S �tee��� m nameles� and faceless settings. 
Conversely, does the researcher belie 

y mess�ge IS the message sent? 
message received? On the f h 

ve the only Important message is the . sur ace, t ese may seem simple questions with 
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straightforward answers, but even with careful reflection, it is easy to beli�ve 
that our own utterances are clear and unproblematic. It is valuable pract�ce, 
whether working in Internet settings or not, to engage in �ritical self-.reflectlOn 
about how questions are being asked, what presumptl0r:s are b�mg made 
when observing focus groups, and how our own preconceIved. nobon� of the 
communication process shape our interpretation of everyday mteractIOns. 

Push versus pull modes . 
Anyone who markets products on the �eb or wh.o teaches c?urses onlme 
can verify the importance of using the nght medIa for �he nght pu�p�se. 
Push/ pull considerations are vital to whether or not the mtended reClpient 
notices or attends to the message. Push describes a technology that pushes 
the information to an individual's computer or handheld device. This term 
also refers to the extent to which users feel as though the message is pushed 
toward them, requiring attention to read, trash, file, or otherwise do.sorr:ethi�g 
with. Email is a good example of push technology; messag�s arnve .m a 11st 
and, putting filtering programs aside for the moment, r�qUlre attenhon .and 
action. Other technologies can collect and push news Items from vanous 
sources to one's desktop, text messages and weather reports to one's mobile 
phone, or flight schedule delays to one's P�A. . . 

Pull technologies require a more proactIve approach by the user. the ldea 
of the information is so interesting, important, or intriguing that the user 
will be compelled to seek out, find, and attend to the message. Although 
distinctions between push and pull technologies are becoming more and more 
blurred by the evolution of various media and usage patterns, the concept 
is useful as an initial categorization tool for the researcher. . 

The following example from a teaching experience illustrates the �mp.or
tance of push/ pull considerations in designing an effective commumcat�on 
environment for active group participation (focus group) and collaborahve 
learning. In a recent course focused on hypertext theory and des�gn, students 
were required in one assignment to redesign the Internet-medlated aspects 
of the course. I intentionally designed the course to overwhelm the s�ud�nts 
initially with multiple media choices and requirements for commumcah�n. 
Each week, students were required to log into a password-protected webSIte 
where they could find links to the syllabus, schedule, and announcement�. 
They were also required to use a threaded discussion board accessed from thIS 
site. In addition to this Web-based system, they were expected to check their 
university-assigned email account, where I sent them.bot� ind�vidua.l and 
group (listserv) messages. Many students did not use theIr. um�ersIt:-assigned 
email account, which meant they had to begin to check theIr umversity account 
or notify me to change the default address I used to ser:d email. Finally, eac,

h 
student was required to set up a blog (Web-based Journal) to post then 
responses to readings and other thoughts related to. class. !�ley wer� expected 
to read and link to other students' online journals m addItIon to mme. 

As planned, too many different modes of comrr:unicatio� vied . for the 
students' attention in this configuration, and they qUlckly realIzed tlns prob-
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lem. The rema.in�er of the course involved solving the problem to meet 
the goal of bu�ldmg and maintaining a productive learning community. 
Stu�ents examm�dj among other things, the push versus pull aspects of 
�anous c�mmU�Ication choices. When some students suggested, "Let's get 
nd of emaIl and Just use the password-protected website for all information " 
others r�sponded that this would require unsolicited attention to the cours�, 
a proactIve appr��ch .that could not be presumed. In addition, students aptly 
noted a key usabIlIty ISsue: before the student could even view the front page 
o.f th� course, the p�ssword-protected site required three keyboard events, 
SIX c�lcks, a�d effectlve navigation through three screens of informafion. A 
publIc We?SI:� with easily accesse� information would be easier, one bright 
student saId, but then ,:e would shll need to remember to actually go there." 
Aft�r several weeks of hvely debate over various issues, the students finally 
deClded on the following elements: 

.. Public web page, which all students agreed to keep as their browser's 
�efault �lOme page for the duration of the semester. Most relevant 
mfor�ahon appeared on this first page. 

I!> Runnmg chat board on the web page for general student conversation 

.. 
and studen: anno.uncements (similar to Instant-Messaging software). 
Threaded dISCussIOn on the front page of the site for more serious lengthy 
course-content-related discussions. ' , 

• L�nks to all student web journals for those who are interested. 
• LInks to the course syllabus and schedule (transformed from documents 

to HTML documents for speed of transmission and ease of reading). 

�n addition to this single web page serving as the course site, students 
belIeved that �oth th� listserv and email should remain active. To a person, 
they hypothesIzed (nghtly or wrongly) that any information sent from the 
profess.or to the student is vital and should be pushed into the student's 
ImmedIate awareness. 

This extended discussion of a single assignment in an academic course 
und.erscores the considerations that go into the design of a communication 
envIronment. . In parallel fashion, research environments utilizing various 
Internet. medla .rr:ust undergo similar evaluation, because each decision 
conc�rnmg p�rhClpant communication makes a difference. Testing various 
medIated er:�lronments can help one discern which is most suitable for the 
type �f parhc�p�nt. Collecting life histories via email may be satisfactory, but 
allOWIng pa�bClpa.nts to create ongoing life history accounts on websites that 
they can �eslgn WIth color and images may yield richly textured results. For 
an �nterview study, real-time chat�ooms may provide anonymous partici
pa.hon and spontaneous conversatIOn, but email interviews may be better 
sU1:ed to participants who have busy schedules and desire time to consider 
theIr responses. The key is making a conscious and measured effort to match 
:he r.node to .the context, the use�' s preferences, and the research question. If 
ne IS studYIng naturally occurnng data, this issue may not be salient to the 
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process of collecting data, but because push/pull variables influence inter
actions within the contexts under study, knowledge of the possibilities 
and limitations inherent in CMC design can aid in the process of analysis and 
interpretation. 

The overriding message throughout this discussion is that reflection and 
adaptation are necessary as one integrates Internet communication tech
nologies into qualitative research design. Adapting to the Internet is one level 
of reflexivity; as we use new media for communication, the interactional 
challenges and opportunities can teach us about how to use these methods. 
Adjusting to the individual is another level; as in face-to-face contexts, a 
skilled researcher will pay close attention to participant conceptualization 
and utilization of the medium for communication. Without having access to 
physically embodied non-verbal features of interaction, the researcher may 
want to deliberately address these concerns with the participants so they 
may aid in the interpretation of discourse. Alternately, the researcher may 
want to adjust his or her expectations of these possibly unfamiliar environ· 
ments. If researchers cannot adjust to the particular features and capacities 
of Internet technologies, they may miss the opportunity to understand these 
phenomena as they operate in context. As Gergen (1991) notes: if we are to 
survive, flexible adaptation and improvization will become our norm. 

Along these same lines, Carvajal (2001) reminds us that any decision made 
about method should derive from a conceptual and epistemological level 
rather than from a procedural level. In discussing computer-assisted quali
tative data analysis software (CAQDAS) training issues, Carvajal stresses that 
anyone using computer-assisted programs to analyze data should incorporate 
"critical thinking instead of mechanical thinking" (section 3.2). "To know a 
software is to know about the methodological implications its use has for 
qualitative methodology" (section 3.2) . This thinking applies also to the use 
of the Internet in gathering information for analysis. 

TH E I NTERNET AS SCENE OF SOCIAL CONSTRUCTION 

The Internet is a network of computers that allows us to create networks of 
connection. At a basic level, one can study the connections themselves, or 
one can use the connections to conduct studies. However, remaining at this 
simplistic level of binary distinction obscures the complexity with which the 
cultural and technological aspects of the Internet are interwoven in con
structing possibilities for being with others in everyday social life. Although 
we might consider the Internet merely a conduit for information transmission, 
the content and resultant social contexts of these networks and transmis
sions are also fruitfully conceptualized as meaningful phenomena themselves. 
Through the deceptively simple process of exchanging messages, complex 
and trans formative understandings of self identity, other, and reality are 
negotiated. As more and more people mediate their social interactions in 
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this confluence of technologies and sub' " texts operate is crucial. 
)eChvlty, close attention to the way 

The Internet is not novel in that ind ' . d 1 groups, and technical capacities constit��� ua use, habitual pr�ctice across 
building social structures th t b 

patterns of temporal mteractions, 
cesses describe any langua : s ::?m 

:��:; concre�e re�lities. These pro
enabling us to view these pl'(�ces�s f ' . nternet �s Ul1lque, however, in 
primarily textual interactions 'w t

� socIal �o�struchon as solely discursive, 
conduits for the transmissio�l 0: :���:m 

I 
s us ��at texts are more than 

ceptualization of texts: 
g. -Ie cntIques a common con-

Texts are placed in service of the examination of ' h ' phenomenon. From this standpoint the tex; u 
ot er , separately conceived 

accessing these phenomena- h 
' p

. r�ortedIy compnses a resource for p enomena eXIstmg 'be d' t1 . where the text operates as an t' II 
'

. yon le text, as It were , . essen Ia y unexammed d 't " ' wmdow' or 'channel' to them. (1997: 81) 
con lil ,  a Kllld of neutral 

Referri�g to Rose's (960) notion of the world as " . . " �h��;�e�����
y
xt��e

b
d
e
ia�e S

t
OC

t
ia

l
1 interaction an� b:��ds:�i:7�;��n�:::�:' m 0 a agreement as t h . Watson's point (a point made also b H 't . ? w at compnses text, 

in conSidering the centrality of texrs i�r�:ge m tl�IS �olume) is well taken 
of meaning. As a context almost e It' 1 

e n.egohatlOn and construction 
exciting location of social me . I Ire I comP:ISe? of text, the Internet is an 
as discursive practice) One 

anmg
1
an org

f 
al1lzabon (defining text broadly . can a so use ully rec 11 P '  , d' Foucault's approach to the st d f l ' 

a nor s Iscussion of 
becomes the focus of qualitat

U
I'v 

y 0 c
l
u tU.re (thIS volume), whereby the text 

"k . . e exp oratIon rather tha th I . nowmg subject." n e a ways-elUSIve 
Internet technologies all 1 " construction process in a v�; ';!��

v
I:a�ve researche:s to study the social 

or minimize the visible produc
Y
ts of ' t 

a
t
�' Because It can constrain, hide, m erac IOn (read · bod ' I h '  mannerisms, and geographically ba d . 1 

. Ies, c ot mg, accent, 
f . . se SOCIa structures) th I t 1 ocus speCIfIcally on the bu'ld' bi k ' e n ernet a lows 
interaction. 

1 mg oc s of culture at the basic level of 
Kendall (2002), for example s graphic study of an online Mu6ent sever�l years conducting an ethno-

the discursive foundations and ne �?���l1lty called �lueSky, analyzing 
consequence of studying th . ft

go la e �atures of thIS community. As a e so ware settmgs as w 11 . d' . versations Kendall is able t l '  . e as m Ivldual con-. ' 0 rna (e mterestmg arg t b h IS performed In MUD . umen s a out ow gender . enVIronments for exa 1 d '  makes by setting a comma d O ' mp e, gen er IS a choice one . n .  ne can choose fro . f l11cluding male (he his) f 1 h 
m a vanety 0 genders 

We (we, our), and �o fo�t�n�f:e;St:' her), neu�er Cit, its?, spivak (e, er), royal 
duced for other members 'sh th 

e user rna es a chOIce, certain texts pro-ow e correspond ' some members of th1's l '  . mg pronouns. In BlueSky , on me commul1lty u th d '  ' purposes, so that, for example wh 
se e gen er settmgs for joke , en someone asks the system what gender 
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the other participant is, the preprogrammed response might read, "Not lately," 
or "No, thank you" (35) . BlueSky members might make gender a relevant 
feature of their persona or not, and those whose gender is typical (male or 
female, in this case) tend to be responded to in correspondence with their 
chosen gender, rather than with their embodied gender. In other words, 
if Mike (offline) has a persona named Susan (online) and declares that Susan 
is female, people will tend to interact with Susan as a female, even if they 
know Mike is a male playing the character of Susan and even if they have 
met Mike offline. 

If we accept the basic premise that reality is socially constructed through 
language, the Internet allows us to study this social construction in progress 
as a real, enacted process rather than a theoretical premise. Internet tech
nologies allow the researcher to see the visible artifacts of this negotiation 
process in forms divorced from both the source and the intended or actual 
audience. Websites and website archives, for example, can give researchers 
a means of studying the way social realities are displayed or how these might 
be negotiated over time. In Kendall's ethnographic study (2002), extensive 
archiving of interactions gave her an immense and enormously rich set of data 
to work with. 

Of course, multiple variables influence the way we make sense of the world 
and this confronts researchers when making decisions about how to approach 
the field. In designing the interface with participants, interacting with 
participants, and analyzing human expressions and experiences in naturally 
occurring settings, researchers will naturally make assumptions about how 
the communication process works, taking certain invisible features of 
interaction for granted, whether or not this is warranted. Certain researchers 
may naturally rely on non-verbals as well as the content of talk in analyzing 
both the content and structure of conversation and may unconsciously use 
socio-economic markers derived from participants' clothing, accent, posture, 
and other physical features. These are just two factors influencing the way 
researchers perceive or interpret subjects, particularly in research that relies 
on researcher interaction with participants, such as case study, focus group, 
interview, or ethnography. Warranted or not, we use physically embodied 
features and behaviors to make categorical assessments of conversational 
partners, which in turn sponsors the creation of a framework for interaction. 
Researchers trained in analytical methods which do not rely on visual or verbal 
contact with participants may be less inclined to do this, but a priori assess
ments based on typical/traditional gendered, ethnic, and socio-economic 
categories remain a problematic feature of social research. 

These statements are not unfamiliar to anyone who pays attention to human 
interaction. What may be less familiar is the extent to which Internet tech
nologies bring into relief and problematize these working assumptions, 
Attending to these basic processes of communication not only constitutes 
healthy practice for social research in general, but also is essential in devel
oping effective, rigorous, and reflexive research practices in Internet-related 
studies, Depending on any number of factors only discovered during the 
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actual study, the rules, practices, and outc f '  " may be distinct from or qUite simil t f
o�es °

f
mteractJon m online contexts 

At ' 1 ar 0 ace-to- ace contexts vanous evels, some more conscious th -h 
. , computer-mediated contexts negotiat th 

�n ot , ers, people mteracting in 
the identities and social realities of th 

e, r:
h 

er t ,ah
n SImply observe or discover, 

Whether interpreting naturall 
e � ers WIt whom they are interacting, , , y occurnng texts or partici t' ' mtervlew, researchers can find thi 't h

e . pa mg m an online 
unfamiliar territory for most resea�c���se �t ��engI�1g, 

'
pe�haps because it is 

one may find that some of the t . l I
t IS pomt m tll�e. For example, 

r bl . ypIca ru es of conversatIOn d t app lca e m  the fragmented struct f l '  . 0 no . seem 
b . . ure 0 on me conVersatIOn Sar ' . or non-o VIOUS humor is extreme I d' ff I d' , . , casm, Irony, 

many paratextual elements are lffi���tUe�tt�er 
I��e;n��t�e :ext. Additi�nal1y, 

data or to categorize effectively Th f 11 ' , g e as non-meamngful 
an online interview conducted b 

e 0 o;mg mterview �xcerpt, taken from 
interpretation in the unembodied t

Y m
t 

e, emonstrates the elusion of clear ex . 
<Annette> Tel l  me about your 
online , 

most memorable experience 

<sherie> gee , i don ' t  kn 
aren ' t .  

ow, so many , some are personal , some 

<Annette> great ! 
<Annette> choose anY- -all talk 1 1  ' a you want ' <sherie> wel l , mos t  seem to h . ' 

communi ty i belong to everyth ' 
ave somethlng to do wi th the 

to flesh meets t fl
' lng from personal relationships o ame wars , , . 

Interviewing via CMC re uire ' tendencies, and pacin of the�es 
s patlence and careful attention to the skills, 

at the end of Sherie' s �st statem���d�nt (�a��ham, forthcoming), The ellipsis 
would continue her thought ' 

a �ve m I�ated to me that the participant 
prevent the interruption of'a

m acc
,
or ,ance WIth a rule I had devised to help , person s story when n b I ' unavaIlable. Outlined for th t' , on-ver a SIgnals are 

h' e par IClpant at the beginn' f h '  t IS strategy was useful to ' d '  t " mg 0 eac mterview, 
d m Ica e contlnuatlon and b 't b en of a conversational turn In th' h 

- Y I S a sence - the 
because even though she used the ��ltas,e, ow��er, the rule did not work, 
she had completed her thought: 

PSIS, Shene s next statement indicates 
<sherie> are you there? 
<Annette> oh ! yes , I ' m here . 
<Annette> I '  m sorry, I thought you were thinking , , . . I have a tendency to ask ques t i ons too quickly people , ' and always interrupt 

�o response was forthcoming from Sherie at this ' , gIven the question I had ' t k d ' 
pOInt, whIch was surprising 

I tried another question 
J
t
us as e concerm�g memorable experiences online. o prompt a narratIve account: 
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<Annette> if you picked an experience randomly , what would 

you tel l me about i t? 

After another long pause with no response from Sherie, I changed tactics: 

<Annette> is it too hard to pick j us t  one experience to talk 

about? if you want , we can go in a di f ferent direct i on . . .  

< sherie> ok . 

Throughout this interview, it was difficult to cajole, prod, or com
pel 

Sherie to utter more than primarily monosyllabic responses. It is difficult
 to 

ascertain whether Sherie did not like the way the questions were being asked, 

she was not interested in the topic, she was multitasking, she had a migraine, 

or something else. Perhaps this can be s
imply dismissed as a non-useful 

interview. On the other hand, since the study w
as focused on how people 

express themselves online and make sense of their experiences thr
ough 

language, the interview has meaning and cannot be immediately dismissed. 

Reflecting on that interview, I found the difficulty lay in the fact
 that there 

were no non-verbal cues to guide the in
terpretation of the situation. Questions 

or conversational direction could no
t be modified based on embodied signals. 

To add yet another layer of complexity, in an earlier session, this p
artici

pant had written that she liked herself better in t
ext because she was eloquent, 

and that she felt, "more beautiful as text than as flesh
." The text above 

represents Sherie's style throughout
 the interview process and seems to belie 

her statement because her responses are a fa
r cry from standard notions 

of eloquence. 
Internet communication gives qualitative researche

rs an intriguing oppor-

tunity to witness the social construction of re
ality as it occurs textually. 

This short snippet of Sherie
's conversation is one among millions of globally 

accessible texts, all vying for atten
tion in a cacophony of networks. In this 

specific case, where the researcher interviews the participant, identity and 

reality are negotiable during these 
online interactions in subtle and intri

gu

ing ways. Both the participant and resear
cher send messages that display 

identity and play into the construct
ion of the context. The researcher m

akes 

judgments of the participant and respond
s with these judgments in mind. 

The participant makes sense of the researcher in the sa
me way. The structure 

of interaction is an ongoing accom
plishment, drawn from previous inter

actions and sustained (or adjusted
) by adherence to (or the absence o

f) the 

rules of conversation. 
Another layer of complexity involves the way users perceive the nature of 

text. The Internet sponsors a casual co
mmunication style. It is, however, hasty 

to assume that because of this, users concept
ualize text in a similarly casual 

manner. Indeed, users frequently conc
eptualize and respond to the text a

s a 

concrete, formal, lasting vessel for truth (Markham, 2000). This is true for both 

participants and researchers, making this an issue that requires crit
ical self

reflection and careful planning to res
olve. Attention to this factor in research 
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design and/ or analysis allows the resea h . 
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�
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for simplified phrases spell' 
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l�gat

or gra
f
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. b 1 . ure 0 computer-medi t d t 
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' a e . "exts. Messages 

refrigerator doors and counters fo ' Pfl 
red to I osHt notes or notes left on 
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e. . en t e message 

d 
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an many other computer-m d' t d 
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' 0 IOn 0 t e throwaway 

In this context of short informal d 
seem likely that users wo�ld consis;e�� 

. 
:!e::���

l communiques, it would 

However, users simultaneousl or alt 
y . . �s temporary and casuaL 

state of considerable concreten�ss d 
e:nately pnvilege the text, giving it a 

any information transmitted v' 
'
th
an

I 
Importance. This is partially because 

I t . 1a e nternet may be h' d 
n eractIOns via the Internet b '  
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INTERNET COMMUNICATION AS A TOOL FOR QUAlITATIVE RESEA�CH 

THE DOUBLE EDGE OF TECHN O LOGY 

Social theorists and science fiction writers alike warn us that every technology 
has a double edge and unforeseen effects. McLuhan (1962) argued that 
every communication medium extends the capacity of one or more of our 
cognitive sensibilities. Writing implements and the printing press extended 
our memory. Radio makes our ears bigger; television allows our eyes to see 
events around the world. The Internet allows us to connect personally and 
instantly with countless people around the globe. Wireless technologieEi allow 
us to attach technologies to our bodies in much the same manner as physical 
prostheses. Yet, for each extension there is something removed, dismantled, 
or constrained. Postman (1985) argues convincingly that as television becomes 
more and more prominent in our everyday lives, our attention span decreases, 
so that Americans, for example, have an active attention span of approximately 
twenty minutes, the average length of the typical sitcom. The premise of this 
argument is compelling. Few of us in Western cultures can imagine reciting 
Homer from memory or attending to and analyzing oral arguments for many 
hours at a time, as early Americans did during the presidential debates 
between Abraham Lincoln and Steven Douglas. 

The sensibilities afforded or limited by the Internet remain unpredictable. 
As a tool of research it offers many intriguing possibilities; the temptation 
to insert these as easy solutions to the problems of social research is great. 
As Mann and Stewart (2000) emphasize, it is vital to consider judiciously how 
the tool fits the research question and the context, returning always to the core 
considerations guiding solid, rigorous, systematic, and, above all, deliberate 
qualitative inquiry. 

SUMMARY 

This chapter outlines several theoretical and pragmatic issues associated with 
the use of the Internet in qualitative research. Placed within the fast-growing 
and swiftly shifting arena of Internet research, this chapter provides general 
categories for considering both the enabling and constraining aspects of new 
communication technologies, from which the reader can develop his or her 
own unique approach. Adopting the Internet as a means of augmenting tra
ditional studies requires attention to the creative possibilities as well as to the 
foundations of qualitative inquiry, so that one's decisions to use the Internet 
are both epistemologically and methodologically sound. To review some of 
the important considerations: 

• The Internet is defined variously as a communication medium, a global 
network of connections, and a scene of social construction. 

• The shape and nature of Internet communication is defined in context, 
negotiated by users that may adapt hardware and software to suit their 
individual or community needs. 
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., Internet communication affords qualitative researchers creative potential 
because of its geographic dispersion, multi-modality, and chrono-
malleability. . J . .  \ . ' • / 

., The researcher's own conceptualizatlon of the Internet will influence how 
it is woven into the research project, with significant consequences on the 
outcomes . 

., As social life becomes more saturated with Internet-based media for 
communication, researchers will be able to creatively design projects that 
utilize these media to observe culture, interact with participants, or collect 
artifacts. 

" Each new technology bears a double edge for qualitative researchers and 
users; as it highlights or enables certain aspects and qualities of interaction, 
it hides or constrains others. 

In lnterpreting Qualitative Data, Silverman (2001 )  stresses the importance 
of adhering to sensible and rigorous methods for making sense of data even 
as we acknowledge that social phenomena are locally and socially constructed 
through the activities of participants. Similarly, it is clear that although the 
Internet can fundamentally shift some of our research practices by extend
ing our reach, easing data collection, or providing new grounds for social 
interaction, application of these methods must remain grounded in the 
fundamentals of rigorous and systematic qualitative research methods. 

N OTES 

1. Much debate persists regarding the influence of the Internet on language use and 
meaning. The vast majority of researchers agree that the structure and content of 
CMC is distinctive. Language norms and rules are in constant flux and 
transformation; time and space take on different meaning within interactions, 
influenced by both technical and normative elements. It is unclear whether this 
distinctiveness is meaningful at the level of meaning or discursive/relational 
outcome. Early accounts suggested that the absence of non-verbal cues in CMC 
would lead to less meaningful, surface interactions among users (Sproull and 
Kiesler, 1991) .  Later researchers such as Witmer and Katzman (1998) find that users 
make necessary changes in their discourse to accommodate technical limitations, 
replacing non-verbals with emoticons. Gaiser (1997) goes further to contend that 
there is very little difference between data collected in face-to-face and online 
interactions. More recently, Thurlow (2003) argues that shortcuts used in SMS 
(telephone instant messaging) do not significantly influence the meaning of the 
message, although to an outsider witnessing the interaction, the discourse may seem 
almost unreadable. Baym et al. (2002) contend that it is not so much the technology 
that influences interpersonal relationships as it is the interaction itself. 

2. See also Sproull and Kiesler (1991 )  and Chen et al. (in press) for general perspectives. 
3. See also the special issue on persistent conversation in the Journal of Computer

Mediated Communication, 4(4), 1999. 
4. Heritage in this volume provides an excellent overview of conversation analysis, 

which seeks to examine and illustrate how context is accomplished in and through 
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talk. ObViously, we do many more skilful thin " . '  explain to a researcher in an . t . gs 111 conversatIOn than we could ever 
'11 . 111 erVlew Close e . t' f 1 um111ate the building blocks of both ' d

: 
'd ' l 

xa�111� l�n 0 texts can help 111 IVl ua and 111stItutIOnal contexts . 
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"inside" the 

Finding realities in interview,s 

Jody Miller and Barry Glassner 

In his Interpreting Qualitative Data, Silverman (2001) highlights the dilemmas 
facing interview researchers concerning what to make of their data. On the 
one hand, positivists have as a goal the creation of the "pure" interview -
enacted in a sterilized context, in such a way that it comes as close as possible 
to providing a "mirror reflection" of the reality that exists in the social world. 
This position has been thoroughly critiqued over the years in terms of both 
its feasibility and its desirability. On the other hand, emotionalists suggest 
that unstructured, open-ended interviewing can and does elicit "authentic 
accounts of subjective experience." While, as Silverman points out, this 
approach is "seductive," a significant problem lies in the question of whether 
these "authentic accounts" are actually, instead, the repetition of familiar 
cultural tales. Finally, radical social constructionists suggest that no knowledge 
about a reality that is "out there" in the social world can be obtained from the 
interview, because the interview is obviously and exclusively an interaction 
between the interviewer and interview subject in which both participants 
create and construct narrative versions of the social world. The problem with 
looking at these narratives as representative of some "truth" in the world, 
according to these scholars, is that they are context specific, invented, if you 
will, to fit the demands of the interactive context of the interview, and 
representative of nothing more or less. 

For those of us who hope to learn about the social world, and, in particular, 
hope to contribute knowledge that can be beneficial in expanding under
standing and useful for fostering social change, the proposition that our 
interviews are meaningless beyond the context in which they occur is a 
daunting one. This is not to say that we accept the positivist view of the 
possibility of untouched data available through standardized interviewing, 
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subjective depth" and "deep mutual understanding" can be achieved (and, 
with these, the achievement of knowledge of social worlds), 

Those of us who aim to understand and document others' understandings 
choose qualitative interviewing because it provides us with a means for 
exploring the points of view of our research subjects, while granting these 
points of view the culturally honored status of reality, As Charmaz explains: 

We start with the experiencing person and try to share his or her subjective view, 
Our task is objective in the sense that we try to describe it with depth and detail. In 
doing so, we try to represent the person's view fairly and to portray it as consistent 
with his or her meanings, (1995: 54) 

Silverman and others accurately suggest that this portrayal of what we 
do is in some ways romanticized, We will address below some of the problems 
that make this the case, But the proposition that romanticizing negates, in itself, 
the objectivity Charmaz defines, or the subjectivities with which we work, 
does not follow, 

We have no trouble acknowledging, for instance, that interviewees 
sometimes respond to interviewers through the use of familiar narrative 
constructs, rather than by providing meaningful insights into their subjective 
view, Indeed, as Denzin notes: 

The subject is more than can be contained in a text, and a text is only a reproduction 
of what the subject has told us, What the subject tells us is itself something that has 
been shaped by prior cultural understandings, Most important, language, which 
is our window into the subject's world (and our world), plays tricks, It displaces 
the very thing it is supposed to represent, so that what is always given is a trace of 
other things, not the thing - lived experience - itself, (1991 : 68) 

In addition to this displacing, the language of interviewing (like all other 
telling) fractures the stories being told, This occurs inevitably within a story
teller's narrative, which must be partial because it cannot be infinite in length, 
and all the more partial if it is not to be unbearably boring, In the qualita
tive interview process, the research commits further fractures as well, The 
coding, categorization, and typologizing of stories result in telling only parts 
of stories, rather than presenting them in their "wholeness" (Charmaz, 1995: 
60), Numerous levels of representation occur from the moment of "primary 
experience" to the reading of researchers' textual presentation of findings, 
including the level of attending to the experience, telling it to the researcher, 
transcribing and analyzing what is told, and the reading, 

Qualitative interviewers recognize these fissures from the ideal text (i.e" 
interviewees' subjective view as experienced by the interviewees themselves). 
Interviewers note, for example, that "[tlhe story is being told to particular 
people; it might have taken a different form if someone else were the listener" 
(Riessman, 1993: 1 1 ) ,  The issue of how interviewees respond to us based on 
who we are in their lives, as well as the social categories to which we belong, 
such as age, gender, class, and race is a practical concern as well as an 
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epistemological or theoretical one. The issue may be exacerbated, for example, 

when we study groups with whom we do not share membership. Particularly 

as a result of social distances, interviewees may not trust us, they may 

not understand our questions, or they may purposely mislead us in their 

responses . Likewise, given a lack of membership in their primary groups, 

we may not know enough about the phenomenon under study to ask the 

right questions. 
Studying adolescents, as we have done in our own research, presents 

unique concerns along these lines. On the one hand, the meaning systems of 

adolescents are different from those of adults, and adult researchers must 

exercise caution in assuming they have an understanding of adolescent 

cultures because they have "been there." On the other hand, adolescents are 

in a transitional period of life, becoming increasingly oriented to adult worlds, 

though with "rough edges" (Fine and Sandstrom, 1988: 60). As a consequence, 

"age begins to decrease in importance as a means of differentiating oneself, 

and other dimensions of cultural differentiation, such as gender and class [and 

race], become more crucial" (Fine and Sandstrom, 1988: 66). These dimensions 

are thus of critical importance in establishing research relationships, rapport, 

and trust, and in evaluating both the information obtained and the interaction 

that occurs, within in-depth interviews. 
To treat a young person's age as the determinant or predictor of his or 

her experiences or ways of talking is to neglect another key point about age 

ordering as well: 

The idea of an ending of childhood is predicated upon a normative system wherein 

childhood itself is taken for granted. But childhood may also be "ended" by 

narratives of personal or societal "deviance" or by new stories reconstituting the 

modelling of childhood itself. (Rogers and Rogers, 1992: 153) 

In our experience, much of what adolescents talk about in open-ended 

interviews is precisely how their acts seem wayward, delinquent, premature, 

or otherwise not befitting proper youthful behavior. Their discourse toward 

and with us (and for themselves) is much about where and who they are. It is 

about trying out social locations and identities: 

Our approach is to treat the adolescents' reports as situated elements in social 

worlds. On the one hand they are ways of making sense to oneself and to another 

(cf. Mills, 1940). One cannot read the transcripts and fail to recognize that much of 

what goes on is two persons trying to understand topics that neither would consider 

in quite this manner or detail except in such special circumstances. The interviewees 

typically seem to enjoy the chance to "think aloud" about such matters, and often 

they say this to the interviewer. Much of that thinking is directed at a major project 

of their present lives - figuring out what type of person they are and what type 

they want to be. The interview offers an opportunity to try out various possibilities 

on this older student who is asking questions, and with reference to how it fits 

with one's self-image or might work out if directed at other audiences. On the other 

hand, these ways of viewing self and world come from and build into the social 
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with one's interviewees or with one's readers, or boring them with excessive 
details about oneself. It is precisely the " concrete, specific desires and interests" 
that merit airing, not everything that might be aired. 

In our experience, interviewees will tell us, if given the chance, which of 
our interests and formulations make sense and nonsense to them. Glassner and 
Loughlin (1987: 36) describe instances in their study in which the interviewer 
brought up a topic that was seen by the subject as irrelevant or misinterpre
tation, and they offered correction. Moreover, as Charmaz points out, "creating 
these observations at all assumes that we share enough experience with our 
subjects and our readers to define things similarly" (1995: 64). 

Of paramount importance regarding how (and how much) we present 
ourselves is the influence this presentation has on interviewees' ability and 
willingness to tell various sorts of stories. Richardson notes, "People organize 
their personal biographies and understand them through the stories they create 
to explain and justify their life experiences" (1990: 23; see also Lempert, 1994; 
Mishler, 1986; Riessman, 1993). Highlighting two types of stories of particular 
relevance, Richardson first describes the "cultural story" : "Participation in 
a culture includes participation in the narratives of that culture, a general 
understanding of the stock of meanings and their relationships to each other" 
(Richardson, 1990: 24). These narratives represent the basis on which indi
viduals create cultural stories, or stories about social phenomena that are 
typically "told from the point of view of the ruling interests and the normative 
order" (Richardson, 1990: 25). An interviewer who presents him- or herself 
either as too deeply committed to those interests and that order, or as clearly 
outside of them, restricts which cultural stories interviewees may tell and how 
these will be told. 

Cultural stories are based in part on stereotypes. Richardson dubs an 
alternative to these the "collective story." Collective stories take the point of 
view of the interview subjects, and "give voice to those who are silenced 
or marginalized in the cultural [story]" (Richardson, 1990: 25). They challenge 
popular stereotypes by "resist[ing] the cultural narratives about groups of 
people and tell[ing] alternative stories" (Richardson, 1990: 25) . A strength 
of qualitative interviewing is precisely its capacity to access self-reflexivity 
among interview subjects, leading to the greater likelihood of the telling of 
collective stories: 

Respondents may reveal feelings, beliefs, and private doubts that contradict 
or conflict with "what everyone thinks," including sentiments that break the 
dominant feeling rules . . . .  In other cases, interviewers will discover the anxiety, 
ambivalence, and uncertainty that lie behind respondents' conformity. (Kleinman 
et al., 1994: 43) 

Here again, to be a candidate for "good listener," the interviewer does best 
to present him- or herself as someone who is neither firmly entrenched in the 
mainstream nor too far at any particular margin. Ultimately, though, it is not 
where the interviewer locates him- or herself that is of greatest relevance to 
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should "have lived or experienced their material in some fashion" (1990: 232). 

Likewise, with regard to adolescents specifically, Taylor et al. (1995: 36) point 

out that lI[aldolescents may choose a form of political resistance-that is, 

choose not to speak about what they know and feel-to people they see as 

representing or aligning with unresponsive institutions and authorities." 

Overcoming these obstacles can only be achieved by building rapport, 

ensuring and reassuring confidentiality, and establishing trust ·- facets of the 

research we describe in greater detail below. 

However, we would also suggest that the existence of social differences 

between the interviewer and interviewees does not mean that the interviews 

are devoid of information about social worlds. In fact, the interviews can be 

accomplished in ways that put these social differences to use in providing 

opportunities for individuals to articulate their feelings about their life 

experiences. As noted above, one potential benefit of social distances in 

research of this nature is that the interviewee can recognize him- or herself as 

an expert on a topiC of interest to someone typically in a more powerful 

position vis-ii-vis the social structure (in this case, particularly in terms of 

age, race, and education). To find oneself placed in this position can be both 

empowering and illuminating because one can reflect on and speak about 

one's life in ways not often available. When individuals are members of groups 

that have been stereotyped and devalued by the larger culture, and whose 

perspectives have been ignored (as in the case of female gang members), the 

promise of this approach is all the more apparent. In fact, those interviews 

conducted by Miller, rather than by her African American male research 

assistant, often elicited more and different types2 of detail . 

Miller found that her differences from respondents often were beneficial, 

once trust had been established. Taylor and her colleagues suggest that one 

advantage of social distance is that it "may elicit explanations that are assumed 

to be known by someone with insider status II (1995: 36). Reading her 

transcripts against her research assistant's, Miller found numerous instances 

in which girls assumed shared understandings with the research assistant, 

because he was African American and had grown up in the same community 

as them, while they took more time to explain things to her. The research 

assistant likewise felt he intuitively knew what girls meant when they used 

particular words or made note of events, and thus often did not ask for greater 

explication. In this way, social distances facilitated respondents' recognition 

of themselves as experts on their social worlds. 

In addition, many of the girls were cognizant of the controlling images 

(Collins, 1990) used to describe aspects of their lives. Consequently, in some 

instances young women talked to Miller in ways that directly addressed and 

challenged common stereotypes about adolescents, inner-city youths, and 

gangs. For instance, one young woman explained: 

Some people stereotype, they just stereotype gang members to be hard core and 

to always be shootin' at somebody. They don't stereotype people that that could 

be a gang member but still they could go to school and get straight A's. That' 5 
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Cultural stories 

Rapport involves more, however, than provisions of confidentiality, non
judgmental responses, and other offerings from the interviewer. It involves 
the interviewee feeling comfortable and competent enough in the interaction 
to "talk back" (Blumer, 1969: 22) - to label particular topics irrelevant, point 
out misinterpretations, and offer corrections. When respondents talk back they 
provide insights into the narratives they use to describe the meanings of their 
social worlds and into their experience of the worlds of which they are a 
part. One way Miller's interviewees talked back - both to her and to the audi
ences for her works about them - was in their resistance to her efforts to get 
them to articulate how gender inequality shaped their experiences in the gang. 
In doing so, they situated their personal narratives into larger cultural stories 
about girls in gangs, both by vigilantly challenging these stories, and by 
embracing them in their discussions of "other" girls. 

Scholars have noted "the impact of 'already established cultural standards' 
on individuals" (Schmitt, 1993: 126). Research participants gain at least part 
of their understanding, and convey their understanding to the interviewer, 
by drawing on the narratives that come out of the social worlds around them. 
For adolescent girls, and gang girls in particular, a primary cultural standard 
they must contend with is the sexual double standard, in which they receive 
status from peers for their association with and attractiveness to males, but 
are denigrated for sexual activities deemed promiscuous. Scholars have noted 
that a characteristic feature of adolescence is the "shift from the relatively 
asexual gender systems of childhood to the overtly sexualized gender systems 
of adolescence and adulthood" (Thorne, 1993: 135), which has different 
meanings and consequences for girls and boys. It is in this context that girls 
must negotiate - not just their sexual reputation - but their gender identity 
as well. 

A long-standing cultural stereotype of girls' roles in gangs is that they are 
peripheral or auxiliary members whose primary function is as a sexual outlet 
for male members (see Campbell (1984) for a discussion) . For the young 
women in Miller's study, this cultural stereotype was further exacerbated by 
the practice within some gangs of "sexing in" some female members -
requiring the girl to have sex with multiple male members for entry into the 
group (see Miller, 2001 ) .  In tandem with larger stereotypes, this practice 
challenged the integrity and sexual reputations of girls in gangs. Thus, in 
Miller's interviews, girls went to great lengths to distance themselves from 
the practice and to dispute this cultural story when describing their place in 
the gang. One young woman expressed her frustration that people outside of 
gangs often assumed that she was sexed in: 
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y .��a ua
l
e young �en's sexual behaviors. 

blame female victims of mistreat 
m� l� cu tural stones that single out and 

sible for their victimization in bot:e�l . 1 
o;en continue to be held respon

Women and legal res onse' 
� pu ar Iscourses about violence against 

When they described !nd ev'af:;!!��S cUl
i
e� fr?m these cultural traditions 

them. e exp Oltahon of young women around 

Collective stories 

A prop 't '  f '  . OSI IOn 0 thIS chapter is that . t . l11teractional contexts within who h 
l.nl

ervlews have the capacity to be 
stOod. One way in which this 's 

IC
h . soc� . worlds come to be better under-1 ac leve IS through interviewees' revisions 
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. ested We have proposed that another 
of cultural stories, as we have J

��
t sug

�h t p�ivileges the social world under 
sort of story can be told as we 

h' 
an
t
e . a f the larger society Miller's inter-. . d . ts stories over t e s -ones a 

. 
dlSCUssIOn an 1 , . . " . women did more than just challenge 
views illustrate th1S poss1b1lIty. young . . 1 nt (1' e "1 was not . 1 . . g theu gang mvo veme . ., 
prevailing stereotypes m e

t:)p r���ad they also presented a collective story sexed in," "1 have respec . ns , . 
of the gang as a space 

�'IT:��::e;��:I
��'were quite resistant to her attempts 

The yo�ng w?men 1 . alit emphasizing instead that every-
to elicit dISCUSSIOns of gender mequ y, 

1 'ned' "they give " 11 the same " One young woman exp aI . 
one in the gang was a . . the males " Another was visibly 
every last one of us resp�ct thf

e waY
t
:he� ��� repeatedl� cut her off, or "talked frustrated with Miller's lIne a ques IOns, 

back," in response: 

. . Y 'd before that the gang was about half g'lrls and h�lf guys? 
Miller. au sal 

, b t that? Like you said you don't think there 
Can you tell me more a au . 

are any d ifferences in terms of what -

Interviewee: There isn't! 

M'/Ier Ok can you tell me more - . b I '. ' . L'k hat? There isn't there isn't l ike, there's nothing - oy, 
Interviewee. l e w . , 

gir l ,  white, black, Mexican, Chinese. 

A ther girl noted, "if she consider herself as a g
ang m

,
;mber, t�en s�e 

no . member " and she concluded, you can t rea y 
gonna be treated lIke a gang . . : ,  b d th t "  Likewise another 

h b the guls It am t ase on a .  , 
judge. it o� I� e .�� ��e dudes 'to them. We just like dudes, they treat us 
explamed. We J 

t uch like dudes they can't do nothing. They respe
ct 

like that ' cause we ac so m 
" h l'ke dudes that they just don't trip us as females though, but we Just so muc 1 

off of it." 
t uggest part of girls' discussions of their equality w

ithin 
As these commen s s 

h by' suggesting that all women should be treated 
the gang was not so muc ho were not 

11 but by differentiating themselves from young women w 
equa y, . .  
in gangs. As one girl made explICIt: 

, anna break their nails and stuff like that. So, 
A lot of girls get scared. Don t :- . ng And the ones that's in it, most of 
ain't no need, 

for ther�\to :y :o 
T�:�s

n:�; th�y in, ' cause they like to fight and 
the girls that s m act 1 (e oy . 

ff 
stuff. They know how to fight and they use guns and stu . 

Miller spoke to told a collective story that situate
d 

Thus, the y�ung women 
ble to the male members in terms of 

their place m the gang 
d
as �o

ll
�para 

to fight. According to this collective f . t' toughness an W1 mgness b . ac 1V1 1es, . ' . hich the receive status and esteem from elllg 
story, the gang.1s a:�;l��

a 1� :tand up
Y
for themselves, exhibiting traits that 

���:�a����:�1��mmonry associate with males rather than females. 
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Finding realities in interviews 

We have suggested that a strength of qualitative interviewing is the oppor
tunity it provides to collect and rigorously examine narrative accounts of social 
worlds. In Miller's illustration, both cultural and collective stories provide 
important insights into how young women understand their place within 
their gangs and within the broader social world of adolescent peer culture. 
We have also suggested that it is possible to find realities within interviews 
- collective stories are a significant aspect of this reality, but so are accounts 
of events and activities that are ultimately contradictory to these stories. 
Despite their collective story of equality, without exception the young women 
Miller interviewed provided evidence to the contrary. For example, they 
described a distinct gender hierarchy within their gangs that included male 
leadership, a sexual double standard, the sexual exploitation of some young 
women, and most girls' exclusion from serious gang crime - specifically 
those acts that build status and reputation within the group. By juxtaposing 
girls' collective stories with these incongruous facets of girls' interviews, Miller 
(2001) built her theoretical discussion around the contradictory operation 
of gender within gangs. 

For example, we noted that the practice of "sexing" girls into gangs was 
one that challenged the integrity of all girls in mixed-gender gangs. As one 
non-gang girl told Miller, "I mean, they tell you that [they weren' t sexed in], 
but you don't know how they really got in." Because of this, gang girls' 
vilification of girls who were sexed in was necessary in order to distance 
themselves from the practice, and maintain an identity as a "true" member 
as someone who had not been sexed into the gang. The more vocally girls 

spoke of these other girls as "ho's" and "wrecks," the more successful they 
were, or hoped to be, in creating a rigid dichotomy between themselves 
and girls who were sexed in. Ironically, denigrating girls who were sexed in 
or exploited, rather than holding the young men accountable, was the key to 
maintaining the tenuous but vital belief that the male gang members viewed 
them as equals. Creating this dichotomy allowed girls to conclude that 
the boys in their gang treated and discussed other young women in sexually 
derogatory ways - young women who deserved it because they were "nasty." 
On the other hand, they could believe that the boys considered them, as one 
young woman put it, "one of the niggas," or one of the guys. 

To challenge the practice, or the general tendency of some gang boys to 
mistreat girls, would be to risk being ostracized from the group precisely 
because of its male-dominated structure. It would also mean having to 
confront rather than deny that girls were not "equals" in the eyes of their 
male gang peers. These young women lived in social worlds in which women 
were devalued; their means of resisting their own devaluation was not to 
challenge the premise of this treatment, but instead to define themselves as 
outside of its boundaries. Thus young women appreciated the normative space 
of "equality" available in gangs, even when it was not always a reality in 
practice. Identifying with cultural stories about women, and rejecting such 
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images for themselves, allowed gang girls to construct and maintain the 

collective story that they were "one of the guys." 

CONCLUSION 

Silverman (2001)  argues that, while "open-ended" interviews can be use

ful, we need to justify departing from the naturally occurring data that 

surround us and to be cautious about the 
"romantic" impulse which identifies 

"experience" with "authenticity." We agree, but with different words in scare 

quotes. 
On the one hand, we have tried to suggest in this chapter so

me strategies 

by which interviews can be less-than-problematically open-ended, and that 

interviewers need not resort to romanticism, or to identifying experience with 

authenticity, in order to call upon inte
rviewees' experiences and produce 

authentic accounts of social worlds. On the other hand, we would put in 

scare quotes "naturally occurring data
," because we question the grounds 

for any neat distinction between the natural and cultural, in sociolo
gical 

data as elsewhere (d. Douglas, 1986). In making such claims, it is not the case 

that we are "not too sure whether interviews are purely local events or express 

underlying external realities," as Silverm
an (2001 :  1 1 1 )  has suggested. Instead, 

we argue against the dualistic imperative to classify them as one or the 

other. 
All we sociologists have are stories. Some come from other people, some 

from us, some from our interactions with others. What matters is to understand 

how and where the stories are produced, which sort of stories they are, 

and how we can put them to honest and intelligent use in theorizi
ng about 

social life. 

N OTES 

1. The project was a comparative study in Columbus, Ohio and St. Louis, Missouri. 

All of the Columbus interviews were conducted by Miller; many of the interviews 

in St. Louis were conducted by a research assistant. See Miller (2001) for an in-depth 

description of the research process. 

2. Girls responded to the research assistant as a paternal figure, and felt quite safe 

disclosing and talking at length with him (and without prompting, as this was not 

part of the research protocol) about their experiences of victimization. One girl even 

asked him to adopt her; another tried to fix him up with her aunt. 
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interview 

James A. Holstein and Jaber F. Gubrium 

Thinking about the interview as being "active" is somewhat uncon�ent�onal. 

Typically, we approach the interview as a neutral means �f extractmg mfor

mation. Interviewers ask questions. Respondents provide a��wers. !he 

interview process is merely the conduit between .the t�o pa;tl.CIpants. [he 

standard vision of the interview process keeps the mtervlewer s l�volven:ent 

to a minimum. The interviewer is supposed to be neutral, inconspIcuOUS, httle 

more than a "fly on the wall," so to speak. . 
In this chapter, we will look closely at the i�tervi�w process to see Just how 

active interviewing is in practice - for both the mtervlewer and the respondent. 

Indeed, we will argue that it cannot be any other .way, �o ma�ter how hard 

interviewers might try to diminish their presence m the mterVIeW exch�nge. 

Thus, we title the chapter "The Active Interview." This title does not sl�gle 

out a distinctive type of interview, differentiating it from, say, the �tandardized 

survey interview or the minimally directive life story mter�lew. I�s.tea� 
we use the title to highlight the fact that interactional, inter�retlve actIVIty IS 

a hallmark of all interviews. All interviews are active intervIews. 

FOCUSI N G  ON ACTIVENESS 

Today, interviewing is more popular than ever as a mea�s of generati�g 

information. In our postmodern "interview society" (see Gubnull.l and Ho�stem, 

2002a, 2003; Silverman, 2001), the mass media, human serVIce proVIders, 

and researchers increasingly generate data by interviewing. The number of 

television newS programs, daytime televisi�n tal�( sho�s, an� newspaper 

articles that provide us with the resul�s of mtervle�s IS gr0:-vmg by le.aps 

and bounds. Regarding more methodIcal forms of mfor�atlO� co�lectlOn, 

it has been estimated that 90 percent of all social science mvestIgatIons use 

interviews in one way or another (Briggs, 1986). Interview.ing is.un�ou�tedly 

the most widely used technique for conducting sy�te�atlc s?c:�l mqUlry, .as 

sociologists, psychologists, anthropologists, psychIatnst�, ��m�CIans, admm

istrators, politicians, and pollsters treat interviews as theIr wmdows on the 

world" (Gubrium and Holstein, 2002a; Hyman et al., 1975): . .  
In simple terms, interviewing provides a way of gen�ra�mg emp�ncal data 

about the social world by asking people to talk about theIr lIves. In thIS respect, 

( 
THE ACTIVE INTERVIEW 

interviews a�e special forms of conversation. While these conversations may 
:rary f:om hIghly .structure� , standardized, quantitatively oriented survey 
mtervlews, to semIformal guIded conversations, to free-flowing informational 
exchanges, all interviews are interactional. The narratives that are produced 
may be as truncated as forced-choice survey answers or as elaborate as 
oral life histories, but they are all a product of the talk between interview 
participants. 

While most researchers acknowledge the interactional character of the 
inter:riew, t�e t�chnical literature on interviewing stresses the need t,o keep 
that mteract�on m check. Guides to interviewing - especially those oriented 
to standar�lzed s.urve�s - are primarily concerned with maximizing the 
flow of valId, relIable mformation while minimizing distortions of what 
the respondent knows (Gorden, 1987) .  The interview conversation is framed 
as a potential source of bias, error, misunderstanding, or misdirection; it is a 
persls�ent set of probl�ms to be minimized. The corrective is simple: if the 
mtervlewer asks q�eshons pr�perly and the interview situation is propitious, 
the respondent wIll automatIcally convey the desired information. In this 
conventional view, the interview conversation is a pipeline for transporting 
knowledge. 

A recently heightened sensitivity to representational matters (see Gubrium 
and Hol�tei�, 1997) - characteristic of poststructuralist, postmodernist, 
const�uctlOmst, and ethnomethodological inquiry has raised a number of 
questIOns about the very possibility of collecting information in the manner 
the conventional approach presupposes. Attention has increasingly focused 
on the activene�s o� inter.views. In :raried ways, these alternate perspectives 
ho�d that meamng IS SOCIally constltuted; all knowledge is created from the 
actIons undertaken to obtain it (see, for example, Cicourel, 1964, 1974; Garfinkel, 
19�7). Treating interviewing as a social encounter in which knowledge is 
actlvely constructed suggests the possibility that the interview is not so much 
a neutral conduit or source of distortion, but rather a site of, and occasion 
for, producing reportable knowledge. 

Sociolinguist Charles Briggs (1986) argues that the social circumstances 
of interviews are more than obstacles to respondents' articulation of their 
particular truths. Briggs notes that, like all other speech events, interviews 
fundamentally, not incidentally, shape the form and content of what is said. 
Aar?n Cicourel (1974) goes farther, maintaining that interviews impose 
pa�hc�lar w�ys of �nderstanding reality upon subjects' responses. The general 
pomt �s that mtervlewers are deeply and unavoidably implicated in creating 
meanm�s that ostensibly reside within respondents (also see Manning, 
1967; MIshler, 1986, 1991; Silverman, 2001) .  Both parties to the interview 
are n�ces.sarily an� unavoidably active. Meaning is not merely elicited by apt 
questIOnmg, x:or �lmply transported through respondent replies; it is actively 
and commumcatIvely assembled in the interview encounter. Respondents 
�re not so much repositories of knowledge - treasuries of information await
m� e.xcava�ion as they are constructors of knowledge in association 
WIth mtervlewers. Interviews are collaborative accomplishments, involving 
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participants in meaning-making work in the process (Alasuutari, 1995; 
Holstein and Staples, 1992; Holstein and Gubrium, 1995). 

Technical attempts to strip interviews of their interactional constituents 
will be futile. Instead of refining the long list of methodological constraints 
under which "standardized" interviews should be conducted, we suggest 
that researchers embrace the view of the interview as unavoidably active and 
begin to acknowledge, and capitalize upon, interviewers' and respondents' 
constitutive contributions to the production of interview data. This means 
consciously and conscientiously attending to both the interview process and 
the products that interviews generate in ways that are more sensitive to the 
social construction of knowledge. 

Conceiving of the interview as active means attending more to the ways 
in which knowledge is assembled than is usually the case in traditional 
approaches. In other words, understanding how the meaning-making process 
unfolds in the interview is as critical as apprehending what is substantively 
asked and conveyed. The haws of interviewing refer to the interactional, 
narrative procedures of knowledge production, not merely to interview 
techniques. The whats pertain to the issues guiding the interview, the content 
of questions, and the substantive information communicated by the respon
dent. A dual interest in the haws and whats of meaning production goes hand 
in hand, expanding an appreciation of the constitutive activeness of the 
interview process. 

This appreciation derives from ethnomethodologically informed, social 
constructionist sensibilities (d. Berger and Luckmann, 1967; Blumer, 1969; 
Garfinkel, 1967; Heritage, 1984; Pollner, 1987) . The process of meaning 
production is considered to be as important for social research as is the mean
ing that is produced. In significant ways, this approach also resonates with 
methodological critiques and formulations offered by feminist scholars (see 
DeVault, 1990; Harding, 1987; Reinharz, 1992; Smith, 1987). Ethnomethodology, 
constructionism, poststructuralism, postmodernism, and some versions 
of feminism point to issues relating to subjectivity, complexity, perspective, 
and meaning construction. Still, as valuable and insightful as they are, these 
"linguistically attuned" approaches can emphasize the haws of the interview 
process at the expense of the whats of lived experience. We want to strike 
a balance between these haws and whats as a way of reappropriating the 
significance of substance and content to studies of interviewing. While 
the emphasis on process has sharpened concern with, and debate over, the 
epistemological status of interview data, it is important to not lose track of 
what is being asked about in interviews and, in turn, what is being conveyed 
by respondents. A narrow focus on the haws of meaning construction tends 
to displace the significant whats - meanings - that serve as the relevant grounds 
for asking and answering questions. 
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KEY 

In today's intervie . t . f ' . 
way of interviews.

w SOCle y, m ormatIon IS increasingly acquired by 
A common view of the interview is that of . . transporting knowledge. 

a one-way pIpelIne for 
Recently we h . . ' ave come to recogmze the interview . makmg conversation a site and . f . as a meanmg-
more like a two .. way inform 

f occ�slOn or makmg meaning. It is 
pipeline. a lOna street than a one-way data 
Beca 't ' . use 1 IS a two-way conversation ' ' . . unavoidably interactional and c t 

-f ' lI�.tervlewmg I.S always 
is active. 

ons ruc Ive -m a word, the mterview , 

OF I NTERVIEWIN G  

Taking the activity of all interviewin as 0 . 
sections discuss how the intervl'e 

g 
It' 

ur pomt of departure, the following 
h· " w cu Ivates meanin W b . b t IS VISIOn of the interview in relatio t . g. . e egm y locating 

examining alternate images of the s:b ?e�;no�s conceJ?tIOns .of interviewing, 
(also see Gubrium and Holstein, 20028 . 

behmd the mtervlew participants 
In order to find out about another er ' . ences We typically believe that w 

p �o� s feelmgs, thoughts, or experi-
and �he other's reality will be ours� S�e�: ;er�Vt to ask the right �uestions 
and mterviewer, says he sim 1 turn . e ,  the consummate Journalist 
to talk. Writing of the intervfe�s he 

�
i
�l/IS ��pe reco�der and asks people 

(1972: xxv) notes: or IS book trtled Working, Terkel 

There were questions, of course. But the . 
would ask while haVing a d ' k 'th 

y were casual m nature . . .  the kind you rm WI someone· th k' d h short, it was a conversation In time th l '  
, e  m e would ask you . . . .  In 

were open. " e s Ulce gates of dammed up hurts and dreams 

. As straightforward and unpretentious as ' . , . vIewing permeates the so . I ' . It IS, Terke1 s Image of inter-" CIa sCIences ' Inter ' . . prospecting" for the true facts and fe�lin 
vle.w�ng IS. ge.nerally likened to 

Of course, there is a highly h ' t' d
gs resldmg wIthm the respondent h sop IS Icate techn I t1 

. 
ow to ask questions the so t f . 0 ogy lat tells researchers 

ask them, and ways t� avoI'd
r s � qU

h
estIO

h
�s not to ask, the order in Which to saymg t e t mgs that . ht '1 or otherWise bias the data (H 1 

mIg spOl , contaminate 
The basic modet however ;=�:: :i��i7\ 

Fow
h 

ler and Mangione, 1990) : adroitly. 
' 1 ar 0 t e one Terkel exploits so 
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The image of the social scientific prospecto
r casts the interview as a search 

and discovery mission, with the interviewer intent on detecting what is already 

there inside variably cooperative res
pondents. The challenge lies in extrac

ting 

information as directly as possible, without contaminating it. Highly refined 

interview technologies streamline, systematize, and sanitize the process. This 

can involve varying degrees of stan
dardization (see Gubrium and Holstein, 

2002b; Maccoby and Maccoby, 1954), ranging from interviews organized by 

structured, specifically worded questions and an orientation
 to measure

ment (see, for example, Singleton and Straits, 2002), to
 flexibly organized 

interviews guided by more general questions aimed at uncovering subjective 

meanings (e.g., Atkinson, 2002; Fontana and Frey, 2000
; Johnson, 2002; Warren, 

2(02) . 
John Madge contrasts what he calls "formative" with "mass" interviews, 

categorizing them according to whether the respondent "is given som
e sort 

of freedom to choose the topics to be discussed a
nd the way in which they are 

discussed" (1965: 165) . Formative interviews include the non-directive inter

views favored in Rogerian counseling (see
 Rogers, 1945), informal interviews, 

and life histories. Most large-scale surveys fall into the mass interview category. 

By and large, classification centers o
n the communicative constraints and aims 

of the interview process, with little attention paid to how interviews differ 

as occasions for knowledge production. 

The subject behind the interview participant 

Regardless of the type of interview
, there is always a model of the research 

subject lurking behind persons placed in
 interview roles (Gubrium and Holstein, 

2002a; Holstein and Gubrium, 1995) . For example, projecting a subject behind 

the respondent confers a sense of epi
stemological agency upon the respondent, 

which bears on our understanding o
f the relative validity of the inform

a

tion that is reported. In convention
al approaches, respondents are subj

ects 

basically conceived as passive vessels of answers to whom interviewers direct 

their questions. They are repositorie
s of facts, reflections, opinions, and o

ther 

traces of experience. Occasionally, such as with especially sensitive interview 

topics or with recalcitrant respondents, resear
chers acknowledge that it 

may be difficult to obtain accurate ex
periential information. None the less, 

the information is viewed, in principle, as held uncontam
inated by the 

subject's vessel of answers. The trick is to formulate questions and provide 

an atmosphere conducive to open and undis
torted communication between 

the interviewer and the respondent. 

Much of the methodological literature on interview
ing deals with the 

nuances of these intricate matters. The vessel-of-answers view cautious inter

viewers to take care in how they ask questions, lest their manner of inquiry bias 

what lies within the subject. This perspective of
fers myriad procedures for 
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what is communicated . It focuses on the substantive statements, explanations, 
and reasons with which the respondent articulates experience. We use Jean 
Converse and Howard Schuman's candid book Conversations at Random (1974) 
as an exemplary text. The second approach orients to the purportedly deeper 
and more authentic value of the subject's feelings. It emphasizes sentiment and 
emotion, the core of human experience. We use Jack Douglas's book Creative 
Interviewing ( 1985) to illustrate this perspective. 

Survey interviewing 

While Converse and Schuman discuss the most standardized of interviewing 
techniques, their book tries to portray the survey interview "as interviewers 
see it," richly illustrating how interpretively engaging, and relatedly difficult 
and exasperating, the survey respondent can be, The book describes the inter
esting and complex personalities and meanings that interviewers encounter 
while interviewing, depicting them as "the pleasure of persons" and "con_ 
noisseurs of the particular." But the authors caution the reader that, even 
though it will be evident throughout their discussion that the respondent can 
be quite interpretively active, this does not work against obtaining objective 
information. This information, the reader eventually learns, is derived from 
the repository of knowledge that lies within the basically passive subject 
behind the respondent. The authors do not believe that the respondent's 
conduct implicates his or her subject in the construction of meaning, As 
lively, uninhibited, entertaining, and difficult as the respondent might be 
at times, his or her passive subject ultimately holds the answers sought in 
the research, 

Converse and Schuman grant that survey interviewing involves experi
encing the "pleasure of persons," but the authors hope that interviewers use 
their clearly designated roles and the rules of standardized interviewing 
to effectively gain access to the vessel of answers behind the respondent. Their 
book is replete with anecdotal reminders of what interviewers must learn in 
order to keep that vessel of answers in view and the respondent on target 
In part, it is a matter of controlling oneself as an interviewer so that one does 
not interfere with what the passive subject is only too willing to put forth. 
The interviewer must shake off self-consciousness, suppress personal opinion, 
and avoid stereotyping the respondent. Learning the interviewer role is also 
a matter of controlling the interview situation to facilitate the candid expre
ssion of opinions and sentiments. Ideally, the interview should be conducted 
in private, This helps assure that respondents will speak directly from their 
vessels of answers, and not be significantly affected by the presence of others. 
The seasoned interviewer learns that the so-called pull of conversation, 
which might have an interpretive dynamic of its own fueled by the active 
subjects behind both interviewer and respondent, must be managed so that 
the "push of inquiry" (p. 26) is kept in focus. Ideally, the cross-pressures of 
conducting inquiry that will produce "good hard data" are managed by means 
of "soft" conversation Cp, 22), 
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, ' t ' e mutual disclosure and a creative search 
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passive. 

THE ACTIVE INTERViEW 

A close look at the traditional model of survey interviewing 
that, in practice, interview conversations hint that the respondent 
more than a mere vessel of answers, Nevertheless, attempts 
standardization help sustain the vision of the passive subject. 
In contrast, creative interviewing rests on a model of a deep 
emotional subject, but this, too, is a vision of a relatively 
subject or vessel of answers - a wellspring of feelings. 

I NTERVIEWIN G  

Years ago, Ithiel de Sola Pool (1957), a prominent critic of public opinion 
polling, argued that the dynamic, communicative contingencies of the inter
view literally activate respondents' opinions. Every interview, he suggested, 
is an "interpersonal drama with a developing plot" (p. 193), This metaphor 
conveys a far more active sense of interviewing than we see in traditional 
models, It is an image of the interview as an occasion for constructing, not 
merely discovering or conveying, information. As Pool indicated: 

The social milieu in which communication takes place [during interviews] modifies 
not only what a person dares to say but even what he thinks he chooses to 
say, And these variations in expression cannot be viewed as mere deviations from 
some underlying "true" opinion, for there is no neutral, non-social, uninfluenced 
situation to provide that baseline, (p, 192) 

Conceiving of the interview as an interpersonal drama with a developing 
plot is part of a broader vision of reality as an ongoing, interpretive accom
plishment. From this perspective, interview participants are practitioners of 
everyday life, constantly working to discern and designate the recognizable 
and orderly features of the experience in question, But meaning-making is not 
merely artful (Garfinkel, 1967); meaning is not built "from scratch" on each 
interpretive occasion, Rather, interpretation orients to, and is conditioned by, 
the substantive resources and contingencies of interaction, 

In other words, meaningful reality is constituted at the nexus of the haws 
and the whats of experience, by way of interpretive practice - the procedures 
and resources used to apprehend, organize, and represent reality (Holstein, 
1993; Holstein and Gubrium, 1994, Gubrium and Holstein, 2000). Interviewing 
is a form of interpretive practice involving respondents and interviewers 
as they articulate their orientations and understandings in terms of what 
Garfinkel (1967) calls "practical reasoning," Reality is continually "under 
construction," It is assembled using the interpretive resources at hand, in light 
of the contingencies of the moment. Meaning is not constantly formulated 
anew, but reflects relatively enduring local contingencies and conditions of 
possibility (Foucault, 1 979), such as the research topics presented by inter
viewers, participants' biographical particulars, local ways of orienting to those 
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topics, institutionalized ways of understanding and talking about things, and 
other accountable features of "what everyone knows" about a topic (Gubrium, 
1988, 1989; Holstein and Gubrium, 1994, 2000a, 2000b; Gubrium and Holstein, 
2000). Those resources are astutely and adroitly crafted to the demands of the 
occasion, so that meaning is neither predetermined nor absolutely unique. 

Active participants 

The image of the active interview transforms the view of the subject behind 
participants. The respondent is transformed from a repository of opinions and 
reason or a wellspring of emotions into a productive source of either form 
of knowledge. The subject behind the interviewer is similarly activated. From 
the time one identifies a research topic, to respondent selection, questioning 
and answering, and, finally, to the interpretation of responses, interviewing 
itself is a meaning-making project. The imagined subject behind the participant 
emerges as part of the project; it is not presumed to exist before or inde
pendently of the interview conversation. Within the interview itself, the 
subject is fleshed out - rationally, emotionally, in combination, or otherwise 
- in relation to the give-and-take of interviewing and the interview's research 
purposes. The interview and its participants are constantly developing. 

Two sets of communicative contingencies enter into the interview's 
meaning-making activity. As noted earlier, one kind involves the substantive 
whats of the interview enterprise (see Gubrium and Holstein, 1997, 2000). The 
focus and emerging data of the research project provide interpretive resources 
for developing both the subject and his or her responses. For example, a project 
might center on the quality of care and quality of life of nursing horne residents 
(see Gubrium, 1993). This might be part of a study related to the national 
debate about the proper organization of horne and institutional care. If 
interviews are employed, participants draw out the substantiality of these 
topics, linking the topics to biographical particulars in the interview process, 
producing a subject who responds to, or is affected by, the matters under 
consideration. In one case, a nursing horne resident might speak animatedly 
during an interview about the quality of care in her facility, asserting that, "for 
a woman, it ultimately gets down to feelings." This brings to mind Douglas's 
emotional subject, articulating a recognizable linkage between affect and 
gender. Another resident might coolly and methodically list her facility's 
qualities of care, never once mentioning her feelings about them. Offering 
her own take on the matter, the respondent might state that "getting emo
tional" over "these things II clouds clear judgment, implicating a different 
kind of subject, more like the rational respondent idealized in Converse and 
Schuman's text. Particular substantive resources - such as the common cultural 
link between women and feelings, the traditional cultural opposition of 
clear thought and emotionality, or institutionalized ways of dealing with 
emotional problems which are promoted by, say, psychoanalytic or twelve
step therapeutic methods - are used to form the subject. 
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(DeVault, 1990). In some interviews, the objective is not to dictate an inter
pretive frame, as a minimalist standardized survey approach would do, but 
to provide an environment conducive to the production of the range and 
complexity of meanings that might occur to all interview participants. 

Pool's dramaturgic metaphor is apt because it refers to both the whats 
and the haws of the interview. As a drama, the interview conversation is 
scripted in that it has a topic or topics, distinguishable roles, and a format 
for conversation. But it also has a developing plot, in which topics, roles, and 
format are fashioned in the give-and-take of the interview. Viewed in this way, 
the interview is a kind of limited "improvisational" performance. The produc
tion is spontaneous, yet structured focused within the loose parameters 
provided by the interviewer, who is also an active participant. 

While the respondent, for one, actively constructs and assembles answers, 
he or she does not simply "break out" talking. Neither elaborate narratives 
nor one-word replies emerge without provocation. The active interviewer's 
role is to stimulate respondents' answers, working up responses in the process. 
Where standardized approaches to interviewing attempt to strip the inter
view of all but the most neutral, impersonal stimuli (but see Holstein and 
Gubrium, 1995 and Houtkoop-Steenstra, 2000, for a discussion of the inevit
able failure of these attempts), an active sense of interviewing turns us to the 
narrative positions, resources, orientations, and precedents that are brought 
into play in the process. The interviewer attempts to activate an appropriate 
stock of knowledge (Schutz, 1967) and bring it to bear on the discussion at 
hand in ways that fit the research agenda. 

Consider, for example, how diverse aspects of a respondent'S knowledge, 
perspectives, roles, and orientations are activated and implicated in an 
interview involving an adult daughter who is caring for her mother - a victim 
of senile dementia - at home. The daughter is employed part-time, and shares 
the household with her employed husband and their two sons, one a 
part-time college student and the other a full-time security guard. The extract 
begins when the interviewer (I) asks the adult daughter (R) to describe her 
feelings about having to juggle so many needs and schedules. This relates 
to a discussion of the so-called "sandwich generation," which is said to be 
caught between having to raise their own children and seeing to the needs of 
frail elderly parents. Note how, after the interviewer asks the respondent 
what she means by saying that she has mixed feelings, the respondent makes 
explicit reference to various ways of thinking about the matter, as if to sug
gest that there is more than one plot to the story. The respondent displays 
considerable narrative activeness; she not only references possible whats of 
care giving and family life, but, in the process, informs the interviewer of how 
she could construct her answer. 

1 52 

I: We were talking about, you said you were a member of the, what d id 
you cal l it? 

R: They say that I 'm in the sandwich generation. You know, l ike we're 
sandwiched between having to care for my mother . . . and my grown 

THE ACTIVE INTERVIEW 

k !ds and my husband. People are l iving longer now and you 've ot different generations at home and, I tell ya, it's a mixed blessin 
g 

I :  How do you feel about it in your situation? 
g . 

R: Oh" I don't know: Sometimes I think I 'm being a bit selfish because I g npe about haVing to keep an eye on Mother all the time. If you let down your guard, she wanders off into the back yard or goes out the door �nd down the street. That's no fun when your hubby wants your attention too. N orm works the second shift and he'", home d ' the d I " " unng 
, , ay a ot.  I manage to get i n  a few hours of work, but he doesn 't l ike It. I have pretty mixed feel ings about it. I: What do you mean? 

R: Wel l, I �d say that as a daughter, I feel pretty gu i lty about how I feel sometimes. It can get pretty bad , l ike wishing that Mother were just gone, you know what I mean? She's been a wonderful mother an
'
d I lov: her very much, but if you ask me how I feel as a Wife and mother that 

,
s anothe� matter.

, 
I feel l ike she's [the mother], well, intruding o� our l ives and Just making hell out of raiSing a family. Sometimes I put myself In my husband's shoes and I just know how he feels. He doesn't say much, but I know that he m isses my company, and I m iss his of course. [Pause] So how do you answer that? 

. The interviewe� then goes on to explain that the respondent should answer 111 the way she bel�eves best represents her thoughts and feelin s. But as the exchange unfolds, It becomes evident that ''best'' . 
h
g 

. f h mIsrepresents t e complexIty � t e respondent's thoughts and feelings. In the following extract notice how �e :esp.onde�� struggles to sort her responses to accord with c�te oricall dIstmct IdentitIes. At one point she explains that sh k h 
g . y Id d h ' e now nows ow a WIfe cou an s ould feel because she gathered from the way her h b d d sons acted that "men don't feel things in the same way " Th' 

us an a
h
n 

her own th ht d f l' 
. . IS suggests t at oug s an ee mgs are drawn from a fund of gendered know led e as welld Note, too, .how at .several points the interviewer collaborates with t�e respon ent to defme her Identity as a respondent. The interviewer in also p�ts the whats and haws of the interview to work. At the very �nd �:��� pr.eced�ng extract, .the respondent suggests that other respondents' answers �I��t serve to clanfy the wa� �he h�rself organized her responses, indicating a mterper.sonal contextuahzmg mIght encourage even more inter retations of her expenence. She elaborates this position as she continues. 

p 

R: I try to put m�self in their [husband and sons] shoes, try to look at it from their pOint of view, you know, from a man's way of thinkin I ask myself how it feels to have a part-time wife and mama I ask m 
g '

lf how I 'd feel. Believe me, I know he [husband] feels pretty
'
rotten a���t I�. Men get that

, 
way; the� want what they want and the rest of the time, �el l ,  they re qUiet, l ike nothing's the matter. I used to th ink I was gOing crazy with all the stuff on my mind and having to think  about everything all at once and not being able to fin ish with one thing and get on to the other. Yo� know how it gets - doing one thing and feel ing bad about how you did something else and wanting to redo what you did or what you said . The way a woman does, I guess. I th ink I 've 
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I : 
learned that about myself. I don't know. It 's pretty complicated 

thinking about it. [Pause] Let's see, how do I really feel? 
. 

Wel l ,  I was just wondering, you mentioned being sandwiched earlier 

and what a woman feels? . 

R: Yeah I guess I wasn't all that sure what women l i ke me feel u�t l l  

I f igu
'
red out how Norm and the boys felt. I figured pretty q� lck 

th�t men are pretty good at sorting things out and that, wel l ,  I !ust 

couldn't do it, ' cause, wel l ,  men don't feel things the same way. I
.
Just 

wouldn't want to do that way anyway. Wouldn't feel r�ght about It as 

a woman , you know what I mean? So, l ike they say, live and let live, 

I guess. 
I :  But as a daughter? 

R: Yeah that too. So if you ask me how I feel having Mother under foot 

all th� t ime, I 'd  say that I remember not so far back that I was �nder 

foot a lot when I was a little g irl and M other never complained, 

and she'd help Dad out i n  the store, too. So I guess I could tell you 

th t I 'm glad I'm healthy and around to take care of her and, honestly, 

I 'd
a 

do it all over again if I had to. I don't know. You've talked to other 

women about it . What do they say? �: �ell, ��on't want to put you on the spot. I was just thinking that m�ybe 

if f��ew how others in my shoes felt, I m ight be able to sort things 

out better than I did for ya. 

The res ondent's comments about both the subject matter under con

'd t' n
P
and how one does or should formulate responses show that the 

Sl era 10 . . ' t d' rse com-
, d t l'n collaboration with the mterviewer, actlVa es 1ve 

respon en , . f d nswers 
municative resources as an integral part of exchangmg ques lOns an � 1 

. 
Viewin the interview as active, we can acknowle�ge a�d. apprec�a�e 10.w 
the int:rviewer participates with the respondent m sluftmg pOSltlOn� In 
the interview so as to explore alternate perspectives and stocks of kno:v�e ge. 
The interviewer sets the general parameters for responses, c?�stramm��s 
well as rovoking answers that are germane to the researcher s mtere�t . e 

t· 
p 
e of what is discussed is partly defined by the research tOpIC an

d 
per menc . . t ' change 
partly by the substantive horizons of the ongomg m erVlew ex . 

KEY t"'ViN I � 
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The interview is an "interpersonal drama with a developing pl?,t." 
The active interview participants in this "interpersonal drama �re 
constantly engaged in the work of meaning-making - th,: ongomg 

production of the recognizable features of everyday expe�
lence .. 

The versions of meaningful experience that emerge from mterviews 

are constituted in the interplay of the haws and the whats of 

interpretive practice. 

, 
THE ACTIVE INTERVIEW 

Because all interviews involve the active construction of Pynprlpntl 
reality, the traditional model of the respondent as a vessel of 
and the interviewer as a neutral interrogator loses its appeal. 

INTERVIEW DATA 

Compared to more conventional perspectives on interviewing, the active 
view might suggest that interviewing merely invites unacceptable forms 
of bias into the information gathering process. After all, in this view, far 
more is going on in interviews than simply retrieving information from 
respondents' repositories of knowledge. "Contamination" would seem to 
lurk everywhere. 

This criticism only holds if one takes a narrow view of interpretive practice. 
Bias is a meaningful concept only if the subject is seen to possess a preformed, 
purely informational commodity that the interview process might some
how taint. But if interview responses are seen as products of interpretive 
practice, they are neither preformed, nor ever pure. Any interview situation 
- no matter how formalized, restricted, or standardized _. relies upon 
interaction between participants who are constantly engaged in interpretive 
practice. Because interviewing is unavoidably collaborative (Garfinkel, 1967; 
Sacks et a1., 1974), it is virtually impossible to free any interaction from those 
factors that could be construed as contaminants. Participants in an interview 
are inevitably implicated in making meaning. They are involved in meaning 
construction, not contamination. 

While naturally occurring talk and interaction may appear to be more 
spontaneous or less "staged" than an interview, this is true only in the sense 
that such interaction is staged by persons other than an interviewer. Seemingly 
spontaneous conversations are not necessarily more "authentic" or bias-free. 
They simply take place in what have been conventionally recognized as 
non-interview settings. But these settings, too, play a definite role in the pro
duction of experiential knowledge - just like interview situations. Still, 
with the development of the interview society, and the related increasing 
deprivatization of personal experience (see Gubrium and Holstein, 1995; 
Holstein and Gubrium, 2000a), the interview is becoming more and more 
commonplace, increasingly making it a naturally occurring occasion in its 
own right for articulating experience. 

Given this new, active sense of the interview, how does one make sense of 
interview data? Once we acknowledge that all interactional and discursive 
data are products of interpretive practice, analysis may center as much on 
the haws as on the whats of interviewing. For example, traditionally, interviews 
have been used in service to naturalistic research, focusing on what social 
worlds are like (see Gubrium and Holstein, 1997: Chap. 2). They are typically 
analyzed as more or less accurate descriptions of experience, as reports or 
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representations (literally, re-presentatio�s! of reality. A:na.lysis take
s the .fo.rm 

of systematically grouping and summanzmg the descnptlOns, a.nd provid
mg 

a coherent organizing framework that encapsulates and explams. aspec�s .
of 

the social world that respondents portray. Respondents' interpre
tlve aC�lvlty 

is subordinated to the substance of what they report; the whats of expenence 

take precedence over the haws. . . ' . 
When the researcher recognizes the activIty behm

d the productlon 

of interview data, those data may also be analyzed to describe how interview 

talk is produced, as well as to show the dynamic interrelatedness of the whats 

and the haws of interview conversations. Respondents' comments are not 

viewed as reality reports delivered from a fixed repository. Instead, they are 

considered for the ways that they construct aspects of experiential reali
ty 

in collaboration with the interviewer. The focus is as much on the assembly 

process as on what is assembled. . ' ' . 
Using sociologically oriented forms of r:arratlve an� dIscourse analY�ls, 

conversational records of interpretive practlce are ex
ammed to reveal reahty

constructing practices as well as the subjective meaning� that are circu�

stantially conveyed (see Baker, 2002; DeVa,-:lt, 1990; Gubnu� and Holstem, 

1994, 2000; Holstein and Gubrium, 1994; Riessman, 1993; Silver�an, 20�1) .  

The goal is to show how interview respo�ses are p�odu�ed in the mterac.tlOn 

between interviewer and respondent, wIthout losmg sIght of the meamngs 

produced or the circumstances that mediate .the mea�ing-making pr?cess. 

The analytic objective is not merely to descnbe the sItuated pro.ductlOn o
f 

talk but to show how what is being said relates to the expenences and 

live� being studied in the circumstances at hand. Viewing the inter�iew 

as active means analysis must be every bit as rigorous as the analysIs of 

conventionally construed interview data. Analyzing ".a�t�ve" in
terview data 

require discipline, methodical procedures, and sensltlvity to both proce
ss 

and substance. 
Writing up findings from interview data is itself an analyt�cally active 

enterprise. Rather than viewing the proces.s .as a matter of lettmg the �ata 

"speak for themselves," the researcher empmcally documents the meamng

making process. With ample illustration and reference to records of talk, �he 

complex discursive activities through which respo�dents pr?d�ce meanmg 

are described. The goal is to explicate how meanmgs, theIr lmkages and 

horizons, are actively constituted within the interview environ��nt. Reports 

do not so much summarize and organize what interview partiCIpants have 

said, as they "de-construct" participants' talk to sh
ow the reader both the 

haws and the whats of narratives of lived experience. 
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The concept of the active interview casts interview "bias" in a new 
�ight. All parti�ipants in an interview are implicated in making mean
mg. They are mvolved in meaning construction, not contamination. 
The leading question should not be whether or not interview 
procedures contaminate data, but how the interview generates useful 
information about the phenomenon of interest. 
Becau�e interview data are products of interpretive practice; data 
analysIs demands a new sensitivity to both the interview process and 
the unfolding substance of responses. 

CONCLUDING POINTS 

�n a final no.te, ,:"e want to emphasize several leading points of this chapter. 
Flr.st, the active mterview is not a particular type of interview, to be distin
gUIshed from other forms of interviewing. We use the term active interview 
to un�erscore. the perspective that all interviews are unavoidably active 
me.anmg-m�kmg ventures. Even the standardized survey interview itself is 
actI:e, de�pIte t�e.fact that stand�rdization procedures seek to strictly limit 
the mterVIewer s mput and restnct the respondent's range of interpretive 
actions (see, for example, Houtkoop-Steenstra, 2000; Maynard et al., 2002; 
Schaeffer and Maynard, 2002). 

Se
.
cond, by �pecifY�r:g.the vision of an active interview, we are not simply 

offenng an obh�ue cnticlsm of standardized interviewing methods. In many 
wa!s, sta.nda�dlzed survey practitioners are intimately aware of the details 
of mtervlew. mteraction

. 
(see Converse and Schuman, 1974, for example). 

They deal With them as mtegral parts of the craft of interviewing. But their 
vessel-of-answers model provides the basis for problems and methodological 
cha�lenges t�at are endemic to that model, not to interviewing in general. By 
callmg att.entlOn. to the acti:rity inherent in interviewing, we are simply offering 
a competmg eplsten:ologlcal model of the interview in order to expand our 
ways of understandmg how we come to know about inner lives and social 
wor�ds. This model, of course, is replete with its own challenges. 

F1�all�, by treating th� inter:riev: as active, we are not saying that "anything 
goes wI:h r:spec: to mter.vlewmg technique and analysis. The concept 
of the a:tIve mtervlew provides us with an alternate way of construing the 
productlOn and collection of information that demands its own set of method-
010gical and analytic principles and guidelines related in the first instance to 
the d�stinction between the whats and haws of the interview process (see 
Gu�num .and.Hol�tein, 1997; Silverman, 2001) .  Indeed, acknowledging that 
the mtervlew

.
ls actlve may render interview research even more complicated 

than conventIOnal approaches already hold it to be. The active view widens 
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the anal tic purview of interview research to consider a. -:ider array of 

uestio!s than are the bailiwick of standardized or naturalIstIc app:oa,ches. fh researcher can no longer be content to catalog what was s�Id 111 an 
. t

e . The challenge of the active interview is to carefully consIder w�at 
m erVlew. . f l ' f atlOn 
is said in relation to how, where, when, and by who� exp�nen -la In .orm 

. . d d to what end. Construing the intervIew as actIve, then, 
IS conveye , an . ld f ' . th 
rovides us with a much wider, more richly variegated fie . 0  mqmry �n 

�ver before. In an interview society, we must attend to both th� wh�ts and haws 

of interview practice if we wish to document how expenentlal data are 

assembled and produced on the contemporary scene (see Rose, 1998). 
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Membership 

Carolyn Baker 

. . � most widel used methods of data generation in 
IntervIews are among the . ' d h I t ' 2002) While a great deal has 
t
b
he soci��t:����:;e�aele�����7h:�roc�d�;:�'for ge�erating such �ata (hO� een wn . 1 ) ther less attention has been gIven un 1 to ask questIons, how to re a

l
te : ra f uch data A focus on analysis, a focus 

relatively recently to the 
t
�na. YS:�eo a:alysis of �he interactional data as much 

on the researcher'.s expe� 
1se

h
in . ificantly how interviewing may be 

as in the generatIOn of It, c anges Slgr: . 
understood and pursued within the socIal SClences. 

I NVESTIGATING I NTERIORS AND 

ventional social science perspectives, the relevan
t �esear�her 

From many �on . f the data and criteria of success at mterv1ew
expertise is m the gettmg 0 

h th ;here was good 'rapport', whether the 
ing include such matters as � :h:� the talked about, whether and how 
respondents talked a lot: a . Y

s after All such criteria of success d' I d hat the mterviewer wa . 
they 1VU ge w 

hon that there is pre-existing information of some sort 

�:�r :l���:,a::t�:des, l��owI;dt�e�;���;������r �i:�l��S f���:��:,e:rl::� 
�;���re:���e;:I��:/th�fh: resp�.ndent sfoe:::s i�feer��' �::��::���l7ta�: 
truthh:llY'F

to pro���e ;:il!�;::i��o��n of special connection between 
?f affa.lTs. rom

d
W
re
1
sp
1�ndent an interview can be found to be good or not, mterVIewer an ' 

successful �r r:0t. h' h follows from this conventional perspective typically The ana ys�� w ;c 
t t f what is said by the respondent. This perspecseeks 'themes m t e cor: en 0 t db  the hrase 'from thought through 

tive on interview d�ta m1g�t b
l�ec�;n�:�ts J the ;espondents' thoughts (be:iefs language to themes : That IS, t dium of Ian ua e (the interviewer's task IS to 

etc.) are exp�essed m .the) 
m� then this co�te� is rethematized by the analyst, 

encourage thIS expressIOn an . . them moves them around and 
who typically chunks the data, categonzes 

, 

MEMBERSHIP CATEGORIZATION AND INTERVIEW ACCOUNTS 

rearranges them into a different formation. The words spoken by the 
respondents and the ideas they are heard to represent are 'the data'. This is a 
common-sense view of interviewing in which the interviewer, and later the 
analyst, investigate 'interiors' (states of mind) or 'exteriors' (descriptions of 
social settings) through a representational view of language. 

TALK AS SOCIAL ACTION 

Another way of approaching the analysis of interview data brackets this 
common-sense perspective, and brings into play a different set of assump
tions about language and social action. Drawing on earlier work in which I 
analysed interview talk between an adult researcher and adolescent subjects 
(see Baker, 1984; Silverman, 1993), I will explicate further how the use of 
'membership categorization devices' is a key to treating interview data differ
ently. In this perspective, 0) interviewing is understood as an interactional 
event in which members draw on their cultural knowledge, including their 
knowledge about how members of categories routinely speak; (2) questions 
are a central part of the data and cannot be viewed as neutral invitations 
to speak - rather, they shape how and as a member of which categories the 
respondents should speak; (3) interview responses are treated as accounts 
more than reports - that is, they are understood as the work of accounting 
by a member of a category for activities attached to that category. This account
ing work is the core of the analysis of data. In this accounting work, we 
look for the use of membership categorization devices by the interviewer and 
respondent, and show how both are involved in the generation of versions 
of social reality built around categories and activities. Further, in the work 
done with categories and activities, we see the local production in each case 
of versions of a moral order. 

It is helpful to understand that from this perspective the process of inter
viewing is better described not as data ' collection', but rather as data 'making' 
or data 'generation'. The analysis of interview data from talk or transcripts 
of the talk is organized not to locate interior beliefs or knowledges or to seek 
actual descriptions of social settings. Rather it is organized to identify the 
speakers' methods of using categories and activities in accounts. This is a 
round-about way (but the only one possible) of identifying cultural knowledge 
and logic in use. Cultural knowledge is audible and visible in how people 
account to one another, whatever might be inside their heads. This approach 
draws also on Sacks's introduction of the possibilities of using conversational 
data to do sociology, and on Silverman's many analyses of interview data. 
It sets up the interviewer and respondent as ordinary competent members 
of the culture and the analyst as post hoc ethnomethodologist, looking for 
the social-organizational work being done by interviewer and respondent. 
The speakers are viewed as competent observer-analysts of the interaction 
they are involved in. It is their artful use of talk we look for in analysis. In this 
approach, it is not interviews that are good or bad, successful or unsuccessful, 
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in themselves. The criterion of success is the ability of the analyst to explicate 
the routine grounds of the work that interviewer and respondent do together 
to assign sense and meaning to the interiors or exteriors they talk about. 

M E MBERS' ANALYTIC R ESOURCES 

Members have analytic resources that they put to work as they engage in 
any kind of talk, including interview talk. One of those resources is the use 
of membership categorization devices as introduced by Sacks (1992). Talk, 
further, is not simply expressive of interior states or contents. Talk is social 
action: people achieve identities, realities, social order and social relation
ships through talk. How people describe things and how they reason about 
them are pragmatic selections from a range of possibilities. Even 'simple' 
describing is always a social and moral activity (Jayyusi, 1984, 1991; Scheglo£( 
1988) turning on category identifications. Imagine the differences in being 
approached to speak as 'a mother of three' and being approached to speak 
as 'a professor' . Both may be correct identifiers, but the selection made calls 
on very different domains of knowledge and reason. To account for one
self 'as a mother' calls into play other related categories (such as 'children') 
and activities or properties associated with those categories (e.g. 'needs' of 
children, caringness, guilt). Speaking 'as a professor' invokes a different set 
of category relevances and activities (e.g. 'students', teaching, theorizing or 
researching). When we are asked to speak in some situation, as in an interview 
for example, we mobilize the resources of available membership categoriza
tion devices. These devices are collections of categories and associated 
activities (such as mother + father + children nuclear family). 

An anecdote will make more striking the point about members' uses of 
membership categorizations to assign social identities and achieve social 
order. Recently I observed the following scene. A woman, a young male child 
holding a screwdriver, and a man entered a bakery. The woman behind the 
counter greeted them and then addressed the child as follows: 'Have you 
been helping Daddy?' There was a pause that I distinctly remember because, 
as an observer-analyst of the scene, I had time to consider the gender assump
tion being made: that Daddy was being helped rather than the mother. The 
woman customer then spoke: 'This is not Daddy.' What resources had the 
woman behind the counter used to generate her 'mistake'? Should we take 
it that the woman customer is the child's mother? Is this Mommy? How do we 
hear her that way? 

Category incumbencies are 'made to happen', are produced (and sometimes 
corrected) in talk. We routinely and pre-reflectively use membership cate
gorization devices to organize our characterizations of what we see or hear. 
Membership categorization is a pervasive resource for sense-making through 
utterances. Tracing members' use of these categories and devices in any 
settings, including interview settings, is a means of showing how identities, 
social relationships and even institutions are produced. 
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INTERVIEW TALK AS ACCOU NTIN G  

The first segment from interview talk to b . 
interview that took place as art f . e. stu.dIe? here comes from an 
recorded for research purpo�es. �h:o��:�e I�1sht.utlOn�1 practice but was 
the opening turns of an audi d 

wmg mtervIew extract shows 
Keogh ] 995) Right f 

. 
t
o 
I
-re

b 
cor. e� parent-teacher interview (Baker and , . ") rom 1e eglnnlng partici t ' d '  work with their Own and th th ' ' pan s Imme lately go to e 0 ers membership categ ' I encounter (see the Appendix to th O I f . or.les re evant to this IS vo ume or transcnptIOn key). 

Teacher (T) : E l len 
Student: Donna 
Parent(s): Mother (M) and Father (F) 

2 
3 
4 

5 
6 
7 

T: Ok al l right we'l l  just forget it I should cover it � or ' . I hate tape recorders! (hh) R ight D 
� something 

M ister J ' 
um onna um I Just took over ay s class um four weeks ago so I don't reall k ���d:������:�a�e�:;�r�':�h

had a quick I�Ok at her
' 
w�rk ���e� 

the first part of the year and �h�� '
r���y

S���e
t����e

'
i���e� in 

um, pieces of work which was a poetry oral? and 
wo 

(2.0) a novel in another form that wa . 
. a um a novel 

into another style of writin Now 
s put� lng part of the novel 

a
.
little bit distracted? ofte�? dow��h�2.���� ��ass (1 .?) Donna's 

���:�h:t sh
h
e s

d
its with, though she does give in c��;s :�he��h:�: 0, s e oes do al l  her work um I 'm  (1 0) Id . 

to do yo k '  h 
' . wou you II ke 

do
-
yOU se� ;�� a:�r? 

Donna at home with her schoolwork at al l? 
F: Not really no= 
M: =(We very rarely) see her schoolwork 

h
F: they generally d isappear off to their bedrooms with the'r omework and um= I 
T: =Ye:es (2. 0) Wel l  um 
F: We don't see much of (it) ;�. �et me see yes I d idn 't mark this this was al l Mr Jay's (1 0) IS IS a summary, they had to summarize um this (1 0) um I 

.
, see where her, m istakes seem to l ie (3 0) Oh 't 

. et s 
(3 0) Wh d'd h 

' . I seems a lnght . y I S e only get four and a half for that. Hmmm. 
. 

In the teacher's long first turn, she de 'b ' . and accounts for possible shortcomin;�:� ;� �er w�rk �n consIde:able detail over to the parents or Donna Th t b.
a wor pnor to turnmg the talk 

D . e urn com mes informati ( onna is doing, how she is in class) w'th 
on segments how 

is herself doing in the interview) Th 
1 a��log� segments (how the teacher 

the category of 'teacher' as one who' h
e ��� l�atlOn can be seen as depicting of the student; can read other teache::' �st- .and and long-term knowledge 

observes what is going on where ' th 1
0tatIOns and make sense of them; 

friends in class are ' and k;ows wl� l�th e c assroom; knows who the student's 
of the turn with the information :r t 

eta�ents want to know. The prefacing la s le IS not Donna's long-time teacher 
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. .  , marks is also a characterization in her and then turnmg dlr�ctly to �onn��se who want to know about Donna's talk of the category pa�en� �� \ instance and want to know about her academic achievement m 
I
t � 

t
s 
t t rn can be heard as an elaborate version behaviour in class. The teac

/
er
1 
s 
t
l
: �elevancies are, and who you are/what of 'who I am/what I know w �a y 

d what we want of each other' ; a way / h t our relevancles are, an 
D 

you know w a y . ' 1 t orl'es teacher and parents. onna, . th t 0 inshtutlOna ca eg , 
b 

of connectmg . e w . b 'I t The teacher's work here can e seen the subject of the talk, .IS p�esend
t
. 
ut Sl en

t .
· 

the two institutional categories of 'f ' lounng m an connec mg 
bl' 

as idenh ymg, co . , , ( 199::)' 1 1 4) terms she is assem mg Parent and teacher. In Sllverma� s � .  , . b t en cultural partlculars. . connectlOns e we 
ed but alluded-to student categones The teacher also calls . on ud

nnam 
th b k there with urn the girls that ' ' f  such as ' own e ac , 

lk 
in scemc descnp lOns 

" f of social action done through ta she sits with' . These descnbmgs are orms . 
(d. ScheglofC 1988). . h t cher changes the topic to what the parents At the end of the fl.rst turn t l:'��k. The teacher's question to the parents, do at horne concermng schoo 

k 'th Donna at horne with her schoolwork 'would you like to : do you 
V;;?�e ��s like a perspective display' series (d. at all? do you see It at all or
h· l' 

g 
t ' view of matters but then mtroduces d 1991)  asking for t e c len s 

k' b t 
Maynar , , . . f This is information see mg, u what looks like an mformatlo� que� lO�t

" 
more than that. It is a further f '  t tion in the mterview I IS 

1 d 
in terms 0 In erac . , d by adding to 'parenting', as a rea y , f th ategory 'parents one , h D 
elaboratIon 0 e c 

d tt 'b te of possibly working WIt onna established, the category-relate
e ; S

r
�:ething else. The question gives th�ee or seeing what she �oes. at h�:nent for what parents might do: work wIth options of descendmg mvo 

? f ?) see Donna's schoolwork (at ' schoolwork (at all :=: ever . some Imes . , 
? 

Donna s 
t' ?) or? (hearably, something even less . ). all :=: ever? some lmes . , . 

i NTERVIEW TALK AS CATEGORY ELABORATIO N  

. Ie turn at the formal business of the Before the parents have had 
\
SI
�
g 

led e of category memberships and interview, the teacher has, using er (
�
OW 

? 1 landscape that connects the related activities, presente� � ,comP
f 
ex sO

t
cIa

and teachers, The landscape is " d actIvIties 0 paren s 
f 

interests, terntones an 
t ' 1 dl' ng the descending order 0 I ' several respec s, mc u also a mora one now m , the teacher asks the parents to speak. parental help to Donna la

�
d 
�
ut as 

the parents can take it that the teacher As member-analysts 0 t IS scene, . 
d where it fits in her descending wants to know what happens at horne a

l
n 

ee her schoolwork' are heavily , 11 ' nd 'we very rare y s order. Not rea y no a . . uestion The sense these turns produce mitigated ans,:"er� to t�
e mfor

�:��: �gitimat� parental task, and that is th�t is that somethmg,mter eres WI 
heir bedrooms with their homework' . TIm 'they generally dIsappear off to t 
Who 'they' is is not clear, but it is more than is an artfully constructed acco

b
unt. 

I ed in an unnamed category of people just Donna. Donna has now een p ac 
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who 'disappear off . . .  with their homework'. It could be as if Donna cannot wait to get at her homework, she disappears off so fast, and that is why the parents do not see it or work with her. The teacher is called upon to recognize this scenic description of horne life. We now have at least two Donnas produced in this talk: distracted school Donna who sits with the girls at the back (but nevertheless does do her work in class), and keen home Donna who disappears off to do homework Both are moral constructions of Donna at the same time that they are moral constructions of the speakers themselves as observant parents and teacher. This analysis suggests a way of beginning a membership categorization device analysis of interview talk. We have in this talk a topic which is 'Donna and her school achievement' , This topic is introduced explicitly, then elaborated through various proposed descriptors of Donna's activities. These descriptors can be seen as 'activities' in terms of the notion of 'category-bound activities' which imply membership in categories. In this case, the descriptors do not all get 'bound' to the category Donna, nor even 'attached' very firmly, since the speakers go on to delve further into Donna's activities. These descriptions of Donna, then, are candidate descriptions, which may or may not turn out to be 'attached' to Donna in the end. The descriptions variously state or imply Donna's membership in possible categories such as distracted student, keen student, and so on. The talk is a display of speakers' knowledge of how such statements and implications might be heard by the other: they use what might be termed SOcial-structural and cultural knowledge. It is certainly at least inter-institutional knowledge that they draw on to do these descriptions of Donna. It is in this sense that the talk provides us with an insight into what they know. What they know is how to do deSCriptions and how to do accounts in precisely this inter-institutional setting. Remember that their descriptions of Donna are reflexively descriptions of themselves: 'they disappear off to their bedrooms', placed just where it was in the talk, is effectively a scenic description of a parent who could not possibly help with homework, not by his own choice. In this interview, then, there is much more than the asking for or getting of information or perspectives about Donna and her work. The interview itself is a site for displaying the cultural knowledges that can be used to account for oneself as a competent parent or teacher. These cultural knowledges turn on the naming of or sometimes merely alluding to category, category relations or category-bound activities. What this recommends for the analysis of interview data is the identification of the category knowledges at work in the talk of the participants. These need not be contained in elaborated turns, but can be sketched _ spoken in shorthand - with the same effects. As seen above, a single utterance can call on and convey a great deal of cultural knowledge through its design and placement in talk 

The parent-teacher interviews from which this extract Was drawn are thick with accounting on both sides. They are 'inter-views' in the original sense of 'entrevoir' - 'see each other' - perhaps more than are most research interviews. 
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. uestionin is done by both parties, and there The talk is not symmetncal ?uthq f f ;"olutions or advice towards which t' I outcome m t e orm 0 r , . d 
is often a prac 1ca . . 

11 Th . nterview is often conducted or orgamze the participants contmue to ta 
<.. : 1 th student is present and both student by at least two part�es, an� th:ee �si�e 

to 
e 
ics or responding to them. In one and parent(s) are mvolved

f
m
h
ra 

d
g 
stu

P
de11t present the interview became . . h th t - acher at er an , 

d' 
intervIew WIt e 

e 
' father with the teacher positioned as au le�ce an extended speech by t�le 

t Th�se arent-teacher interviews have famIly and the student mostly sIle� . 
clinical �nd other institutional encounters and resemblances to many healt , . ne of the parties to the talk (the . h oblems concernmg 0 . d 

consultatIOns w ere pr 
h t lysis represented here is mtereste client) are discussed. The �pproac. 0 tn:tti�g How people do things with . h ragmatics of the mteractIOna s . . m t e p 

d 'th them are the focus of mterest. words, and what they 0 WI . ,  

M E MBERSHI P  CATEGORIZATION WORK I N  RESEARCH 
I NTERVI EWS 

. . re those which are conducted for research Another category of mterviews a 
h t ken place had the research not 1 h 'ch would not ave a . . purposes on y, W I . . rview described above, research mterviews been undertaken. Unhke t�e.mte 

d that respondents will speak about some are designed and conducte . m or e
r
r 

h ' terviews a more asymmetrical . t t the researcher. n suc m . topic of mteres 0 . 'th the interviewer asking questIons organization of talk IS usually see�, WI 
t lks at more length to supply the or making probes, while the mterviewee a 

information s�ught . I d t d under the traditional social science Such intervIews are typica ly con uc e
l d r'be report on their interiors . h 'k pondents to revea , esc 1 , 

. .  d 
stand wh�c as s res . 

the know it. The respondent is positIone or on their external world as y 
. t 'ors and exterior circumstances . f h ' s or her own m en . essentially as a WItness 0 1 . of events In this mode of dOl11g 

. t h 's or her expenence . who gives testImony 0 1 
fb' ( n  the interviewer's part) and truth-social science, the stlcky problems 0 Ia� O

f telling (on the witness's part) come to
d
t � or

n
e
a' lyses of research interviews bl ere encountere In a These pro ems W

I t ' (B k r 1 984) These interviews were . h ' ng ado escen s a e , .  . b t 
conducted WIt you . of owerful assumptIons a ou saturated with category talk m th

,
e 
�

o�:cent (see Silverman, 1993: 90-114 activities attaching. to th� cate��ry a as�umptions were lodged right inside for extracts and discus�lOn). 1ese 
I '  hen do you think you'll be an the interviewer's questIOns, for �xamr: �:s to uestions such as this was adult?' The resulting talk by �.� . ��ter��: end of �arefree living, and other rife with. talk about resp�nsI I

I
a
I;���hood. The way out of this incestuous cultural Icons of conve�tlOna 
t 'es and interviewee categories was to . b 'nterviewer ca egon 

.
, k relatIOn �twee� 1 

d' la s of membership categonzatlOn war treat the mterview data a.s 1St: y 
What this resulted in was in the end by interviewees as well as mtervIew�r. 
I . dividuals at all, but about hoW not about 'adolescents' or these partlcu ar m 
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the people positioned as 'adolescents' in the interview used membership categorization analysis in answering the questions. Especially in their use of category-bound or category-implied activities attached to each of the life stages that the interviewer had presented as given, the respondents produced accounts which displayed their cultural knowledge about adult constructions of adolescence. If we take this one step further, they displayed their knowledge of culture as framed up through the adult lens of life-stage folk psychology. This is the particular cultural knowledge they activated in order to take part in the interview, on the interviewer's terms. It is cultural knowledge in three senses: first, it is knowledge about the culture; second, it is not specific to individual respondents but reappears in different people's accounts; and third, it demonstrated a 'Successful' reading of the particular interview situation: how does this person want me to speak? Which of the many possible ways of characterizing my membership is in play here? Letting go the presumption that (good) interviews give us some kind of privileged insight into what people really think, believe or do is the first step to seeing interview data as the production of situated 'accountings-for' whatever is the topic the interviewer presents. In Silverman's terms, '[bJy analysing how people talk to one another, one is directly gaining access to a cultural universe and its content of moral assumptions' (1993: 1 08). 

MEMBERSHIP CATEG O RIZATION AND CU LTU RAL lOGICS 

A very large proportion of research interviews would be conducted for the purpose of finding out some specific information, perspectives or beliefs. Such interviews are typically characterized by a very asymmetrical organization of talk, in which the interviewer asks the questions but talks much less than the respondent. In such circumstances, the material for analysis is in large part the talk done by the respondent to make available to the interviewer whatever information is asked for. In a study undertaken of a school's 'welfare system', I Was interested to capture the sense and logic behind the system. The system in question was an elaborate system of teacher-assigned 'tickets' to students for good or poor behaviour. Tickets were physically issued to students, either yellow ones for good achievement or behaviour, or white for misbehaviour of some kind. My knowledge of the system came from visiting the school on several occasions and attending a staff meeting in which changes to the rules were being discussed at considerable length (see Baker (1997) for an analysis of the staff meeting talk) . 
A talk was later arranged with the Chair of the Welfare Committee. I invited the Chair to give his view of the system, a 'perspective display'. 

I :  Um. What's what's your � (.) of of the system [is it 2 C :  [It's 9@ill. It's um (1 .0) the good kids it it kind of recognizes what 
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their their efforts ( ) they get. The kids who it is hard for (1 .0) who 

don't get the yellow (.) tickets um ( )  kids who just plod along and 

they usually don't, mightn't get a yellow t icket for because they 

haven't done anything extra great (.) but they still go up the system 

because, if they don't get a ticket, don't get a white t icket for ten 

weeks they go up anyway. Um (2.0) they're the ones that, you know, 

you try to encourage (staff) , if you look for the plodders who are 

just plodding along but who are probably putting as much effort 

in as the (.) people who are gett ing, you know, the best marks in  

the class, we try and encourage that. 

3 I: It is now possible for the plodders as you say to get up to plus 

four? 
4 c: No. They can sti l l  only, stHI only get to (.) to negative er positive 

two. ((Sound of paper rustling. 4.0)) Let's see. (1 0 .0) That's basically 

the state of the nation, that's, the issues. (1 .5) 

The Chair's view is reported directly and minimally in his first answer: 'It's 

great' . What follows is an account of how the system is working well, and 

how it is not. This account turns on the e
arly production of two contrasting 

categories of students: the 'good kid
s', whom the system rewards, and the 

'plodders' . Thus a membership categorization device of the
 form [good 

kids, plodders] is produced, to which further categories could later be ad
ded. 

There are activities attached to the m
ain contrast pair [good kids, plodders]

 

as these categories are produced. The
 system works well for good kids who 

have their efforts recognized, but it 
does not work so well for plodders 

who 'just plod along' and never get a y
ellow ticket because they do not do 

anything 'extra great' . On the other 
hand, the Chair remarks, the plodders 

do not get white tickets either and are 'probably pu
tting as much effort in' as 

the 'people . . .  getting . . .  the best marks in the class' - a category who may 

or may not be the same as the 'good kids' he began with. 

The interviewer has heard a problem being stated, and asks whether the 

plodders can now get up to the top of the scale. This que
stion is an acknow

ledgement of the problem and of the categorization device [g
ood kids, 

plodders] . It perfectly matches the Chair's concern about how high up the 

system the plodders can get, and shows the interviewer entering into the 

problematic. Both interviewer and interviewee characterize the plodders 

as ambitious in this respect, and the system
 as autonomously constraining 

their ascent. This organization of empathy with the plodders confirms their 

reality in the social world of the school. 

The design of the Chair's answer is as important as the contents of it. There 

may or may not really be good kids and plodder
s; these may or may not be 

the same descriptors used elsewhere in discussing the system. The production 

of the two categories is part of an account which elaborates what we could 

call a local morality. Looking at the beginning of th
e Chair's response, we 

hear that the system is at once ' great', it rewards the efforts of 'good kids', but 

is hard on 'all the other kids that just p
lod along' . From this it would appear 

that a minority of students is benefiting and a m
ajority is not. 
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As the account proceeds there are som . . 
and a form of response to the probl . d

e re�
b
lslOns made to the problem 

t ff 
em IS escn ed The Ch . k 

8 a are encouraged to 'look for the lodd ' 
. . .alr remar s that 

is supposed to be done differently l 1 
�r� , although It 18 not clear what 

Here 'plodders' are produced as t ' 
o� � °d ers except to recognize them. 

The category device now con�e�Fse:t�ffs a�d
ents any teacher co�ld recognize. 

teachers] __ the cast of characters so far _ a
��dents [good kIds, plodders, 

connected through attributions of em ath and 
we can ��te that they are 

as 'probably putting in as much eff� ' 
y _ care. Desc�lbl�g plodders now 

character (earlier, twice they 'just pI 
; �ffec;

)
s � reorgamzatIon of 'plodder' 

tickets (giving or not giVing) °
t 
a °

f
ng . alk about the distribution of 

f 
seems 0 re er to an underl . . 

o sympathy. Whether or not staff . f 
. ymg orgamzation 

plodders', in this interview at least th·
are 

111 -act encouraged to 'look out for 

a version of a duty of care that t 
l�res�onse to the proplem brings forward 

of care was not attached to th 
eac

t 
e
d
rs lave towards plodders. This duty 

ese s u ents when the ( 1"  
answer) 'just plodding along'. At tho t l ' ' .  

y were ear ler m the 

not getting tickets and this 
a ear ler pomt they were described as 

h . 
was represented as a nat 1 

t elr (plodding) behaviour although ' t . k 
ura consequence of 

'hard' for them. ' 1 was ac nowledged that the system is 

Far from being merely a 'report' about th . 
this account displays a version of the local 

e op�r.ahon of th� ticketing system, 

could use to describe the syst Th 
practIcal reasonmg that members 

em. e account is des ' d 
speaker's recognition of the cate orizati . . Igne to convey the 

attach to teachers' work with the s
g 
stem 

ons, .�ohvatI�ns and morality that 

(the 'exterior' being talked about h
Y 

) . ' 
That IS, the SOCIal world of the school 

d . . ere IS assembled as a c 1 f . 
an motIvatIOns which produce a I d 

omp ex 0 categones 

reasoning and action. 
mora or er as well as a setting of practical 

Each move in the interview serves to add to and 1 
and activities proposed in the initi 1 d . .  e aborate �n the categories 

are woven into a set of relationsh
� esc�lptI

l
on. S,:ch cat.egones and activities 

evaluations, in the course of the
lf:l�� .�a u��, mcludmg justific�tions and 

aspect of the work of the school ' b . 
g 
d 
n e ect. a moral ordenng of this 

views. 
IS emg one whIle the Chair provides his 

The interview continues: 

5 I: Could I get a copy of that? 
6 C: Yeah you can have that copy. 
7 I : Thank you. 

(1 .0) 
8 C' Um we' I 

o�e th;t we �:�t��;t��� ��I-
,
welfare policy that [principal] a draft 

9 I :  Thanks. 
. give you a copy of that too. 

(1 .0) 
1 0 �� it�r ti�:e�:��; ��� �s diffe

,
ren� to last year's (.) i n  that after three 

tickets they go on to n
:

g
a���ng etter (.) home, and then five white 

th 
Ive one and then another th (1 0) 

ey get to er another warning letter and from here to th 
re� . 

, _... ere IS only 
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f ( )  negative level two to negative level four ( .) is going 
three so rom . . ( )  n like this 
to be, very quick (.) progression if they continue on . a . 

1 1  I :  Mmm 
(3.0) 

. . . t . f how the system was changed from last 
In turn 10  the ChaIr offers the OplC of t dent is implied through a description 
year's. In this turn another ��

t
;f�:

Y
s 
0 
s�e� . This additional category implied 

of descent to lowe� levels 
d warnYn letters sent home is the poorly behaved 

through talk about tickets an . th . ?t' 1 descrl'ption Such students are ones h d 'd ot appear m e m1 Ia . 
student w 0 1 n . ' t' like this' (getting more and more 
l Id h pothetlcally, con mue on w 10 COU , Y 

ld ' f t have a quick progression to the bottom 
white tickets) and who wou , m

d
a
d
c ,  

t '  the only direction implied in the 
I t A downwar escen IS . 

of the leve s sys em. . d . t' although presumably not everyone . . f the Chan's escnp lOn, orgamzatlOn 0 
. I I two does in fact travel down to negative level four, 

who gets to negat.lVe eve
 
here said to be designed to catch and stop

 such 
and the , 

syst�
�;:��:;d descent is accounted for by the p.osSibl.e , a

ctiv.ity descents. The . ' " f  they continue on l1ke thIS , WhiCh 
att�ched to studen�s m 

l
�:� ��tt�O;K;d�nts persisting in their inapp�opri.ate asslgn� the ��en�h I�;soconcluding formulation 'so from two to four IS gomg 

behavIOur. e. al 
. . 'f they continue on like this' is first treated as to be a very qUlck progreSSIOn 1 

, . ' d a ears soon after to be heard as a problem. . a descr�ptlOn. an pp . ient of the Chair's description, first provIdes a w
ea� 

The 111tervlewer, as reClp 
d b the Chair After a pause, the Chan 

t . th the assessment ma e y . 
agreemen WI 

k . t which point the interviewer provides a stronger 
starts to spea ag.am'tl�e upshot that progression downward will be quick: 
agreement, returmng 

1 1  I: Mmm 
12 (3.0) 
1 3  c: ( [ )  
1 4  I :  ( [Quick, yeah . 

h 1 . t . er's appreciation 
d . £ the Chair's next turn suggests t at t 1e 111 erVle

w . ' The eSlgn 0 gh that she is still heanng It as a of the upshot has not been strong enou
 , 

description rather than as a problem. 
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1 4  I' ( [Quick, yeah. . . t h·te 
1 5  C' SO it's only an extra from negative level two which IS en w I 

ti�kets it's only another three and then negative level thr�; (.) a�d 
, 

r another three after that and they can be (.) It s �p a 
(.) an:�:�n sort of stage so it's um (2.0) that's where all the kind of 

:��� er counsellor and er (2.0) all the work with the parents etcetera 

ha� to be done (.) fairly quickly. Because a kid can get to thiS stage 

in the matter of a week, you know, well kid
.
s have. 1.-, and (.! what we 

a look at is now is (.) that (.) three white tickets If It s within a (.) um 

f�s 
0) from one teacher we try to kind of counsel the teacher more than 

. 
so one teacher hasn't got that effect on one kid , so one 

��� t���';eticcillYone teacher can put someone on negative level (.) 

MEMBERSHIP CATEGORIZATION AND INTERVIEW ACCOU�TS 

two in a matter of a couple of weeks if they're having a run-in with 
them. So now we're trying to, looking at, if one teacher's giving out 
three or five white tickets we try to kind of (1 . 0) find out what the 
problem § with the teacher as well, more so than (1 .0) just the student. 

1 6  I: Do you cancel the ticket? 
1 7  C: Well it can be yeah I (mean) we can't cancel them but we Q£!n 

cancel them we ask the teacher 

In turn 15, the Chair embellishes the point he made earlier about quick 
descent, that it is 'only' another three tickets that drives the student down the 
levels. This was the change from last year's policy introduced in turn 10, 
and it is a change that he, and not the interviewer, has made accountable. In 
making it accountable in this way, he has underscored its status as a prob
lem. Retrospectively, it seems the interviewer's earlier appreciation of what 
it means was not stated strongly enough; she was not grasping the moral 
point. 

The Chair's turn in 15 can be seen as having three parts, beginning with 
the ela boration of the speed of descent and its consequentiality: that is, serious 
trouble for those students. At the centre of the turn is a central fact that holds 
the whole turn, and the whole logic, together: 'Because a kid can get to this 
stage in the matter of a wee! you know, well kids hav..f.', of which more below. 
In the latter part of the turn, a new category of problem actor in the system 
is described: teachers who give out too many white tickets to one kid. This 
category is generated as another account of how a kid could get to this stage 
so fast. In contrast to the kid 'continuing on like this' in turn 10, now we 
have teachers having run-ins with kids and needing counselling themselves. 
The description of these teachers appears to be something of a trouble source 
for the Chair, given the pauses surrounding the delivery. 

Within the third part of this turn, the Chair begins by describing the 
Committee's solution ('and (.) what we also look at is now is') before naming 
the problem ('three white tickets if it's within a (.) um (.) from one teacher') . 
What this does is to assign alertness to the Committee, another category of 
actors within the school, on whose behalf the Chair is accountably speak
ing. In the course of this elaboration, a different version of the kid on the decline 
has been produced, one who is at least in part possibly a victim of run-ins with 
teachers. 

There are different possible upshots that could have been produced in 
relation to this turn. For example, one could be that run-ins with kids should 
not happen and that this problem in teacher-student relations is important 
to discuss further. Another upshot could be that the run-ins are taken for 
granted but they should not skew the ticketing system. The second hearing 
is produced by the interviewer in her question ' do you cancel the ticket?' This 
formulation by the interviewer seems to ignore the Chair's description of the 
Committee's counselling work and attends to the Committee's moral action 
in relation to the practical outcome for the kid understood now as a member 
of the category 'victim of teacher run-in' . 
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It appears that the interviewer has by now heard the central problem as 
'Because a kid can get to this stage in the matter of a week, you know, well kids have', 
and not as the problem of teachers and run-ins. The Chair's turn is designed 
around this central point, first leading up to it, and then moving sideways, 
producing an account for it. In producing the account for it, what is under
scored is the moral issue of 'How can this happen in the matter of a week?', 
backed up by the adjacent point that it has actually happened. What the Chair 
is presenting here is an Extreme Case Formulation (Pomerantz, 1986) whose 
design and placement may achieve up to three things at this point in the 
interview. First, it may be produced as a correction to the interviewer's fail
ure to appreciate the matter of speeds of descent sufficiently. Second, it 
underscores the alertness of the Committee to the complexities of the system, 
the Committee's competence. Finally, it produces the kid/kids in question 
as the ultimate subjects of the Committee's duty of care. 

What we see here is the conversational product of the identity 'Chair 
of the Welfare Committee', which is the speaking identity he was asked to 
assume. The interviewer's uptakes and their absences appear to have been 
oriented to by the Chair in his work of moral description and accounting. 
By examining the membership categorization and other resources the Chair 
draws on in his accounts, the cultural particulars he produces for this listener, 
and by noticing how the interviewer's hearing of the talk itself evidences 
membership categorization work, we are able to see how deeply interactional 
this interview is, despite apparently minimal input from the interviewer. 

CONCLUSIO N :  ASSEM B LI N G  POSSIBLE WORLDS 

In the preceding sections of this chapter I have demonstrated some procedures 
for beginning a membership categorization device analysis of interview talk. 
Essentially the search is for how participants in the interview make use of the 
resources of membership categorization. The first step is to locate the central 
categories (of people, or places, or things) that underpin the talk, including 
any standard relational pairs such as parents-teacher or contrast pairs such 
as plodders and good kids. These categories are sometimes named and some
times implied through the 'activities' that are attached to them. A second 
step is to work through the activities associated with each of the categories in 
order to fill out the attributions that are made to each of the categories. The 
attributions that are hinted at are as important as any stated in so many words: 
hinted-at categories or activities or connections between them indicate the 
subtlety and delicacy of much implicit membership categorization work. A 
third step is to look at the categories + attributions connections that members 
produce (connections between 'cultural particulars'), to find the courses 
of social action that are implied: descriptions of how categories of actors do, 
could or should behave. 

As in the examples I have presented here, when speakers 'do describing', 
they assemble a social world in which their categories have a central place. 
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These categories are in a sense the s eakers" , .  up in different ways and make b I 
p . puppets , whIch they can dress . . . e lave m vanous ways (cat . actIvItIes). These are powerful st t t b 

egory-associated 
the social order might be arranged 

a e:�� s a out �hat could be the case, how 
duction of plausible versions u . 

, w  e e� or not It really is. The artful pro-
d . ' , smg recogmzable membersh' t . eVIces is a profoundly important form of cult 

Ip ca egonzation 
and attend to in these interview 

ural competence, What we hear 
h accounts are members' metl d f toget er a world that is recognizabl f '1 ' 

10 S or putting " y amI 13r, orderly and moral. 
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Sue Wilkinson 

INTRODUCING FOCUS GROUPS 

, 
The inclusion of a chapter on focus groups in this second edition of Qualitative 
Research reflects the huge gain in popularity of this method across the social 
sciences over the past decade or so. Focus groups are now also thoroughly 
familiar to the general public, particularly in the contexts of 'public opinion' 
polling (e.g. Elliott, 1998; Kershner, 1998) and consumer affairs (e.g. Aubry, 
2003; Knott, 1998). According to the media, politicians hone their images based 
on focus group assessments (Brooks, 1 998), and market research agencies even 
recruit 3-year-olds to focus groups to tap into their purported 'pester power' 
(Swain, 2002). 

Although the use of focus groups in social science can be traced back as far 
as the 1920s,1 prior to the late 1970s their main use was as a market research 
tool, and most published studies were in the field of business and marketing 
-still an active area of focus group research today (Greenbaum, 1998). In the 
1980s, health researchers pioneered the use of focus groups in social action 
research, particularly in the field of preventive health education, and the 
method continues to be widely used in family planning and HIV / AIDS educa
tion, as well as in health research more generally (Carey, 1995; Wilkinson, 
1998a) . From the 1990s on, no doubt partly in consequence of the 'turn to 
language' in the social sciences (see, for example, Gubrium and Holstein, 1997), 
there has been a 'resurgence of interest' (Lunt and Livingstone, 1 996: 79) in 
focus groups. This has created a substantial literature on the method across 
a much broader range of disciplines - including education, communication 
and media studies, feminist research, sociology, and social psychology (see 
Morgan, 1996; Wilkinson, 1998b for reviews). 

Focus group methodology is, at first sight, deceptively simple. It is a way 
of collecting qualitative data, which - essentially - involves engaging a small 
number of people in an informal group discussion (or discussions), 'focused' 
around a particular topic or set of issues. This could be, for example, young 
women sharing experiences of dieting, single parents evaluating child care 
facilities, or fitness instructors comparing and contrasting training regimes. 
The informal group discussion is usually based on a series of questions 
(the focus group ' sched ule'), and the researcher generally acts as a 'moderator' 
for the group: posing the questions, keeping the discussion flowing, and 
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artici ate fully. Although focus groups are 
enabling group members to P . f iews' the moderator does not ask 
sometimes referred to as 'grou�i�� :�� in tu;n, but, rather, facilitates group questions of each focus group pa p 

bers to interact with each other. 
discussion, a�

tively encouragmg
cfo�Yti�e�ts __ and the potential analytic 

This interactlOn between resear I 'b 
P
d s the 'hallmark' of focus group 

use of such interaction - has been escn e a 

research (Morgan, 1 988: 1 2) . 
d' . ' recorded the data transcribed, . h f group ISCUSSlOn IS , 

Typically, t e ocu.s t' nal techniques for qualitative data: most 
d h I  zed usmg conven 10 . , . th an t en ana y . l · ·F cus groups are dlstmctlve, en, 1 t t r thematlc ana YSIS. 0 . ) commo.n y co

n en 0 
f data collection (i.e. informal group discussIOn , 

primanly for the method 0 
I . It is this perhaps, which leads most 

rather than for the method of data an
h
a 
dYSt1S

. 
pha;ize how to run an effective , ts of the met 0 0 em . contemporary accoun anal ze the resulting data. There IS � pleth?ra 

focus group, rather than :�
w �o 1 � procedural choices entailed m settmg 

of advice on the metho 0 oglca an
(th t section of this chapter provides d t· focus group e nex . . up and con uc mg a 
th theoretical and epistemological chOIces 

a brief review), but almost n�ne on � 
f group data - an emphasis I 

entailed in analyzing and mterpretmg ocus 

will attempt to redre�s here. I ' 11 1 k first at issues related to research In the sections WhlC� follu�'v, t�us o�o�ps �nd then _ at greater length -
design and data collectIOn usm? 0 

t� ';h some examples drawn from 
at issues related to data analysIs, toge 

er WI 

my own research. 

RESEARCH DESIGN AND DATA COLLECTION 

The flexibility of focus group research 

f the contemporary popularity of focus groups 
Undoubtedly, one reasor: or 'bTt f the method. Focus groups can be 
in social science research IS the �exl 1 1  

h
Y °

d m.bl·ned with quantitative 
d 1 natIVe met 0 , or co 

used as a stan -a one qu� 1 
hod ro'ect (see Wilkinson, 1999 for a review). 

techniques as part of � rr:ult�m��assr�o�/laboratory or in the field, to st.udy They can be used wlthm t e 
h . t i e in action research projects 

the social world, or to attempt to c
t 
ange

/ ' f��us group project, there are 
(J ohnson, 1 996). At . almost ever

�: ;��� s:nse of this flexibility and variety 
methodological ChOIces to be.ma . 

f the recent edited collections of focus can readily be seen by peru�mg
B:�:ur and Kitzinger (1999) and Morgan 

group research: for examp e, 
(1993a). . ' 1 e a single group of participants meeting 

A focus group proJec� can l�VO r n groups with single or repeated 
on a single occasion, or It can mvo ve rna y 

as a
'
dozen or so participants . . 1 few as two or as many , , . . meetmgs. It can mvo ve as 

d '  ht) These participants may be pre-exlstmg 
(the norm is between four � e�rfa�i1ies clubs or work teams), or they may 
groups of people (e.g. mem 

'f
�rs 11 for th� rese�rch, as representative of 

a 
be brought together speCl lca y 
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particular population, or simply on the basis of shared characteristics or 
experiences (e.g. middle-aged men, sales assistants, sufferers of diabetes). In 
addition to (or instead of) a set of questions, the moderator may present group 
members with particular stimulus materials (e.g. video clips, advertisements); 
and in addition to (or instead of) discussing particular questions, they may 
be asked to engage in a specified activity (e.g. a card-sorting task, a rating 
exercise). Kitzinger (1990) provides examples of a range of such activities 
in the context of researching AIDS media messages. The moderator may be 
relatively d irective, or relatively non-directive. 

Focus group proceedings may be audio taped or video taped, with or 
without the use of accompanying field notes. Data transcription may be more 
or less detailed ranging from simple orthographic transcription, which 
preserves just the words spoken, to the 'Jeffersonian' form of transcription 
used by conversation analysts (see the Appendix to this volume), which also 
preserves a range of linguistic and para-linguistic features, such as restarts, 
overlapping talk, pauses, pitch, volume, and intonation. Data management 
may be undertaken by hand (i.e. involving cutting and pasting sections 
of transcript) or computer assisted (using programs such as NUD.IST or THE 
ETHNOGRAPH). A wide variety of different types of data analysis may be 
undertaken - including content, thematic, ethnographic, phenomenological, 
narrative, experiential, biographical, discourse, or conversation analysis 
(several of which are discussed in more detail in other chapters of this volume). 
I will consider some of the issues involved in data analysis in the second part 
of this chapter. 

Practical aspects of conducting focus groups 

The focus group literature includes a substantial number of 'handbooks' which 
offer detailed information and advice about the process of setting up and 
running focus groups. The most recent of these include: Bloor et al. (2001 ); 
Krueger and Casey (2000); Morgan (1997); and Morgan and Krueger (1998). 
I have also written elsewhere about such practical matters (Wilkinson, 2003a, 
2003b) . The handbooks emphasize that obtaining high-quality focus group 
data depends, at least, upon an effective moderator; and upon a well-prepared 
session. 

Ideally, the moderator should have some basic interviewing skills, some 
knowledge of group dynamics, and some experience in running group dis
cussions. Although some of the skills involved in moderating a focus group 
are similar to those involved in one-to-one interviewing (e.g. establishing 
rapport; effective use of prompts and probes; sensitivity to non-verbal cues), 
the number of research participants involved in a focus group requires more 
in terms of active 'people management'. To enable full participation, the 
moderator may need to encourage quiet participants, to discourage talkative 
ones, and to handle any 'interactionally difficult' occasions: these matters are 
covered extensively in the handbooks, particularly Krueger and Casey (2000) . 
Because of the number of participants, ensuring confidentiality is a particular 
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issue, There are also ethical issues specific 
to the interactional nature of focus 

groups: for example, group members may collude to silence, intimidate, or 

harass one particular participant, or even
 the researcher (Green et a1., 1993), 

The moderator should be prepared to deal app
ropriately with any such 

eventualities. 
Most of the handbooks provide guidance on

 planning and implementing 

the focus group session itself: the six-volum
e Focus Group Kit edited by Morgan 

and Krueger (1998) is particularly comprehensive. Substantial advance prepa

ration always pays off in focus group research, To en
sure attendance on the 

day, it is necessary to over-recruit by ab
out 50%, and to issue reminders, 

The venue, refreshments, all necessary materials (from focus group schedule 

to name badges and pens), and the recording equ
ipment should be prepared 

and checked, The logistics (particularly a
rrivals and departures) and the 

timetable and procedure for the session sho
uld be run through, 'Ground 

rules' and debriefing should be considere
d, One or more assistants are highly 

desirable to act as recording technician(s), to escort
 participants to and 

from the room, and to deal with any unforeseen circumstances, thereby allow

ing the researcher to concentrate on ef
fective moderation of the group 

discussion, 

OF FOCUS G ROUPS OVER I NTERVIEWS 

Focus groups have a number of distinct advantages over one-to-one
 inter

views. Most obviously, they provide a way of collecting data relatively quickly 

from a large number of research participants? More importantly, focus groups 

are more 'naturalistic' than interviews (i.e, closer to everyday conversation), 

in that they typically include a range of
 communicative processes - such 

as storytelling, joking, arguing, boasting, te
asing, persuasion, challenge, and 

disagreement. The dynamic quality of group interaction, as participan
ts dis

cuss, debate, and (sometimes) disagree about key issues, is generally a s
triking 

feature of focus groups, which, at times, may have 'the feel of rap sessions 

with friends' (Jarrett, 1993: 194), There is a com
mon misconception that people 

will be inhibited about revealing intimate details in the context of a group 

discussion, In fact, focus groups are well suited to exploring 'sensitive' topics, 

and the group context may actually facilitate personal disclosures (F
arquhar 

with Das, 1999; Frith, 2000), According to Kissling (1996), for example, it is 

easier for young people to talk freely abou
t menstruation in a group context 

than in a one-to-one interview with an adult researcher: the 'solidarity' among 

friends seems to decrease their discomfort with the topic, 

Focus group interactions also ' allow respondents to react to and build upon 

the responses of other group members', creating a 'synergistic effect' (Stew
art 

and Shamdasani, 1990: 16), This often leads to th
e production of more 

elaborated accounts than are generated in in
dividual interviews, In the context 

of agreement and support, one or more focus group members may enthU

siastically extend, elaborate, or embroider an initially sketchy account: 
for 
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example, through the consensual ilin f ' , 
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drug puzzle the researchers . a new piece of the contemporary , 
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typically addressing the issue of 'what is going on' between the participants 
in some segment (or segments) of the data, in greater analytic depth and detail. 
The two different approaches relate, of course, to different types of research 
question -. and the 'results' produced by the two types of analysis look very 
different. An initial sense of the distinction between them can be gained from 
a project on heart attack risk factors, which utilizes both types of analysis 
(Morgan and Spanish, 1985) . In this project, a content analysis is used to 
address the question of how often different risk factors for heart attacks are 
mentioned, and what these factors are, while an ethnographic analysis is 
used to address the question of exactly how (and could also perhaps address 
why) risk factor information is introduced and discussed, in the context of these 
particular focus groups. 

Content analysis is based on examination of the data fo):" recurrent instances 
of some kind; these instances are then systematically identified across the 
data set, and grouped together by means of a coding system. The researcher 
has first to decide on the unit of analysis: this could be the whole group, the 
group dynamics, the individual participants, or (as is most commonly the case) 
the participants' utterances (Carey and Smith, 1994; Morgan, 1995). The unit 
of analysis provides the basis for developing a coding system, and the codes 
are then applied systematically across a transcript (or across several transcripts 
if more than one focus group has been run). Morgan (1997) proposes three 
distinct ways of coding focus group data: noting whether each group discus
sion contains a given code; noting whether each participant mentions a 
given code; and noting all mentions of a given code (i.e. across groups or 
participants) . Once the data have been coded in one (or more) of these ways, 
the question of whether to quantify them is a further issue -many qualitative 
researchers would, of course, argue that the most valuable features of 
qualitative data are thereby lost. Morgan (1 993b) argues for the use of simple 
'descriptive counts' of codes, i.e. stopping short of using inferential statistical 
tests, whose assumptions are unlikely to be met in focus groups. These counts 
are an effective way of providing a summary or overview of the data set as a 
whole. 

By contrast with content analysis, ethnographic analysis is rarely systematic 
or comprehensive, in the sense of ranging across the full data set; rather, it is 
much more selective and limited in scope. Its main advantage is to permit a 
detailed -more or less interpretive - account of mundane features of the social 
world, whether this relates to processes occurring within the focus group 
itself, or whether (as is more typical) talk within the focus group is seen as a 
means of access to participants' lives. Ethnographic analysis aims to be 
contextual, i.e. to ground interpretation in the particularities of the situation 
under study, and it aims to represent the social world from the participants' 
perspective, i.e. to ground interpretation in participants' views of 'what is 
going on', rather than the analyst's view. Data are generally presented as 
accounts of social phenomena or social practices, substantiated by means of 
extensive illustrative quotation from the focus group discussion. Key issues 
in ethnographic analysis are how to select the material to present; how to give 
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due weight to the specific context within which the material was generated, 
while retaining at least some sense of the group discussion as a whole; and 
how best to prioritize participants' orientations in presenting an interpretive 
account. 

A particular challenge is substantively to address the interactive nature of 
focus group data: a surprising limitation of focus group research is the rarity 
with which group interactions are analyzed or reported (Kitzinger, 1994b, 
Wilkinson, 1999) . Extracts from focus group data are typically presented as if 
they were one-to-one interview data, often with no evidence of more than 
one research participant being present;4 still more rarely does interaction per 
se constitute the analytic focus. This is all the more surprising given that - as 
noted above focus group researchers typically emphasize interaction 
between participants as the most distinctive feature of the method, even 
cautioning that researchers 'who do not attend to the impact of the group 
setting will incompletely or inappropriately analyze their data' (Carey and 
Smith, 1994: 125) . 

Unpacking content analysis """ 11<>"' ''''''''' and 

variants) 

The majority of published focus group studies use some type of content 
analysis. However, given the wide variety of terminology employed in these 
studies, and their frequent - sometimes extensive - use of illustrative 
quotation, it may not readily be apparent that this is so. To appreciate the 
underlying theoretical similarities between most analyses of focus group 
data, it is necessary to appreciate that content analysis need not employ a 
formal coding scheme, nor need it be a precursor to any kind of quantification. 
At its most basic, content analysis simply entails inspection of the data 
for recurrent instances of some kind, irrespective of the type of instance (e.g. 
word, phrase, some larger unit of 'meaning'); the preferred label for such 
instances (e.g. 'items', 'themes', 'discourses'); whether the instances are sub
sequently grouped into larger units, also variously labeled (e.g. 'categories', 
'organizing themes', 'interpretive repertoires') ; and whether the instances 
-- or larger units - are counted or not. In the sense, then, that most analyses of 
focus group data report recurrent instances of some kind, and do so more 
or less systematically, they are essentially content analyses. 

To illustrate this point, I show in Box 10.1 two different content analyses 
one quantitative, one qualitative - of the same piece of focus group data. The 
'results' of the quantitative content analysis are presented as frequency counts, 
while the 'results' of the qualitative content analysis are presented as 
illustrative quotations. The data are drawn from a segment of a focus group 
in which three women who share a breast cancer diagnosis are talking about 
possible causes of the disease (see Wilkinson (2000) for more information about 
this focus group, and the larger project of which it is a part). Both analyses 
take the 'mention' of a cause as the unit of analysis, and organize these 
'mentions' using a category scheme derived from Blaxter's (1983) classic study 
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of women's talk about the causes of health d ' 5 . 
a
.
nalysi� systematically records the number of 

�n
. 
ll!nes; . .r-r�wever, the first 

(mcludmg null categories) su . . mentIons wIthm each category 
h ' mmanzmg what these ' t ' , t e second records the words in who h th ' . " men IOns are, while 
h IC ese mentIons' ar 1 d t em as quotations under each catego h d ' 

e �ouc le , presenting ry ea mg (excludmg null categories) . 

Box 1 0. 1 :  \"<'U�ie5 of breast 

(1) �TITATIVE VERSION 
1 .  
2. 

Infection :  0 instances 
Hereditary or familial tendencies: 2 instances family history (x2) 

3. Agents in the environment: 
(a) '�OiS?�S ', working condition, climate: 3 instances fbI a umlnlum pans; exposure to sun; chemicals in food )' / drugs or the contraceptive pi": 1 instance taking the contraceptive pi l l 

4. Secondary to other diseases: 0 instances 5. Stress, strain, and worry: 0 instances 6. Caused by childbearing, menopause: 22 instances not breast feeding; late childbearin (x3)' h . singlelnot having children' horm 
g 

I ' t ' aVlng only one ch ild; being 
unspecified (x4); flattened ni 1��a�2

r?�ble With ?reast feeding -
discharge (X2) 

pp ( ) , Inverted nipples (x 7); nipple 7. Secondary to trauma or to surgery: 9 instances knocks (x4) ' unspec'f d '  . 8. Neglect the co;straints ��
e InJur�; ai

.
r getting inside body (x4) 

9 I h . " 
poverty. 0 Instances . n erent susceptJblltty, individual and not heredi . . 1 O. Beha�lOr, own responsibility: 1 instance 

tary. 0 Instances 
miXing specific foods 1 1 . Ageing, �atural degeneration : 0 instances 12. Other: 5 Instances 
'several things'; 'a Jot'; 'multi-fact . ' . cancer; 'anything' could wak d

onal , everybody has a 'dormant' 
(2) QUALITATIVE VERSION 

Hereditary or familial tendencies 
'I mean there's no family h isto.QI' 

Agents in the environment: 

e a ormant cancer 

(a) 'poisons ', working condition, climate 
'I was once told that if you use them alumi . 'Looking years and years a 0 I 

n lum pans that cause cancer' 
sunning themselves on the ��ac�:�d �verYbodY used to sit about 
cancer from sunshine' 

OW all of a sudden you get 
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' I  don't know (about) all the chemicals in what you're, eating and things these 

days as wel l ,  and how cultivated and everything 

(b) drugs or the contraceptive pill 

'You know, obviously I took the pHI at a younger age' 

Caused by childbearing, menopause 
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h t '  one thing that you could be wary of 
' Inverted nipples, they �ay t�at � a

li
lS
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2003) . We may also note that neither of these analyses has preserved the 
interactive quality of the focus group data, although it is possible for a thematic 
analysis to do so (see, for example, Braun and Wilkinson, forthcoming; Ellis, 
2002). 

So far, we have seen that content analyses which look very different (i .e. 
providing quantitative or qualitative 'results') in fact treat the data in the same 
kind of way (i.e. inspecting them systematically for recurrent instances). We 
can further note that these various types of content analysis share a similar 
underlying epistemology: one in which research particip.ants' talk is taken as 
providing a 'means of access' to something that lies behind or beyond it. In 
my content analyses of women's talk about the causes of breast cancer, the 
words of focus group participants are taken to provide a 'transparent' window 
onto what they understand, think, or believe about, say, the role of repro
ductive factors in the etiology of breast cancer? Similarly, in the AIDS Media 
Research Project (Kitzinger, 1994b), mentioned earlier, and designed to 
investigate ' audience understandings' of HIV / AIDS, participants' words are 
taken as 'revealing' their understandings or beliefs about, say, the mechanisms 
of HIV transmission. In such studies, self-report is used to infer the relatively 
stable 'cognitions' (beliefs, attitudes, or opinions) assumed to underlie people's 
talk (and at least sometimes - to inform their subsequent behavior), to which 
the researcher has no independent access. 

A similar epistemological status is also commonly afforded to talk in focus 
group studies which are designedly ethnographic (rather than content analytic) 
in nature, i.e. studies which aim to provide contextual, interpretive accounts 
of their participants' social worlds. For example, in Lyons et a1.'s (1995) 
study of women with multiple sclerosis, and Agar and MacDonald's (1995) 
study of ex-users of LSD (both referred to earlier), research participants' talk 
is taken to provide a 'transparent' window onto the circumstances of their 
lives outside the focus group (to which the focus group moderator has 
no independent access), and which are inferred from self-report. What people 
say in the context of the focus group discussion is seen as 'revealing', for 
example, the nature of daily life for people with chronic physical illness, or 
as flagging up a 'significant issue' in the life 'territory' of the drug-experienced 
young. In other words, talk is used as a 'means of access' to something that 
lies behind or beyond it, rather than treated as of interest in its own right. 

I want to contrast this view of talk (i.e. talk as a means of accessing a pre
given social - or psychological - world) with an alternative one: one which 
considers talk as constituting the social world on a moment-by-moment basis. 
This is to give talk a very different epistemological status from the one presented 
so far - and one which radically effects both the kind of study undertaken 
and the kind of 'results' obtained. Affording such a status to talk opens up 
the possibility of seeing the focus group discussion as a social context in its 
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own right, and, further, the possibility of subje�ting it .to direct observat�on 
(rather than studying it in order to infer more dIstal. soclal - or psycho:oglcal 
_ phenomena) .8 The resulting study will nece�sanly be ethno�rap�Ic, �nd 
will provide a detailed, contextual account of socIal proce�s.es. W�nle thIS fm.ght 
seem an obvious epistemological move to anyone famIlIar wIth theoretical 
work on language, or with contemporary social scientific de�ates about esse.n
tialism and social constructionism (see, for example, Gubnum and HolsteIn, 
1997; Kitzinger, 1995), it is a radical proposal fo: most. f�cus group researchers, 
including those working within an ethnograph�c tradltIon. Even though (most) 
ethnography is predicated upon direct observatlon, few focus gro�p resea�chers 
conducting (broadly) ethnographic analysis have turr:ed theIr attentIOn �o 
observation of 'what is going on' in the focus group ltself; and fewer �tlll 
have paid detailed attention to talk as constitutive of social or psychologIcal 
- life. 

In exploring this kind of approach, I have found the theoretical fra�ework 
offered by ethnomethodology and conversation analysis to. be partIcu.larly 
valuable (see Chapter 1 2, this volume, for a more detaIled o.vervIe,:,,) . 
Conversation analysis assumes that it is fundamentally through mteractlOn 

that participants build social context - indeed, it is often explicitl� referred 
to as the study of 'talk-in-interaction' . It therefore seems extraordInary th�t 
focus group researchers looking for a way to analyze the key fe�ture of. t�eH 
data, i.e. interaction between participants, have not more extensIvely utlhze.d 
this approach. Central to an ethnomet�od�logical or .conversation an�lyhc 
framework is the notion of talk as actlOn, l .e . as deslgned to do partIcular 
things within a particular interactional context. Within a focus group we can 
see how people (for example) tell stories, joke, agree, debate, argue, chal�enge, 
or attempt to persuade. We can see the ways in which the� present partlcular 
'versions' of themselves (and others) for particular interactIOnal purposes: (for 
example) to impress, flatter, tease, ridicule, complain, castigate, or �ondone. 
Participants build the context of their �alk in. ar:d t.hrough �hat talk Itself, on 
a moment-by-moment basis. The talk Itself, In ItS InteractIOnal context, ca� 
provide the primary data for analysis. Further, it is possible to harness anal�hc 
resources intrinsic to that data: by focusing on participants' own understan.dmg 
of the interaction - as displayed directly in their talk, through the conver.sat:�nal 
practices they use. In this way, a conversation analytic approac� pnont�zes 
the participants' (rather than the researc.her's). analysis of the :nteractIOn: 
a broadly ethnographic goal (if not one achIeved In all ethnographlc analyses). 

The traditions of ethnomethodology and conversation analysis generally 
rely primarily upon the use of naturally occurring data, i .e. data produced 
independently of the researcher. These data, however, enco�pass a. ran�e 
of institutional settings (e.g. classrooms, courtrooms, doctors sur genes), in 
which talk has been shown both to follow the conventions of 'ever�day' 
conversation and systematically to depart from these (Drew and H�nta�e, 
1992) . Likewise, data from focus groups range across both 'everyday SOCIal 

actions (e.g. arguing, joking, teasing, complaining) �nd actions likely t? be 
specific to the particular (research) context, e.g. askIng elaborate questIOnS 
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(Puchta and P.atter, 1999); displ�ying opinions (Myers, 1998). While it may be useful t? c?nsider what goes on In focus group qua focus group, analysis need not be lImIted by the specificity of this particular context: it can also address more generic conversational phenomena, ranging across the practices and actions displayed in the talk (Schegloff, 1997). 
To illu�trate this point, I offer below a sample data analysis which I would charactenze as broadly ethnographic, and also as based upon the principles of ethnomethodology and conversation analysis. That is, it seeks to offer a detailed interpretive account of 'what is going on' within the talk which constitutes the focus group; and it theorizes this talk as action oriented as in pursuit of particular, local interactional goals. ' 
The data on which this analysis is based are presented in Boxes 10.2 and 10.3. These two extracts are drawn from the same segl1lent of the same focus gro�p as used in the content analyses above, i.e. the part of the discussion in whIch the three women are talking about possible causes of breast cancer. Here, I have identified myself ('SW') as moderator of the focus group, and I have called the participants 'Freda', 'Doreen' and 'Gertie' . Note that the lev�l of detail p�ese.nt.ed in the transcript is appropriate to the level of analysis WhICh follows, l.e. It IS somewhere between a simple orthographic rendition and a full 'Jeffersonian' (conversation analytic) transcription. 
Data extract 1 (Box 10 .2) opens with my question (as moderator) about causes, and the responses from Freda and Gertie to this question. Note that a content analysis (of the kind presented earlier) might code Freda's initial respon�e (lin� 3) as 'I don't know', and Gertie's subsequent response (lines 5-9) as Items In the categories 'agents in the environment' (aluminium pans) and 'behavior, own responsibility' (choosing to eat tomatoes and plums at the same meal). A discursive-ethnographic analysis, by contrast, focuses on t�e immed�ate interactional context. Talk about causes can be interactionally �ncky,.partlcularl'y when a presumed 'expert' is asking questions, or in settings m whlch potentIally equally knowledgeable others might have different or even conflicting opinions. Conversation analysts (e.g. Sacks, 1992: 340-7) ha:e noted the asymmetry between being the first to express an opinion and �eIng second - i� that going first means you have to put your opinion on the lme, w.hereas gOIng second offers an opportunity either for agreement or for potent�al.challe�ge. Consequently, speakers often try to avoid first position, a.nd thIS IS preCIsely what Freda does in response to the moderator's queshon: she declines to give an opinion, and bounces the question right back to the moderator, as a 'counter' (Schegloff, 1995: 7-10). It is not simply then, as a cO

,
ntent �nalysis within an essentialist framework might suggest, that F�eda �oesn t know' what causes breast cancer: from the perspective of a dlscurslve-ethnographic analysis within a social constructionist framework 

�he is not here reporting a state of mind, but is engaged in a piece of local mteractional business. 
The moderator (SW) avoids answering Freda's direct question: instead she reformulates it (in the manner typically recommended for interviewers and focus group moderators), making clear she is interested in what the 
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Box 1 0.2 Data extract 1 

SW : BCP 1 2  ( Caus e s  extrac t s  1 + 2 )  

0 1  SW : 
0 2  
0 3  F r e : 
0 4  SW : 
0 5  Ger : 
0 6  
0 7  
0 8  
0 9  
1 0  Dor : 
11 Ger : 
1 2  
1 3  Dor : 
1 4  Ger : 
1 5  Dor : 
1 6  Ger : 
1 7  
1 8  Dor : 
1 9  SW : 
2 0  
2 1  Ger : 
2 2  SW : 
2 3  

D ' you have any i dea what c a�sed your breast 

canc er [pau s e ]  any o f  you . 
b t canc er do you think . 

No- What does cause reas · 

What do you think i t  might� be ? 

[ cu t s  i n ]  There ' s  a l o t  o f  go ing 

about . = I was onc e t o l d  that i f  you use them 

a luminium pans that cause canc e r  . .  hh I was a l s o  

t o l d  that i f  you- i f  you e a t  t omatoes and plums 

at the same meal tha t -

[ l aughs ] 
h d a l l  the s e  tho s e  

[ to Doreen ] Have you ear 

thing s ?  
[ l aughs ] No 

Now that ' s  what I heard and-

[ l aughs ] MIn 
1 h '  that i f  you l i s t en to 

Oh there ' s  s evera t lngs 

people [ paus e ]  we : : 1 1 -
MIn 

' laughl' ngly] What e l s e  have they t o l d  
[ to Gert l e ,  

you? 
Pardon? l d  
[ to Gert i e , l aughingly] What e l s e  have they t o . 

you ? 
2 4  D / SW :  
2 5  Ger : 
2 6  

[ l aughte r ]  

I c an ' t think o f f  hand I knew a - I knew a l o t  

that I ' ve heard over the years f rom peop l e  

who ' ve passed o n  ' Oh yeah wel l  that causes 
2 7  
2 8  
2 9  Dor : 
3 0  Ger : 
3 1  Dor : 
3 2  Ger : 

cancer ' . 
MIn 
But I don ' t  know but -

[ cuts i n ]  I mean uhm-
vl' ews on thi s  [ To Doreen ] have you ? 

Now I ' ve no 

participants themselves 'think it might be' (line 4), rath�r tha� in any purpo��! 
, , (i e scientific) causes of breast cancer. It is wlth thIS reassurance . ��:�i� off�;s some 'stories' (Le. folk wisdom� l.abeled as such)� the:eby putt��� 
herself in the vulnerable first speaking pOSItlOn, and attractmg Just the k ' d '  

of second s eaker disagreement that Freda' s counte� �nabled her to avOl 
a
� 

Doreen the�hird member of the group, laughs at Gertle s res-po�se. 
��t

��at 
within �n essentialist framework, Gertie's references to 'stones , an 

t
o 

f the 
she has 'heard over the years', would b� ta�en.as transfarent re�o�

k
s :now

source of her ideas about cause, i.e. as mdIcatmg a rehance on 0 
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ledge. Within a social constructionist framework, however, this attribution 
of ideas about cause to folk knowledge is seen as an interactional device seek
ing to protect the speaker from challenge (although, here, it fails to avert 
ridicule) . 

Gertie's candidate causes, then, are presented as 'stories'; however, only 
moments later, even these 'stories' are retracted. By the end of Doreen and 
Gertie's subsequent exchange (at line 32), Gertie, like Freda before her, is 
claiming to have 'no views' on the causes of breast cancer. Again (within this 
framework), this not simply a straightforward report of a cognitive state: 
it arises out of the interactional sequence within which it is embedded, in 
the course of which both Doreen and the moderator have implied, through 
their laughter, that Gertie's candidate causes are rather implausible; indeed, 
the moderator's probe (lines 19-20) can be heard as 'gositioning' (Wilkinson 
and Kitzinger, 2003) Gertie as the sort of gullible person who believes any
thing she is told. Gertie responds first by reminding everyone that she is 
not reporting her own views, but those of others, and then she flatly refuses 
to offer further candidate answers, explicitly handing the floor to Doreen at 
line 32. 

When Gertie re-enters the conversation (at line 65,9 in data extract 2, Box 
10.3), with a subsequent suggestion of a candidate cause (the theory that cancer 
is 'dormant' until woken), she is still attending to the danger of being laughed 
at. However, here she deals with the risk of ridicule by using a very different 
kind of footing10 (Goffman, 1981): the 'dormant cancer' theory is painstakingly 
constructed as someone else's opinion - that of a specified medical expert, a 
Dr Patterson, at Springfield General Hospital (the hospital where most of these 
women will have received treatment) . She carefully monitors the reception 
of this theory, and even though Freda and Doreen affiliate with this view 
(at lines 73 and 74), she checks to be sure she has their support (line 75), 
and continues repeatedly to stress that this theory comes from her sister's 
nursing training: 'she told us that, and that came in her lectures' (lines 77-78); 
'according to him' (line 78); 'that's what she was told' (line 84) . The effect of 
all this footing is to emphasize that these ideas are not her own, and that she 
is not to be held accountable for believing them. Again, within a social con
structionist framework, the attribution of views to others does not offer a 
'transparent' window on what Gertie 'believes', nor does it indicate the 
'source' of her information. Gertie is not simply repeating what her sister 
may or may not have told her Dr Patterson had said; rather, she is using footing 
as a conversational resource, in order to manage the delicate interactional 
business of presenting an opinion without sounding ignorant or stupid. 

Doreen then rejoins the conversation (at line 91 ) to offer another candidate 
cause - a 'bang' on her breast. Her story, elaborated in lines 91-113, is 
apparently 'touched off' by Gertie's mention of 'a knock or whatever in the 
appropriate place' causing cancer to develop (line 8n followed by Freda's 
subsequent acknowledgment of the theory that 'knocks can bring one on' (lines 
87-88) .  Note that just before Doreen begins her story, Gertie and Freda have 
both placed considerable distance between themselves and the 'knock' theory: 
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Box 1 0.3 Data extract 2 

SW RC:P 1 2  ( Causes (-,xtracts Q'5� 

6 5  Ger : 
6 6  
6 7  
6 8  
6 9  
7 0  
7 1  
7 2  
7 3  Fre : 
7 4  Dor : 
7 5  Ger : 
7 6  ( F )  : 

, t r was a nur s e  [ paus e ]  wa : y  Q�ck in the 
My s 1 s e ---

t . h t i s .. 
' nd i s t inct ] .  And she - she was a w a 

1 9 2 0 s  she [ 1 . _ - She did her tra ining there 
spr i ngfield General noW . - . _ ' hh 

doctor Patterson at the t lme . . 
and there was a . c hh and he t o l d  

d t l ec ture to the nur s e 0  . 
who u s e  0 b dy has a 

, h i s  l ec tures that every 0 
them nur s e s  ln 

f h th r -- . 
] ' t ' s  a c a s e  0 w e e 

canc er [pau s e ]  .g,nd [ paus e  1. 

i t  l ays dorman t 

Y e s  I ' ve heard that . 

MID 
Have you heard tha t ?  

7 7  Ger : 
MID 

c hat she t o l d  us tha..1. and that came in �er 
We l l  ye", t

hh and [ pau s e ] according to him anythlng 

7 8  
7 9  
8 0  Dor :  
8 1  Ger : 
8 2  
8 3  Dor : 
8 4  Ger : 
8 5  Dor : 

8 6  Ger : 
8 7 Fre : 
8 8  
8 9  Ger : 
9 0  Fre : 
9 1 Dor : 
9 2  
9 3  
9 4  
9 5  
9 6  

l e c tures . . 

could wake i t  up 

MID 
the approp r i a t e  p l a c e . hh 

but that ' s  what -a knock or whatever i n  

and then i t  wou l d  deve l op 

MID 
tha t ' s  what she was t o l d . 

MID 
B t when 1 - , u 

, . , e heard that knocks can brlng 
[ cu t s  in] S omet lmes I v

( h  d any knock s )  [ indi s t inc t ]  
one o n  but I ' ve never a . 

No 
' ]  ( I  don ' t  think that ) [ indi s t inc t ]  

[ cu t s  In
] W 1 1  I ' d  heard that f r om somebody e l s e  

[ cu t s  ln e , _  
hen 1 - when obviously th l S  was sus 

and s o  w 
" I  then- I then remembered 

SP1C 10US . .  
my lump was s u  

t ' th thi s . hh uhm [ tch] you 
I ' d  banged my breas Wl 

h ' 
h ' bags w i th a wooden rod t lng 

know the s e  s opplng 

. hh tho s e  big t ro l l ey bag s ?  

9 7  Fre : MID 
' k  me how I do thes e  s tup id things< 

1 - 1 - 1  >don t as I was 
b t I got it wedged between the car door as 9 8  Dor : 

9 9  
1 0 0 
1 0 1  
1 0 2  
1 0 3  
1 0 4  
1 0 5  
1 0 6  
1 0 7 
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u
, t o f  the car I got i t  wedged in the car 

get t lng ou -- , d 
d so i t - so thi s [ p au s e ]  appropr i a t e ly S l z e  

oor 
h ' l n m n  you know went 

d that was the s i z e  of t l S � 
d ro 

nd 1- and I que r i ed that . hh an 
into my breas t a 

' ow ' You ' re 
Mr F e l l  [ consul tant surgeon ] s a l d  you kn 

k , f reason ' [ laughs ] d ' you now 
always l o oklng . o� �o find s omething that might be 
' You ' ve alway� �o 

k hh bu t  I thought ' Wel l 
the cause o f  l t  you now . 

FOCUS GROUP RESEARCH 

--------------------

1 0 8  
1 0 9  
1 1 0  

I ' d  j us t  bet t e r  men t i on i t '  i n  c a s e  i t  turned out 
to be . hh you know s o rt of they ' l l say- , they then 
come round to me a f t erwards and say ' Are you sure 

1 1 1  you haven ' t  d - done s ome inj ury t o  yours e l f '  
1 1 2  >or that s o r t  o f  thing< ' c os you know , i t  j us t  
1 1 3  sprung t o  wing . .  hh ' Co s  I - I ' d  menti oned i t  to 
1 1 4 the GP and she ' d  s o r t  o f  s a i d  ' No no . hh i t ' s  
1 1 5  nearly a lways hormonal '  s o  i t ' d  gone out o f  my 
1 1 6  head and an- but - but then she was s aying ' No 
1 1 7  i t ' l l  be b e  a S;;� '  >wha tever< and when i t  wasn ' t  
1 1 8  a cyst then I s t a r t e d  t o  think o f  another cause 
1 1 9  you see but - . hh 
1 2 0  ( G ) : MID , 
1 2 1  Dor : uh : m  I - I  mean I sup - i f -- i f  they knew what l:he cause 
1 2 2  was they woul d - they wou l d  b e  abl e  t o  t r e a t  i t  
1 2 3  wou l dn ' t  they . 
1 2 4  Ger : We l l  you know I 
1 2 5  Dor : [ cuts i n ] I don ' t  think i t  c o u l d  be or� 
1 2 6  i t ?  I t. mus t  be mul t i  
1 2 7  ( G ) : MID 
1 2 8  Dor : . hh mul t i - f a c t o r i a l  
1 2 9  Ger : [ cuts i n ]  You ' ve heard them say-
1 3 0  Dor : whatever the word i s  

cause can 

Freda saying it is a theory she has 'sometimes heard', but that she has never 
had any knocks herself (lines 84-5), and Gertie attributing the theory to her 
sister's nursing training, some seventy years earlier (lines 65-8 and 78-81) . 
In telling a story about her own knock, then, Doreen can be seen to attend to 
the risk of aligning herself with a belief in knocks, and thereby possibly attract
ing scorn or censure (see Potter (1996: 142-7) for a detailed discussion of 
distancing, neutrality, and alignment). 

Doreen never actually says directly that she believes her breast cancer to 
have been caused by a knock to her breast. She simply 'remembered' (line 90) 
having banged her breast, and reports feeling it necessary to 'mention it' (line 
101) to her surgeon - thereby further displaying to her co-conversationalists 
that she is a rational person who informed a medical professional of the knock 
in order to check out all possibilities (she has already shown herself to be 
aware of a range of other possibilities, in her previous discussion of reproduc
tive factors, not reproduced here). The surgeon's reported response, 'You're 
always looking for a reason' (line 99), is a generalized formulation that does 
not dismiss the 'knock' theory specifically, but that even-handedly dismisses 
any theory (actually or potentially) offered by Doreen - and, by implication, 
anyone else. Ventriloquizing the surgeon in this way enables Doreen to present 
the 'knock' theory as no more or less plausible than any other theory (to which 
the 'always looking for a reason' dismissal is equally applicable) . 
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The surgeon's response, with its implicit suggestion that looking for 
'reasons' and 'causes' is futile, also provides evidence for Doreen's later claim 
that 'they' (doctors) do not know the causes of breast cancer (lines 121-122). 
If they do not, and if looking for causes is pointless, then the 'knock' theory 
is as plausible as any other. Likewise, the CPs dismissal of Doreen's theory is 
also reported in such a way that the 'knock' theory is left open as a possible 
cause: the competing cause offered by the CP Cit's nearly always hormonal', 
lines 1 14-1 15) is explained as having been offered as a cause for a cyst, not 
cancer. The reported misdiagnosis has the added benefit of pointing to the 
fallibility of the medical profession (re-emphasized in lines 1 21-122) . Within 
a social constructionist framework, the concern is not with whether Doreen 
'really' believes the 'knock' theory, or with whether medical professionals 
'actually' dismissed her possible explanation. Rather, it is with how Doreen 
designs her talk to illustrate: (1) her own rationality, both in reporting the knock 
and in assessing its merits and demerits as a theory; (2) her own willingness 
to listen to the opinions of expert others; (3) the fallibility of the medical 
profession; and (4) the plausibility of a knock as a cause for breast cancer. 
Doreen's final statement - that the causes of breast cancer must be 'multi
factorial' (line 1 28) - enables her to maintain the possibility that her injury 
was causally implicated, while not denying the potential relevance of other 
(more medically approved) causes. In this interaction, then, Doreen designs 
her talk to display to her co-conversationalists that she is a rational and open
minded person. 

IN CONCLUSION 

In this chapter, I have outlined what is involved in conducting and - especially 
- in analyzing a focus group, with particular reference to the theoretical 
and epistemological issues entailed in different types of analysis. Although I 
am a keen advocate of focus groups, I would not want to claim that they 
offer 'a method for all seasons' (Tuck, 1976). Focus groups are a method 
of choice when the objective of the research is primarily to study talk, either 
conceptualized as a 'window' on participants' lives or their underlying beliefs 
and opinions, or as constituting a social context in its own right, amenable to 
direct observation. If, by contrast, the purpose of the research is to categorize 
or compare types of individuals or social groups, in terms of the lives they 
lead or the views they hold, then focus groups are less appropriate (although 
they are not uncommonly used in this way). 

Focus group data readily lend themselves to analysis by content analytic 
or ethnographic methods (both of which I have illustrated here), as well as by 
other qualitative techniques; and the resulting analyses can be presented in 
a variety of ways, ranging from numerical tables summarizing a whole data 
set, through prose accounts containing lengthy illustrative quotations, to 
detailed interpretive accounts of a relatively circumscribed single data extract. 
Focus groups offer particular opportunities - although this potential is as yet 
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relatively underdeveloped for the stud . . participants. I have argued here that ethn��f l:teraCtl�ns between research 
analytic approaches may prove articul' 

1 et odologlcal and �onversation 
endeavor. p ar y useful for pursumg such an 

1. Although psychologists Emory Bogardus and W c techniques to develop survey instru t . h
alter fhurstone used focus group . men s m t e 1 9205 the , . t" ' , f groups IS more often credited to sociolo ist Robe M

e , . l�ven lOn 0 focus 
used them to study audience reaction t� d' 

rt erton and hIS colleagues, who 
2. However, it can be difficult d t ' 

ra 10 �rograms in the 1940s. an 1me consummg to 't d appropriate participants. r�crU1 '  an bring together 
3. Morgan (1988: 64) also uses this terminolo b t h ' narrowly defined, mapping (broadl ) t 

g� u �s. two types of analysis are more 
divide (Bryman, 1988), 

y on 0 t e tradItIonal 'quantitative--qualitative' 
4. It is not uncommon to use one-to-one interview study, and to treat the data derived fr I 

s and focus groups in the same 
d· . om eac 1 method as co lSCUSS10n of the relationship bet th 

' . mmensurate, with no 
d ween em - and often with . d '  . quote extracts are derived from which . nom 1cahonofwhich 

5. With the addition of an 'Othe ' t 
source (e.g. Espm, 1995; Press, 1991) 

6 S r ca egory. . 
. ee, for example, Weaver and Ussher ( 1998) Th' . confusing, given that the epistemolo . I 

. IS. termmology is potentially 
discursive psychology are more akin 

���
e 
�s�umph.on� of discourse analysis! 

presented in the following section than t 
a 
t
ternahve �thnographic approach 

ethnographic analysis (see also Potter, thi� ���:;) analYSIS, or even 'traditional' 
7. And elsewhere (Wilkinson 2000 2001) I h 

. 
talk about the causes of br�ast c�ncer t ave de;no�strated analyses which relate 

8. Viewed in this way, it is not even nece 
0 women s blOgrap�ies. 

in what way talk may be refle f 
ssary to address the ISsue of Whether and 

9. I have omitted a number of line� :���: ;:rres�nt�tive ?f something beyond itself. 
the discussion Doreen offers a r f 

eres s o  savmg space. In this portion of 
of breast cancer. She ends her 

tu an�e 0 repro�uctive factors as possible causes 
may be a cause append in the 

rn Y �uggestmg that not haVing children at all 
there?' . It is with this encou�age��:t�eShon that 'the�e' s more to it than that, isn't 
in again. 0 present addItional causes that Gertie comes 10. The term 'footing' refers to the ran e of relation . 
they say. It enables distinctions to b� m d b t 

ShIpS between speakers and what 
Own behalf, or reporting the claims of �tl�er:. ween people making claims on their 
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_ th h ter to discuss an extended example 
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analysis. 

DISCOURSE ANALYSIS AS A WAY OF ANALYSING NATURAllY OCCURRING TALK 

ISSUES IN THE DISCOURSE ANALYSIS OF NATURALLY 
OCCURRING TAL K  

What is discourse analysis? This is a tricky question and its answers are 
changing rather quickly. The complexity of this question is clearly seen by 
consulting general introd uctions and considering the extraordinary variation 
of what is treated as canonical and peripheral (see, for example, Jaworski 
and Coupland, 1999; Phillips and Jorgenson, 2002; Schiffrin, 1994; van Dijk, 
1997; Wetherell et al. , 2001a; Wood and Kroger, 2000). One way of thinking 
about some of the species of discourse analysis is to consider them as having 
evolved in the different disciplinary environments of linguistics, cognitive 
psychology, socio-linguistics and poststructuralism. ' 

In the past, the name discourse analysis has been applied to a range of 
rather different approaches to social science. In linguistics it has been applied 
to work on the way sentences or utterances cohere into discourse. For example, 
it has examined the way words such as 'however' and 'but' operate, along 
with different kinds of references that occur between sentences. One of the 
aims of this work was to duplicate on a wider canvas the success of linguistic 
analyses of units such as sentences (Brown and Yule, 1983) .  In cognitive 
psychology the focus has been on the way mental scripts and schemas are 
used to make sense of narrative. Do people work with story grammars 
to understand narratives in the way they use sentence grammars to under
stand sentences (van Dijk and Kintch, 1983)? Again, the hope was to duplicate 
some of the (perceived) success of work on grammar in the psychological 
domain. 

Another distinctive area of discourse analysis developed in linguistics 
through work on classroom interaction. Sinclair and Coulthard (1975) attempted 
to provide a systematic model to describe typical interaction patterns in 
teaching based around 'initiation-response--feedback' structures. For example, 

Teacher: What is keeping the mercury up? (Initiation) 
Pupil: The vacuum sucking. (Response) 
Teacher: Not really, Peter. Susan? (Feedback) 

The goal here was to produce a model that would make sense of discourse 
structure in a whole range of different settings (Coulthard and Montgomery, 
1981). 

In poststructuralism and literary theory a very different tradition devel
oped, sometimes called continental discourse analysis to differentiate it 
from its rather more straight-laced Anglo-Saxon counterparts. This is most 
associated with Michel Foucault, and is less concerned with discourse in terms 
of specific interaction as with how a discourse, or a set of 'statements', comes 
to constitute objects and subjects. For example, medical discourse may 
come to constitute particular objects as distinct and factual ('vapours', 'HIV+') 
and the doctor as a particular individual with knowledge and authority. (For 
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, ' ' f Foucault's notion of discourse see M
cHoul and 

an accessIble dISCUSsIOn 0 
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DA has an analytic commitment to studying discourse as texts and talk in 
social practices, That is, the focus is not on language as an abstract entity such 
as a lexicon and set of grammatical rules (in linguistics), a system of differences 
(in structuralism), or a set of rules for transforming statements (in Foucauldian 
genealogies), Instead, it is the mediumJQr interaction; analysis of discourse 
becomes, then, analysis of what people dO', One theme that is particularly 
emphasized here is the rhetorical or argumentative organization of talk and 
texts; claims and versions are constructed to undermine alternatives (Billig, 
1987, 1991) , 

This conception of the focus of DA may make it seem to be pitched at a level 
of analysis somewhere between studies of individual psychology and studies 
of structural sociology, On this reading it would be an approach falling within 
the traditional remit of social psychology or micro-sociology. However, these 
kinds of distinctions have been made problematic by DA. On the one hand, 
DA has eaten away at traditional psychological notions by reformulating 
them in discursive terms, For example, a classic psychological notion such 
as a cognitive script can be reworked by considering the sorts of business 
that people do by 'script formulating' descriptions of their own or others' 
behaviour (Edwards, 1994) , The suggestion is that there is a whole field of 
discursive psychology which is amenable to systematic study and has hardly 
been touched in mainstream psychology (Edwards, 1997; Edwards and Potter, 
1992; Potter and Edwards, 2001) , 

On the other hand, the micro-macro distinction has also been made 
problematic, It has been blurred by three kinds of work. First, there are now 
a range of conversation analytic studies which are concerned with the way 
in which the institutionally specific properties of a setting such as a news 
interview, a doctor-patient consultation or an award ceremony are constituted 
in talk rather than being structurally determined in any simple way (Boden 
and Zimmerman, 1991; Drew and Heritage, 1992), For example, pedagogic 
interaction certainly happens in school classrooms, and yet much of what 
happens in classrooms is not pedagogic (playing around, chatting) while much 
recognizably pedagogic interaction ('test' questions, encouraging discovery) 
happens over family breakfast tables or with a partner in front of the television, 
Second, there is work on the way people produce descriptions or stories 
of social organization in their talk. For example, Wetherell and Potter (1992) 
studied the way particular constructions of social groups, processes of con
flict and influence, histories, and so on were drawn on as practical resources 
for blaming minority groups for their own disadvantaged social position, 
That is, social structure becomes part of interaction as it is worked up, invoked 
and reworked (Potter, 1996a), Third, there is recent work in discursive 
psychology that attempts to highlight the way psychological notions are 
constructed in and for institutions, and how they can constitute some of the 
characteristic features of organizations (Edwards and Potter, 2001) , 

Typical DA studies focus on transcripts of talk from everyday or institutional 
settings, on transcripts of open-ended interviews, or on documents of some 
kind, Sometimes these different materials are combined together in the 
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same study. DA is overwhelmingly qualitative, although the pr
incipled 

argument is not against quantification per
 se, but against the way counting 

and coding often obscures the activ
ities being done with talk and texts (see 

Heritage, this volume; Perakyli:i, this volume; Potter and Wetherell, 1987; 

Schegloff, 1993) .  

Discourse <lin"""''''''''' 

In much traditional social research, method is understood as something that 

can be codified with specific guidelines that, if not guar
anteeing good research, 

are a necessary condition for its co
nduct. Indeed, it is often the case th

at the 

research conclusions are justified b
y reference to the correct and complete 

following of procedures such as operation
alizing variables, getting high levels 

of inter-rater reliability for codings,
 and so on. DA is not like this. The analytic 

procedure used to arrive at claims is often quite different from the way those 

claims are justified. 
Like most research practices in the natura

l and social sciences, doing DA 

has an important element of craft skill; it is sometimes more like sexing a 

chicken than following the recipe for a mild Chicken Rogan Josh (although, 

come to think of it, that is rather a cra
ft skill too!) .  Conversation analysts 

sometimes talk of developing an analytic mentality, which captures what is 

involved rather nicely (Psathas, 1990
) . This makes it hard to describe formally 

and it takes time to learn. But that does not mean that the claims are necessarily 

hard to evaluate - if you cannot easily say precisely how
 someone has learned 

to ride a bike, you do not have so m
uch difficulty saying whether they have 

fallen off or not. Likewise, there are a range of ways in which the adequacy 

of discourse analytic studies can be
 evaluated, including a focus on dev

iant 

cases, checking that participants' t
hemselves orient to claimed phenomena, 

coherence with other discourse analytic studies,
 and, most importantly, the 

evaluation that readers themselves can make when they are presented with 

transcript alongside of its analytic i
nterpretations (Potter, 1996b) . Nor does it 

mean that it cannot be learned - it is dependent on not merely intuitions or 

imagination, but learning the requisite
 sets of skills. 

In traditional stories of method in social research you have a q
uestion and 

then you search for a method to answer that question. For example, you may 

be interested in the 'factors' that l
ead to condom use in sexual encounters, 

and ponder whether to use an experiment with vignettes, some open-ended 

interviews or DA to check them out. DA is not like that. Indeed, thinking o
f 

it in this way can be positively confusing. So
me questions are simply not 

coherent from a DA perspective. For example, the kinds of assumptions about 

factors and outcomes that underpin a lot of thinking 
in traditional social 

psychology and survey research do n
ot mesh with its rhetorical and normative 

logic. Rather than conceiving of a w
orld of discrete variables with discrete 

effects, in DA there are constructions and versio
ns that may be adopted, 

responded to or undermined. Thus a categorization, say, may be undermined 

by a particularization, no upshot
 is guaranteed (Billig, 1991 ) .  Norms are 
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�riented to; that is, they are not tem late f ' . 
mterpreting deviations TIle ab 
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perhaps (Heritage, 1988). 
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. 
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� DA. GIven the general focus 
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h 
e as been a dual focus on the 

T 1 
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WhICh such inequalities are constructed 
les ave conSIdered the way in 

they have also considered the reso ,,(�a
t
de factu�l and justified in talk, and 

category systems metaphors) th
ur
t
ces m erpretahve repertoires', identities 

, a are used to f 
' 

persuasive justifications that wo k t . . rr�anu acture coherent and 

in press; Gill, 1993; Ma;shall an� WO 
t
�usta

l
;n
1
thos: mequalities (Clarke, et al . , 

e ere , 989, Wetherell et al . , 1987). 

talk as 

I am going to focus here on DA specificall ' . . 
talk. However, it is important to note th t 

l .as appl�ed to nat,urally occurring 

appear. Naturally occurring talk can b: . 
�IS.tOPIC IS n�)t as SImple as it might 

as spoken language produced ent' 1 
:e ;hvely straIghtforwardly defined 

researcher, whether it is everyd 
Ire y m ependently of the actions of the 

of a company board meetin 
�� ��n:e;satio� over the telephone, the records 

in a surgery. It is natural i;�he SP
:��ieractIOn bet,:e�n doctor and patient 

researcher using an interview schedul� s:nse th�t It I� not 'got up' by the 

protocol or so�e such social research tecimoi�leStlOnnaIre, an experimental 

Although thIS is useful in hi hli htin 1 
gy. . . 

implicated in the production � 'dg t ' � l�W far tradItIonal researchers are 

fro� somewhat ephemeral interac�i�� :n �:� 
l
:�ggests a hierarchy moving 

actIon happening naturaIly t ' 1 
oratory to more real inter-

t 
ou m t le world A bett 

reats naturally occurring talk t . . er conceptualization 

but as a theoretical and anal (
no

t 
as a straIghtforward discovered object 

y IC S ance on conversaf 0 I ' 
' 

may seem rather abstruse but it h t d
I na mteraction. This 

differentiates DA from other 1 
as wo a vantages. On the one hand it 

1 . wor <: on records of inte t' 
' 

ana YSIS, which involves the kinds of codin 
rac. IOn such as content 

subtly contexted nature of conve f l ' 
g and countmg that obscure the 

turn-�y-turn displays of understa��i�on:n�nrt:ra�tion as well as the sorts of 

use� m conversation analysis (Psathas� 1995) 
baIr that have been .effectively 

a dIfferent perspective on research 
. n the other hand, It provides 

of treating these as machinery f h
proced�res such as interviews. Instead 

c b ' 
' or arvestmg data fro ' d 

an e VIewed as an arena for int f . .  m respon ents they 

interaction-in-interview Wh t I 
erac IOn I� ItS own right: that is, natural-

a d th 
. a am suggestmg then is th t 't ' h 

n eoretical stance that constitutes i ' b" 
, a 1 IS t e analytic 

and we should be wary of acce tin too 
ts o. Ject as nat�rally occurring talk, 

of talk are natural and wilat 
p g

t S 
readIly assumptlons about what kinds 

h 
are no . ome of the 't I ' 

ere are usefully discussed in an excha . �Ul e comp �x Issues at stake 

ten Have, 2002; Potter, 2002; Speer, 200�)�e m DIscourse Studzes (Lynch, 2002; 
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. . rtant for showing what is distinctive about This point is partIcularly Imp� 
th t h s used open-ended interviews. When the considerable body of DA wor 

h' 
a � r harvesting psychologically and interviews are treate? as mac mer�he

o 
research is inevitably focused on linguistically interestmg respons�

b
s, 

t d b  the participant rather than those f ' t rviews contn u e y 
" 

those elements 0 m e . . 'bl to conceptualize mterviews as from the researcher. However, It IS POSSI e 
ties That is we can treat them t· b tween two or more par . , 

h 
arenas for interac 'Ion e . l '  .. t' n by analysing them t e same 

' 
I versatlona mterac 10 , ' . as a form of natura con 

f between friends or a cross-examI-way that we might a telep�on� conv
b
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d
lO

W
n

ooffitt (1995) provide one of the . t n Widdicom e an . .  1 
nation m a cour rOOl . 

' " this way treatmg matena s h ·  ttempts to use mterviews m , 
f ld' 

most thoroug gomg a 
f ' I '  dentity as examples of un 0 mg originally collected for a study 0 
h
socia 1 

f social categories is refined and . I '  t tion where t e sense 0 
d th 

conversatlOna m erac 
t' on interviews is adopte e reworked. Furt ermo , 

k " f ns to be as neutral and uninvo ve 
h re once this perspec Ive . , 

I d standard methodology textboo 
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mJun

t� 
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as possi e ecome 
h disappear from the interac Ion 1 fiction that the researchers can son:e o:u h _ in DA it has been productive only they can make themselves passIve e 

t /? e during interviews (Wetherell to be actively engaged and even ar��men a.:� DA work particularly that on and Potter, 1992). Some of the pro . em� ��
03) 

, 
interviews, ar: discussed .in 

�
n
�i

l��i�tc:i�n bet';een natural and artificial tal.k Having resIste� a �O? sImp �ifficulties of working with interview talk. It IS I do not want to dImInish the 
f I t  tions about social science research contrived; it is subject to pO

d 
we

h
r u expe

p��icular difficulties in extrapolating fielded by participants; an t ere are 
h ttings Discourse analysts have . lk t activities in ot er se . 

ff t d 
from intervIew ta 0 . .  to focus on materials less a ec e increasingly turned away from mte

t
�vIews

f the r�searcher. This move will 1 f s and assump lOns 0 . b 
by the formu a lOn 

f k natural conversatIOn ecomes undoubtedly continue as the power 0 wor on 
more apparent. 

How is discourse analysi� �elated to ethnomethodo/ogy 
and conversation analysIs . 

lled d f different approaches that have been ca I have already noted th� sl?rea. 0 
e other a roaches. It is common now DA. T�ere �s some

,
vana.tI�:t��:;:thOdOlogf!al approach represented by to distmgUIsh the claSSIC 

h d I (1967) and the more recent programme Garfinkel's Studies in Ethn?�e\ °
2�0�y 

In the case of Sacks's work there are of studies of work (Garfm e ,  
1 f' on membership categories and the major differences between the ear y. o�.us 

(Sacks 1992' see Silverman (1998) later work on conversational org
h
anI�a IOn

SI'derable co�vergence, particularly . ) N ertheless t ere IS con 
1 ic 

for an overVIew . ev . ' . 1 . 1 work on institutions or c ass d . th Y claSSIC SOCIO oglca compare WI , sa ,  . 1 d' f roup processes. experimental social psy�hol�glca stu /��:er�ence will be highlighted. Hold To simplify the questIon SIX areas o . 1 
T to the DA tradition . . d though that these observatlOns are speci IC In mln , , 

discussed here. 
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1 Construction. DA is constructionist in the sense that it takes a specific focus on the way versions and descriptions are assembled to perform actions. The construction and use of descriptions is a topic of study. Although ethnomethodologists have been critical of the social constructionist tradition in social science, it is not clear that there is so much tension between this take on construction and that in ethnomethodology or conversation analysis (for some arguments, see Button and Sharrock, 1993; Potter, 1996a). 2 Rhetoric. Whereas conversation analytic work is focused on sequential organization, DA is also focused on rhetorical organization -. the way versions are put together to counter alternatives. Often an understanding of sequential organization is a prerequiSite for understanding rhetorical organization. 
3 Cognition. DP is anti-cognitivist. It rejects the aim of-explaining action by reference to underlying cognitive states. The status of cognition in ethnomethodology and CA is a source of some disagreement (see papers in te Molder and Potter, in press) . Edwards ( 995) has offered an anticognitivist reading of Sacks. Dr work is often focused on considering the practical work done by cognitivist notions (see, for example, Potter and Hepburn, 2003). 

4 Interviews and texts. Although CA and ethnomethodological work have eschewed interviews, studies in DA have often used interview material (Billig, 1992; Wetherell and Potter, 1992). However, more recently discourse analysts have increasingly worked with naturalistic data. DA research has also worked more with texts than conversation analysts _ although, texts have been an important topic for ethnomethodologists. 5 Resources. DA has focused on the resources drawn on in practices as well as the practices themselves. This is especially so with earlier work on 'interpretative repertoires' (Potter and Wetherell, 1987). Live issues remain as to how far one thing can be studied independently of the other, as the continuing debate over the status of membership categorization analysis attests (Hester and Eglin, 1997). 6 Epistemology. An important influence on DA has been the sociology of scientific knowledge. This has led to a more sceptical position on issues of truth and knowledge than is common in CA These differences show themselves most clearly at the level of theory and the justification of research procedures than in the actual procedures themselves. 
In the opening parts of the chapter I have addressed a number of background issues for discourse analytic research. There are a range of other Concerns to do with transcription, interview conduct, COding, forms of validation, writing up discourse research that there is no space to discuss. For a more detailed coverage of these see Hepburn and Potter (2003), Potter (2003a, 2003b), Potter and Wetherell (987), Wetherell et al. (2001 b), Widdicombe and Wooffitt (1995), Willig (2003) and Wood and Kroger (2000). For the rest of this chapter I will focus on a particular example, with the aim of illustrating the analytic mentality involved in discourse analytic research on talk In 
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. . ht some of the recurring themes in such work 
addition, I hope �o h1ghl1g f 

C 
h . ilarities and differences between CA 

as well as explonng some 0 t e Slm 

and DA. 

ANALYSIS O F  OCCURRING TALK 

. s of anal sing discourse. It is useful t
o 

There is a wide range of d1ffered
�t w

th
aY

t focus o� the kinds of resources draw
n 

d· . t' between stu les a d Th make a lstmc IOn . ' h' 1 those resources are use . e 
on in discourse and the practices �r: � �c � dy What I will do is highlight 
emphasis here will be on the latter. m O

k 
s 
;ith' and one of the best ways 

some of the concerns that analysiS wO�
f' 
S

ater' l'als It will try to avoid the . . k 'th some spec1 Ic m · h of doing thiS IS to v:�r WI 
th d that is to provide justifications to

 ot er 
l ' wntmg about me 0 c 

common goa m . t ' the conduct of analysis itself. academics rather than aSSlS m 

IJrJlnc:e::;·:;, Diana 'I 
. iece of talk that is interesting, and p

robably 
I have chosen to start wIth a p . ders It comes from a BBC . . b d outlIne to many rea . . 
familiar, at least m Its r?a . . ' .  M rtin Bashir and the interviewee IS 
television interview; the mterv1ewer IS a 

the late Princess Diana. 

1 Bashir: The Queen described nineteen ninety two as 
t 

h 'bT hh and it was In that year tha 
her ( ) annus om I IS, . - I" h d 
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And;ew Morton�s book about you was pub IS e . 

Princess: Um hm.  (nods) 

Bashir: hh Did you lever (.) meet Andrew Morton or 

�sonallY (.) help him with the book? 

Princess:  In  never- I never met h im,  no. 

Bashir: 

(1 .0) . h' ' th 
Did you ever (.) j2illsonally assist 1m WI 

the writing of his book. 

(0.8) 
Princess: A lot of people .hhh (clears throat) 

saw the distress that my l ife was In .
. 
(.) . 

And they felt (.) felt it was a suppo�lve thing 

Bashir: 

o hel (0.2) i n  the way that they d id .  . b id y�u (.) allow your tfriends, >your close fnends,< 

to speak to Andrew °MortonO? 

Princess: Yes I d id.  Y res, I did 
[OWhyO? 

Bashir:  ( )  
Princess: I was (.) at the end of my tether . 

I was (.) Qslli.Qerate (.) . . 
>1 think I was so fed up with belng< (.) 

seen as someone who was a ba:sket case (.) 

because I am a very strong pers�n (-,l 
and I know (.) that causes complicatIOns, (.) 
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in the system (.) that I l ive in .  
(1 .0) ((smiles and purses l ips)) 

Bashir: How would a book change that. 
Princess: I [1'] dunno. ((raises eyebrows, looks away)) <

Maybe people have a better understanding (.) 
maybe there's a lot of women out there 
who suffer (.) on the same level 
but in a d ifferent environment (.) 
who are unable to: (.) stand up for themselves (.) 
because (.) their self-esteem is (.) cut into two. 
I dunno ((shakes head)) �-

Bashir: .hh What effect do you think the book had on (.) 
your husband and the Royal Family? 

Princess: I think they were (.) shocked, 
and horrified, 
and very disappointed. 
(0.8) 

Bashir: Can you understand why? 
Princess: (Well) I think Mr Dimbleby's book (0.2) 

was a shock to a lot of people, 
and disappointment as wel l .  

(from Panorama, BBC1 , 20 N ovember 1 995 -
see Appendix for transcription conventions) 

The first thing to note here is that even a short sequence of interaction of 
this kind is enormously rich, and could be the starting point for a wide range 
of different studies. For example, conversation analysts have considered the 
way the different interactional roles of interviewer and interviewee are inter
actionally produced, and the way issues such as neutrality and evasiveness 
are managed (Clayman and Heritage, 2002) . I am going to pick up a theme 
more characteristic of DA, and discursive psychology in particular. I am going 
to focus principally on just the two lines that have been arrowed - the two 
'1 dunno' s' . Why these? There are three reasons, all of which illustrate different 
facets of doing work of this kind. 

First, these fragments of talk relate to broader and established analytic 
concerns with fact construction and the role of descriptions in interaction. 
The point, then, is that although I have not come to this material with a pre
set hypothesis of the kind that a social psychologist might have when 
designing an experiment, my way into it is related to a wide range of prior 
interests, knowledge and concerns. However, there is nothing particularly 
special about the topic of fact construction; a range of different established 
interests could be bought to bear on this same material. 

Second, these fragments are easily treated as the trivial details of interaction. 
If we were to make a precis of the interaction we would probably not draw 
attention to them .  On the video they sound almost throwaway. However, 
one of the features of talk that has been strongly emphasized by Sacks (1992) 
and other conversation analysts is that what seem to be its details are funda
mental. Social scientists often treat talk as a conduit for information between 
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speakers: there is a message and it is passed from one person to another, When 
we use this picture it is easy to imagine that what is important is some basic 
package of information, and then there is a lot of rather unimportant noise 
added to the signal: hesitations, pauses, overlaps, choice of specific words, 
and so on, For conversation analysts this view is fundamentally misguided, 
Rather than treating these features of talk as simply a blurred edge on the 
pure message these features are treated as determining precisely what action 
is being performed as well as providing a rich analytic resource for under
standing what that activity is, 

It is for this reason that talk is carefully transcribed as it is delivered rather 
than being rendered into the conventional 'playscript' that is common in some 
kinds of qualitative work. Note that it is sometimes complained that such 
transcription is unnecessary, unhelpful or even - sin of sins - positivistic! 
However, it is important to remember that the potential playscript that often 
passes for transcript is itself highly conventidnalized and buys into a whole 
set of more or less explicit assumptions about interaction, 

The third reason for focusing on 'I dunno' is that it provides a neat way of 
contrasting DA with a cognitive psychological approach to talk. What might 
a cognitive psychologist make of 'I dunno' s'? There are all sorts of possibilities, 
but one approach that might be taken is to treat such utterances as 'uncertainty 
tokens' : that is, words or expressions that people use to report states of 
uncertainty, This would be in line with the general cognitive psychological 
approach of relating language use to an individual's cognitive processes and 
representations (Edwards, 1997) , Considering 'I dunno's' therefore has the 
virtue of allowing us to compare and contrast a cognitive and discursive 
approach to talk. 

One of the notable features of discourse analytic work is that the best way 
into some materials like this may be to consider other materials or other sorts 
of findings, At its most basic, a good feel for some of the standard features 
of everyday and institutional talk is particularly useful for producing high
quality analyses (Hutchby and Wooffitt (1998) provide a basic introduction 
and overview), In this case, I suggest that one of the ways into Princess Diana's 
'I dunno's' is to consider the way issues of stake and interest have been 
conceptualized in discursive psychology, 

Stake as a participants ' concern 

Work in the ethnomethodological and conversation analytic tradition has 
highlighted the centrality of accountability in interaction, More recently, 
discourse analysts dealing with psychological issues have emphasized the 
significance that participants place on issues of stake and interest (Edwards 
and Potter, 1992), People treat each other as entities with desires, motives, 
institutional allegiances, and so on, as having a stake in their actions, Referencing 
stake is one principal way of discounting the significance of an action or 
reworking its nature, For example, a blaming can be discounted as merely a 
product of spite; an offer may be discounted as an attempt to influence, 
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Here is an explicit and f '1 ' , t amI lar example where th k m erest to undercut a (reported) I '  Th ' 
e spea er invokes an 

programme in which the autho 
c
S
aI
l
m, 

R
e extract IS from a current affairs 

D 'd F r a man ushdie i b '  , aVI rost. Frost is asking about th f t , s , emg mterviewed by 
Rushdie, e a wa -- the relIgIous death sentence on 

2 Frost: ���e��:y
C�

h
�� �:��

t
�ancel it now? Can they cancel it 

-7 Rushdie: Y h b ea , ut you know, they would, wouldn't the as somebody once said Th h' , , 'I, into the kind of arcana of t
'
heo 

e t Ing IS, � Ithout going 
problem Th bl ' 

logy, there IS no technical 
is that th�y d

e
O��� w:� ��

,
not technical. The problem 

(Public Broadcasting Service:26 November 1 993) 

, 
Rushdie's response to the claim that the dIscount the claim as obviously f 

d 
fatwa cannot be cancelled is to 

wouldn't they' treats the Ir
· , m� IV 

1 
�te , The familiar phrase 'they would 
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me 1mg to �e expected: it is 
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op e use to resIst the kind of discounting seen 
Here is a candidate discursive techni f ' , It was not the product of a system t' 

que
h 

or undermmIng discounting read' th a IC searc ' rather I ' 
, mg e newspaper and thinkin about th ' ' , 

came across it while In the Guardian newspaper headlin!d IPS c . IS I�sue, It comes from an article lunacy of great artists' , 
y hmtnst reveals the agony and the 

3 The stereotype of the tortured ' , 
mind in a sea of depression s

;enl�s suffering for h is art and losing his 
largely true, a psychiatrist s�YS 

;�
d
a problems and drink tums out to be 

Wh 'l ' , ay, I e SCientists, phi losophers and I' , , odd personal ity defect, for real men 
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writers and painters, says Felix Post. 
tal i nstability you need to look at 
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--7 Dr Post was initially sceptical , but having looked at the l ives of nearly 
300 famous men he bel ieves exceptional creativity and psychiatric 
problems are intertwined. In some way, mental ill health may fuel some 
forms of creativity, he concludes. (Guardian, 30 June 1 994) 

The feature of the article that struck me was: 'Dr Post was initially sceptical 
. . .  '. Following the idea that all features of talk and texts are potentially there 
to do some kind of business, we can ask why this particular feature is there. 
What it seems to do is counter the potential criticism that Dr Post is 
perpetrating stereotypes about madness and creativity. His initial scepticism 
encourages us to treat his conclusions as factual because they are counter to 
his original interests. 

I have suggested that such features of discourse can be understood by 
a medical analogy. People can avoid catching a disease such as tuberculosis 
by being inoculated against it. Perhaps in the same way conversationalists 
and writers can limit the ease with which their talk and texts can be under
mined by doing a stake inoculation (Potter, 1996a). Just as you have a jab 
to prevent the disease, perhaps you can inject a piece of discourse to present 
undermining. 

Let me now stand back and highlight two features of the kind of analytic 
mentality I am working with. First, in common with conversation analysts, 
discourse analysts are concerned to use evidence from the materials as far 
as possible rather than basing interpretations on their own prior assump
tions about people, mind, society or whatever. In this case, note that the 
idea that there is a stereotype about madness and creativity is not my own, 
it is introduced in the text itself. Moreover, the analysis does not depend 
on this stereotype actually existing, merely that it is invoked as an issue in 
this text. Note that this does not mean that the analysts expects to be able to 
free themselves of all their preconceptions, rather it is that analysis is, to an 
important extent, an interrogation of those expectations. 

Second, note the way I have moved in this analysis between conversational 
and textual material. Discourse analysts have been much more willing than 
conversation analysts to combine such materials and have tried to avoid 
making a priori assumptions about differences between the two. Both talk and 
texts are treated as oriented to action; both orient to issues of stake and may 
be inoculated against discounting. 

'I dunno' as a stake inoCUlation 

So far, then, I have emphasized some background considerations that might 
help us understand what Princess Diana's 'I dunno's' in Extract 1 are doing. 
One helpful way to continue the analysis is to collect some more examples 
of a similar kind. More formally, we might think of this as building a corpus 
for study or even coding of a set of data. Whatever we call it, the goal 
is to help the analyst see patterns and to highlight different properties of 
particular constructions. Although some of the initial procedures are super-
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ficially similar, the goal is not the content anal tic . . occurrences of particular kinds of t lk 'tl ' 
y on� of provldmg counts of 

A h 
a WI 1m categones searc for 'I don't know's' throu h a set f . ' 

ship counselling sessions provided �xtract 
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is a counsellor present Ol�e of the th
onme. . s

h
well as Connie and Jimmy there . . emes m t e session is a . . f l '  byJImmy that Connie flirts wI'th oth A h 

senes o camp amts ermen t t  e same t' C . h a number of suggestions that he is ath 1 ' . l '  
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harmless sociability as sexual s 
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E
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ca ly Jealous and proneIo seeing 
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ugges IOn wards, 1995). 
J immy: This tQne particular OObJ;, (0.2) 

anyway (0.2) there was uh: (1 .2) I d idfl't-Qonnie had made ar�ments to t meet people (1 . 8) --- . 
And I d idn't l!l[an1 to. (0.6) 
It l!l[asn't any Qther thing. 
(1 .6) 
And (0.8) we sat in the pub and 
we (.) lliarted to d iscuss= 
=>we had a little bit of a row.< (2. 0) In the pub. (0.6) 
And illguing about the time. (0.8) U:m (.) whe:n these people came in .  (.) >It was:< (.) John and Carol ine. (1 .0) And then they had- (.) 
this other fella Dave. 
°With them as well .  ° 
(6 l ines omitted] 
they all cam� in the pub anyway. (1 .0) Well (.) Connie sat beside (0.6) Caroline. And I sat (further back). 
So you was (.) you was spl it between us They sat in- on the Qther side. 

. 

(1 . 0) 
[1 6 l ines omitted] 
And uh: :  (1 .0) 
Connie had a short skirt on 
I don't know. (1 . 0) 
And I knf2l!lL this- (0.6) 
uh ah- maybe I had met him. (1 . 0) Ye:h. (.) I musta met Da:ve before. (0.8) 
But I :d �eard he was a bit of a la:d ( ). He dldn t care: (1 .0) who he (0.2) chatted up or ( )  who was in Ireland (.) y'know 

. 
those were (unavai lable) to chat up with 0 .� . 
So Connie stood up (0.8) 
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pul led her skirt right up h:r side (O,�) 
and she was looking straight at Da,ve (,) 
>ol ike thato< (0,6) 

(DE:C2:S1 :1 0-1 1 )  
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5 Connie', � 
Jimmy: ((a sharp intake of breath)) 

I er looked at 
Connie: Ma be a bit shorter, It was done for no- n

,
ev --

nted = part'lcular bloke when I did it it was my fnend comme 

Oh you're showing o:ff a lot 0' leg tonight. 
(DE:C2:S1 : 1 1 )  
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Two things are particularly worth highlighting here, First, note that despite 
the various dramatic events in Jimmy's long narrative (including a suicide 
attempt) the very first thing that Connie picks out to contest is the descrip
tion of the skirt length. In doing this she is displaying a skilled awareness 
of the relationship of descriptions to moral categories, This is a display that 
we can use to help support our own understanding of the working of this 
description. 

Second, note that here Jimmy does not seem to be in any doubt about the 
precise length of Connie's skirt. His sharp, highly audible, inbreath is a display 
of disagreement with Connie's claim about her skirt length that occasions a 
grudging modification by Connie, The point, then, is that there is no evidence 
of Jimmy's cloudy memory - no 'I dunnoness' here; precision in skirt length 
now seems to be the order of the day, This variability supports the inter
pretation of this 'I dunno' as a stake inoculation and is hard to fit with the 
plain vanilla cognitive account in which the speaker merely reports his or 
her lack of certainty, 

Let us return now to Martin Bashir's interview with Princess Diana, We 
are now in a better position to make some systematic suggestions about 
the 'I d unno' s' in this passage of talk. We can start to make sense of their role 
in the management of stake and interest, and in particular their operation as 
stake inoculations, 

The first thing we need to be confident of is that there is an orientation to 
issues of stake in this material. It is not hard to find, Bashir opens the sequence 
by formulating the relation between Andrew Morton's book and a hard year 
for the Queen (her well-known 'annus horribilis'), He then pursues a line of 
questioning to the Princess about her involvement with this book. He attempts 
to tease out for the viewing audience how responsible she is for this (negatively 
constructed) book. 

Princess Diana responds to these questions with a series of denials, evasions, 
accounts and implicit versions of the role of the book (in that order to the first 
three questions), However, having accepted that she had some involvement 
with the book, if only via her friends, she is now faced with a tricky question 
about how the book can be a positive thing (how would a book change 
that?), This question is so tricky because of its potential for suggesting that 
Princess Diana has acted as a spurned and vindictive ex-wife, getting her 
revenge for a book that Prince Charles had an involvement with (as she makes 
at the end of the extract), The category 'spurned and vindictive ex-wife' is 
perhaps not fully available in this sequence -but it is a commonplace in tabloid 
newspaper reporting, and helps make sense of both the persistence of the 
questioning and the strength of the resistance. We can certainly identify an 
orientation to stake, 

Given this issue of stake, we can understand the placement of the two 
'1 dunno's', The uncertainty displayed in the answer to 'how would a book 
change all of that?' precisely manages the danger she will be seen as calculating 
and malevolent, a woman who has carefully planned her revenge, The 'I 
dunno's' help break the connection between her action of helping with the 
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book and the potentially noxious identity implied. Note the coordination of 
verbal and non-verbal here. Her first 'I dunno' is accompanied by what might 
be called a display of wondering - she looks into the distance as if never having 
been asked this before or had to think about it before. It is a lovely exhibition 
of visual psychology closely coordinated with the business at hand. 

This is by no means a definitive account of the role of 'I dunno' in Extract 
1 .  And, of course, it does not address the very many other live and rele
vant features of the extract. However, what I have tried to do is show some 
of the procedures that can help build an interpretation of a piece of discourse, 
and the mentality that goes with such analysis. Let me list some of these 
features. 

Themes in the rlrrl.rlKIfSKS of discourse 

This chapter has attempted to overview some of the issues that arise when 
analysing discourse. Developing analytic skills is best characterized as 
developing a particular mentality. DA is more inductive than hypothetico
deductive; generally work starts with a setting or particular discursive 
phenomenon rather than a preformulated hypothesis. The focus is on texts 
and talk as social practices in their own right. Part of DA may involve coding 
a set of materials, but this is an analytic preliminary used to make the quantity 
of materials more manageable rather than a procedure that performs the 
analysis itself. There is nothing sacred about such co dings and extracts are 
often freely excluded and included in the course of some research. 

DA follows the conversation analytic assumption that any order of detail 
in talk and text is potentially consequential for interaction, and for that reason 
high-quality transcripts are used in conjunction with tape recordings. In 
addition, DA research generally avoids trading on analysts' prior assumptions 
about what might be called ethnographic particulars (e.g. participants' status, 
the nature of the context, the goals of the participants), preferring to see these 
as things that are worked up, attended to and made relevant in interaction 
rather than being external determinants. (Although it is worth noting that 
this issue has become a source of not always illuminating dispute- Billig, 1999; 
Schegloff, 1997, 1999; Wetherell, 1 998). 

DA does not use talk and texts as a pathway to underlying cognitions; 
indeed, DA resolutely steers clear of cognitive reduction, instead treating 
purportedly cognitive phenomena as parts of social practices. Such discursive 
psychology has focused on the way participants invoke stake and interest 
to understand and undercut accounts, and how such undercutting may be 
resisted by performing actions via accounts that are constructed as factual. 

In this chapter I attempted to illustrate these themes by way of a discussion 
of 'I dunno' and 'I don't know'. I have considered only a small number of 
examples. However, I hope that the insights are more general (see Potter 
(1996a, 1 998) for further analysis). Let me end with an extract from the US 
sitcom Friends. Even with my minimal, cleaned-up transcription I think we 
can start to see the way the humour in the sequence depends on the sorts of 
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features of 'I don't know' discussed above The talking to a psychologist Rod b h"  . sequence starts with Ross 

6 Ross: 

Ross: 

Monica: 

Ross: 

, ge, a out IS eX-WIfe. 

You see that's where you 're wrong! Why Wou ld I marry her if I thought on any level that she was a lesbian? 
I dO�'t know. ((shrugs)) Maybe you wanted your marnage to fai l .  ((laughs)) 
Why" why, why wou ld I, why, why, Why. I don t know. Maybe . . .  Maybe low self esteem maybe to compensate for overshadowing a Sibl i� ,,-
Maybe you w- g.  
W- w,- wait. Go back to that s ib l ing thing. I don t know. ((shrugs)) It's conceivab(e that you wanted to sabotage your marriage so the Sibl ing would feel less l ike a failure in the eyes of the parents. 

Tc�ow! That's, that's ridiculous. I don't feel gU i lty for her fai lures. 

,
('The One with the Boobies', 27 June 1 996 _ Ross IS Monica'� brother, Rodge is a psychologist b�Yfnen

,d of Floss and Monica's friend. Note, each I don t know' is heavi ly emphasized) 
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reality is not confined to talk. These institutional realities also exist in and 
as documents, buildings, legal arrangements, and so on. The conversation 
analytic study of institutional talk is concerned with how these institutional 
realities are evoked, manipulated, and even transformed in interaction. 

There are, therefore, at least two kinds of conversation analytic research 
going on today and, though they overlap in various ways, they are distinct 
in focus. The first examines the social institution of interaction as an entity in 
its own right; the second studies the management of social institutions in 
interaction. The aim of this chapter is to describe some ways to go about the 
second task, and specifically to identify ways of cutting into the data to gain 
access for analysis. To keep things simple, I will illustrate the chapter mainly 
with observations about a single "institutional" conversation which is typical 
of the "professional-lay" interaction that many sociologists are interested in. 
But the relevance of the entry points I describe is not confined to this inter
action. In fact, I believe that there is a reasonable chance that they are useful 
in gaining access to most kinds of "institutional" data, including the new 
"workplace" studies (Goodwin, 1996; Goodwin and Goodwin, 1 997; I-leath 
and Luff, 2000) that have recently emerged. 

CONVERSATION ANALYSIS A N D  I NTERACTIONAL 
SEQUE NCES 

CA is a field that focuses heavily on issues of meaning and context in inter
action. It does so by linking both meaning and context to the idea of sequence. 
In fact, CA embodies a theory which argues that sequences of actions are 
a major part of what we mean by context, that the meaning of an action is 
heavily shaped by the sequence of previous actions from which it emerges, 
and that social context is a dynamically created thing that is expressed in and 
through the sequential organization of interaction. 

Underlying this approach is a fundamental theory about how participants 
orient to interaction. This theory involves three interrelated claims: 

1 In constructing their talk, participants normally address themselves 
to preceding talk and, most commonly, the immediately preceding talk 
(Sacks, 1987 [1973], 1992 [1964-72]; Schegloff and Sacks, 1 973; Schegloff, 
1984). In this simple and direct sense, their talk is context-shaped. 

2 In doing some current action, participants normally project (empirically) 
and require (normatively) that some "next action" (or one of a range of 
possible "next actions") should be done by a subsequent participant 
(Schegloff, 1992). They thus create (or maintain or renew) a context for the 
next person's talk. 

3 By producing their next actions, participants show an understanding of a 
prior action and do so at a multiplicity of levels - for example, by an 
"acceptance," someone can show an understanding that the prior turn was 
complete, that it was addressed to them, that it was an action of a particular 
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type (e.g., an invitation), and so on. These understandings are (tacitly) 
confirmed or can become the objects of repair at any third turn in an ongoing 
sequence (Schegloff, 1992) . Through this process they become "mutual 
understandings" created through a sequential "architecture of inter
subjectivity" (Heritage, 1984). 

CA starts from the view that all three of these features - the responsiveness 
to context by producing a "next" action that a prior action projected, the 
creation of context by the production of that next action, and the showing of 
understanding by these means - are the products of a common set of socially 
shared and structured procedures. CA analyses are thus simultaneously 
analyses of action, context management, and intersubjectivity because all three 
of these features are simultaneously, but not always consciously, the objects 
of the participants' actions. Finally, the procedures that inform these activities 
are normative in that participants can be held morally accountable both for 
departures from their use and for the inferences which their use, or departures 
from their use, may engender. 

CONVERSATION ANALYSIS AND INSTITUTIONAL 
I NTERACTION 

As CA turned to the study of talk in institutions, it began with the same 
assumptions that had proved successful in studying ordinary conversation. 
Rather than starting with a "bucket" theory of context (Heritage, 1987) in 
which pre-existing institutional circumstances are seen as enclosing inter
action, CA starts with the view that "context" is both a project and a product 
of the participants' actions. The assumption is that it is fundamentally through 
interaction that context is built, invoked, and managed, and that it is 
through interaction that institutional imperatives originating from outside the 
interaction are evidenced and made real and enforceable for the participants. 
We want to find out how that works. Empirically, this means showing 
that the participants build the context of their talk in and through their 
talk. For example, if we analyze emergency calls to the police, we want to 
be able to show the ways in which the participants are managing their inter
action as an "emergency call" on a "policeable matter." We want to see how 
the participants co-construct it as an emergency call, incrementally advance 
it turn by turn as an emergency call, and finally bring it off as having been 
an emergency call. 

N ow how are we going to go about this business of digging into institutional 
talk to see the ways in which participants are addressing themselves to these 
specialized and particular tasks? In general, we can look at three main types 
of features (Drew and Heritage, 1992): 

1 Institutional interaction normally involves the participants in specific goal 
orientations which are tied to their institution-relevant identities: doctor 
and patient, teacher and pupil, etc. 
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structure. Think, for example, of how the opportunities for action, what the 
actions mean, and how they will be interpreted can be shaped by the turn
taking rules for interaction in a "formal" classroom (McHoul, 1978) . 

In conversation, very little of what we say, the actions we perform, or the 
order in which we do things is determined in advance (Sacks et al., 1974) . In 
this sense, conversations are unpredictable. In some forms of interaction 
- debates, ceremonies, and many kinds of meetings - the topics, contributions, 
and order of speakership are organized from the outset in an explicit and 
predictable way. This kind of organization involves special turn-taking 
procedures. 

The decisive feature of a special turn-taking organization is that departures 
from it - for example, departures from the order of speakership, or the types 
of contributions individuals are expected to make - can be explicitly sanc
tioned, This happens in meetings when speakers are ruled "out of order," in 
the courts when persons are sanctioned for answering when they should 
not, or failing to answer appropriately, or when children in classrooms are 
punished for "shouting out" answers, or talking when the teacher is talking. 
These explicit sanctions are very important analytically. They tell us that 
the turn-taking organization is being oriented to normatively in its own right. 
Many of these turn-taking organizations work by specifically restricting one 
party to asking questions and another to answering them. Interactions organ
ized by this kind of Q-A turn-taking organization are distinct from those, 
like many professional-client interactions, in which one party tends to do most 
of the question asking and the other does most of the answering. Here the 
imbalance between the two parties is normally a product of the task the parties 
are engaged in or some other feature of the interaction, and is not the result 
of a special - and sanctionable - turn-taking organization (Heritage and 
Greatbatch, 1991). 

The most intensively studied institutional turn-taking organizations 
have been those that obtain in the courts (Atkinson and Drew, 1979), news 
interviews (Greatbatch, 1988; Clayman and Heritage, 2002a), and classrooms 
(McHoul, 1978; Mehan, 1985). As these examples - courts, news interviews, 
classrooms - suggest, special turn-taking organizations tend to be present 
in large-scale "formal" environments when (1) there are a large number of 
potential participants in the interaction, whose contributions must be 
"rationed" in some kind of formal way, and/ or (2) when the talk is designed 
for an "overhearing" audience. However, special turn-taking systems can 
be found in other contexts. For example, Perakyla (1995: Chap. 2) has described 
turn-taking practices within counseling contexts that are designed to imple
ment special therapeutic processes. Similarly Garcia (1991) has shown that 
mediation can involve special turn-taking practices as a means of limiting 
conflict between the participants. Finally, there are other turn-taking organ
izations that order speakership by age, rank, or other criteria of seniority 
(Albert, 1964; Duranti, 1994) though, perhaps because European and North 
American societies are less hierarchical than others in the world, these systems 
have so far been less studied. 
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Overall structural organization 
Once 

'
yo,": h�ve determined whether (or . orgamzatIOn IS in operation in 

not) some speCIal turn-takino-overall "map" of the interactio:o�r data, t�e next thing to do is to build a� 
This will help you to look at th �n tm.s of It� typical "phases" or "sections " 
the kinds of interaction we ar: ts � ?nentatIOn which is normally central in cannot always successfully b d 

00 <.Ib
ng �t. While institutional interactions 1 e escn ed m terms of 1 a ways worth making an attempt t d a p 1ase structure, it is Tl ' . 0 0 so 11S IS a convenient moment to introdu ' h . at during the rest of this chapter It . h 

ce t e pIece of data that we wi11 look a school employee telepho 
. IS a

}
s ort telephone conversation in which h I T . nes a mot 1er whose b sc 00 . hIS conversation is d f 

son may e a truant from observations I wiII make are 
:;�� ro

d
tn

b
a small collection, and tnan y of the th n lrme y other caseS" th e more conversations you collect th � 

m e set. In general, are studying is. representative (se� P:r�or
l: su�� ?oU can be that what you 

�he data, you wIll see right away that th ' 
y , t IS . vol.ume). As We turn to In the sense of being task-focused b t .

1; c��versatlOn IS very "institutional" 
turn-taking organization is . I

' U
d

? WI also be obvious that no special . . mvo ve m the con t '  c partICIpants' anonymity all n . h '  
versa Ion. To preserve the Th ' ames m t IS co . e Appendix to this volume outline tl t 

nver.sa�IOn have been changed. s 1e ranscnptIOn conventions. 
Arroyo 

1 Mom: 
2 

Hello. 
(0.5) 

3 Sch: 
4 

Hello Mister Wilson? 
(0.8) 

5 Mom: 
6 Sch: 

Uh: this is Missus Wilson . Uh Missus Wilson I 'm sorry This I'S M '  M . 7 fr A ' 
. _ISS atailn 

8 Mom: M
�r�royo High School calling? 

9 
1 0 
1 1  
1 2  
1 3  
1 4  
1 5 
1 6 
1 7  
1 8 
1 9  
20 

Sch: 
Mom: 

Mom: 
Sch: 
( ): 
Mom: 

� 

End of Section 1 

_ . .
.. hhhhh Was �artin home from school i l l toda ?_ 

b
-U . . .  h yes he was In fact I 'm sorry 1- I didn '�a' lI 

y . -
ecause uh: :h I slept in I t I ( , . 

well mther . .  hhhh And Uh
a
.�hh 

'
�o�;)V��h 

�:e� f�el l
h
·ng

. know, uh fever: a u Ylh 
(0.2) 
this morn ing. 
U: :h hu:h, 
. hhh= 
=And uh I don' know y'know if he'l l be ( )  . tomorrow fer sure er no·t He's k' . ,

' I� 
arou:nd J·(hh)uh

k
n . _ . ,  

Inna J st bin laying o.w,_ 
End of Section 2 
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21 Sch: 
22 Mom:  
23 Sch: 
24 

==Okay well I ' l l \90 ahead en:' u :hm 

W " "  

25 
26 Mom: 
27 Sch: 
28 Sch :  
29 Mom: 

30 Sch: 
31 Mom: 
32 Sch: 
33 Mom: 
34 Sch: 

I won' call you tomorrow night If we don s
,
ee 1m 

e'l l  J'ust assume he was home 11 1 .  
tomorrow w 
(,) 
nnRig[ht ( )  

[A:n-
Send a note with him when he does return, 

1 wHI .  

O:kay, 
Okay== 
== Thank you 

End of Section 3 

Uh huh Bye [bye 
[B' bye 

- - � - - - - - .� - - - - _ _ _ _ _  - - - End Call - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

, . h has been notified by teachers that Martin 
In this phone call Ms, Matalm, w 0 

f th' call calls Martin's home to check 
did not attend school on the day 0 ,1Sk 

' the phone (it could have been 
b t Martin's mother pIC s up d' 'd d on his wherea ou s, 

' h' If) nd the call proceeds, I have IVI e 
another relative or even Martlr: Im

b
se a

lthough Ms, Matalin has only 
11 ' t f r sectIons ecause, a " 1 t this phone ca m 0 ou , h h' . ther it takes four dIstlnct c us ers 

. of business to transact WIt t IS mo , 
one pIece , 
of activity to achIeve: 

, ' ines 1-8) is an "opening" section in w�i:h the 
1 Opening: The fIrst sectIon (1 , ' d t blish their identItIes for 

parties enter into a state of mteractIOn an es a 

one another (Schegloff, 1986). 
' (1' 9-20) Ms Matalin gets to the 

" , I th second sectIOn mes " d h 2 Problem inztIatwn:  n e " t' f Martin's absence an t e 
" f h 11 by ralsmg the ques IOn 0 ,, ' "business 0 t e ca 

d h' th "problem initiation sectIOn, 
1 ,  ' t  I have terme t IS e 11 ' 1 mother exp ams 1 , 

h I s the problem in this ca , sImp e 
because although Martin's mot er resO ve 

resolutions of this kind do not a�way
(
s
l .
happ

2
e
1
�·
9) Ms. Matalin details the 

h "d' saY' sectIOn Ines , . h f 3 Disposal: In t e ISpO 
k d Martin's absence in the hg t o  

bureaucratic action she will ta ,e tow
h
ar 

t' n that the mother should take , t and descnbes t e ac 10 
the mother s accoun , , hat the child should do as well. , In other calls, �he desc:lbes w 

he call (lines 30--4) is devoted to managmg 
4 Closing: The fmal sectIon of t 

t' n (Schegloff and Sacks, 1973), 
d' ted exit from the conversa 10 

a co or Ina 
, . ' d h se four sections, we can see that each of 

Now that we have Identlfle t �f' b oal Each section is jointly 
' t f speC! IC su -g . k involves the pursUl 0 a

. b b th articipants as involving a ,tas to 
to - indeed co-constructed Y 

f
O 

If'l
P
l d to the apparent satisfactIon of 

, d I th' 11 all tasks are u 1 e , achIeve . n IS ca , 
1 n and it is not essentlal to 

parties, but thi� do�s not a
l
l
k
w0� 1;�e

are identifying here are goal- or 
sections of instltutIOnal ta , a 
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oriented sections, which the parties co-construct and identify as somehow 
relevant to the completion of their business together. 

Identifying these main sections of the call allows us to notice other features 
as well: 

1 Doing the sectional analysis forces us to see that the call is focused on a 
single topic - "dealing with Martin's absence from school." Other inter
actions may have more than one "item" of business to transact: a patient 
for example, may have several ailments to be dealt with, or a family may 
have several difficulties that require social worker support. This distinction 
can be important in analyzing institutional interaction, 

2 The sectional analysis allows us to see significant stages in the parties' co
construction of the tasks and goals of the conversa-tions, and that for the 
parties, these are incremental moves toward the completion of the business 
of the call, This is significant: there are institutional interactions where the 
goals and tasks of the encounter can be unclear, opaque, or even suspicious 
to one or both of the participants (Baldock and Prior, ] 981 ;  Heritage and 
Sefi, 1992). In these interactions, the "sections" are shapeless or non-existent 
for the parties and, correspondingly, difficult or impossible to identify 
analytically. 

3 Within each section, we can examine how the parties progressively develop 
(or not) a joint sense of the task that is to be accomplished and look at the 
roles each party plays in this process. 

4 We can look at whether the parties agree about "where the boundaries 
are" as they shift from one section to another (Robinson and Stivers, 2001) . 
In this call, the parties make very "clean" transitions from one section (and 
one component of their "business") to the "next." But confusion and foot
dragging are also possible: one party may want to move on to the next issue 
while the other party is reluctant to quit the current one, Or one party may 
not recognize that a "next issue" is now relevant, while another is trying 
to press on with it. Different interests (and clear conflicts of interest) may 
be involved in these clashes, 

Using this four-section framework, it is relatively easy to identify the same 
sections, occurring in the same order, in most of the phone calls Ms, Matalin 
makes. However, the purpose of identifying these sections is not to exhaus
tively classify every piece of every one of Ms. Matalin's interactions in 
these terms. Still less is it to assert that these sections will always occur in her 
conversations in this order, or even that they will always occur (d. Byrne 
and Long, 1984 [1976J; Robinson, 2003), In other cases of these school calls, 
we can find the participants reopening sections and reinstating task orientations 
that they had previously treated as complete. So we are not trying to find 
invariance or even statistical regularity in the presence or ordering of these 
sections. The purpose of describing these sections is to identify task orien
tations which the participants routinely co-construct in routine ways. Overall 
structural organization, in short, is not a framework -fixed once and for all - to fit data 
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. h 't '  something that we are lookmg for an 00 mg a . d I k ' t only to the extent mto. Rat en IS 
. . . h '  t Ik that the parties orient to it m organIzmg t elr a . 

Sequence organization 

. - e uence organization - we come to a :ery With the third level of analysIs s q 
f pecific actions that are orgamzed central aspect of CA work. It is by :n.et

�n
t
s °

d:velop and co�clude the business th t the participants 1m la e" 
I l '  

in sequences a 
11 their encounters. n ana yzmg they have together, and genera
h
y mana

t.
ge 

lar courses of action are initiated ntially look at ow par ICU . .  sequences, we esse 
f his how particular action opportumtles ar.e and progressed an�, as part 0 
i:hh�ld from and occluded. All of these POSSlopened up and ach:,�ted, or w 

e also implicitly grasped _ to a bilities, while expllCltly analyzed by. �s, a�s who may use what transpires I t  nt by the partIclpan 
f h . greater or esser ex e -

h h ter and situation 0 t elf co-as a basis for inferences about t e c arac 
interactants. 

11 . . h source for sequence analysis, but here Ms. Matalin's phone ca IS a nc 
f th onversation: the fact that after . .  f on one aspect 0 e c 

d 
we WIll Just ocus . . 9 the mother's reply seems to go on an Ms. Matalin's questIOn at l;�� , 

t If we look at the structure of the reply, on and on. This is an accomp IS men . 
Ms Matalin's question in the . ht away that the mother answers . we can see ng . h "U" 'h yes he was": very first line of her response WIt ' " 

[ hhhhh Was Martin home from school
.
ill t�d�y?

*
= 9 Sch: . 

* . fact * I 'm sorry 1_ I dldn ca.1I O M ' U " 'h yes he was In 
f I ' 1 om. �e��use uh: :h I slept in late * I (.) haven' been ee

h
ln�

h � �  well illther . .  hhhh And u h  .hhh (0.5) u : :h  he had u yl 1 3  know, uh fever: 1 4  (0.2) 
1 5  Mom: this morning. 16 Sch: U: :h  hu:h, 
1 7  ( ) : �

h:h� 
uh I don'  know y'know if he' l l  be (.) i� . � � Mom: ;o�orrow fer sure er no:t, He's kinna j 'st bin laYing 

20 arou:nd j(hh)uhkno:w,= 

" 11' " (to . 'th apology for not ca mg h th contmues Wl an 
h 

However, the mot er en . h an elaborate series of explanations for t .e notify the schooD, and then WIt 
f rne 10 to line 12 is that she 15 situation. A noticeable feature of her

b
turn

d 
ro.m �t all the other points where d . at sentence oun anes. 

thO 
careful to avoi pausmg . 11 1 te (marked with an asterisk in 15 her sentences are grammatlca y .�on;�l

� 
( "final") intonation (which would transcript), she (1) is ca:eful to avO! ; �s�f t conventions in the Appendix), be marked with a penod - see the ra �
thout a break It is also noticeable, and (2) moves straight to the next sentence �I 

mmatical �laces where she is looking at line 1 1, that she only p;uses � '�:cause" in line 11 ,  and also aft�r unlikely to be interrupted a�t�r �
e
e :�:d "I" (also in line 1 1) .  All of this IS she starts a new sentence WIt t 
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significant because, given the turn-taking system for conversation (which is in play in this interaction), a sentence boundary is a place where Ms. Matalin could intervene with a question or a new observation, and thus disrupt the explanation that the mother is piecing together. It seems clear that the mother talks in the way she does so as to avoid creating these opportunities, and that she does this so that she can conclude her explanation for why she has not called the school without being interrupted. Thus it is only after she has completed her explanation that she has not been feeling well "either," that she takes a breath at a sentence boundary (and it is a big breath as indicated by the four h's!). 
If the mother's talk to this point is managed so as to retain the turn in progress, her subsequent elaboration seems to emerge because she is unable to relinquish it. Extending her turn at lines 12-13 With a description of the child's illness, she pauses at line 14, only to find no uptake from Ms. Matalin. In response to this, she recompletes her turn with an incremental (and redundant) time specification ("this morning"), and then encounters a response from Ms. Matalin ("uh huh") that is prototypically used to indicate an understanding that the previous speaker (in this case, the mother) is not yet finished. In the face of this response, the mother continues with a prognosis of her son's condition (lines 18-20), finally coming to a halt at line 20. Thus in this exchange of question and answer-pIus-elaboration, we can see that the mother treats Ms. Matalin's question as implicitly pointing to a fault in her conduct, a fault for which she is accountable, and for which she is at pains to supply an explanation (for some parallels in medical encounters, see Silverman, 1987: 233-64, Heritage and Sefi, 1992, and Heritage and Lindstrom, 1998) .  Her treatment of the question is not as a "casual inquiry," but rather embodies a particular - and specifically "institutional" _ understanding of its relevance. Subsequently we can see the further extension of her account as the product of an implicit sequential negotiation over who will make the conversational running. The detailed internal structure of the mother's rather lengthy turn is thus the product of a complex sequential negotiation. There are many other aspects of the sequences making up this exchange that merit analYSis of the "institutional" relevances that inform their production. We will catch some of these aspects as we move on to the fourth area where initial analYSis might proceed: turn design. 

Turn deSign 

Turn design is an important place to examine the "institutionality" of interaction. When we talk about a turn being "deSigned," we are pointing to two distinct selections that a person's speech embodies: (1) the action that the talk is designed to perform and (2) the means that are selected to perform the action (Drew and Heritage, 1992) . One sense in which a turn is "designed" concerns the selection of the action which someone wants to accomplish in a turn at talk. In work with Sue Sefi on health visitors' home visits to mothers of newborns, I came across the 
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following sequence in the health visitor's opening visit. The father and mother 
respond to what looks like a casual observation by the health visitor by 
performing quite different actions: 

1 HV: 
2 F: 
3 M:  
4 
5 
6 HV: 

He's enjoying thgt [isn't he. 
-) [oYes, he certainly is=o 
---> =He's not hungry 'cuz (h)he's ju(h)st (h)had 

'iz bo:ttle .hhh 
(0.5) 
You' re feeding h im on (.) Cow and Gate Premium.= 

(HV:4A1 : 1 )  (Heritage and Sefi , 1 992: 367) 

The health visitor's remark "He's enjoying that" notices the baby sucking 
or chewing on something. (Unfortunately, we do not have a video tape, but 
certainly this is how the mother understands the word "enjoy" when she 
responds "He's not hungry . . .  " (lines 3-4). )  In replying that way, the mother 
treats the health visitor's remark as implying that the baby is "enjoying" 
whatever he is sucking or chewing because he is hungry - an implication 
which she rejects by observing that the baby has just been fed. The mother's 
response, then, is "defensive" in rejecting an unstated implication which 
she treats the health visitor's remark as having conveyed. The father, by 
contrast, simply agrees with the health visitor. 

Thus in "constructing" their responses (quite apart from the particular 
designs of their turns), the mother and father have elected to perform alter
native activities. Both activities, of course, have a "logic" as relevant next 
actions. The father treats the health visitor's remark as innocent while the 
mother finds in it an implied criticism regarding the proper care of her baby. 
They thus construct their responses differently by selecting different "next" 
actions. These two actions may well reflect a "division of labor" in the family, 
in which the mother is treated as having the primary responsibility for her 
baby (reflected in her defensiveness), while the father, with less responsibility, 
can take a more relaxed and "innocent" view of things. 

The second aspect of turn design is that speakers also select among alter
native ways of saying something or performing the same action. The following 
extract - from the same health visitor interaction as the previous one - illustrates 
this clearly. In this extract, the mother and father each perform a broadly similar 
activity - agreeing with the health visitor's suggestion that they will be 
"amazed" at the child's progress (in physical development), and they do so 
nearly simultaneously (lines 5 and 6). But they design their agreements rather 
differently. While the mother's agreement refers to the development of children 
in general ( "They learn so quick don't they"), the father refers to their 
experience of their own child's progress ("We have noticed hav'n't w-"). While 
the father's utterance exhibits a commitment to noticing their own child's 
behavior and development, the mother's response does not. 
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4 (1 .0) 

� �: =: Yeh. They [learn so quick don 't they. 
7 HV: ' 

[We have noticed hav'n 't w-
8 F: 

That's right. 
--> We have noticed (0 8) k ' 9 (1 .0) 

. ma Ing a grab for your bottles. 
-, 0 F: Hm[:: . 
1 1  HV [0 oes he: (.) Ho:

v
�;te� does he go between his feeds? 

, . . 
( . A 1 .2) (Drew and Heritage,  1 992: 34) Slgmficantly, the mothe " . 

th h I h 
r s response aVOIds the " e ea t visitor:s remark might be seen 

exp�rt-novi�e" stance that agreement(s) (at hnes 6 and 8) seem d " 
as expressmg, WhIle the father's 
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y so pomt to the same underlying putatively the junior partner in th: f:i�u�ge

h
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ce m notIcmg the details of their child:s beh d '" en , y contrast see t ' av-an mexpert" position of "pro ' " 
, ms 0 aVOId taking the "inferior" a t vmg anything to th h 1 h sser s an agreement in bland and e ea t viSitor, but rather The alternatives that may b . g

l
ene

.
r.al terms. 

co t t d e mvo ved m tUrn de " n ras e as they are here where d 'ff 
SIgn are rarely as explicitly in th 1 erent speakers 1 d 'f e same responsive position Mo emp oy 1 ferent deSigns looking at the details of a turn' 

. re usually, we analyze turn design by inte f 1 s component features db  ra� IOna purpose or significance ' an y determining their �o Illustrate this, I want to go back'to Ms . , at lme 9: "Was Martin home fro h 'l
�atalm s telephone call and look frequentl b ' h . m sc 00 III today?-" M M ' Y egl11S er l11quiries to the £ T - h 

. - .  s. atalm very an important sense, it is a "highly desi 
a:�I,;s s e calls with this question. In nearly exactly) OVer and over again. 
g e turn that is repeated exactly (or One way of analyzing a hi hI . 

the interactional contingenci�s 
�
t 
des.Ig�e� turn of this kind is to think of of Ms. Matalin's calls, there are tw� mr::Ig t � .a.d,dressing. In the context turn up: m POSSI Ilihes that her question might 

The child is aw f ay rom school sick and the ��urse, is bad news in its OWn right for the chh�r�nt knows it. ,Sickness, of e parent (who may be worried and 1 . who may be m pain) and But Ms. Matalin's call is also bad 
os;ng pay by being away from work) pare�t of a sick child is normall s

news or the par:nt at another level. Th� the sItuation, There is if you likI a �p:s;� �o call 111 to notify the school of and school such that the school t�lIs t�e 
0 m o:mal contract between home the child is miSSing, but the pare t 

pare�t If they have reason to believe 
;he school if they suppose that the ��l�qu�

lI
ly have the obligation to tell �ct t�at Ms, Matalin has had to call in t

;l f not be coming to school. The o a lIttle "breach of contract" on th 
e 

}
rst place may be the product e parent s part. It is just that breach of 
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contract which the mother's defensive explanation, which we looked at 
earlier, seems designed to address. 

2 The child is away from school and the parent does not know it, i .e., the child 
is truant. For this possibility, Ms. Matalin's call may involve a very serious 
piece of information for parents who, up to now, may have no idea that 
their child is not attending school. 

It is in this context that we can begin to see that how Ms. Matalin opens up 
the topic of this call matters a lot, and that her opening utterance involves quite 
a bit of caution. 

Consider the turn itself: (1) it indicates that the child has not been at school 
"today" (i.e., on the day of the call), but does not assert it as a fact: that the 
child has not been at the school is presupposed in the design of the question 
rather than stated as such (Pomerantz, 1988). (2) It offers as an account for the 
child's presupposed absence the most commonplace and the most legitimate 
reason for the child to be away from school sickness. (3) The question is 
designed so that the easiest response for the parent will be an affirmative "yes" 
response to the possibility of sickness. In CA terminology, the question 
"prefers" a "yes" response. (4) Even if the child is, in fact, a truant, the inquiry 
avoids any implication of this and particularly avoids any accusation of 
truancy. (5) The question does not in any way directly thematize the parent's 
responsibility to inform the school. Instead, it leaves it open for the parent, 
where relevant, to assume that responsibility as our mother in fact does. This, 
then, is a highly judicious, cautious, and "institutional" piece of question 
design (see the next section but one). 

Now in recognizing that this is so, you do not have to assume that Ms. 
Matalin is a very tricky, Machiavellian type of person. You just have to remem
ber that she makes dozens, even hundreds, of these calls every week. She has 
learned the range of possible responses that mothers make to her question, 
and she has also learned that certain ways of asking this question can attract 
resistance or cause arguments. So, for Ms. Matalin, recurrently raising this 
topic is like a "wind tunnel" experiment: the "wind tunnel" of repetition leads 
her to a question design that evokes the least resistance. You can see this 
wind tunnel effect in many other kinds of institutional talk - in medicine, 
social security offices, emergency calls to the police and fire departments, and 
others - where the institutional representative has a repetitive set of tasks to 
be worked through. 

Thus, the second sense in which one can say that a turn is "designed" is 
that there are always alternative ways of saying something from which 
speakers, unavoidably, make a selection. The syntactic, lexical, and other 
(e.g., prosodic) selections by a speaker are aspects of a turn that articulate with 
the performance of organizational tasks and, very often, are shaped into "least 
resistant" forms by the repetition of those tasks. An important component of 
turn design is our next topic: lexical choice. 
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Lexical choice 
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but rather of "industry leadershi "

g
I 

� t? talk of mdustry dominance" 
euphemistic a patient will be a�ed 

�,;n� Icme;, references to pain are often 
(Heritage and Sorjonen 1994) In th 

�I sore? rather than "Is it painful?" 
at, when Ms. Matalin 'does � t

O
t
er p one calls like the one we are looking 

absence, she often says "We ne�d t�m�l� adequate �xplanation for a child's 
up." While this seems to indicate 'u t 

er to come mto the office to clear this 
it leaves open the broader questio� �f :hmatt.er �f bureaucr�t�c record keeping, 
and what kind of punishment mi ht b 

e �hIl� s ac�o��tabI�Ity for the absence 
record. g e mvo ved m cleanng up" his or her 

Lexical selections can shape whole . pattern of the interaction. For exam Ie 
s;�u�nc�s �nd, WIth them, the overall 

call runs as follows: 
p , e egmnmg of Ms. Matalin's phone 

1 Mom: 
2 
3 Sch: 
4 
5 Mom: 
6 Sch : 
7 
8 Mom: 

Hello 
(0.5) 
Hello M ister Wilson? 
(0.8) 
Uh: this is Missus Wilson. 
Uh Missus Wilson I'm sorry. This is Miss M t I ' from Arroyo High School calling? - a a In 
Mm hm 

. 

At line 8, the mother, rather than r . . Which is the kind of action that no 
g ��hng Ms. Ma�ahn .by saying "hello" rma y occurs at thIS pomt (Schegloff, 1986), 
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" rotot ically non-committal "continuer" (Schegloff, 
just says "mm hm - a p ,yp 

d ith the conversation, Now one 
1982) that invites Ms: �atalm to, pr��eeev:n a hostile, action from someone 
could imagine that thIS IS an unfr�n 

1 
y'ff 'als But if we look back up the 

who does not like talking to s,c °
b
o ? 

f
lCl

th� mother's action, In particular, 
, an alternatIve aSIS or 1 h ' sequence, we can see 

talin identifies herself using a particular lexica, c Ol�e 
we can see that Ms, Ma 

" 1  'd" identification, By usmg thIS 
a formal "last name plus orgamzatl

l
on��anc Matalin" or just "Nancy," 

identification, rather than, for �:b
am? e, all,, !nd specifically, a "call about 

, 'f' th hone call as a usmess c , 
' 1  she Identl les e p b ' to emerge even earlier w len, , " (1 fact that process egms , 

school busmess, n , 
, ' t M Matalin names the mother usmg 

trying to identify who she IS talkmg �' f 
s, 

al identification - the mistaken 
W' l  " ther than a more m orm , ' "Mister 1 son ra 

' )  to arise because the mother s VOlce 
'f' t' (Mister for MISSUS seems d t M idenh lca lOn ) S hen the mother respon s 0 s, 

sounds rather deep �n the p,hone
ci se�i-i;entification with "mm hm" at line 

Matalin's formal, busmess-onen,te d ith the business-based "reason 
f ' ' t' Ms Matalm to procee w Th 8, she is in act mVl mg ' , - h dearl rojected right from the start. at 

for the call" that Ms, Matalm as 
f 't t:e

P
very brevity and economy of this 

clear projection - an�, because
h
o 

1
1 " 

1 lections made at the earliest stages 
, uence - anses from t e eXlca se 

openmg seq . 
of this telephone call, 

Interactional asymmetries , ' , 
, tries are a place at which to begm exammmg 

Finally, interactIOnal asymme , ' H I will briefly mention four 
" , ' t' ality of mteractlOns, ere, h the speCific mstltu Ion " t' , (2) "knowhow" about t e 

t that involve' (1 ) partICIpa lOn, d types of asymme ry, ' ' " h' 1 ' t  is embedded; (3) knowledge; an 
interaction and the mstltutlOn m w lC 1 1 
(4) rights to knowledge, 

Asymmetries of pa
,
rtici?at�on

, f n document asymmetries of par
Many studies of mstltutIOnal mt�rac 10 

d ' particular that institutional 
ticipation in institutional inter

l
actIOnS't

an
s 

I
f 
n
or example involving doctors, 

, , 
' 1  rofessiona encoun er - ' " 

partiCipants m ay-p 
k d tain the initiative in these mteractIOnS 

' 1 orkers etc -- ta e an re ' teachers, SOCIa w , ' ' 
' F kel 1990), Underlying these observatIOnS 

(Linell et al., 1988;Mlshler' ,1984, ran
d 'd of "equal participation" between 

is an implicit contrast wIth a s�an a
A
r -L '  11 and Luckmann (1991 )  have 

, d' conversation s me h speakers m or mary " b t this This dichotomy between t e 
d eed to be cautious a ou ' d' e commente , we n , d t1 asymmetries of institutional lSCours 

symmetries of conversatIOn an 
,
le , 

t d overlook the ways in which 
can oversimplify the nature ?f asy�me ry an 

etric As they observe: "if there 
talking in ordinary conversatlOn can e aSY

l
m� if �ommunicatively relevant 

t ' s at all between peop e, l.e, d were no asymme ne ' f  there would be little or no nee 
inequalities of knowledge v:ert

� n��;-��:�:��nd Luckmann, 1991 : 4) , Viewed 
for most kinds of commuDlca lOn, 

artici ate in talk and to what 
from a perspective that asks

, 
which person; P 

can �mbody several kinds of 
effect, it is apparent that ordmary conversa lOn 
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asymmetry - between the speaker and the hearer of a turn at talk; between 
the initiator and the respondent in a sequence of interaction; between those 
who, more broadly, are active in shaping topics and those who are not; and 
between those whose interventions are decisive for the outcomes of conversa
tions and those whose interventions are not (Linell, 1990; Linell and Luckmann, 
1991) , From this standpoint, the contrast between the symmetry of ordinary 
conversation and the asymmetry of institutional discourse is indeed over
simplified (Robinson, 2001; Stivers and Heritage, 2001) : all social interaction 
must inevitably be asymmetric on a moment-to-moment basis and many 
interactions are likely to embody substantial asymmetry when moment-to
moment participation is aggregated over the course of one or more encounters, 

Yet at a more general level, it is clear that there is a fundamental distinction 
between the symmetry of ordinary conversation and the asymmetries of 
institutional interaction, The general operation of ordinary conversation is 
not tied to any particular set of social roles, identities, or tasks, If it were, 
conversation would be a much less flexible and sophisticated institution, In 
many forms of institutional discourse, by contrast, there is a direct relationship 
between institutional roles and tasks on the one hand and discursive rights 
and obligations on the other, For example, institutional representatives 
commonly ask questions and require of lay participants that they answer them, 
In this way, they may secure the initiative in determining (1 ) when a topic is 
satisfactorily concluded, (2) what the next topic will be, and, (3) through the 
design of their questions, how that new topic will be shaped (Mishler, 1984; 
Drew and Heritage, 1992), Thus institutional representatives can often direct 
the interaction in ways that are not found in ordinary conversation, 

Asymmetries of interactional and institutional "knOWhow" 

An important dimension of asymmetry between the participants in insti
tutional interaction arises from the difference, and often tension, between the 
organizational perspective that treats the individual as a "routine case" and 
the client for whom the case is personal and unique, Ms, Matalin's phone call 
to the mother in our data was one of around a dozen she made that day and, 
for her, it was absolutely routine, For the mother, however, it was an unusual 
and morally threatening occasion, The parties, therefore, brought asymmetric 
experience and reasoning to the encounter, All agencies have procedures 
for the routine management of multiple cases, for "processing" cases by assign
ing them to routine categories, and so on, However, the clients -- whose 
inquiries, troubles, illnesses, claims, and the like constitute an organization's 
routine cases - may not be really aware of, or concerned with, the pattern 
into which their individual cases fit. The client's perspective often arises 
out of the particular circumstances which bring him or her into contact with 
the organization, perhaps for the first or only time, or at least not frequently 
enough to have developed a self-conception as a routine case, In doctor-patient 
encounters, this gap between routine institutional "knowhow" and singular 
experience can be extraordinarily stressful (Zola, 1987; Whalen and 
Zimmerman, 1998) and can emerge in behavior that can be experienced as 
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1 . can exist and be significant, in all forms 
very callous (Maynard, 1996) .  T lIS ga� . t . c a�d social service encounters, 
of institutional talk. In some psyc 1a n 

f the professional objectives 
h nly a dim awareness 0 . 

the "client" may ave o . . ter (Baldock and Prior, 1981; Hentage 
d ss the enhre encoun t . d being pursue acro 

. h th 1 caller may have an exac 1 ea 
and Sefi, 1992; Perakyla, 1995) .  I

t�o� �:�' m:y �e unable to  grasp the p.oint of 
of the purpose of the conversa . ' . ' all for emergency assIstance . F xample In a notonous c . . 
a particular actIon. or e . ' . d urs The caller (B) has Just gIVen 
(Whalen et al., 1988), the follown�g ep1�� e ;c�oic�" question design, whether 
his address and then is asked, u�I��a

en:x1s �he data show, he responds with 
the address is a house or an apa 

h h '  s he is given, but rather from the 
a lexical selection drawn not fro.m t 

,,� �  Olce 
" . 

language of real estate. He replIes: It IS a home . 

A: Okay iz this uh house or n' apartmen'? 

B :  It- it Is a ho:me 

_ ure of the emergency (the caller's mother is 
Here, probably u�der the .press 

s the relevance of the distinction between 
dying), the caller SImply falls to gra b I rew looking for an address and 
a house and an apartment to an am u ance c 

a way to enter th� lo�ation. . ' s which are taken for granted by one 
Routine orgamzatIOnal contIn

h
genCle b the source of many ot. her kinds of 

known to the ot er, can e 
Wh  1 (1995) party but are un . of "91 1" emergency calls, a en 

difficulty and confUSIOn. In the c�se the current position of the cursor on 
has argued that such contingencIeS a.s f1 the order in which questions 

. ter screen can 111 uence 11 a menu-dnven compu 
h nfusing or irrelevant to ca ers. 

d times make t em seem co " ft are asked, an so�e . . ional and interactional "knowhow o. en 
Similar asymmetnes In orgamzat . t ogatl' ons and other interactlOns 

r d courtroom 111 err , 
h strongly influence po Ice an 

d routines are used to evaluate the trut 
in which organizational resource;;�

2' Heritage et al., 2001; Watson, 1990). 
of lay claims (Boyd, 1998; Drew, ' 

. . d asymmetries of knowledge . 
EpistemologIcal cautIOn an 

kinds of institutional interaction is a kI�d. of 
A notable feature of many ,, ' l '  h the professionals avoid commlttmg 

1 . I "  utiousness In w llC . t 'n  epistemo oglca .ca . . . This cautiousness is mandatory In cer at 
themse�ves t� taking. flIm POSlhO��� 

news interview (Heritage, 1985; Clayman, 
institutlOnal Int:ractlOns such a� t h 1991) or the courts (Atkinson a�� Dre�, 
1988, 1992; Hentage and Gr�at a c 

t�xts such as medical diagnosis, It IS .qUl:e 
1979; Atkinson, 1992) . In ot e� c�n 

11 ' k'nd of epistemological cautlOn 15 
E . Ms Matahn s ca s a 1 h' ld ' way common. ven In · t s unaware that their c 1 IS a 

F PIe when a paren seem . h' way' evident. or exam ' . 11 t 11 them about the absence 111 t IS . 
from school, Ms. Matal111 norma y e s  
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. , 
h from school i l l  today? 

Sch: Was William ome 
h 

- .  
hich Mom asks another person 

. . .  « conversation off the p one In w 

. . .  if William was home)) 

4 Mom: No he wasn't 

5 Sch: 

6 
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.hhh Well he was reported absent from his lbjr:d and 

his fifth period cla:sses today. 

Here Ms. Matalin does not say "he was absent from . . .  "; instead she says "he 
wz reported absent from . . . .  " By including "reported," Ms. Matalin invokes 
an (unnamed) source for the information and thus portrays herself as relaying 
the information she is giving. She thus avoids underwriting the information 
as a fact and, because "reports" need to be confirmed before becoming "facts," 
she also avoids committing the school to an "official" position on the issue. 

At the same time as professionals and institutional representatives are 
often cautious about making claims, they also deploy distinctive, functionally 
specialized, and superior knowledge bases that can impart a specific expert 
authority to claims made within the relevant knowledge domain. The episte
mological superiority of expert knowledge is sometliing that is recurrently 
renewed in talk and in many different ways (Silverman, 1987; Gill, 1998; Jacoby 
and Gonzales, 1991; Perakyla, 1998, 2002; Raymond, 2000). Medicine provides 
numerous examples. Patients may orient to the authority of medical know
ledge by their lexical choices, for example, the tentative or uncertain use of 
medical terminology (Silverman, 1 987; Drew, 1991; Maynard, 1991), or by 
failing to raise questions about important problems and concerns (Frankel, 
1990; Todd, 1993), or by permitting "medical" definitions of their problems 
to prevail over their lifeworld concerns (Mishler, 1984). Moreover, lack of 
medical knowledge may mean that patients may not know or understand 
the purposes lying behind particular questions, and they may not grasp the 
line of inquiry which the doctor is pursuing in questions on what seem to 
be unconnected topics. This lack of access to the "hidden agenda" of doctors' 
questioning represents another avenue of analysis into asymmetry in medical 
interaction (Fisher, 1983; Silverman, 1987). 

Rights of access to know/edge 

Asymmetry of knowledge arises when people - usually lay people - have 
limited resources with which to answer the questions "what do I know?" and 
"how do I know it?" But these same people may also have limited resources 
with which to answer the questions "what am I entitled to know?" and "how 
am I entitled to know it?" Limitation in this regard is an asymmetry in rights 
of access to knowledge. Here lay persons are sometimes in a position ana
logous to the gossips described by Bergmann (1993): they have information 
that is relevant or significant, but they do not have rights to know it or they 
have come to know it in a "morally contaminated" way. Thus a person calling 
to inform the emergency services about an incident may be at pains to show 
that they are calling from a sense of duty about an event that imposed itself 
on them, and not because they are "nosey" or "looking for trouble" (Whalen 
and Zimmerman, 1990). A patient who is concerned about a possible illness 
may be similarly at pains to show that he or she is not excessively preoccupied 
with minor bodily changes (Halkowski, 2004). Patients are similarly reluctant 
to voice diagnostic hunches about their illnesses except under relatively 
defined circumstances (Heath, 1992; Perakyla, 1998; Gill, 1998; Stivers, 2002; 
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Heritage and Robinson, 2004), and Strong (979) documents the fact that 
doctors accompanying their children on pediatric consultations suspend 
their medical expertise and act "like parents" when dealing with the attending 
physician. In this last case, persons with every "right" to medical expertise 
voluntarily suspend those rights in the limited environment of a medical 
consultation with another person qualified as expert. In institutional inter
action then, knowledge may not be enough; one must also be entitled to the 
knowledge, and have come to it in an appropriate way. 

FROM Q UALITATIVE TO 
A N OTE 

RESEARCH: 

As many readers will have inferred, if the kinds of qualitative observations 
made in this chapter are true, then they should have an impact and significance 
that is quantitatively measurable as well. For example, questions that are 
designed to favor a "no" response, e,g., negatively polarized questions such 
as "Any questions?" (Heritage, 2002; Boyd and Heritage, 2004), should result 
in less questioning overall than positively polarized questions, e.g., liDo you 
have questions you would like to ask?" Most of the work that has explored 
quantitative aspects of institutional interaction has focused on this level of 
turn design, For example, Boyd (1998) distinguished between "bureaucratic" 
and "collegial" opening questions in interactions in which physicians were 
questioned about patients' need for surgery and found a systematic relation
ship between the "collegial" opening questions and the likelihood that the 
patient would be approved for surgery. This research can also have an histor
ical dimension: for example, Clayman and Heritage (2002a, 2002b) showed 
that question designs that are more hostile and assertive have become very 
much more frequent in presidential press conferences over the past fifty years, 

This quantitative work can have significant "applied" value. Stivers (2002) 
distinguished between medical problem presentations that simply describe 
symptoms ("sore throat, scratchy cough, phlegm") and those that suggest a 
diagnosis ("strep throat"), and found that physicians were more likely to 
believe that the latter problem presentations reflected a desire for antibiotics 
(and prescribed accordingly) even though the differences did not reflect actual 
patient desires as revealed in pre-visit surveys (Stivers et al., 2003) . Similarly 
conversation analytic research that suggested that II online commentary" (e.g., 
"Your throat's a little red") produced during patients' physical examination 
might be a means of forecasting "no problem" diagnostic outcomes and 
avoiding unnecessary prescribing also turned out to have quantitative support 
(Heritage and Stivers, 1999; Mangione-Smith et al., 2003). 

These are relatively straightforward linkages that focus centrally on turn 
design - the easiest dimension of interaction to quantify. They suggest that 
the study of institutional talk can support an important II applied II dimension 
in the future, though considerable work will be needed to achieve this 
objective. 
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B�/�
o�, readers will have seen that man . ' . of Instltutionality" in talk are th hI � of the dIfferent dImensions or levels 

that fit inside one another each 
oro

f 
u
th
g y In

l 
terrelat�d. Rather like l�ussian dolls 1 I I . , 0 ese e ements IS a p t f h eve : eXlcal choice is a part of t d '  
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There are two "wild cards'" 
10
th
n IS a P
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es In InShtuho?al knowledge, c1assi

CA view that it is created renew d 
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ficatory, and interactional pr:cE�ewSeOrf�nh
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IC ose practices permit for the incumbents 
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a picture of an adult and child of indeterminate sex, both dressed identically 
in jodhpurs, riding jackets and hats, astride white horses on a deserted beach. 
Underneath, offset to the left, a balding man in his forties dressed in casual 
attire is shown scooping the leaves from the surface of a backyard swimming 
pool . Below this a third photograph depicts a smiling bikini clad woman 
in her late twenties. Cradled in her left arm is a toddler whilst her right 
arm is hooked round a fallen tree stump. The pair are seated in a shallow 
free-flowing mountain stream. A single, three word, caption accompanies 
the images: 'Water and Class'. 

What is going on here? What are these images trying to tell us? Equally 
importantly, how do they tacitly trade upon the viewers' commonsense 
reasoning to achieve this goal? We quickly learn that the photographs are 
part of a 'visual essay' designed to accompany Chapter 11 of the book The 
Architecture of Disadvantage: Poverty and Wealth. Similar" visual essays' can be 
found at the end of the majority of each of the chapters. Somehow, then, the 
images are purporting to present us with scenes and information relevant 
to these sociological concepts. 

Visual researchers frequently allude to the popular maxim that their photo
graphs 'speak for themselves' . But in 'Water and Class' - and many others like 
this - it is not the photographs which generate whatever sociological insight 
is claimed on their behalf, but the viewer. That is, it is we who make the images 
speak, we who do the work of 'class analysis' not the photographs. One key 
component here is our commonsense understanding of the conventions 
of textual layout and what they signify. That is, we make the assumption that 
the first photograph is a depiction of an 'upper class' scene on account of its 
location at the top of the page; conversely the representation at the bottom 
must be that of the 'working' or 'lower' class. Moreover, we provide additional 
narrative material locatable in the images which serves to reinforce this inter
pretation: only the upper class can afford the ownership of horses; the deserted 
beach must be part of the riders' private estate and so on. 

In making sense of these images in the way I have suggested, something 
very similar to what Schegloff (1988), in another context, has referred to as 
'sociology by epitome' can be detected. Schegloff's target in this instance 
was Erving Goffman and the widely held view that his (Goffman's) work 
was densely empirical. In Schegloff's view this was misplaced; Goffman's 
observations of social life, he argued, 

achieve their sense of typicality, by using but a stroke or two, . . .  a detail or two, to 
indicate the scene which we as readers are to call up from memory, personal 
experience or imagination. If he succeeds, that is if we succeed in calling such 
a scene to mind, our ability to do so from his detail or two is proof of its typicality. 
The typicality of the scene or action has not only been 'shown' but has been 
enlisted and exploited, and the adequacy of his description . . .  has ipso facto been 
demonstrated. (Schegloff, 1988: 101) 

Much of conventional image-based visual enquiry operates, I argue, accord
ing to the same method of epitome. The photographs which provide the 
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journals2 what one contributor has referred to as a 'deluge' (Pink, 200lb) -
which have recently made their appearance, testifies to the legitimacy, if 
not unqualified acceptance, of the field in the eyes of social and cultural 
researchers. 

At the same time, however, and partly as a consequence of this increasing 
interest, questions remain about the viability of visual research as a coherent 
intellectual endeavour. The multi-disciplinary nature of the field is such that 
it is no longer possible -- if it ever were - to speak of th.e method of visual 
enquiry, not least because there is no obvious agreement about what this 
term should embrace. Significant fault lines can be detected on the basis of 
even a cursory inspection of the literature. For example, as we have noted 
above, there is no consensus as to whether visual researchers should generate 
the material they seek to analyse or alternatively conf:i.ne their attention to the 
analysis of pre-existing cultural images and representations. Both practices 
are widely advocated but both draw upon divergent theoretical traditions and 
demand correspondingly different analytic stances. Tensions dating back to 
the realist and artistic traditions from the foundation period of photography 
have resurfaced in new guises. There are those who insist that visual images 
are inherently interpretive: a domain of genres, narratives and codes. For 
others photographic information is a faithful record of what occurred and 
which might even be quantified. Traditional and experimental ethnographers 
alike who have added video to their repertoire of research techniques ply their 
trade in apparent ignorance of the use of the video record in the ethnomethod
ologically influenced analysis of naturally occurring forms of interaction 
(see Heath, this volume). It is not putting too fine a point on it to state that the 
field of visual research stands as one of the most disorganized and theoretically 
inchoate in the social science academy. 

The principal message I want to convey in this chapter is the need to think 
of visual enquiry as embracing more than the photographic image. There are 
several strands in this argument which require unravelling. The first, and 
less contentious, is to think of images not simply as a realm of representation 
but also as containing information or data which can be bought to bear on the 
investigation of social and cultural processes. It is this theme - that the visual 
i� a realm of 'data', not simply a domain amenable to 'cultural' or 'interpre
tIve' modes of inquiry - which is intended to be conveyed by the chapter 
title. In part, thinking of the visual as data may require going beyond the 
reliance on the photograph and considering the possibilities inherent in other 
forms of visual material of the kind I shall refer to later as two-dimensional. 
For example, newspaper cartoons or comic strips can tell us a good deal 
about the wider political, economic and gender systems in which they are 
embedded. Other forms of two-dimensional visual data such as directional 
signs, diagrams and maps can be used to explicate the claims of ethnomethod
ology about the role of commonsense reasoning. Here the focus is not so 
much on the discovery of cultural meanings by the academic analyst but 
:ather the ways in which ordinary actors use or make sense of such visual 
Information in the course of their everyday practical routines. 
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But the equating of 'the visual' only with such two-dimensional images is 

also curiously short-sighted and unduly restrictive. Social life is visual in 

diverse and counter-intuitive ways. Consequently, I shall argue, there are 

many more forms of visual data other than the photograph, the advertisement 

or the cartoon. Objects, places and locales carry meanings through visual 

means just like images. Clothing and body language are significant signs 

which we use to establish identity and negotiate public situations. Eye con

tact _ Simmel's 'mutual glance' - plays a role in regulating social life among 

strangers. The material ecology of the built environment - shopping malls, 

museums and public spaces more generally - has been argued to exert a 

determining influence on the movement and mutual coordination of people. 

Tensions between surveillance, visibility and privacy regulate our uses of 

such spaces. In all of these areas there are rich supplies of material for the 

visual researcher. In giving up the idea that visual research is only the study 

of photographs or advertisements, then a far broader range of data becomes 

available for investigation. From this vantage point visual enquiry is no longer 

just the study of the image, but rather the study of the seen and observable. 

Photographs may be helpful sometimes in recording the seen dimensions 

of social life. Usually they are not necessary. 

In the remainder of this chapter I develop these arguments in more detail. 

I begin by looking at some further examples of photographically based visual 

research as image-based work remains the most recognized variant. My 

verdict on this material is mixed. There have been some deservedly famous 

examples of researchers who have used this form of visual material to make 

important theoretical arguments. However, a great deal -perhaps the majority 

_ of such visual enquiry can only be described as questionable. I then turn to 

the more inclusive conception of visual data outlined above and explore the 

possibilities for research which this provides. 

P HOTOGRAPHS AS DATA: DOCUM E NTARY AND 

REPRESENTATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS 

At its best visual enquiry utilizing photographic images has produced some 

sophisticated studies which clearly demonstrate the viability of using visual 

material critically and reflexively. At its worst, however, image-based visual 

enquiry has incorporated photographs in ways which are purely illustrative 

and where it is sometimes even difficult to find a rationale for their inclusion. 

A cursory acquaintance with the history of photographic visual enquiry 

suggests that these concerns are not new as the case of the American Journal 

of Sociology reveals .  Photographic illustrations were a conspicuous part of 

articles published in the journal's early years between 1896 and 1916 but almost 

overnight they disappeared. The then editor of the journat Albion Small, 

argued that the elimination of such images was necessary if sociology was to 

move 'out of amateurishness, not to say quackery, and advance toward 

responsible scientific procedure' (Smalt 1905: 637, quoted in Stasz, 1979: 132). 
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passage on wind-swept streets. Collecting these disparate phenomena 
together in this way suggests they have something in common: that in some 
way each cumulatively advances our understanding of social life. But this is 
not the case: the only unifying theme in each of these essays is the reliance 
on photography as a means of recording and displaying information. The 
apparent unity these phenomena have as a consequence of being collected 
is thus entirely spurious. Whatever utility they might have as data for social 
science does not stem from their appearance in photographs but from their 
characteristics as objects in their own right. 

Where the use of photographs, qua photographs, appears most suited to 
play a part in visual enquiry is in the more critical or reflexive forms of analysis 
that have characterized the best of the representational and documentary 
approaches. Commentators on visual methodology invariably cite the well
known but now relatively dated work of Bateson and Mead (1942) or Goffman 
(1979) as exemplary illustrations of what can be achieved, but a number of 
more recent studies display an equivalent sensitivity towards the use of visual 
materials. One of the most intriguing is Born's (1998) analysis of an exhibition 
of museum photography: 'Camera Obscured: Photographic Documentation 
and the Public Museum' . The photographs Born analyses are part of the archival 
record of the in-house photographic studios of several major European and 
North American public museums which had been collected between 1865 
and 1960. The photographers' task had been to record the varied activities 
integral to the running of these institutions essentially the construction, 
renovation, transportation of the displays. The images she examined offered 
a fascinating insight into the 'labour' of the museum as a working institution, 
its social relations and hierarchies, as well as its wider social and cultural 
significance. But the photographic images of the museum practices also engen
dered some epistemological puzzles. As Born notes, there was a 'baffling, 
endless regress' to her analysis: 

to interpret/ represent a representation (the exhibition) of a representation (the 
museum photographers' texts) of a representation (the institutionalised represen
tations of the museum). (Born, 1998: 224) 

Born argues that in their exhibited form the museum photographs clearly 
exceed their original documentary function. Collectively, the images present 
a 'realist meditation' on the infrastructure of the museum's own 'heroic 
realism' a 'realism squared'. One way in which this was manifest lay in 
the appropriation of surrealist codes - a play with scale, camera angle or 
incongruous juxtaposition in many of the images. One photograph from 
the 1920s depicts an 'elephant being removed for renovation'. The stuffed 
elephant, its trunk raised skyward, is shown on the back of a horse-drawn cart 
being slowly wheeled through the inner-city streets of London. Themes from 
natural history feature in a number of other archival images: 
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particular 'subject-positions' for their viewers from which their preferred 

readings could be derived. Hamilton's overall argument is that such images, 

which were initially widely distributed and promoted as documentary photo

journalism in magazines such as Life or Paris Match, served as an integrating 

force to reunify the French nation which had been traumatized by the 

experience of wartime occupation and collaboration. 

The work of Born, Hall and Hamilton provides exemplary case studies 

of the potential of image-based visual enquiry. Unlike 'Water and Class' 

each writer moves beyond a dubious illustrative use of photography to 

make important theoretical points about meaning and representation in 

their cultural and historical manifestations which are only available through 

visual means. Collectively they demonstrate what can be achieved when the 

photographic record is harnessed to a powerful theoretical imagination. 

Nevertheless, some final comments about this 'representational' mode of 

visual enquiry are in order. The first is that these studies are invariably idio

syncratic to the extent that there is no obvious <cumulative methodological or 

conceptual lessons to be drawn. Such studies appear to be 'one-offs', self

contained reports, fascinating or illuminating in their own right but offering 

no guide to the neophyte researcher as to how to proceed. The second is that 

they still serve to perpetuate the narrow assumption that visual research 

is equivalent to the use of the photographic image. In the remainder of the 

chapter I return to my earlier argument about the need to move beyond the 

representational analysis of the image and to embrace not only alternative 

forms of two-dimensional data, but a wider, more inclusive, conception of 

visual enquiry. 

R ETHIN KI NG THE VISUAL: SPACE ,  PLACE AND 

D I ME NSIO NALITY 

In Researching the Visual (2000) Philip Smith and I introduced the idea of 

'dimensionality' as a core organizing principle for thinking about the differ

ent forms of visual information. Underpinning this argument is the point 

that visual is also spatial. That is, spatial considerations influence the various 

categories or types of visual data that are available for analysis, and spatial 

considerations also enter into the ways we think about the meaning, or the 

relevance, of these items as data. The objects, people and events, which con

stitute the raw materials for visual analysis, are not encountered in isolation 

but rather in specific contexts . For the most part we observe the myriad 

features of our environment as also having a spatial existence and it is this 

which serves as the means whereby much of their socio-cultural significance 

is imparted. Visual data, in short, must be understood as having more than 

just the two-dimensional component which its representation in the 

photographic image suggests. 
Thinking of visual research in this more inclusive form does not, of course, 

mean that photographs play no part. Two-dimensional images - a category 
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eliminates the epistemological confusions over the status of data in visual 
enquiry referred to earlier. Stimson's data are the actual objects encountered 
in the room and its overall spatial configuration, It is the inferences that he 
draws from encountering these as phenomena in their own right, not via their 
representation in an image, which are central to his methodology, In terms 
of the framework being proposed here, Stimson is analysing both 'three
dimensional' and 'lived' visual data. I look shortly in more detail at these 
concepts and offer further examples of research that could be conducted on 
these topics, 

TWO=DIMENSIONAl VISUAL DATA 

But let us relurn first to two-dimensional material for there is a need here to 
think of additional possibilities for investigation, Although visual researchers 
have paid a great deal of attention to cultural and semiotic analyses of texts 
such as newspaper and magazine photographs and advertisements, there 
has been a general neglect of other equally available media material such as 
cartoons or comic strips, One advantage of these latter materials is that it 
is generally possible to obtain lengthy historical records which can be mined 
for evidence of changing social and cultural norms, For example, elsewhere 
(Emmison, 1986; Emmison and McHoul, 1987) I have demonstrated that 
cartoons which represent economic categories and themes can yield insights 
into the changing assumptions about the workings of the economy or the 
relation between the economic and political realms which are not available 
through the conventional print record of the business pages, Prior to the 19405 
there was no idea of 'the economy' as an aggregate entity either linguistically 
or visually, Cartoons featuring economic messages were confined to an older 
notion of 'economy' as wise or prudent expenditure. But once the modern 
conception of 'the economy' appears - a process which is bound up with the 
Keynesian 'revolution' in economic thinking - cartoons invariably feature 
the economic system and its constituent components as an entity, thing or even 
a person, Inflation becomes a 'dragon' to be conquered by the would-be 
St George treasurer or chancellor. Anthropomorphic representations of sick 
or ailing currency or the entire economy become commonplace, Importantly, 
even when monetarist economic doctrine gained ascendancy and the role 
of the government in economic affairs was downgraded, cartoonists still 
persisted with these 'Keynesian' representational forms, turning them to 
humorous or ironic advantage in their satirical endeavours, 

A great deal of 'two-dimensional' visual data we encounter in everyday 
life - maps, directional signs, assembly guides, traffic regulations and the like 

provide us with not simply information, but information which is tO,be incorporated into practical routines, That is, this is material which, unl1ke 
texts such as advertisements or cartoons, is specifically designed to be used 
by actors in the accomplishment of their goals, For these data a different set 
of theoretical coordinates, those offered by ethnomethodology, provide the 
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life. These range from those of everyday life encountered in the home and 
which carry personal meanings to those in public spaces, such as statues or 
monuments, which represent official public discourses. Although such forms 
of data can be analysed in traditional semiotic terms, they are also implicated 
in human actions. Stimson was making much the same point in his discussion 
of the GMC room, although his analysis of how the activities constitutive of 
the disciplinary hearing were shaped by its material and spatial configuration 
did not make these methodological differences explicit. Barthes, however, does 
just this in his famous essay on the Citroen DS. We have become so accustomed 
to the cultural studies' semiotic interpretation of advertising texts that it 
is easy to forget that the objects or artefacts which figure in these texts also 
carry meanings. Much of Barthes' achievement was to spell out that myth
ologies were not only located in the representational practices of advertising 
campaigns but actually embodied in objects and activities. In the case of the 
Citroen DS, Barthes likens the car to 'the great Gothic cathedrals'; he empha
sizes the smoothness and shape of the car, and suggests its curvaceous glass 
contributes to a light, spiritual quality: 'Here the glass surfaces are not 
windows, openings pierced in a dark shell; they are vast walls of air and space, 
with the curvature, the spread and the brilliance of soap bubbles' (1973: 89). 
But Barthes also demonstrates the value in going beyond the object itself 
to look at the responses that people make when they encounter it in its 
pristine state: 

In the exhibition halls, the car on show is explored with an intense, amorous 
studiousness: it is the great tactile phase of discovery . . . .  The bodywork, the lines 
of union are touched, the upholstery palpated, the seats tried, the doors caressed, 
the cushions fondled; before the wheel, one pretends to drive with one's whole 
body. The object here is totally prostituted, appropriated . . . . (1973: 90) 

Generalizing, we can suggest that one of the primary advantages of objects 
or artefacts for visual enquiry is that they offer a greater range of possibilities 
than two-dimensional data for inference making about social and cultural 
behaviour and processes. There is not a great deal we can learn about 'behav
iour' from observing people reading or watching television (but see Morley, 
1986) but observing what people do with objects is much more promising. 
Often the twin strategies of 'decoding' and behavioural inference making can 
be utilized in the same research site. For example, simply noting the placement 
and the gender, racial or other demographic characteristics of the statues 
or monuments which are located in the urban environment can tell us some
thing about the values or priorities associated with men and women in the 
official civic culture or national narratives (Bulbeck, 1992; Inglis, 1987). But 
observing what people actually do when in the presence of such monuments 
may give us a clearer idea about the attitudes or values of ordinary people 
(see, for example, Wagner-Pacifici and Schwartz, 1991) .  Indicators of the 
cultural significance of particular monuments can be gauged by the simple 
task of recording the degree or intensity of contact which people make when 
encountering these objects. Do they stop to read information plaques, do they 
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.. Visitors are sensitive to the presence of others, both adjacently and peripherally, and monitor each other's actions so that an ordered temporal use of the available space around exhibits is maintained. .. Exhibits do not appear to have a 'uniform stopping power'; rather the attractiveness or novelty of a given exhibit is often determined by the activities and conduct of others. 

Collectively, what this research is pointing to is the crucial importance of factors such as co-presence, peripheral awareness and the like iri shaping the conduct of visitors to such locales. Visual communication, in all its richness and between both companions and strangers, appears to be as significant as the actual architectural layout and design in shaping precisely how exhibits are encountered, experienced and appreciated. ' 

CONCLUSION 

If we move away from the commonsense equation of visual research as purely an image-based activity and embrace the claims being advanced here it is possible to regard many aspects of twentieth-century social science, and many of the major figures in this discipline, as contributing to the development of visual research. Visual research, in short, need no longer remain the marginalized speciality that it appears to be in the minds of most social scientists .  Thinking of visual research as the study of the seen and the observable can facilitate important conceptual connections to be made between 'the visual' as a domain of enquiry and the work of many classical and contemporary theorists alike who might not otherwise be regarded as contributing to this field. Several examples have already been alluded to in the foregoing discussion. Simmel is one the most obvious candidates for inclusion: indeed SimmeI explicitly addressed the issue such as the observability of social interaction and the significance of mutual glances in a famous essay (Simmel, 1921) first published in 1908. But there are many other figures in the history of social and cultural enquiry Who, it can be argued, have been thinking about the visual or using visual methodologies in their work, although not necessarily as explicitly or self-consciously as Simmel. For example, to the extent that it has been concerned with reading the urban landscape then much of the tradition of urban research can be construed as a form of visual research. But other approaches to the social organization of the built environment come to mind. As Prior has demonstrated, a case can be made for '  a SOCiology of space rather than a sociological geography' 0988: 87) through fOcusing not so much on the spatial relationships which exist between bUildings, settlement patterns and the like characteristic of urban landscapes, but on the internal features of bUildings - upon their architectural configurations. Prior's own research in this field offers a faSCinating account of how the design of hospitals and �sylums can be used to illustrate changing institutional assumptions concern-Ing disease, insanity and the most appropriate forms of treatment and control. 
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Last, but not least, there are those contemporary schools and writers who, 
in various ways, have focussed more upon the issue of the visibility of human 
conduct and the opportunities this provides. Here we can mention the 
tradition inspired by Foucault's example of surveillance, the panopticon and 
the gaze, and how the visual can be linked to themes of power and control 
(see for example Shearing and Stenning, 1995). Finally, of course, there is 
the tradition of naturalist observation of social life which connects Simmel 
with Goffman, his intellectual heir. Many of Goffman's most important 
concepts are specifically designed to illustrate observable aspects of social con
duct. Indeed it is something of a puzzle why Goffman relied on purely verbal 
accounts of the interactions he so painstakingly documented. From Goffman 
it is but a short step to the field of proxemics and the work of Hall (1966), who 
did employ photographic illustrations and diagrams to visualize his work. 
A longer, and possibly more contentious, route also connects Goffman to the 
ethnomethodological and conversation analysis tradition where, as we have 
seen, the video recording of naturally occurring interaction is emerging as an 
increasingly required empirical component. 

Photographic images - in either their representational or informational form 
will no doubt continue to figure in visual enquiry, but only when researchers 

come to appreciate the value of direct observation of the social world, 
harnessed with a powerful theoretical imagination, will visual research come 
to enjoy the centrality throughout the social and cultural fields which it 
deserves. 

N OTES 

1. We cannot, of course, let the example pass without a comment on the caption. 
Without this the images - regardless of the order in which they appear are almost 
indecipherable. Barthes' (1977: 39) point about the need for a verbal text (a caption) 
'to counter the terror of uncertain signs' has never been more effectively illustrated. 

2. The list continues to expand almost monthly and the following guide to the field 
will almost certainly have been superseded by the time of this chapter's publication. 
Books devoted to these themes which have recently appeared include Banks (2001), 
Barnard (2001),  Evans and Hall (1999), Heywood and Sandywell (1999), van 
Leeuwen and Jewitt (2000), Mirzoeff (1998), Pink (200la), Prosser (1998), Sturken 
and Cartwright (2001) and Walker and Chaplin (1997). In addition at least two new 
journals catering specifically for this field have also made their appearance, ViRual 
Communication and Journal of Visual Culture, whilst a number of other existing 
journals now carry illustrative material on a more regular basis. 

3. In this sense Sampson and Raudenbush's research can be seen as a continuation 
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albeit one with added technical complexity - of an important tradition in visual 
enquiry which has draw upon quantitative methods and large-scale samples to 
make important and often unexpected empirical findings. See for example 
Richardson and Kroeber (1940); Robinson (1976); and Alexander (1994). 
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ANAL YSING FACE-TO-FACE INTERACTION 

is audio-visual recordings of 'naturally occurring' activities and events. We 
then take an example drawn from a medical consultation and discuss the ways 
in which we can begin to examine aspects of the participants' conduct. 

Before considering some basic methodological issues, it is worth briefly 
mentioning that whilst sociology has been relatively slow to exploit the 
opportunities afforded by video, there is a long-standing, though largely dis
regarded, tradition in social anthropology of 'interaction analysis' using 
recorded data of naturalistic activities. It emerged in the early 1950s in Palo 
Alto through the pioneering work of Bateson and Mead and others including 
McQuown, Hockett and Ruesch, and led to extraordinary studies undertaken 
by Birdwhistell (1970), Scheflen (1964) and others. Coupled with the wide
ranging essays by Goffman (1959, 1963, 1967,) the tradition also influenced 
Kendon's (1991) impressive work on gesture and 'bodily comportment in 
interaction and the more ethological studies by Cosnier (1978) and others. 

These studies have some parallels with a very different tradition which 
has led to the emergence of a distinctive body of sociological research con
cerned with the ways in which talk and bodily conduct feature in social 
interaction. In particular, ethnomethodology and conversation analysis have 
provided the methodological resources which have informed the development 
of a growing body of sociological research which uses video recordings to 
examine the in situ organization of social actions and activities in face-to-face 
interaction. For example, in a pioneering series of essays, C .  Goodwin (1979, 
1980, 1981) examined the ways in which the production of turn at talk, a 
speaker's utterance, is coordinated with the gaze of the recipient, and went 
on to identify various devices employed by speakers to establish mutual 
orientation. Related research examined the organization of gesture, and in 
particular the ways in which various forms of bodily conduct are used by 
speakers to shape the co-participation of the person(s) with whom they are 
speaking (see for example C. Goodwin, 1980, 1 981 ; M.H. Goodwin, 1980; 
Heath, 1986). Since these beginnings we have witnessed the emergence of a 
wide-ranging body of research which has used video recordings of 'naturally 
occurring events' to examine visual, vocal and material aspects of a range 
of activities in both conversational and institutional environments (see for 
example Goodwin 1987, 1994, 1996; Goodwin and Goodwin, 1 996a; LeBaron 
and Streeck, 2000; Streeck, 1988, 1996; Hindmarsh and Pilnick, 2002; Whalen, 
1995; vom Lehn et al., 2001 ; Hindmarsh and Heath, 2000; Heath, 2002; Heath 
and Luff, 2000). 

ANALYTIC CONSIDERATIONS 

Conversation analysis and ethnomethodology provide the resources through 
which it has been possible to exploit video for sociological purposes. Before 
presenting an example, it might be helpful to provide a brief overview of the 
�nalytic issues which informed the research. In general, analysis has been 
Informed by three principal issues. Firstly, it has been concerned with the 
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detailed analysis of the local, situated accomplishment of social actions 
and activities, Secondly, it has been directed towards the investigation of the 
methodological resources, the practices and reasoning, through which partici
pants themselves produce social actions and make sense of the actions and 
activities of others, Thirdly, conversation analysis has drawn on the emergent 
and sequential character of talk in interaction to examine the ways in which 
participants orient to and make sense of each other's conduct and 
locally relevant action and activities, 

Ethnomethodology emerged through the pioneering studies of Harold 
Garfinkel and rapidly led to the development of conversation analysis through 
the innovative research of Sacks and his colleagues, Schegloff and Jefferson, 
Unlike other forms of social science enquiry, ethnomethodology and conver
sation analysis do not provide a 'method', in the sense of a clear-cut set of 
procedures that if followed will generate scientifically valid results or findings, 
However, they do involve a number of critical analytic commitments which 
have provided a foundation to a substantial body of empirical studies, 

In Studies in Ethnomethodology Garfinkel (1967) develops a radical approach 
to the analysis of human practical activity, He argues that we place the situated 
production of social actions and activities at the forefront of the analytic 
agenda and treat mundane events, even physical and biological phenomena, 
as the 'artful accomplishment' of the participants in the settings in which they 
arise, Garfinkel suggests that we 'bracket' events and ask of any phenomenon 
what the methodological resources are which inform the production and 
intelligibility of the event or activity in question, At one point, he contrasts 
his analytic recommendations to those recommended by Durkheim: 

Thereby, in contrast to certain versions of Durkheim that teach that the objective 
reality of social facts is sociology's fundamental prinCiple, the lesson is taken instead 
and used as a study policy, that the objective reality of social facts as on ongoing 
accomplishment of the concerted activities of daily life, with the ordinary artful 
ways of that accomplishment being by members known, used, and taken for 
granted, is for members doing sociology, a fundamental phenomena, (Garfinkel, 
1967: vii) 

So, for example, in their different studies of 'suicide problem', both Garfinkel 
(1967) and Atkinson (1978) do not take the official category 'suicide' for 
granted and examine the variables which explain patterns in the rates of 
suicide amongst particular classes of individuals, Rather, they examine the 
practices and practical reasoning on which those responsible for the investi
gation of equivocal deaths rely, in warrantably ascribing the category 'suicide' 
in a particular case, In this way, analytic attention is directed towards the 
in situ accomplishment of particular events and activities, and in particular 
the resources on which individuals rely in the production of social actions 
and activities, Moreover, it is argued that we take for granted or gloss the 
systematic ways in which we accomplish social actions and activities, th� 
'objective order to social facts', so as to encounter the 'normal appearances 
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the practical and concerted actions of the participants themselves; there is 'no 

time out' from the moment-by-moment production of the 'objective order 

of social facts' . The reflexive character of practical action therefore is a cen

tral concern and directs analytic attention to the methodological foundations 

of practical actions and activities and the achieved character of ordinary 

For conversation analysis, with its principal focus on interaction, the turn-events. 

by-turn, sequential organization of talk has provided an important resource 

for the analytic depiction of context and the 'indexical properties of practical 

action' . Heritage (1984) for example suggests that 'communicative action is 

both context shaped and context renewing'; 'a speaker's contribution is both 

designed with regard to the local configuration of activity and in particular 

the immediately preceding actions, and itself inevitably contributes to the 

framework in terms of which the next action will be understood' (1984: 242) .  

This step-by-step, sequential organization of talk in interaction, whereby each 

subsequent turn both displays an understanding of prior and is recognized 

with regard to the immediately preceding action(s) (unless otherwise indi

cated), provides an important analytic resource. Rather than simply stipulate 

the meaning or significance of particular utterances in the light of their own 

personal intuition, researchers can inspect subsequent actions in order to 

determine how the participants themselves are responding to and displaying 

their understanding of each others' conduct. 

The double-edged feature of interaction whereby sequential organization 

is both an integral feature of the social organization of talk and a method

ological resource for its analysis remains a central and powerful feature of 

conversation analytic research. As Sacks et al. suggest, for example: 

[It] is a systematic consequence of the turn taking organisation of conversation that 

it obliges its participants to display to each other, in a tum's talk, their understand

ing of the other tum's talk. More generally, a tum's talk will be heard as directed 

to a prior turn's talk, unless special techniques are used to locate some other 

talk to which it is directed . . . .  But while understandings of other turns' talk are 

displayed to co-participants, they are available as well to professional analysts, 

who are thereby provided a proof criterion (and a search procedure) for the analysis 

of what a tum's talk is occupied with. Since it is the parties' understandings of 

prior turns' talk that is relevant to their construction of next turns, it is their 

understandings that are wanted for analysis. The display of those understandings 

in the talk in subsequent turns affords a resource for the analysis of prior turns, 

and a proof procedure for professional analyses of prior turns, resources intrinsic 

to the data themselves. (1974: 728-9) 

The emergent and sequential organization of interaction is also relevant to 

how we might consider the contextual or in situ significance of visual conduct 

and the physical properties of human environments. Gestures and other forms 

of bodily conduct arise in interaction, people not infrequently use artefacts 

when talking to each other, and it is not usual for aspects of the physical 

environment to become relevant within the course of social activities. 
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of human conduct and locomotion originally initiated by Meybridge and others in the late nineteenth century, Similarly, in sociology the conceptual and theoretical resources which have informed a substantial corpus of rich ethnographic work since the 1950s, for example Hughes (1958), do not readily lend themselves to an analysis of the details of social actions and activities captured on video. In contrast, however, ethnomethodology and conversation analysis, with their commitment to the local in situ organization of human conduct, and their interest in taking talk and interaction seriously, as topics in their Own right provide an analytic orientation which can take advantage of the opportunities afforded through video, As studies of talk and interaction have become increaSingly concerned with more specialized forms of social activity, often ariSing within particular organizational or institutional domains, it has be�n recognized that it is necessary to augment recorded materials with fieldwork. So for example Our own studies of general practice involved a long period of non-participant observation before any recording took place in order to begin to assemble a sense of the organization of certain specialized tasks such as diagnosis, treatment and using medical records (Heath, 1984; Heath and Luf( 2000) . With the emergence of more wide-ranging studies of the workplace interaction, especially those concerned with the use of tools and artefacts in complex technological environments such as control rooms and emergency centres, we have witnessed an increaSing commitment to undertaking wide-ranging fieldwork alongside more focused interaction analyses (Goodwin and Goodwin, 1996b; Hindmarsh and Pilnick 2002; Suchman, 1993; Whalen, 1995; Luff et a1., 2000; Heath and Luff, 2000) , The necessity to undertake observation and even interviews derives not simply from the complexity of the specialized forms of activities under scrutiny, but as a consequence of the range of often distributed activities which feature, if only momentarily, in the accomplishment of the work and tasks in question, It is not unusual in such studies to delay gathering recorded materials Until researchers have a passing understanding of the activities in question and the various tools and technologies which feature in the accomplishment of even the more mundane activities in such settings. 

THE BODY IN ACTI O N  

As a way of illustrating how We might begin to unpack aspects of the organization of an activity, it is perhaps useful to consider the fOllowing fragment. It is drawn from a medical consultation and arises towards the end of the consultation as the doctor begins to prepare a prescription, As he begins to write, the patient who is still standing following the physical examination, begins to teU a story, a story that gives an example of the difficulties she has walking, (Details of the transcription systems can be found in the Appendix to this volume,) 
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Fragment 1 

Dr: {Begins to write a prescription} 

(1 .4) 
When I went gown into Debenhams I an I felt so aw: :ful (eh) I wen 

P: 

P :  

(.) I was coming up the steps I i :ke this a l l  the way up I felt, (0.4) 

terribly 
(0 .3) 
terrib py (.) really you know 

Dr: \Jeh yes . 
(0 .2) 

Dr: No::: (.) it' s the knee itself ( .) you've go some rheumatism there. 

The patient's story provides an example of the complaint with which she has 

contacted the doctor. It recounts the events that occurred as she walked up 

the steps at Debenhams, a local department store, and in particular describes 

the suffering she incurred. It is interesting to note how the doctor responds 

to the story. He acknowledges the suffering the patient experienced with 

'yeh' and the 'yes' in overlap with the word 'terribleness' . However, rather 

than encourage further discussion concerning the patient's difficulties, 

the doctor's subsequent turn, 'No:: :  ( .) it's the knee itself (.) you've got some 

rheumatism there', simply pinpoints the area of difficulty and provides a 

diagnostic assessment. In this way the doctor discourages further discussion 

of the difficulties and suffering incurred by the patient and (re)aligns the 

consultation towards the management of the problem (see Heath, 2002). 

As the patient describes the difficulties she had walking up the stairs 

at Debenhams, she walks up and down on the spot, illustrating the problems 

she experienced. She places here hand on the doctor's desk and, balancing 

her weight, demonstrates the way in which she distorted her hip and leg 

movement to actually climb the stairs. The movements give sense to the talk 

they accompany. They lucidly reveal the problems she experienced and 

provide a vivid picture of the suffering she incurred. The story points to 

the difficulties and provides a framework in which the movements embody, 

literally, the patient's difficulties and suffering. 

To make sense of the story, and for the story to achieve its local sequential 

and interactional significance, therefore the doctor needs both to hear as well 

as to see what the patient says and does. 

A transcript which includes some details concerning the visual conduct of 

the participants might be helpful. The participants' conduct is transcribed 

across the page with aspects of the visual conduct indicated above and below 

the talk. The accompanying images are taken from the original. The images 

have been degraded to conceal the identity of the participants. 
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Fragment 1 .  Transcript 2 and Figure 1 4. 1  
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. ' llustrates her experience and sufferi�g ,?ut 
however the patient not only I 

b don writing the prescnptlOn , the doctor to a an h t successfully enc?ur�?es 
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Fragment 1 .  Transcript 3 and Figure 1 4.2 
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P: 
�� p �� 
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/\ /\ /\ /\ 
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abandon his current activity to witness the difficulties that she experienced 
walking up the steps at Debenhams. 

The story, its impact and the doctor's ability to respond are the outcome of 
a complex negotiation between patient and doctor. The story itself involves 
and invokes the bodily portrayal of an event which illustrates the patient's 
difficulties and to which the doctor responds with an appreciation and a 
diagnostic assessment. In this way the doctor's professional assessment serves 
to discourage perhaps any further elaboration by the patient concerning her 
experience of her problems. But even before the patient begins to describe 
the events, she is sensitive to the concurrent conduct of the doctor and appears 
to make various attempts to encourage him to transform the way in which 
he is participating in the talk. Indeed, it may even be the case that the very 
enactment of the events arises in the light of the patient facing a potentially 
recalcitrant recipient; a recipient, who is looking at a note pad and writing as 
she begins to tell of her 'awful' suffering. 

The patient's actions are highly complex and contingent. They not only 
serve to illustrate the difficulties she once experienced, but simultaneously 
establish an audience for their performance and thereby achieve the sense 
and sequential significance of the story. The patient's bodily conduct creates 
different, but interrelated, sequential trajectories. It forms an integral part 
of the story to which the doctor responds following its completion. It also, as 
part of the story, encourages the doctor to transform the ways in which he 
is participating in the talk and in particular to watch the performance. In a 
sense therefore, we might speak of the bodily comportment as a 'double duty' 
activity, sequentially implicating specific actions from the recipient at differ
ent locations during the course of the movements' articulation (see Heath, 
1986). And yet such a characterization hardly catches the complexity of 
the activity; not only is the relevance of the story as an illustration as a whole 
contingent on establishing within its course a visually oriented recipient, 
but also the activity is accomplished in and through both talk and bodily 
conduct. 

In this way therefore we can begin to disassemble aspects of the social and 
interactional organization which feature in the accomplishment of a particu
lar event and provide for its character and uniqueness. Even this cursory 
glance at the fragment reveals the complexity of the participants' activity 
and the remarkable resources which are brought to bear in the production and 
intelligibility of the story. In particular it shows the emergent and contingent 
character of the participants' actions and the ways in which they are inter
actionally organized and accomplished. We can see that while the visual 
aspects of the participants' conduct is not organized on the turn-by-turn basis 
characteristic of talk, none the less the sequential organization is a critical 
feature of the activity's production and intelligibility. The elicitation of the 
doctor's gaze is sequentially responsive to an action by the patient, and the 
doctor's reorientation forms the foundation to the sense of the story and 
the sequentially appropriate reply. The methodological resources used by 
participants themselves in the activity's production and intelligibility drive 
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I ping course of their articulation, actions wit� each other dun�g 
:o�nd:��o�s of the activity's accomplishment The interactIonal and sequentIal , h 'd tI'fication and description of the ' t t resource m t e l en 

I ' 
provide an Imp or an 

' n  which the participants re y In t' ns and the practices and reasomng upo ac 10 , 
11' 'bTt their production and inte Igi I

d
1 y, 

'b' the resources on which participants The analytic commitment to e�c;1 ��g 
n and activities has led to a growing rely in the accomplishment of S?Cla 

h
a,c h

IO
obJ'ects artefacts and other features ' I '  the ways m w lC , 

th 
interest m exp onng 

f ' 1duct and interaction, In part, ese ' I  ' ent eature m COl , f 
of the physlca enVlfonm 

dd ' the dematerialized conceptIOn 0 studies are concerned w�th rea �essl:f 
science and with placing the object action found within certam ar�as � soc� 'vation of these studies is to expl�re in action at the heart of agen a, mo 1 

d nd constituted within SOCIal the ways in which material re
h
sources are u

d
s
s
e
1'gn

a
ificance of objects, artefacts 'd  how t e sense an , h 

action and to conSl er 
' _  t ' So for example, studIes ave " d through mterac lOn, , , t t 

and the like anse m an 
t' I' ts over the dinner table onen 0 ' h 'ch conversa IOna IS , 1 

explored the ways :n w 1
" 1k during the developing course of partIcu ar and manipulate ob!ects wlthl� ta 

d tors use particular artefacts such as activities (Goodwm, 1984), , ow 
'��patients (Greatbatch et al., 1993; Heath medical records in the inte�a�tIOn

t-:V
l 

tually constitute features of compl�x and Luff, 2000), how parhclpan s mu, h 'ch students embody gestures Jn scenes (Goodwin, 1994), and the ways m w 1 
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objects to enable others to gain a sense of their imaginary function and purpose (Hind marsh and Heath, 2003), More generally, these studies have explored ways in which objects are found, handled, manipulated, examined, referenced, discussed and how the talk is embedded in, and constituted through, occasioned features of the material environment. The growing interest in objects and artefacts in interaction has also arisen through a burgeoning body of research which is commonly known as 'workplace studies', These studies have a curious provenance, emerging in part through a wide-ranging critique of artificial intelligence and traditional cognitive models of human-computer interaction (Suchman, 1987), Some of these workplace studies draw from ethnomethodology and conversation analysis and are concerned with the highly variable and contingent forms of interaction and participation which arise within c'omplex organizational environments, environments which encompass a range of activities accomplished through an array of tools and technologies. Many of these studies have focused on 'centres of coordination', in such areas as transport, medicine and the news media, and explored the ways in which personnel with differing roles and responsibilities coordinate the actions with each other and those located elsewhere when engaged in interdependent but interrelated activities, So, for example, in their wide-ranging study of ground operations in an airport Suchman (1993) and Goodwin and Goodwin (1996b) examine the ways in which personnel identify particular problems and events through interaction and develop a coordinated response, In our own studies of operations on the London Underground, we have addressed the ways in which personnel configure activities to enable others, both within the same location and those located elsewhere, to have sense of action and to produce sequentially appropriate activities (Heath and Luff, 1996, 2000), These and an array of related studies not only demonstrate the ways in which ethnomethodology and conversation analysis can inform the analYSis of visual, vocal as well as material aspects of conduct and action, but also point to the ways in which we can begin to consider highly complex forms of interaction and coparticipation beyond the dyadic, mutually focused encounter which has formed the mainstay of studies of talk. Video recording, coupled with extensive fieldwork, provides the resources through which we can build Upon the methodological initiatives developed within ethnomethodology and conversation analysis, 

SUM MARY 

Ethnomethodology and conversation analysis provide an analytic resource through which we can begin to exploit the opportunities provided through video, The possibility of capturing aspects of the audible and visual elements of in situ human conduct as it arises Within its natural habitats provides researchers with unprecedented access to social actions and activities, With ethnomethodology and conversation analYSis, the technology opens up the 
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. . which takes the visual, material �s ",-,ell Possibility of developmg a soclOlog
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Anssi Perakyla 

As Kirk and Miller (1986: 1 1 ) and Silverman (2001 :  219) point out, the issues of reliability and validity are important, because in them the objectivity and credibility of (social scientific) research is at stake. The aim of social science is to produce descriptions of a social world - not just any descriptions, but descriptions that in some controllable way correspond to the social world that is being described. Even though all descriptions are bound to a particular perspective and therefore represent the reality rather than reproduce it (Hammersley, 1992), it is possible to describe social interaction in ways that can be subjected to empirical testing. There is no single, coherent set of 'qualitative methods' applicable in all analysis of texts, talk and interaction. Rather, there are a number of different sets of methods: different ways of recording and analysing human activity and the use of symbols. In so far as these various methods claim an epistemic status different from mere common sense, in so far they claim to report more than the research subjects' own descriptions of their circumstances, the question of objectivity is relevant for all these methods. In research practice, enhancing objectivity is a very concrete activity. It involves efforts to assure the accuracy and inclusiveness of recordings that the research is based on as well as efforts to test the truthfulness of the analytic claims that are being made about those recordings. These concrete efforts, however, take different shapes according to the type of recordings on which the research is based. Questions that arise in the context of ethnographic field notes, for example, are different from questions that arise in the context of written texts. Field notes can be produced so as to be focused on particular issues or, alternatively, they can be produced so as to include as wide a range of 
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events as possible (Hammersley and Atkinson, 1983: 150-1) . In the a
nalysis 

of written texts such a question 
does not arise: the researcher ca

nnot control 

the focus of a given text that is 
used as data. (But the researcher 

can, of course, 

select the range of texts that 
he or she uses.) 

This chapter will deal with issues of reliability and vali
dity in research based 

on audio or video recordings 
and transcripts, and, in particul

ar, in conver

sation analysis. I will focus this discussion on one 
specific type of qualitative 

research only mainly because, as was just pointed out, the question
s of reli

ability and validity take a diffe
rent form in different qualitative methods. The 

second reason for focusing on 
this specific variant of qualitativ

e research 

is the fact that there are no acce
ssible discussions available on iss

ues of validity 

and reliability in conversation 
analytic studies.1 This does not m

ean, however, 

that questions of validity and 
reliability have been addressed in 

conversation 

analytic research practice. In 
fact they are addressed more there than in many 

other types of qualitative rese
arch. But what has been lacking is a ge

neral 

student-oriented discussion 
about validity and reliability 

in conversation 

analytic research. The purp
ose of this chapter is to make a contribution in 

that direction. 
Although the discussion in 

this chapter focuses on a spe
cific type of 

qualitative research (conver
sation analysis), the basic issues 

raised here are 

relevant in the context of any 
qualitative method. Therefore, readers who 

are not primarily interested in conversation 
analysis are encouraged to treat this 

chapter as an example of the kinds of considerations 
that need to be addressed 

by any qualitative researcher. E
ven though the specific questions 

and answers 

concerning validity and reliab
ility are different in other quali

tative methods, 

the basic concerns are the sam
e. 

The argumentation presented in this 
chapter concerns primarily con-

versation analytic research on institutional interaction (Drew and Heritage, 1992; 

Drew and Sorjonen, 1997) .  As John Heritage points out in his contrib
ution to 

this volume, there are two different kinds of conversatio
n analysis going 

on today: 'The first examines the social institution of 
interaction as an entity 

in its own right; the second studies the 
management of social institutions [such 

as corporation, classroom, medicine, etc.] in interaction' (p. 223) .  The first t
ype 

of conversation analysis foc
uses on what is called 'ordinary conver

sation': 

informal talking among friends, family members, or the like. The latter 
one 

focuses on verbal interaction 
between professionals and clients 

or amongst 

professionals. 
The methodological constraints fa

cing these two types of conversation 

analysis are partially overla
pping and partially different. 

In this chapter, 

the primary focus is on the latter typ
e of conversation analysis . 

Hence, I 

will discusS issues such as the 
use of written documents along with the con

versational data, and the crit
eria for validating claims about the relevance 

of an institutional context of 
interaction. These issues concer

n the analysis of 

institutional interaction, not 
the study of ordinary conversati

on. Some other 

issues that I will discuSS, however (such as deviant case analy
sis), are alsO 

applicable to the analysis of 
ordinary conversations. 
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Th . e a.lm �f all conversation anal tic stud' . 
and on InstItutional interaction) i;to r d

Ies (both o.n �rdmary conversation 

tern� of social interaction and la 
p 0 uce descnptlOns of recurrent pat-

partIcularly rigorous in l' t .nguage use. Conversation analysis (CA) . 

d . .  s reqUIrement of . . IS 

escnptIOns to be accepted as valid I thO 
an empmcal grounding for any 

other forms of discourse anal si; 
(
F 

' . . n IS respect, CA differs from some 

constru ctionism (Gergen, 199r) Whi::�10ugh', .1 999; Parker, 1992) and social 
langu.age �se to different interpretation

::���lze more th� 'openness' of any 

contnbutIOn of the researcher ' , 
ence underlme more the actl've 

h 
111 constructi ' tl d . 

s e produces about language use N 
. 
h 

ng 1e escnptions that he or 

�ther forms of discourse anal sis' an�vert eless, .these issues are complex; 

l otter, this volume) draw dire�l 
notably. dIscursive psychology (see y on conversatIOn analytic thinking. , 

�(irk and Miller define reliabilit as 't . 
mdependent of accidental circum

Y
t 

he degree to whIch the finding is 

h' 
. s ances of the re h' ( 

grap IC research, the reliability of res h 
searc 1986: 20). In ethno-

under what conditions) the eth 
ea
�
c results entails 'whether or not (or 

finding if he or she tried again i���
rap er wou}d expect to obtain the same 

In the context of ethno ra h 
e s.ame way (1986: 69). 

checking the reliability is �lo!:lrr:: �I��
rman (�001 : 227-8) also points out 

and guaranteeing the public access t �h 0 assunng the quality of field note� 
Hamm.ersley and Atkinson, 1983: 14�_6�r�

ocess of the�r production (d. also 

recordmgs and transcripts are the ' 
. n c�nversatlOn analytic research 

phe,,' field notes. Accmdingly, the 
c
�
�
i;"

atenal' c�mpacablc to ethnog,"� 

Important Implications for the relia�n 
� of recordI�gs and transcripts has 

1 y o  conversatIOn analytic research. 

Concerns of reliabilit as 

recordings and tran:CriPt
: reason for working with 

Working with audio and 'd . 
stroke many of the probl:�S

e�h:�c��dmgs and transcripts eliminates at one 

accuracy of field notes and with the li;���apher� have with the unspecified 

to Harvey Sacks, realizing the potential of �
bhc ac�ess to them. According 

actually gave a crucial impetus to th 
a� 10- or vIdeo-recorded materials 

e creatIon of CA: 

Itwas not f 1 rom any arge interest in Ian u 

�
f what should be studied that I started !it�

g
t
e or from some theoretical formulation 

ecause I could get my hands on it and I 
a
l
P 
d
e-recorded conversation, but simply 

consequent' 11 b 
. cou study it aga' d 

h 
Ia y, ecause others could 10 k t h 

111 an again, and also 

�8�
t 
���

y could, ii, lomam pIe, they wan�ed "to';;., :Ue ���
:'tudied and make of i; 
IS agree WIth me. (Sacks, 

Recordings d . 
and . an transcnpts based on them . . 

publIcly accessible representations of 
c�nt

rovlde .for hIghly detailed SOCIa mteractlOn. Therefore, Kirk 
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, ' native research 'issues of reliability ha�e 
and �i1le�'s suggestl,on ;hat ��:

q�� �oes not apply to conv�rsation analytlc 
receIved lIttle attentIOn (1 � , 'f' t' n the basis of bemg free of many 

CA l ' s part of Its JuSh lca Ion 0 ' h research, c alm ' f  f ther forms of qualitatIve researc , 
shortcomings in reliability charactens lC 0 0 

especially ethnography, 

" "mum of ",,,,,,�nr'rHe:!l1I data 
Securmg maxI

, d data have intrinsic strength in terms 
Although audio- or vldeo-record� 

1 ttention needs to be paid to the inclu
of accuracy and public access, specla

d, a ordings of specific events (such 
f h data Video or au 10 rec , ) Y siveness 0 suc ' , . 

d' I onsultations or public meetmgs ma 
as telephone conversatIOns, m

f
e I�a

l � t raction including (a) medium- and 
f a0pects 0 SOCla m e , 

' f t t entail a loss 0 some " , ) ambulatory events and (c) Impact 0 ex s 
long-span temporal proc�sses{, 

�odalities of action, The potential loss can be 
and other 'non-conversa�l�na 

angements in the data collection. 
prevented with appropna e arr 

Temporal processes
, brou ht a new kind of temporality into �he 

Conversation analY�lc res,earch h�S 
sis' s� uential organization of interactIO,n 

central focus of socIOlogIcal ana i f ' t�ing of actions, As ethnographIc 
operates in and through the re

h
a lVe 1 

local social worlds are also organ-
t dly shown owever, , f d research has repea e 

r�l s ans (let alone the historical time ocuse 
ized in terms of longer tempo , P 

1 k f Durkheim Weber and Marx), , 1 ciologlca wor s o ' , 
on in the classlca macro-so 

t f hronically ill or dying patlents 
' f pIe managemen 0 c , ' In hospItals, or exam , 

d '  d through the evolving dally actIOns 
involves complex trajectories shd�t m an 

1968' Strauss et al., 1985; Sudnow, 
Of staff and patients (Glaser an ra

h
uss, ' 't' on of events such as child , ' 1 ' ces t e recogm 1 

1967) ,  Similarly, m SOCla serVI , 
'th a multitude of agents and , I I -span processes WI 

mistreatment mvo ves ong 
D' 11 et al 1983) , , d' ff t sites (see mgwa " , 1 their negotiatIOns at 1 eren 

d' f 'ngle encounters, there is a nSl( 
In the research based on reco� l��:l 0 

r�lcesses will be lost from sigh,t. To 
that some of these longer-term te , P

d' I
P 

t dy designs can be used, Hentage 
, h ' g longltu ma s u , 

prevent thIS from appenm , 
1 t research based on recordmgs 

and Lindstrom (1998), for exam 
I h

P �, ,rt
eP

t
or

a mother who had recently given , " t by a hea t VISI or 0 , 1 of six consecutlve �lSI s 
s in which the mother progreSSIVe y 

birth, Their analysIs focuses �n the w�� 
d the ways in which the health 

discloses morally problematlc m�tena , an 

visitor manages these disclosures, 

Ambulatory events
, ' thin s In GoHman's terms, the participants in 

People move about m domg g : 1 t' t' that is human ambulatory , f are 'vehlcU ar en 1 les, ' any face-to-face mterac Ion 
s acted as a participant or as an observ�r 

units' (1983 :  7) , �or an�one wh�:�bviOUS' The ward round, for example, IS, 
in a hospital settmg, thIS n:ust , ' 1  event with a number of alter
from the professionals' �omt of :rl�W, 

� 
.�l�Yseevent moves about in patients' 

nating subgroups of patlent partlClpan s, 

rooms and in the corridors of the ward, 
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The whole richness of ambulatory interaction can hardly be encapsulated 
using a stationary video camera, say, in one patient room, By collecting 
ethnographic data along with the audio or video recordings, the researcher 
can capture some aspects of ambulatory events. A good example of the fruitful 
combination of ethnographic and audio- or video-recorded data is provided 
by Goodwin (1994, 1995). Moreover, by the use of multiple cameras, recordings 
can be made that are both comprehensive and accurate. Multiple cameras 
also need to be used when the interaction involves multiple sites which are 
connected using technical means, such as monitors or telephones, Charles and 
Marjorie Goodwin, for example, have used multiple cameras in recording 
the work of the crew on an oceanic research vessel (Goodwin, 1995) and the 
activities of air-traffic controllers (Goodwin and Goodwin, 1997). Similarly, 
Heath and Luff (2000); Luff and Heath, 2002) hAve analysed convergent 
activities in various technological working environments, 

Documentary realities 

Written documents (and their production and use) are important for social 
life, as a domain of signification of its own, or, as SInith (1974, 1990) puts it, 
as a 'textual reality', Written documents also constitute a domain which is 
in contact with the domain of spoken interaction and which in some events 
organizes some aspects of it. As Firth (1995: 205-1 1 )  has shown, in international 
business communication, written messages (communicated through telex and 
fax) relate in many ways to the organization of the telephone conversations 
between the trade partners, Therefore, full understanding of some of the 
institutional activities conducted by telephone is not possible without the 
analysis of the prior written messages that inform their production, Similarly, 
in medical settings the content and the ordering of some of the questions that 
the professionals pose to the clients can be strongly influenced by clinical forms 
that the professionals need to fill in, Thus, even though every question has its 
local interactional management which can be observed in the recording, the 
logic of the questioning as a whole may not be derivable from the vocal events 
only, Therefore, it is important that the conversation analyst carefully collects 
and uses all the relevant written documents, along with the collection of 
recordings (for further examples of this, see Maynard, 1996; Whalen, 1995), 

Different aspects of social organization 
In sum, by appropriate research design, conversation analytic studies of 
institutional interaction can be made more inclusive in terms of different layers 
of the organization of action, However, it also needs to be pointed out that 
conversation analytic studies do not aim at describing all aspects of social organization. 
(This is, of course, true concerning any other methodology as well, ) The 
organization of verbal interaction in face-to-face encounters and telephone 
conversations is the domain in which adequate conversation analytic studies 
can rightly claim superior reliability, and this is indeed the home base of CA 
methOdology, In studies that focus primarily on other aspects of social 
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organization (such as textual, pictorial or technological realities) other methods 
may be more suitable. 

Improving the reliability of CA in its own field 

The claim of superior reliability in studies of face-to-face interaction needs to 
be justified, however, in each single piece of conversation analytic research. 
The key aspects of reliability involve selection of what is recorded, the technical 
quality of recordings and the adequacy of transcripts. 

Basic selection of what is recorded arises, of course, from the research problem. 
But after this has been done (i .e. when the researcher has decided to record 
encounters in a specific setting such as classroom, doctor's surgery, edu
cational counsellor's office, or the like) the researcher still has to make some 
very consequential choices. The most important choice is how much to record. 

There is a limit to how much data a single researcher or a research team 
can transcribe and analyse. But on the other hand, a large database has definite 
advantages. As the analysis of data in conversation analytic studies usually 
progresses inductively, the researcher normally does not know at the outset 
of the research what exactly the phenomena are that he or she is going to focus 
on. Therefore, it may turn out that he or she wants to analyse events that do 
not occur very many times in each single recording. For example, delivery of 
the diagnosis in medical consultations is such an event: there are consultations 
where no diagnosis is delivered, and in many consultations, it is done only 
once (d. Heath, 1992; Perakyla, 1998). In order to be able to achieve a position 
where he or she can observe the variation of the phenomenon (such as the delivery 
of the diagnosis) in any reliable way, the researcher needs a large enough 
collection of cases. Therefore, he or she may need to have access to a relatively 
large database. In practice, a large portion of the data can be kept as a resource 
that is used only when the analysis has progressed so far that the phenomena 
under study have been specified. At that later stage, short sections from 
the data in reserve can be transcribed, and, thereby, the full variation of the 
phenomenon can be observed. 

The technical quality of recordings is a decisive issue: if something is lost from 
sight or remains inaudible in the recording, there is no way of recovering it. 
It may be extremely frustrating to have some badly recorded sections of events 
that at a later stage of the research turn out to be of primary importance for 
the analysis. This kind of frustration can be minimized already at the planning 
stage of the research by paying enough attention both to the quality of the 
equipment and to the arrangements of recording. The crucial aspects of quality 
include the sound (quality and location of microphones) and the inclusiveness 
of the video picture (the location and the type of the lens of the camera(s)) (d. 
Good win, 1992; ten Have, 1999: 71-3) . The recording technology is developing 
quickly; digital recordings offer many advantages in comparison with older 
analogue technology. 

The adequacy of transcripts is equally important: even though in a proper 
analysis of data the recording needs to be listened to and watched, at least 
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shape to the issues of validation in CA. These include the transparency of analytic 

claims, validation through 'next turn ' ,  deviant case analysis, questions about the 

institutional character of interaction, the generalizability of conversation analytic 

findings and the use of statistical techniques. 

The of 

In Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus, Wittgenstein pointed out that philosophy, 

rightly understood, is not a set of propositions but an activity, the clarification 

of non-philosophical propositions about the world. The method of this activity 

is complex because the 'knots' in our thinking are complex, but the results of 

philosophy are simple (see Kenny, 1973: 18, 101-2). A similar kind of paradox 

between the complexity of method and the simplicity of results is characteristic 

of CA, too. 
The results of (good) conversation analytic research exhibit, in a positive 

manner, what Kirk and Miller (1986: 22) called apparent validity: once you have 

read them, you are convinced that they are transparently true. A con

versational activity called 'fishing' may serve as an example. Anita Pomerantz 

showed in a paper published in 1980 how participants in a conversation can 

indirectly 'fish' for information from one another by telling what they 

themselves know. Descriptions of events displaying their producer's 'limited 

access' to the relevant facts may work as a device for inviting the other party 

to disclose his or her authorized version of the same issues (assuming, of 

course, that the other party is in a position of having privileged access to the 

relevant facts) . Such dynamics are at work in cases like the following: 

(1 ) 1 B: 
2 A: 
3 B: 

-1 4 A: 
5 B: 
6 
7 
8 

Hello: : .  

� 
Oh:hi : :  'ow are you Agne::s, 

Fi:ne. Yer l ine's been busy. 

Yeuh my fu (hh)- .hh my father's wife called me 

. . hh So when she calls me: : ,  .hh I can always talk 

fer a long time. Cuz she c'n afford it'n I can't .  

hhhh heh .ehhhhhh 
(Pomerantz, 1 980: 1 95) 

In Extract 1 above, the description based on limited access to relevant facts 

given by A (marked with an arrow) works as what Pomerantz called 'a fishing 

device', successfully eliciting B's insider's report in the next turn. By telling 

her observations about the line having been busy, A makes it relevant for 

B to disclose to whom she was talking. 

The description of an activity like 'fishing' tends to 'ring a bell' as soon as 

anyone stops to think about it. 'Fishing' is something in which everybody 

has participated in different roles. But until Pomerantz's article, this activity 

had not been described formally. The results of Pomerantz's analysis are very 

simple. Her argument is transparently true, or, in Kirk and Miller's (1986) 

terms, it has a genuine 'apparent validity' .  
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the participants discloses that they, too, treat the case as one involving a 
departure from the expected course of events. ]f the deviant cases show 
this kind of property, they provide additional support for the analyst's 
initial claim that the regularities found in the first phase of the data 
analysis 'are methodically produced and oriented to by the participants 
as normative organizations of action' (Heritage, 1988: 131) .  

Extract 2 above is an example of this type of deviant case. After A has 
failed to respond to B's initial 'fishing' turn by an authorized report of 
the events, B asks directly to whom A had been talking (arrow 3). Through 
her question, she openly requests the information which the fishing device 
(arrow 1 ), according to Pomerantz's analysis, solicited indirectly. This 
shift to open information seeking after an unsuccessful 'fishing' attempt 
indirectly confirms B's initial orientation to the 'fishing' as a device which 
can be used in indirect solicitation of information. 

(2) Clayman and Maynard ( 1 994) point out, however, that there are also 
deviant cases that cannot be integrated within the analysts' construction 
of the participants' orientations that normally produce the regular cases. 
In dealing with these cases, the analyst may need to change his or her 
construction of the participants' orientations. A classical example is 
Schegloff's (1968) analysis of a single deviant case in his corpus of 500 
telephone call openings. In this single case, unlike the other 499, the caller 
spoke first. The analysis of that single case led Schegloff to abandon 
his initial hypothesis (according to which there is a norm obligating 
the answerer to speak first) and to reconceptualize the very first moves 
of telephone calls in terms of the adjacency pair 'summons (telephone 
ringing)-answer' . In the deviant case, the answerer did not produce 
the relevant second pair part, and, accordingly, the caller reissued the 
summons by speaking first. 

(3) There are also, however, deviant cases which cannot be integrated either 
into the existing or into a reconceptualized hypothesis concerning the 
participants' orientations (Clayman and Maynard, 1994). In these cases, 
an explanation can be sought from the individual contingencies of the 
single case. Normative orientations or strategic considerations other 
than those that usually inform the production of the pattern may be 
invoked by the participants in single cases, and these other orientations 
or considerations may explain the deviance. 

In sum, deviant case analysis constitutes a central resource for testing 
hypotheses in conversation analytic work. Therefore, the researcher should 
consider the deviant cases not a nuisance, but a treasure. The meticulous 
analysis of those cases gives impetus, strength and rigour to the development 
of the analytic arguments. 
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be primarily connected to the organization and dynamics of talk which can be 
even better understood without reference to the 'institutional context', 

Another key issue addressed by Schegloff (1991, 1992b) involves what he 
calls procedural consequentiality of context, He argues that it is not sufficient to 
say that a particular context is oriented to 'in general' by the participants 
in interaction, but, instead, it has to be shown how specifiable aspects of the 
context are consequential for specifiable aspects of the interaction, The goal 
is to make 'a direct "procedural" connection between the context , , , and what 
actually happens in the talk' (Schegloff, 1991 : 1 7) .  What is said, when it is 
said, and how, and by whom, and to whom, may invoke the context; the goal 
of the conversation analytic research is to explicate exactly how the things 
said brought forward the context. 

Schegloff's emphasis on the procedural consequentiality of the context 
has an important corollary, If a piece of research can pin down specific pro
cedural links between a context and talk-in-interaction, it is likely that these 
observations not only are relevant in terms of analysis of detailed organization 
of interaction but also contribute to the understanding of the context per 
se, Standard social scientific understandings of professional and other con
texts are often based on rough generalizations concerning the professionals' 
tasks, clients' roles and the relations between the two (d, Hak, 1994: 472) , 
Conversation analytic research goes far beyond such generalizations, Thus, 
for example, the studies of Heath (1992), Maynard (1991a, 1991b, 1992) and 
myself (Perakyla, 1998, 2002) on the delivery of diagnostic news have involved 
not only a detailed description of the specific practices found in medical 
consultations, but also a specification of a central aspect of that context, namely 
the dimensions and character of medical authority, 

These two fundamental concerns of conversation analytic research on 
institutional interaction constitute a validity test for the claims concerning 
the institutional character of interaction, 'Relevancy of categorization' and 
'procedural consequentiality of context' are something to be demonstrated 
by the researcher. In demonstrating them, the researcher will focus on par
ticular phenomena in interaction, such as lexical choice, turn design, sequence 
organization and overall structural organization (Drew and Heritage, 1992: 
29-45; Heritage, this volume), Where the workings of context will be found 
in a single piece of research cannot be predicted in advance. This unpre
dictability arises from the inductive character of the conversation analytic 
enterprise; it causes both the fundamental difficulty and the exceptional 
fascination of conversation analytic research, 

Generalizability of conversation analytic findings 

A crucial dimension of validity of conversation analytic (and any other) 
research concerns the generalizability of the research findings (Pomerantz, 1990; 
cf, Alasuutari, 1995: 143-57) , Owing to their work-intensive character, many 
conversation analytic studies are based on relatively small databases , How 
Widely can the results, derived from relatively small samples, be generalized? 
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few sites only does not warrant conclusions concerning similarities in the 
professionals' and their clients' conduct in different settings. In that sense, case 
studies on institutional interaction have a very restricted generalizability. 

However, the question of generalizability can also be approached from a 
different direction. The concept of possibility is a key to this. Social practices 
that are possible, i .e . possibilities of language use, are the central objects of all 
conversation analytic case studies on interaction in particular institutional 
settings. The possibility of various practices can be considered ge�eralizable 
even if the practices are not actualized in similar ways across different settings. 
For example, in my study on AIDS counselling in a London teaching hospital 
(Perakyla, 1995), the research objects were specific questioning practices used 
by the counsellors and their clients. These practices, <;trising from the Milan 
School Family Systems Theory, include 'circular questioning' (eliciting one 
party's description of his or her mind by first asking another party to give his 
or her account of it), 'live open supervision' (asking questions in such a manner 
that the delivery of the question is done in two stages, via an intermediary) 
and 'hypothetical future-oriented questioning' (questions about the patient's 
life in a hypothetical future situation). These very practices were to a large 
extent developed in the particular hospital that my data were from, and it 
is possible that they are not used anywhere else exactly in those specific 
ways that were analysed in my study (see Perakyla and Silverman (1991) and 
Silverman (1997) for some observations on the wide variety of approaches in 
AIDS counselling in Britain). Hence my results cannot be directly generalizable 
to any other site where AIDS counselling is done. 

However, the results of my study can be considered descriptions of 
questioning techniques that are possible across a wide variety of settings. More 
specifically, the study involves an effort to describe in detail how these 
questioning techniques were made possible: what kind of management 
of turn-taking, participation frameworks, turn design, sequence organiza
tion, and so on, was needed in order for the participants to set up scenes 
where ' circular questioning', 'live open supervision' and 'hypothetical future
oriented questioning' were done? The study showed how these practices 
are made possible through the very details of the participants' action. 

As possibilities, the practices that I analysed are very likely to be general
izable. There is no reason to think that they could not be made possible by 
any competent member of (at least any Western) society. In this sense, this 
study produced generalizable results. The results were not generalizable as 
descriptions of what other counsellors or other professionals do with their 
clients; but they were generalizable as descriptions of what any counsellor or 
other professional, with his or her clients, can do, given that he or she has the 
same array of interactional competencies as the participants of the AIDS 
counselling sessions have. 
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Bearing these restrictions in mind, statistical analysis may be useful in 
particular conversation analytical research designs, These include research 
designs that concern relations between distinct interactional variables in 
standardized forms of encounters (like the medical peer review studies 
by Boyd, 1998), or historical change in such encounters (like the changes of 
presidential press conferences studied by Clayman and Heritage, 2002), 
or relations between social categories and interactional practices (like the 
relations between gender and interruptions studied by West and Zimmerman, 
1985), (For a more thorough account on this, see Heritage, 1995), In any case, 
however, the backbone of conversation analytical work, also regarding 
generalization of research findings, involves qualitative case-by-case analysis, 

CONCLUSION 

At the beginning of this chapter, I pointed out that the specific techniques 
of securing reliability and validity in different types of qualitative research 
are not the same, The aim of this chapter has been to give an overview of the 
imperatives faced and solutions found in conversation analytic research, 
especially when such research focuses on institutional interaction, At a more 
general level, however, the considerations of validity and reliability in CA 
are similar to those in any other kind of qualitative research: all serious 
qualitative research involves assuring the accuracy of recordings and testing 
the truthfulness of analytic claims, In terms of the division of qualitative 
methods into three main 'branches' suggested by Silverman (2001), it seems 
that the specific constraints facing CA are closer to those of observational 
research than those of text analysis, The questions about the quality and 
inclusiveness of recordings, for example, arise in both, and deviant case 
analysis is also used in both, 

Kirk and Miller (1986: 21, 42) point out that in conducting and assessing 
qualitative research (particularly ethnography), the primary emphasis has 
usually been laid on validity rather than on reliability, whereas in quantitative 
research the emphasis has been on the opposite, Put in simple terms, this 
may imply that qualitative research is well developed in terms of validity 
and underdeveloped in terms of reliability, I hope to have shown in this 
chapter that this is not the case with CA: CA can be considered a serious 
attempt to develop a method for the analysis of social action that is able to 
combine concerns of validity with those of reliability, 

A serious concern about the reliability of observations was at the very core 
of the initial motivation of Harvey Sacks in beginning the line of research that 
we now call conversation analysis, The reliability of recordings remains 
an inherent strength of CA - but as I pointed out earlier in this chapter, audio 
or video recording per se does not suffice as a guarantee of the reliability 
of the observations, The researcher needs to pay attention both to the technical 
quality and inclusiveness of recordings and to the interplay of spoken 
language with other modalities of communication and social action, 
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Michael Bloor 

This chapter explores two case studies which provide illustrative details of 
two different but related approaches for researchers who wish to address social 
problems and who are also sceptical of the possibilities of extensive influence 
among the policy-making community. Both of the approaches aim to influ
ence practitioners rather than policy-makers and both link particularly well 
with qualitative research methods. In the first case study, an ethnographic 
research project is viewed as an analogue or partial paradigm of successful 
practitioner work, in this case outreach work among male prostitutes: in effect, 
the ethnography may be viewed as a demonstration or pilot outreach project. 
In the second case study, ethnographic work provides the material and the 
stimulation for practitioners to evaluate and revise particular facets of their 
own service provision. 

SOCIAL RESEARCHERS AS SOCIAL ENGINEERS? 

It was rather a shock for me to read in Carey's (1975) social history of the 
'Chicago School' of sociology that in the 1920s the foremost practitioners of 
the foremost school of sociology were divided about how sociological 
knowledge should be applied. Should it be used to influence policy-makers? 
Or (and here lay the surprise) should sociologists intervene in social prob
lems directly as consulting professionals, like clinicians or architects? I was 
vaguely aware that some hundred years earlier Auguste Comte had proposed 
a similar priestly cadre of sociologists to direct society along enlightened 
(and Enlightenment> paths. But the realization was somehow monstrous that, 
as late as the 1920s and contemporaneously with, say, Eliot's 'The Waste Land' 
and a hundred dystopian diatribes, my intellectual forebears could hanker 
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with the French 'Encyclopaedists' of the eighteenth century, namely that social 
life can be improved by planned intervention derived from accumulated 
scientific knowledge, itself the product of social research. In late modern 
society all three tenets of the Enlightenment paradigm have come under 
'postmodernist' criticism: it is no longer universally accepted that planned 
intervention is capable of bringing about desirable social change, or that 
scientific knowledge can facilitate this, or that social research can produce such 
knowledge. Hammersley'S review of these postmodernist criticisms leads 
him to the assessment that they serve to qualify severely, rather than demolish, 
the possibility of a social impact for social research: the scope for and feasibility 
of successful policy intervention has been overestimated in The Enlightenment 
Project and the role of research in bringing change about has been exaggerated 
and misunderstood, but this does not mean that soc'ial improvement is 
impossible or that knowledge lacks all authority. 

A PRACTITION ER AUDIENCE FOR SOCIAL R ESEARCH? 

The policy community is not the sole audience for qualitative social research. 
On the lay audience for qualitative social research, see Silverman (2000: 275-6) .  
Sociologists who have conducted research on sociological aspects of health 
and medicine have long been aware that there is a role for sociologists as 
participants in debates on public policy, but that there are also audiences 
of practitioners (clinicians, nurses and other health professionals) for social 
research. Practitioner-oriented social research has also been the subject of 
revisionist criticism. One strand of such criticism is that the researcher becomes 
the ally of the practitioner in exploitative relationships with patients or 
clients, servicing the practitioner in practitioner-client relationships which 
reinforce patriarchy, say, or white supremacy. The other strand of criticism 
of practitioner-oriented social research is that articulated by commentators 
such as Schon (1983), who have followed Schutz (1962) in arguing that profes
sional work does not entail the deployment of scientific knowledge, but 
rather involves the deployment of a different kind of knowledge altogether, 
knowledge-in-action, which is rigorous but not comprehensive, task-oriented 
but not systematic, and experiential rather than research-based. In this reading, 
social research has little of value to contribute to practitioners' work. However, 
such criticisms hardly apply to that social research which takes practitioners' 
everyday work as its topical focus: social research which seeks to describe 
and compare practitioners' everyday work practices self-evidently invites 
practitioners to juxtapose and weigh their own practices with those reported 
by the researcher. Qualitative research techniques, with their capacity for 
rich description, are favoured techniques for research focused on everyday 
work practices .  

The first case study reported in this chapter is a street ethnography of HIV
related risk behaviour among Glasgow male prostitutes. Safer and unsafe 
commercial sexual encounters were compared: unsafe encounters were found 
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The harm reduction approach 

The HIV epidemic, along with its toll on lives and health, represented an 
opportunity to change the policy climate in respect of male prostitution. The 
situation was analogous to that in the drugs services, where a range of services 
(most notably syringe exchanges) was put in place for existing drug injectors 
who were not motivated to abstain from drugs or to change their route of 
administration from injection to smoking or ingestion. This new drugs policy, 
which became known as that of 'harm reduction' or 'harm minimization', 
argued that 'the spread of HlV is a greater danger to individual and public 
health than drug misuse . . .  [and that] services that aim to minimize HlV 
risk behaviour by all available means, should take precedence in develop
ment plans' (Advisory Council on the Misuse of Drpgs, 1 988). In similar 
fashion, it became possible to argue the case for services targeted at male 
prostitutes which had as their priority not the elimination of prostitution, but 
the minimization of individual and public health risks. 

methods and service UnJVI�SIUn 

These changes in the policy climate are clearer in retrospect than they 
were in the late 1 980s when the fieldwork on male prostitutes' HIV-related 
risk behaviour was begun. The study was part of a wider programme of 
research on social aspects of HIV / AIDS supported by the Medical Research 
Council. The findings and the methodology of the study have been fully 
described elsewhere (Bloor et al., 1 991 ,  1 992, 1 993). After pilot work, six 
different sites - two parks, two pubs and two public lavatories -were selected 
for time-sampling; non-streetworking prostitutes (escorts, masseurs and call 
men) were contacted through their advertisements and the study's own 
advertisement in the gay press. The ethnographic fieldwork was conducted 
in pairs for security purposes. Prostitutes were contacted by a combination 
of cold-contacting and snowballing: some of those contacted had never 
previously spoken to anyone about their prostitution activities. Both gay and 
self-identified 'straight' prostitutes were contacted, as were both drug injectors 
and non-injectors, and both novices and experienced prostitutes. 

While the fieldworkers' primary objective was research, it was recognized 
from the outset that the fieldwork also offered opportunities for health pro
motion: relations between fieldworkers and research subjects can never 
be scientifically neutral (Hammersley and Atkinson, 1 995) and an attempt to 
preserve a fictional neutrality should never be used as an excuse for failing to attempt to save lives. The Greater Glasgow Health Board provided condoms suitable for oral and for anal sex for the researchers to distribute (when the fieldwork started, condoms suitable for anal sex were not freely commercially available); an advice leaflet was also handed out which gave advice on HIV prevention and also gave contact numbers for HIV / AIDS counselling and for other relevant services such as welfare rights and homelessness. 
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Study findings 

If the handing out of condoms and advice leaflets could be thought to generate 

a 'reporting bias', discouraging the reporting of unsafe commercial sex, then 

such discouragement can only have been marginal because at least a third of 

those prostitutes contacted reported unsafe sex with at least some of their 

current commercial partners (unsafe sex was defined, following the Terrence 

Higgins Trust, as anal sex with or without a condom, because of the greater 

risk of condom failure in anal sex). Unsafe commercial sex was associated with 

client control. In contrast to female street prostitution, where safer commercial 

sex is almost always practised and the women assume directive control of 

the encounter (McKeganey and Barnard, 1992), in many male prostitute-client 

encounters it is the client who assumes control and decides on matters such 

as the type of sex and its location. Safer commercial sex among male prostitutes 

was associated with particular strategies of power to wrest the initiative away 

from clients. Seeking payment up front (universally practised by female 

prostitutes) was one such successful strategy. Getting payment up front 

was not popular with the clients, who feared (with some justification) that 

the prostitute might '  do a runner', but that the minority of male prostitutes 

in the sample who did insist on prior payment were all currently practising 

safer commercial sex. 
However, getting the money up front was not the only successful counter-

vailing strategy of power used by male prostitutes to insist on safer sex. 

Male prostitution is often a highly covert and ambiguouS activity, few words 

are exchanged and it is not even always clear to both parties that the encounter 

is a commercial one. Safer sex is likely to be associated with any techniques 

that serve to dispel the ambiguity that surrounds the encounter and make 

type of sex (and prices) a matter for overt discussion, as in the following field 

note: 

His procedure was to stand at the urinal. The client would come and stand beside 

him. When the coast was clear, the client would put out a hand and he would 

immediately say 'I'm sorry but I charge.' Some would leave at that point. With the 

remainder he'd negotiate a rate. He would accept 1 0  pounds but sometimes got 

20 pounds . . . .  He always did hand jobs or oral sex . . . .  If clients asked him for anal 

sex he told them to eff off. 

Encouragement of overt negotiations between prostitute and client is only one 

strategy (albeit possibly the most effective strategy) for the promotion of safer 

commercial sex. Another strategy practised by some respondents was to 

attempt to screen out those clients looking for anal sex by building up a 'book' 

of regular clients (with whom safer sex was practised) and refusing all casual 

commercial contacts. But it is difficult for streetworking prostitutes to confine 

themselves exclusively to 'regulars' (only one streetworking respondent had 

succeeded in working thus, although another two respondents had some 

'regulars' and supplemented their income with additional casual contacts) 

and one UK study found that anal penetration was actually more common in 
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project targeted at male prostitutes: there was a drop-in centre for female 
prostitutes, but no outreach workers were attached to it and no men were 
admitted to the drop-in premises. Ethnographic fieldwork, in its protracted 
and regular contacts with research subjects, has much in common with services 
outreach work and it was therefore possible for the ethnographic study to take 
on the character of a local feasibility study for a male prostitute outreach 
service, demonstrating to the sceptical that appreciable numbers of male 
prostitutes were working in Glasgow, that levels of HIV -related risk behaviour 
were high and that outreach contact could be established, Moreover, the nature 
of the fieldwork contact that was established augured well for a future 
outreach service: large quantities of condoms were distributed (to clients as 
well as prostitutes); even highly socially isolated individuals with no contact 
with other prostitutes proved contactable; working relationships were estab
lished with important local individuals such as bar-owners and managers, 
toilet attendants and (at an appropriate distance) the police, and the project 
proceeded with no threat to the safety of the ethnographers. 

Throughout the fieldwork period I had briefed public health personnel, 
social work staff and AIDS charity workers about project developments and 
provisional findings. At the conclusion of the fieldwork period, I had arranged 
(with the permission of my research subjects) to introduce them to a local 
social worker who was to be employed as an outreach worker, covering the 
same prostitution sites that I had covered during ethnographic fieldwork. 
The introductions were accomplished but the planned outreach post was 
'frozen' (along with other local authority posts) owing to a local authority 
budgetary crisis associated with non-payment of the poll tax. Nevertheless, 
the commitment to a male prostitution outreach service had been made 
and the establishment of such a service was merely postponed, taking place 
at a later date, 

No claim is being made here that this ethnographic research made a 
contribution of any importance to national policy debates about HIV / AIDS 
services. I did participate in a national colloquium organized to discuss 
outreach services for men who have sex with men, but by this time a number 
of outreach services for men who have sex with men were already underway 
in England, funded under the Health Education Authority's MESMAC 
initiative (evaluated by Prout and Deverell, 1994). The research project did not 
fulfil a 'state counsellor' role but, thanks to the sustained contact with research 
subjects afforded by qualitative methods, the project was able to fulfil a dual 
research and health promotion function and to act as a demonstration project 
for the feasibility and content of a local outreach service. 
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Therapeutic communities are found in a var ' . and non-residential long-.term d -h 
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research subjects. It therefore follows that one possible use of ethnography is 

to assist in these everyday comparative judgements: a rich description of 

particular kinds of therapeutic practice, for example, can assist practitioners 

in making evaluative judgements about their own practices, preserving what 

seems to them good practice and experimenting with the adoption of new 

practices where this seems appropriate. In effect, reading an ethnography of 

therapeutic communities can be like visiting other communities and being 

drawn to reconsider one's everyday routines in the light of contrasted experi

ence: McKeganey has described how a group visit to a second community 

led staff and residents at the 'Faswells' psychiatric unit to try to make meal

times much more of a community and therapeutic occasion, such as they had 

observed to be the case at the visited community (Bloor et a1., 1988: 180) .  

Provided that the practitioner audience retains some autonomy of function 

and judgement in its everyday work (arguably a minimum definition of 

professional practice (Freidson, 1970) ,  then any ethnography can thus serve 

as a stimulus to practice change and a number of sociological ethnographies 

have found their way onto professional training courses for this reason (indeed 

our comparative ethnography is used on at least one therapeutic community 

training course) .  However, my fellow researchers and I wished to go beyond 

merely passively providing opportunities for such comparative practitioner 

judgements; we wished actively to draw the attention of readers to particular 

features of practice in one or two communities which, it seemed to us, might 

be adopted with profit by other communities. The utility of ethnographic texts 

for practitioner audiences can be enhanced by making explicit for readers those 

silent and implicit researcher judgements that have led to particular practices 

being recorded and analysed in the first place. No authoritative scientific 

judgement is intended here; I simply list below some practices that seemed 

to my colleagues and myself to be worthy of wider dissemination. The final 

test of their utility would lie in whether practitioners themselves shared our 

judgement and found themselves able to adopt them successfully; successful 

adoption in the unique circumstances of individual communities may not 

always be possible, perhaps because of a clash with other valued practices, or 

inadequate resources, or timetabling problems. The practices we commended 

were as follows (in no particular order of importance) :  

making fellow-residents responsible for keeping residents in treatment; 

2 ways of increasing residents' awareness of the changeability of the 

community structure; 
3 the 'after-group' as a way of promoting resident reflectivity; 

4 the attendance of residents at staff change-over meetings; 

5 the 'tight house' as a way of countering institutionalism; 

6 resident selection of participating staff; 

7 the offering of alternative sources of satisfaction to junior staff. 

There is no space here to enlarge on all these possible means of improving 

therapeutic community practice (see Bloor et a1., 1988: 172-85, for a funer 
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account); instead I shall simply d 
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other in treatment) was reported by myself and my research collaborators in 
the usual way in the academic and practitioner press and in a paper to an 
international conference of practitioners. But we also fed back findings to 
individual communities involved in the research. The feedback took various 
forms: in one community, Neil McKeganey and I used our knowledge of 
therapeutic community practice at the house to produce a video of everyday 
practice in the community, which was subsequently used by the house for 
PH. purposes; in the day hospital, I circulated to staff and to some ex·-patients 
(with whom I was still in contact) a research report on the relationship of the 
patient culture to the formal treatment programme, and that report became 
the basis for two 'focus group' discussions (Bloor et al., 2001 )  with staff and 
ex-patients; in the two halfway houses ('Ashley' ansi 'Beeches'), I circulated 
a comparative report to staff of both houses which was used as the basis for 
a focus group discussion with Ashley staff and for individual staff interviews 
with Beeches staff (who had largely dispersed to other posts in the meantime), 
but also at the conclusion of the fieldwork I had previously given staff some 
impressionistic feedback. At Ashley, this impressionistic feedback focused 
on how one might combat premature self-discharge: 

I had previously said that I would give the staff some feedback on my thoughts 
about the house before I left - not a 'scientific' statement, but simply an informed 
observer's reflections. I'd given some thought to this in advance and had decided 
to concentrate on one problem I thought was perhaps inadequately attended to -
premature departure by residents 'frightened' of the changes expected of them 
- and a possible solution - a stronger resident culture. I spent an evening talking 
about this with the warden last night . . .  and she brought it up in the staff group 
this afternoon. 

[t led to a lot of discussion: general agreement that the problem was there. 
At the end of the [weekly] community meeting [the warden] said that she'd like 

(after her return from holiday) a special meeting of the community to discuss the 
problem of people leaving. 

Ashley was not the only study community where the comparative analysis 
acted as a spur to modifications in practice. Sociological description of every
day therapeutic work can act as a stimulus to practitioners to re-examine their 
practice and perhaps modify it in response to comparative data. This stimulus 
to change can be increased by choosing certain forms of dissemination in 
preference to others, for example by explicit highlighting of examples of good 
practice, and by personal briefings as well as written reports. It is also possible 
that the close personal ties that are built up with research subjects over the 
Course of ethnographic fieldwork serve to command an interested and com
mitted audience for the fieldworker's findings. Of course, modes of research 
dissemination that command an audience among therapeutic community 
practitioners might not be similarly influential with other practitioner 
aUdiences: this should be a matter for empirical experimentation. 
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CON CLUSION 

Policy influence for social researchers is quite possibly a chimera, 'a unicorn 
among the cedars' which is glimpsed tantalizingly from time to time but 
always eludes us. Some might say that policy-makers themselves are a 
chimera: a distinguished epidemiologist of my acquaintance claims never 
to have met one. In his younger years he would frequently meet senior 
functionaries in the health service, but they would always claim to be merely 
implementing policies passed down from above. As he himself grew in 
seniority, he came to meet the yet more senior functionaries· from above, 
but they, too, claimed merely to be implementing policies passed down 
from above. Still his seniority grew, but still he encountered only policy 
implementers. He searched in vain for the fountainheads of health service 
policy until in old age the truth struck him that no one knowingly makes 
policy; for reasons perhaps of protective coloration everyone is convinced 
that they are mere policy-implementers, simply interpreting and elaborating 
edicts passed down from some more august authority. Analogous, if less 
colourful, arguments have been constructed by some empirical researchers 
of policy processes (Manning, 1989; Rock, 1987), namely that policy is a 
situated discourse, a set of tacit assumptions and implicit meanings found 
within particular offices and occupational groupings. 

It is this policy discourse, this amalgam of committee asides, gossip and 
unspoken assumptions, that Bulmer would seek to influence through the 
gentle diffusion of ideas and research findings. But social researchers are rare 
visitors to these corridors and committee rooms: their capacity for cultural 
diffusion is minimal. The argument in this chapter has been that the real 
opportunities for social research influence lie closer to the coalface than they 
do to head office, that the real opportunities for influence lie in relations with 
practitioners, not with the managers of practice. 

This role for qualitative researchers as practitioner helpmeets will not be 
found by some to be wholly satisfactory. All practitioner-client relationships 
(be they outreach worker-prostitute relationships, or therapeutic community 
staff-resident/patient relationships) are power relationships. In a Foucauldian 
analysis (see e.g. Foucault, 1980), power cannot be wished or legislated away, 
it is inherent in all relationships. Therapeutic advance has as its corollary 
the extension of the controlling therapeutic gaze: the growth of public health 
medicine since the nineteenth century, for example, has brought great 
health benefits, but it has also subjected populations to increasing surveillance 
and regulation (Armstrong, 1983). Surveillance as a technique of power ('the 
eye that knows and decides, the eye that governs' - Foucault, 1973: 89) is 
increasingly complemented in the late twentieth century by other techniques, 
most notably that of 'pastoral care' (Foucault, 1981), whereby clients of 
agencies find themselves 'shepherded' in disciplinary relationships with prac
titioners whose avowed goals are merely those of care and advice. Assisting 
in the extension of outreach work to new populations, or suggesting ways to 
increase the effectiveness of therapeutic community practice, are each alike 
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anal'y�able as endeavours which ti ht . . . 
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This issue (of whether or not social research 
should seek to assist the 

resistance of clients and patients) 
is part of a broader debate about 

the episte

mological status of social research
, about whether value neutrality can and 

should remain a constitutive principle of 
social research. The claim that 

social research can and should be 
value neutral is under attack from two sides. 

On one side, battle has been joine
d by those who argue that research should 

be explicitly politically partici
patory, embracing particular political ai

ms, 

such as combating racism or patriarchy. On the other side, battle has been 

joined by those who argue that no practice or policy prescripti
ons can be 

offered by researchers under any 
circumstances, since all knowledge is socially 

constructed and there are no gro
unds for the researcher to claim superior 

knowledge. 
The argument about participatory research 

is perhaps seen most clearly 

in the responses which greeted the publication of 
Foster's ( 1990) findings 

on the lack of evidence for raci
st practices in British schools . Fo

ster found 

little evidence that black pupils 
were treated unfairly in lessons or 

that they 

were misallocated to ability groupS; m
oreover, he re-examined the evidence 

of racism found in earlier studies and 
found it methodologically flawed. The 

study generated a considerable crit
ical response from those committed to some 

version of anti-racism. Hammersley's (1995) review of the controversy firmly 

supports Foster's position against 
various implicit and explicit charges, notably 

that as a middle-class white male he was experientially disabled from collect

ing and understanding evidence 
of institutional racism, and that the primary 

objective of research is not the 
production of knowledge but the changing 

of society. 
The argument of the 'strict constructivist

s' (the term is Best's, 1989) that 

researchers should be silent on 
social problems (having no basis for claiming 

superior knowledge) was stated succinctly by W oolgar and Pawluch (1985). 

Best's edited volume (and especially his own concluding chapter) relates som
e 

of the responses to Woolgar and Pawluch's paper. He argues the case for a 

'contextual constructivist' position 
in distinction to the 'strict constru

ctivist' 

position. Best is unclear whether it is practically possible to 
achieve the strict 

constructivists' goal of analyses 
wholly free of assumptions about objective 

reality; he cites various examples of how such assumptions may creep in at 

the backdoor of such analyses. 
Contextual constructivists, in cont

rast, may 

collaborate with collectivity members in examining and debating competing 

policy claims. 
It seems, therefore, that qualitative researc

hers may address social problems 

and that they can address them most effectively by influencing pract
itioner 

practice. Qualitative research has a two-fold advantage in these proces
ses of 

influence: one advantage relate
s to influencing practitioners who are the 

researcher's research subjects, and 
the second advantage relates to infl

uencing 

practitioners who are the wider audience for the research fi
ndings. In respect 

of practitioners who are research subjects, qualitati
ve researchers can call upon 

their pre-existing research relatio
nships with their research subjects as 

a 

resource for ensuring an attentiv
e and even sympathetic response to their 
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research findings, A close personal and wor ' . 
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halfway house, staff (and a group o}
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Of course, these questions and queries have been raised most loudly outside 
the research community, by pundits and politicians. However, this chapter 
is concerned not with punditry or politics, but rather with those questions 
and queries raised within the social research community. It is suggested that 
the addressing of social problems is indeed a legitimate objective of social 
research and that, although the effectiveness of social research as an agency 
of social change may be somewhat limited, it is certainly not wholly ineffective. 
Moreover, if the impact of social research on service providers' practices is 
considered alongside the impact on formal policy, then social research clearly 
has the potential to be more effective yet as an agency of change. (See the 
summary table below) 

Qual itative researchers addressing social problems through influence on 
practitioners' practices 

" Qualitative researchers can capitalize 
on fieldwork relationships with 
practitioners to stimulate interest in 
their findings 

.. The rich descriptions of everyday 
practice found in qual itative research 
allow practitioners to compare their 
own practices with those reported 
in the research 

.. New practices can be adopted from 
research descriptions 

.. Ethnographies may even provide a 
partial model for new outreach 
services 
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NOTES 

1 .  This therapeutic community has since been relocated from the Ross Clinic to 
Kingseat Hospital, near Aberdeen. 
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about how A was transformed into B or why an action that proved effective in 
one work site was ineffective in another. Quantitative researchers are not, 
however, alone in these difficulties. High-level organizational officers are also 
frequently at a loss to answer how and why questions about organizational 
outcomes. 

According to Brown and Duguid (2000t these problems are easily 
explained. Outcomes researchers and high-level officers look at organizational 
work processes from the outside. The outside perspective . often blinds 
observers from seeing the importance of worker improvisations and 'local' 
knowledge in shaping outcomes. Brown and Duguid suggest that this is 
why high-level officers (and perhaps outcomes researchers) are prone to 
place too much faith in formal responses (such a;; work Ire-engineering') 
to organizational problems. 

Brown and Duguid contrast the outside perspective with the inside 
perspective, which focuses on the details of workers' shared organizational 
knowledge and their everyday actions and interactions. This is the domain of 
qualitative organizational research. Social scientific qualitative researchers 
describe and explain the social conditions under which organizational work 
is, and is not, done effectively. Both the descriptions and explanations answer 
questions about the how and why of organizational outcomes. They also often 
make fundamental components of organizational processes visible to outside 
stakeholders like regulators or other public policy agents. 

A classic example is Orr's (1996) study of the practical knowledge and 
activities of technicians who service and repair Xerox copy machines. From 
the outside, the technicians' work was straightforward, if not predetermined 
by technological and organizational factors. The technicians were supposed 
to travel to the customer's office, collect information about the problem at 
hand (the machines were programmed to provide some of this data) and 
fix the machine by following instructions found in documents produced 
by Xerox. For Orr, however, 'how is the work supposed to be done?' proved 
a less interesting question than 'how do the technicians actually get the job 
done?' The latter question asks what goes on inside this work process. 

Based on his observations ot and conversations with, the technicians, Orr 
discovered that copy machine service and repair is a complex, contingent 
and improvisational process. While their training emphasizes technical com
petence, effective copy machine technicians are also managers of knowledge 
and relationships. The technicians must build and manage effective working 
relationships with the machines (many of which are distinguished by their 
idiosyncrasies and seeming unpredictabilityt the customers who operate 
and often misuse the machines, and the larger technician community. The 
technician community is an important source of practical knowledge about 
how to respond to troublesome copy machines. 

The community's knowledge is 'local' and unofficial. It is often conveyed 
as stories and certainly cannot be found in Xerox's technical manuals. This 
shared knowledge addresses the distinctive problems posed by the idio
syncrasies of individual copy machines. 'There is an assumption on the part 
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of all participants in the service world that technicians can solve any machine 
problem' (Orr, 1996: 71) . Thus, the problems posed by a seemingly un
repairable copy machine are treated as challenges to the collective wisdom 
and competence of the entire technician community. 

Orr's study is ironic and perhaps debunking. It shows how the actual 
work of servicing and repairing copy machines requires that technicians 
sometimes ignore official (and authoritative) organizational instructions and 
procedures. Some readers might conclude that the study teaches us that the 
'real' authorities on how organizational work is done are the people who 
do the work. We do not necessarily disagree. But, for us, the more important 
lesson taught by Orr's study involves the way in which the technicians' 
improvisations and apparent rule violations advanced the company's most 
important interest, effective customer service. Orr's research is a study of the 
social organization of best practices in copy machine service and repair. 

This study documents how and why Xerox's copy machine service and 
repair programme is effective. Such information is vital to stakeholders who 
might contemplate changing work processes. No one can know for sure what 
all the consequences of a change in a work process will be: however, the 
chances of unintended consequences emerging increase when managers, 
policy makers and planners cannot see the existing process from the inside. 
Changes that seem small and limited when proposed and discussed may have 
far-reaching and unexpected consequences when implemented. 

Thus, another practical use of qualitative organizational research is that 
it provides an inside standpoint for anticipating possible unintended con
sequences of new policies and procedures. Consider, for example, Wiener's 
(2000) work on quality assessment in US hospitals. One part of this reports 
an attempt to apply the concepts and practices of Ire-engineering' and 'work 
redesign'. The plan promised to reduce the hospital's costs while increasing 
customer satisfaction, quality of care and market share. It redistributed 
hospital staff members' work assignments in order to reduce labour costs (by 
eliminating unnecessary specialist positions, such as phlebotomists), increase 
the efficiency of hospital staff in serving patients, and reduce unnecessary idle 
time for staff members. 

A major unanticipated problem involved taking blood samples from 
patients, a job that was previously done by the phlebotomists but was now 
assigned to other staff. Problems with the new arrangement soon became a 
recurrent theme at meetings of the troubleshooting committee. The laboratory 
representative reported that staff were having difficulty in drawing blood. 
Since she no longer had a team of phlebotomists available, she was unable to 
offer assistance and could only advise callers to approach a doctor. 'Flexible 
working' had actually led to the reallocation of tasks previously carried out 
by relatively cheap specialized staff (phlebotomists) to more expensive 
doctors. Moreover, lack of skill in drawing blood led staff to use more expen
sive equipment that could more easily be operated by relatively untrained and 
inexperienced people. Similar problems arose in relation to cuts in respiratory
therapy staff and the reallocation of their work. Almost two years after 
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studies of organizations. As Shaw (1999) notes, applied qualitative research 
is one way to balance quantitative researchers' traditional concern for rigour 
with a concern to do research that is relevant. But qualitative research can 
�lso enhance the rigour and credibility of quantitative research. An example 
IS Kaplan and her colleagues' study of the impact of computerization on 
clinical laboratory services in a large teaching hospital (Kaplan, 1986, 1987; 
Kaplan and Duchon, 1988, 1989). The researchers studied the introduction of 
a computer system, which replaced manual systems for managing testing, and 
the reporting of results to clinicians, in nine laboratories. 

The researchers used a combination of qualitative and quantitative 
methods. The quantitative measures were designed to test pre-existing theory 
about job characteristics and satisfaction and their r,elationship to reactions 
to the new computer system. Qualitative data were gathered from a combi
nation of interviews, observation and open-ended questionnaire responses, 
carried out before, during and after the installation. The researchers compared 
and contrasted laboratory staff members' responses to the new computer 
systems in each of the nine laboratories. If the quantitative study had been 
carried out in isolation, the researchers would have concluded that differ
ences in evaluation of the new system were unrelated to job characteristics. 
However, the qualitative study both raised doubts about the validity of these 
findings and suggested a means of resolution. 

Revisiting the qualitative data, Kaplan was able to identify variation among 
the laboratory technicians, which was not reflected in the quantitative 
measures of job characteristics and job satisfaction. The variation did not 
relate to the objective nature of the work but to the ways in which the tech
nicians understood their jobs. Kaplan and Duchon (1988: 49) described these 
differences: 

One group saw their jobs in terms of producing results reports, the other in terms 
of the laboratory bench work necessary to produce those results reports. The group 
who saw its job in terms of bench work was oriented towards the work of producing 
lab results, whereas the group who viewed its work in terms of reporting results 
was oriented towards the outcomes of the lab work: the members of this group 
saw themselves as providing a service. 

This distinction became central to the subsequent analysis of both qualitative 
and quantitative data. The difference in work orientation was associated with 
different evaluations of the impact of the computer system. Those who saw 
their work primarily in terms of producing results tended to view the new 
system as having a negative impact by increasing workload and interfering 
with established ways of working. The others, who defined their task in terms 
of reporting results, were more likely to offer favourable assessments. They 
saw the new system as a means of improving the service they offered. 

The qualitative work's flexibility allowed the researchers to discover local 
differences in job orientation that had more explanatory power than the 
quantitative indicators derived in advance from general theories. The existence 
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organizational problems, the findings can stimulate stakeholder discussions 
about the better management of ongoing problems and dilemmas, Lipsky's 
(1980) study of street-level bureaucrats exemplifies such a contribution, 

Another example is Vaughan'S (1983) study of corporate misconduct by 
Revco Drug Stores, Inc, The company was found to have falsely billed the state 
of Ohio for prescriptions that were neither ordered by physicians nor delivered 
to patients, Part of Vaughan's study examined the organizational context that 
made it possible to commit the fraudulent acts. She showed how this related 
to Revco's growth and development, and the consequent leakage 'of authority 
within the company, Authority leakage occurs when members of upper-level 
management no longer know or control what is happening in organizational 
subunits, Vaughan explains that leakage is not in and of itself a sign of organ
izational problems: it is a rational response to the changing circumstances 
faced by successful organizations. 

Vaughan's advice for stakeholders wishing to minimize the negative 
potential of authority leakage focuses on two general issues, First, she identifies 
four aspects of interorganizational transactions that create opportunities 
for corporate misconduct, Second, she distinguishes between widespread 
authority leakage in large, complex organizations and the more narrowly 
dispersed opportunities for illegal activity by their members. Only some 
organization members (two in the case of Revco) both have the necessary skills 
and occupy organizational positions that provide them with opportunities 
to engage in undetected illegalities, While Vaughan does not offer remedies to 
the problem of organizational misconduct, her holistic approach helps her 
to identify factors relevant to organizational stakeholders attempting to antici
pate and respond to potential unintended consequences of organizational 
growth, 

Marlaire's (1990) conversation analytic study of bias in educational testing 
is also instructive. Although controversial, the testing of children's intellectual 
abilities and achievement is widely practised in US schools, These tests have 
practical importance for teachers, school administrators and counsellors who 
use the scores to assign children to classes and programmes that are judged 
to suit their abilities. Educators rely on the findings despite substantial public 
debate about the tests' potential cultural biases, 

Marlaire analysed video tapes and transcripts of ten educational assess
ments conducted by special education clinicians, Interaction between the 
clinicians and the children was central to the testing process: the clinicians 
asked questions and made statements to which the children responded, The 
clinicians then evaluated the children's responses as appropriate or inappro
priate, Marlaire's data show that the issue of bias in testing is more complex 
than public debates suggest. Indeed, she concludes that bias is unavoidable 
in such interactions, This arises from an invisible collaboration between 
children and clinicians, a collaboration that is essential if they are to interact 
effectively, 

This study illustrates how conversation analytic research investigates the 
present, practical order stressed by Bosk. More precisely, Marlaire shows how 
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educational testing is complex, collaborative and contin
gent (Rawls, 1987) , 

Context-stripping by both e
ducators and their critics over

simplifies the 

interpretive skills displayed b
y both children and clinicians in 

testing situa

tions, She notes, for example, that the clinicians' questions 
were often phrased 

to give the children minimal information about what might count as correct 

answers, 'Thus, deciphering the 
formula for a correct answer is no simple 

matter and the child must often "second guess" clin
icians' intentions' 

(Marlaire, 1 990 :  254) , 
Although Marlaire (1990: 257) might have concluded that all 

testing 

of children' s intellectual abil
ities should be eliminated, she acknowledges 

its organizational context and 
importance: 'Even if we were to cease using 

particular assessment tools ,  ' , , we would still have the problem of how to 

sort and select children for app
ropriate program slots,' Based on this practical 

reality, Marlaire makes several recommendations for reorganizing edu
cational 

testing interactions to assess m
ore comprehensively the abilities displaye

d 

by children and to take better 
account of interactional factors 

affecting the 

children'S scores, 

REFRAM I NG 

One way in which stakeholders experience 
organizational complexity is 

as practical paradoxes, which sometimes seem to be irresolvable, This is the 

central theme of Streatfield' s (2001) book about The Paradox of Control 

in Organizations , Streatfield, a long-term corporate manager, states that his 

experiences have taught him that 

managers find that they have to live with the paradox of being "in control" and "not 

in control" simultaneously, It is this capacity to live with paradox, the courage to 

continue to participate creatively in spite of "not being in control" that constitutes 

effective management. (Streatfield 2001 :  140) 

The paradox of control is an 
example of what Ker Muir (1977) calls mutually 

contradictory truths. The asse
rtions that managers are in control and not 

in 

control are contradictory, yet ' 
each is a premise for many decisions' (Ker Muir 

1977: 283) ,  He explains that the study of true 
but mutually contradictory truths 

is both a curse and a blessing 
for social scientists , It is a curse 

when others 

interpret social scientific finding
s and analyses as common sense and belabour 

the obvious, This is a fre
quent response when researchers assume that 

they must privilege one mutually contradictory truth ove
r another. The study 

of mutually contradictory truths 
becomes a blessing, however, when social 

scientists focus on the social 
conditions under which each of the assertions 

is true, For example, when are managers in control and when are they not 

in control? This is an em
pirical question that can be addr

essed through 

qualitative research, 
The formulation of the paradox of cont

rol as a question about diffe
ring 

social conditions is similar to the reframing techniques used by fa
mily 
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attempting to extinguish fires that citizens are happy to see burn or to 
paramedics trying to evacuate injured people from tense crowds or riots. They 
may also be useful to people like reception desk clerks who have to control 
queues in stressful environments such as airline check-ins. Finally, Ker Muir's 
data and analysis should be of interest to the corporate managers to whom 
Streatfield's (2001 )  book is directed. The professional officers in Ker Muir's 
study illustrate one way that managers might guide and shape situations 
in which they see themselves as not in control. 

CONCLUSION 

This chapter has examined the contributions that qtlalitative research based 
in the social sciences can make to informing debates among organizational 
stakeholders about the most efficient, effective, equitable and humane means 
of achieving their various goals . Whether in private or public sector organ
izations, the prevailing expectation in contemporary societies is that these 
debates will take place in a rational and transparent fashion meeting legally 
imposed standards of corporate governance. Qualitative research has a 
particular part to play in exploring issues of process, in explaining how out
comes are achieved - or not, as the case may be. Although stakeholders retain 
responsibility for the outcomes that reflect the balance of their interests and 
bargaining strengths, qualitative evidence may help them to see new strategies 
and possibilities for conciliation that advance their goals. 

Many different people do qualitative research in organizations for many 
different reasons. Kunda (1992) discusses the relationship between Lyndsville 
(a high-tech corporation that he studied) and 'tech watchers' . The latter include 
various academic researchers, consultants, journalists and other organizational 
outsiders who regularly observe and comment on aspects of Lyndsville. 
Kunda (1 992: 254) explains that it is not possible clearly to differentiate 
between different kinds of tech watchers. 

Published scholarly work of the "applied" sort resembles the popular genre, and 
journalists often cite the popular literature in lieu of their own brand of research 
and theory. Consequently, these forms of observation, analysis and reporting do  
not always fall into distinct categories, but belong on  a continuum. 

In a conversation with GM, a management consultant remarked that she found 
it useful to spend a few days observing in the organizations that hired her. At 
the very least, these observations usually revealed occasions when 
organization members, at all levels, routinely used their time in inefficient 
ways. 

There is, then, a sense in which the applied skills and services of the 
consultant and of the social scientific qualitative researcher are similar. 
But they are not identical. Clearly, most social scientifi c qualitative research 
in organizations involves more than spending a few days talking with organ-
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ization members and observing their actions and interactions. Social scientists 
are more likely than other qualitative researchers to immerse themselves in 
the organizations that they study by doing in-depth interviews with members, 
carefully examining relevant records, and making extensive observations of 
members' activities and/or audio or video recordings of meetings, events 
or routine practice. They also bring distinctive background knowledge from 
their reading of previous research reports or of theoretical literature that seeks 
to generalize from an array of particular findings. 

Roy's (1959) analysis of the social organization of time in a machine shop 
points to a related difference between social scientific and other qualitative 
approaches to organizations. The primary purpose of social scientific quali
tative research is to understand how organizations work rather than to expose 
malpractice or to advise some stakeholders on how to achieve their preferred 
goals at the expense of others. In the process of understanding, of course, 
important information may be uncovered relevant to either of these objectives. 
Social scientists also tend to be more concerned with the general than with 
the specific: even where the research only involves a single organization, 
this is typically seen as a case study that stands for a class of organizations, 
whether already documented in the literature or to be documented by future 
studies. 

However, the biggest difference lies in social scientists' governing ethic. 
Dingwall (1992) proposed that this could be described as 'fair dealing', the 
notion that the researcher's role is not to sit in judgement but to represent 
as dispassionately as possible the contribution of each participant to the 
production of the setting that is being studied. The resulting analysis may be 
a source for moral outrage but it should not be a vehicle for this: effective 
reform demands an understanding of how morally outrageous things come 
to happen, which is rarely the result of deliberate wickedness at all levels. We 
see a concern for this aspect of fair dealing in virtually all of the qualitative 
studies discussed in this chapter. 

This chapter has added another dimension to Dingwall's (1992) initial 
conceptualization of qualitative research as fair dealing. We have called the 
additional dimension 'best practices' to highlight qualitative researchers' 
distinctive vantage point for observing how solutions to organizational prob
lems are often already evident in the everyday practices of organization 
members. Ker Muir's (1977) discussion of the distinctive orientations and 
practices of professional police officers is an example of how qualitative 
researchers can identify best practices hidden by dominant problematic 
patterns, effective work within a troubled environment. Orr's (1996) study 
of copy machine technicians, on the other hand, shows how qualitative 
research can reveal widespread (but officially unrecognized and discouraged) 
best practices developed by organization members in order to achieve 
organizational goals. 

Fair dealing in qualitative organizational research involves dispassionately 
analysing how organization members contribute to the production of efficient, 
effective, equitable and humane work processes and relationships as well as 
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because they have to rely on more remote, inferential empirical methods and 
materials. (Denzin and Lincoln, 2000: 1 0) 

Denzin and Lincoln's portrayal of what qualitative researchers 'think they can 
[do]' (above quotation) is a deadly accurate characterization of much contem
porary qualitative research. It appears to differentiate us beautifully from 
those benighted number-crunchers whose concern for mere 'facts' precludes 
a proper understanding of what Denzin and Lincoln call 'the actor's perspec
tive'. By contrast, our research concerns itself with '[the] perspectives of 
the participants and their diversity' (Flick, 1998: 27) and attempts 'to document 
the world from the point of view of the people studied' (Hammersley, 1 989: 
165). When we study entities like organizations, then, the key question is: 'How 
to get at and document the lived experience of organizational members?' 
(Eberle and Maeder, 2002). 

This attention to the 'perspective', 'point of view' and 'lived experience' of 
the people we study reveals a rarely challenged consensus about the nature 
of our enterprise and its analytical targets. Although, as Flick points out (1998: 
17), it is often associated with the symbolic interactionist tradition, it extends 
itself much more generally throughout qualitative research. 

For instance, within most organizational ethnography, 'experience' is the 
prized object. As Aldrich suggests: 

the various interpretive views have in common their focus on an actor's perspective 
on life in organizations. (Aldrich, 1992: 23) 

Yet what Aldrich calls 'the actor's perspective' is a very slippery notion as his 
intellectual ancestor, Max Weber (1949), was well aware. For instance, it is by 
no means clear how such 'perspectives' relate to our actions. Indeed, is there 
a 'point of view' or 'perspective' lying behind every act? 

Most qualitative researchers who champion the subject's point of view or 
privilege experience simply do not question where the subject's 'viewpoint' 
comes from or how 'experience' gets defined the way it does by those very 
individuals whose experience we seek to document. Do these not emerge, in 
some way or other, from the varied contexts out of which we 'draw from 
experience' to convey accounts of who and what we are? 

A telling example is provided in an anecdote about one of Jay Gubrium's 
doctoral students (Gubrium and Holstein, 2002: 21-2) .  The student inter
viewed pharmacists who had engaged in substance abuse. His aim was 
to understand how those who 'should know better' accounted for what had 
happened to them. As it turned out, what these pharmacists said closely 
fitted the familiar recovery rubric of self-help groups. Indeed, many had 
attended groups like Alcoholics Anonymous (AA) and Narcotics Anonymous 
(NA). So in what sense were these accounts the pharmacists' 'own' stories? 
As Gubrium pointed out, do these stories not 'belong' less to individuals 
than to particular organizational discourses which are merely 'voiced' here? 

By contrast, a concentration on 'lived experience' (rather than 'voices') can 
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lead to an essentialist, 'romantic' conception of inner meaning (Silverman, 
1989). We can see this romanticism at work in Aldrich's references to: 

the expressive side of participation (which) is as important as the task-related side, 
as organizations do not operate solely on the basis of a rational economic model. 
(Aldrich, 1992: 25, my emphasis) 

We might ask Aldrich: why are 'task-related' activities necessarily moulded 
according to an economic model; why do we have to assume that activities 
are guided either by a 'rational' logic or a logic of sentiment? Does this not 
return us to the 1930s and the Hawthorne studies?l 

Two examples of organizational ethnographies will serve to illustrate my 
point.2 Hassard (1 993) calls his study of a fire station an 'interpretive ethnog
raphy' . His data 'involved accompanying firefighters during the working 
day and asking them to explain their activities before, during and after each 
event' (1993: 99). Hassard claims that this represents an 'ethnomethodological' 
stance (98) which: 

portrays the everyday work of a fire station in terms of how firefighters make sense 
of and enact the task system. (101) 

Yet his use of interviews, analysed in terms of 'recurrent theme(s)' (100), hardly 
challenges the consensus I have outlined since it fully concurs with the latter's 
focus on how people 'view' or 'experience' the social world. 

Linstead and Thomas's (2002) use of a 'poststructuralist feminist read
ing' to define their research on middle managers might seem to threaten the 
consensus more effectively. Yet, as it turns out, like Hassard, in this study 
interviews are used and analysed in terms of themes. 

In both my examples, apparently non-orthodox positions happily fall 
within the consensus. Although ethnomethodology, poststructuralism and 
feminism would appear to have little in common with qualitative research's 
symbolic interactionist roots, here they do, sanctified by the siren call of 'lived 
experience' .3 The roots of such a stubborn consensus surely extend beyond 
social science theories and say something about the world around us. One 
inescapable fact about the cultural milieu of the Western world is that 'lived 
experience' must be pursued and interrogated. One aspect of this is seen in 
the work of the 'psy' professions, notably in the methods of the skilled 
counsellor (see PerakyHi, 1995) . 

Of course, not everybody visits a counsellor or psychiatrist. But many of 
us avidly watch 'reality' television shows, soaps and chat shows in which 
people's 'experience' is very much the target (see Atkinson and Silverman, 
1997) . TV news programmes also increasingly cater to our demand to get 
inside people's heads. Take the example below, garnered more or less at 
random: 

Mother 'relieved' at son's release from Camp X-Ray. (BBC TV teletext headline) 
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unlike Aldrich (and the Hawthorne researchers) who place human beings and 
machines in two different boxes, Zimmerman shows us how machines corne 
to have a presence in human interaction (see also Heath's chapter in this 
volume and Heath and Luff, 2000). 

Of course, Zimmerman's study did not emerge out of a clear blue sky. 
Several decades ago, the pioneering work of Harvey Sacks set out the template 
for a new model of qualitative research. I will now, therefore, provide a taste 
of what Sacks has to offer (for a book-length introduction, see Silverman, 1998). 
Throughout, I will attempt to show you that Sacks is more tha11 the founder 
of what you may take to be a sect ('just one of those ethnos') but has much to 
teach researchers who will never want to do conversation analysis or 
ethnomethodology. In this spirit, let us look at Sacks's insistence that 'activities 
are observable' and contrast it with ethnographers W110 privilege 'experience'. 

ACTIVITIES ARE OBSERVABLE 

As I have already noted, a popular activity in everyday life is to wonder about 
people's motives. Indeed, in the case of talk shows, the motives of the rich, 
famous or just plain unlucky or deviant become a central topic. Yet, in many 
respects, social science has picked up this habit, taking as its task the revelation 
of other people's 'motives' and 'experiences' . 

Even in the 1960s, Sacks seemed fully aware of these issues. His kin d  
of social science always turned away from the insides of people's heads and 
towards their observable activities. Like Madame Merle, as viewed by Henry 
James's Isobel Archer (see quotation at the start of this chapter), Sacks saw 
that we exist in our relations with others and express ourselves through a 
conventional language. In this sense, Sacks was a self-proclaimed behaviouris t  
who announced that his task was to elucidate how people did whatever they 
did. As he put it: 

For Members, activities are observables. They see activities. They see persons doing 
intimacy, they see persons lying, etc . . . .  And that poses for us the task of being 
behaviourists in this sense: finding how it is that people can produce sets of actions 
that provide that others can see such things. (Sacks, 1992, Vol. 1 :  1 1 9) 

As examples of such 'sets of actions', Sacks offers 'describing' and 'question
ing'. These are interesting activities because each may be seen as a resource 
for social scientists, e.g. ethnographers 'describe' cultures and 'question' 
informants. However, Sacks wants to make both activities a topic by examin
ing them as forms of behaviour which, through some methods awaiting 
inspection, are produced and recognized. 

It follows that how societal members (including social researchers) 'see' 
particular activities is, for Sacks, the central research question. In this respect, 
together with Garfinkel (1967), he offers a unique perspective in social science 
which 'seeks to describe methods persons use in doing social life' (Sacks, 
1984: 21) . 
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When researchers ' describe' and ' question', very often they are tacitly using 

members' methods. If we are to study such methods, it is, therefore, crucial 

that we do not take for granted what it is we appear to be 'seeing' .  As Sacks 

says: 

In setting up what it is that seems to have happened, preparatory to solving the 

[research] problem, do not let your notion of what could conceivably happen decide 

for you what must have happened. (1 15) 

Here Sacks is telling us that our 'notion of what could conceivably happen' 

is likely to be drawn from our unexamined members' knowledge. Instead, 

we need to proceed more cautiously by examining the methods members use 

to produce activities as observable and reportable. Let us see what Sacks meant 

by looking at his study of an organization. 

In his very first transcribed lecture, given in Fall 1964, Sacks begins with 

data from his PhD dissertation on telephone conversations collected at an 

emergency psychiatric hospital. In the following two extracts, A is a member 

of staff at the hospital and B can be somebody either calling about themselves 

or calling about somebody else. 

1 
A: Hello 
B :  Hel lo 

2 
A'. This is Mr Smith may I help you 

B: Yes, this is Mr Brown 

(Sacks, 1 :  3) 

(Sacks, 1 :  3) 

Sacks makes two initial observations about these extracts. First B seems 

to tailor his utterance to the format provided by A's first turn. So, in Extract 

L we get an exchange of 'hellos' and, in Extract 2, an exchange of names . Or, 

as Sacks puts it, we might say that there is a 'procedural rule' where 

a person who speaks first in a telephone conversation can choose their form of 

address, and . . .  thereby choose the form of address the other uses. (1 : 4) 

Sacks's second observation is that each part or turn of the exchange occurs 

as part of a pair (e.g. Hello-Hello) . Each pair of turns may be called a 'unit' 

in which the first turn constitutes a 'slot' for the second and sets up an 

expectation about what this slot may properly contain. Given this expectation, 

A is usually able to extract B' s name (as in Extract 2) without ever having 

to ask for it directly. The beauty of this, as Sacks points out, is that it avoids 

a problem that a direct question might create. For instance, if you ask some

one their name, they may properly ask 'Why?' and, in this way, require that 
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. ,  b . d that persons produce 
h' r is' even If It can e Sal t The essential 'message'. of t Is
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Moreover, such neglect cannot be remedied, as some researchers claim, by 
assembling panels of judges to see if they see the same thing (e.g. inter-coder 
agreement as a basis for claiming that one's descriptions of data are reliable). 
Such agreement offers no solution because it simply raises further questions 
about the ability of members of society to see things in common - presumably 
by using the 'etcetera' principle as a tacit resource (see Clavarino et al., 1995). 

Sacks's problem is how we can build a social science that does better than 
this. In some way, we must free ourselves from the 'common-sense perspec
tive' (10--1 1) employed in our use of 'undescribed categories'. For Sacks, the 
solution is to view such categories 'as features of social life which sociology 
must treat as subject matter' rather than 'as sociological resources' (16).  

What looks like a complicated theoretical solution turns out, however, 
to involve a quite straightforward direction for research. We must give 
up defining social phenomena at the outset (like Durkheim) or through 
the accounts that subjects give of their behaviour (Sacks's 'commentator 
machine') .  Instead, we must simply focus on what people do. As Sacks 
puts it: 

whatever humans do can be examined to discover some way they do it, and that 
way would be describable. (1992, 1 :  484) 

We now see why Sacks should have referred to sociology's 'peculiar stance'. 
Quite properly, he suggests, sociology seeks to be a science. In doing so, 
it needs to seek a 'literal' description of its subject matter. However, this 
search is undercut, in Sacks's view, by sociology's use of concepts ('a descrip
tive apparatus') based on un explicated assumptions (1963: 2). 

By contrast, Sacks asks us to make this descriptive apparatus our topic. For: 

whatever humans do can be examined to discover some way they do it, and that 
way would be describable. (1992, 1 :  484) 

Sacks concedes that this kind of research can seem to be ' enormously laborious' 
(1 : 65) . However, he denies critics' claims that it is trivial. You only need to 
look at the ability of both lay persons and conventional researchers consistently 
to find recognizable meaning in situations to realize that social order is to be 
found in even the tiniest activity. The accomplishment of this 'order at all 
points' ( 1 :  484) thus constitutes the exciting new topic for social research. 

Beginning with the observability of ' order at all points', our first task should 
be to inspect the 

collections of social objects - like 'How are you feeling?' - which persons assemble 
to do their activities. And how they assemble those activities is describable with 
respect to any one of them they happen to do. ( 1 :  27) 

This version of our research task clearly sets Sacks apart from most quali
tative researchers. However, despite his radical perspective, Sacks was too 
sophisticated a thinker to believe that any approach, including his own, could 
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To solve this problem, police 'learn to treat their beat as a territory of normal appearances' (Sacks, 1972: 284). Now they can treat slight variations in normal appearances as 'incongruities' worthy of investigation, working with the assumption of the appearances of 'normal' crimes (d. Sudnow, 1965). Sacks's point of departure from Goffman can be seen if we compare their work on ceremonial orders. Although parts of Sacks's early lectures draw directly from Goffman, it soon becomes clear that Sacks wants to understand 'ceremony' not by reference to concepts like 'impression management' or 'frames' but to the sequential analysis of conversations (see Heritage, this volume) . 
For instance, we know that the proper return to 'how are you feeling?' is 'fine'. This means that if you want to treat it as a question about your feelings you have to request permission (e.g. by saying 'it's <t long story' where the next party may say 'that's alright, I have time'). This means that 'everyone has to lie' because people attend to 'the procedural location of their answers' and, in part, produce answers by reference to 'the various uses that the answer may have for next actions that may be done' (Sacks, 1992, Vol. 1: 565). This focus on 'procedural organiza tion' means that Coffman's (I 981) attempt to separate the 'ritual' and 'system' requirements of interaction would have been a non-starter for Sacks. Contrary to Goffman's (1981) suggestion that Sacks has the focus of a 'systems engineer', Sacks shows that behaviour is not rule-governed but rule-guided. In this sense, you can do what you like but you will be held accountable for the implications of your actions. Moreover, unlike an engineering model, social order is merely a by-product of social interaction, an 'offshoot of a machine designed to do something else or nothing in particular' (Sacks, 1992, Vol. 2: 240). Unlike Goffman, Sacks's stock in trade was not anecdotes or invented examples but detailed transcriptions of tape-recorded conversations. By using this kind of data, Sacks claimed that he was able to look at interaction in a much more detailed way. A good example of this is When a student at one of Sacks's lectures suggests that Sacks's example of a visitor interpreting appearances in a household is fully explained by Goffman's concept of the incongruous impressions that people 'give off' . Sacks replies that, in fact, he has a basic difference from Goffman's approach. As he puts it: 

Goffman talks about responses to incongrUity but he does not tell us what incongrUity is. That's what I think I'm beginning to see here in this stuff [datal. How it is that one sees it. He has not analyzed how it is that you do 'an incongruity', what makes it an incongruity. (Sacks, 1992, VoL 1: 92) 
Another way of putting this is that Sacks wanted to study the local production of social order in far greater detail than Goffman. Sacks was convinced that serious work paid attention to detail and that, if something mattered, it should be observable. 

For instance, in a fascinating passage, Sacks noted the baleful influence on sociology of G.H. Mead's proposal that we need to study things which are 
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not available to observation, e.g. 'society', 'attitudes' (see Mead, 1934). As Sacks 
comments: 

But social activities are observable, you can see them all around you, and you can 
write them down. The tape recorder is important, but a lot of this can be done 
without a tape recorder. If you think you can see it, that means we can build an 
observational study. (1992, 1 :  28) 

Despite ethnographers' attention to the logic of writing their field notes (see 
Emerson et al., 1995), most do not confront fully the problematic character of 
how we describe our observations. Put at its simplest, this relates to what 
categories we use. As Sacks says: 

Suppose you're an anthropologist or sociologist standing somewhere. You 
see somebody do some action, and you see it to be some activity. How can you go 
about formulating who is it that did it, for the purposes of your report? Can you 
use at least what you might take to be the most conservative formulation -his name? 
(1 :  467) 

As Sacks suggests, this apparently trivial problem is actually not resoluble by 
better technique, like detailed note taking. Rather it raises basic analytic issues: 

The problem of strategy . . .  may not be readily handleable by taking the best notes 
possible at the time and making your decisions afterwards. For one, there is an issue 
of when it is for the Members that it turns out who did the thing. (1: 468) 

In fact, many contemporary ethnographers, now aided by advanced software 
packages, ignore this problem. In the way Sacks suggests, they simply put in 
some set of categories derived from lay usage 0 :  629). By doing so, of course, 
we are no wiser of how, in situ, categories are actually deployed and enforced, 
nor how violations in category-use are actually recognized (1 : 635-6) . 

TAPING I NTERACTION 

As we have seen, both Goffman and the early Chicago School ethnographers 
had generally relied on recording their observations through field notes. Why 
did Sacks prefer to use an audio recorder? 

Sacks's answer is that we cannot rely on our recollections of conversations. 
Certainly, depending on our memories, we can usually summarize what 
different people said. But it is simply impossible to remember (or even to 
note at the time) such matters as pauses, overlaps, inbreaths and the like. Think 
back to Extracts 1-3 above for a good example of this. 

Now whether you think these kinds of things are important will depend 
upon what you can show with or without them. Indeed, you may not even 
be convinced that conversation itself is a particularly interesting topic. But, at 
least by studying tapes of conversations, you are able to focus on the 'actual 
details' of one aspect of social life. As Sacks put it: 
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that we can know that [such categories are accurate] without an analysis of what it 

is [members] are doing. (Sacks, 1992, Vol. 1: 429) 

At this point, the experienced researcher might . respond th�t Sacks has 

characterized conventional research as over-naIve. In partlcular, most 

researchers are aware of the danger of assuming any one-to-one correspon

derKe between their categories and the aspects of 'reality' which they �urport 

to describe. Instead, following Weber (1949), many researchers. claIm that 

they are simply using hypothetical constructs (or 'ideal types') whIch are only 

to be judged in relation to whether they are useful, not whether they are 

'accurate' or 'true'. 
However, Sacks was aware of this argument. As he notes: 

It is a very conventional way to proceed in the s�cial sciences
. 
t� �ropo.s

e that the 

machinery you use to analyze some da.ta you have IS acceptab�e If It IS n?t l�ten��d�y 

the analysis of real phenomena . That is, you can h�ve machmery whIch IS a vdhd 

hypothetical construct', and it can analyze somethmg for you. (1 :  315) 

By contrast, the 'machinery' in wh.ich Sa��s is in�ere�ted is not a �et of 

'hypothetical constructs' . Instead, hIS an�.bltlO�s cla;m IS throughout .t� be 

dealing with the real world' ( 1 :  316) .  The machmery he sets out, then, IS �ot 

to be seen as a set of more or less useful categories but the actual categones 

and mechanisms that members use.4 

A TEXTUAL EXAMPLE 

We saw earlier an example of the kind of work on conversation that Sacks 

inspired in Don Zimmerman's study of emergency telephone calls . . However, 

it would be misleading to assume that Sacks's work is only of mterest to 

researchers who want to study talk. 
Sacks was interested in naturally occurring data of all kinds. . . 
Whether we are looking at audio or video tape or textual matenal, ac��rdmg 

to Sacks we can still do good analyses providing we study how partlCIpants 

(membe�s) 'put some category in' (in different ways, this is the c?ncern shared 

by all the authors whose chapters app.ear in this book). In tl:lS respect, for 

Sacks, the discipline of sociology has faIled to grasp the analytIc nettle. As he 

puts it: 

All the sociology we read is unanalytic, in the sense that the� simp.
ly �ut .

some 

category in. They may make sense to us in doing that, but they re domg It slmply 

as another Member. (Sacks, 1992, Vol. 1 :  41-2, my emphasls) 

The availability of alternative category collections (e.g. first na�es, surnames, 
occupational or family titles) means that any sociology that .asplfes to do more 
than reiterate commonsense understandings must speCIfy how members 
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categorize (1 :  803). Only in this way can sociology be 'a natural observational 
science' (1 : 802) . 

Let us take a concrete example. In two of Sacks's lectures, he refers to a 
New York Times story about an interview with a navy pilot about his missions 
in the Vietnam War ( 1 :  205-22, 306-11) .  Sacks is specially interested in the 
story's report of the navy pilot's reported answer to a question in the extract 
below: 

THE NAVY PILOT STORY 

Ho� �id he feel about knowing that even with all the care he took in aiming only 
at mlhtary targets someone was probably being killed by�his bombs? 

'I certainly don't like the idea that I might be killing anybody,' he replied. 
'But I don't lose any sleep over it. You have to be impersonal in this 
business. Over North Vietnam I condition myself to think that I'm a 
military man being shot at by another military man like myself.' 

Source: Sacks, 1992, Vol. ] :  205 

Sacks invites us to see how the pilot's immediate reply ('I certainly don't 
like the idea . . .  ') shows his commitment to the evaluational scheme offered 
by the journalist's question. For instance, if the pilot had instead said 'Why 
do you ask?', he would have shown that he did not necessarily subscribe to 
the same moral universe as the reporter (and, by implication, the readers of 
the article) (1 : 211) . 

Having accepted this moral schema, Sacks shows how the pilot now 
�u�l�s an ans",;,er which helps us to �ee him �n a favourable light. The category 
mIlItary man works to defend hIS bombmg as a category-bound activity 
which reminds us that this is, after all, what military pilots do. The effect 
of this is magnified by the pilot's identification of his co-participant as 'another 
military man like myself. In this way, the pilot creates a pair (military man/ 
military man) with recognizable mutual obligations (bombing/ shooting at 
the other). In terms of this pair, the other party cannot properly complain or, 
as Sacks puts it: 

there are no compla�nts to be offered on their part about the error of his ways, except 
If he happens to VIOlate the norms that, given the device used, are operative. 
(1 :  206) 

Notice also that the pilot suggests 'you have to be impersonal in this business' . 
Note how the category 'this business' sets up the terrain on which the specific 
pair of military men will shortly be used. So this account could be offered by 
either pair-part. 

However, as Sacks argues, the implication is that 'this business' is one of 
many where impersonality is required. For 
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if it were the case that, that you had to be impersonal in this business held only for 
this business, then it might be that doing this business would be wrong in the first 
instance. ( 1 :  206) 

Moreover, the impersonality involved is of a special sort. Sacks points out that 
we hear the pilot as saying not that it is unfortunate that he cannot kill 
'personally', but rather that being involved in this 'business' means that one 
must not consider that one is killing persons (1 :  209). 

However, the pilot is only proposing a pair of military man/military man. 
In that sense, he is inviting the North Vietnamese to 'play the game' in the 
same way as a child might say to another 'I'll be third base'. However, as Sacks 
notes, in children's baseball, such proposals can be rejected: 

if you say 'I'll be third base', unless someone else says 'and I'll be . . .  ' another 
position, and the others say they'll be the other positions, then you're not that thing. 
You can't play. (1 :  307) 

Of course, the North Vietnamese indeed did reject the pilot's proposal. Instead, 
they proposed the identification of the pilot as a 'criminal' and defined 
themselves as 'doing police action'. 

As Sacks notes, these competing definitions had implications which 
went beyond mere propaganda . For instance, if the navy pilot were shot 
down then the Geneva Conventions about his subsequent treatment would 
only properly be applied if he indeed were a 'military man' rather than a 
'criminal' ( 1 :  307). 

Unlike more formalistic accounts of action (Parsons, 1937; Mead, 1934), 
Sacks's analysis shows us the nitty-gritty mechanisms through which we 
construct moral universes 'involving appropriate kinds of action and par
ticular actors with motives, desires, feelings, aspirations and sense of justice' 
(J. Gubrium, personal communication). Like Garfinkel (1967), Sacks wanted 
to avoid treating people as 'cultural dopes', representing the world in ways 
that some culture demanded. Instead, Sacks approached 'culture' as an 
'inference-making machine' : a descriptive apparatus, administered and used 
in specific contexts. Although their language is different, the chapters by 
Atkinson and Coffey and by Prior in this volume imply much the same 
approach to description. 

Sacks's take on 'culture' underlines a radical position that may be unsettling 
to some readers. After all, many of us are wedded to particular methods and 
approaches and are unlikely to be prepared to abandon them overnight. So 
why take account of what Sacks had to say? 

I will try to answer such an understandable response in two ways. Shortly, 
I will summarize what I take to be Sacks's contribution to 'mainstream' quali
tative research. First, however, I will address the repeated criticism that 
Sacks's position (and, more generally, ethnomethodology) leads to an arid, 
purely theoretical take on institutions which glories in its lack of substantive 
input into social problems. I will call this the 'so what?' line of criticism. 
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SO WHAT? 

On the face of it, teachers of social roble d professionals would seem to b 
p . ms a� , even more so, caring 

work. Indeed Sacks refused to:: very unlIkely audIence to appreciate Sacks's 
justify itself b� its contribution to 
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.. the gap between beliefs and action and between what people say and what 
they do (Webb and Stimson, 1976; Gilbert and Mulkay, 1984). 

Qualitative researchers' preference for interview studies ironically respects 
a division of labour preferred by quantitative researchers. According to this 
division, while quantitative research focuses on objective structures, it falls 
to qualitative researchers to give 'insight' into people's subjective states. 

The unfortunate consequence of this division of labour is that both approaches 
neglect a great deal about how people interact. Put more strongly, both kinds 
of research are fundamentally concerned with the environment around the 
phenomenon rather than the phenomenon itself. 

Moreover, we need to question the argument that observational or other 
naturally occurring data are 'unavailable' in the supposedly 'private' sphere 
of human interaction (e.g. in domestic life). As Gubrium and Holstein have 
noted: 

The formulations of domestic order that we hear outside households are treated 
as authentic as are those heard within them . . . .  As a practical matter, this means 
that the analyst would treat private and public as experiential categories -- constructed 
and oriented to by interacting persons not actual geographic or social locations. 
. . .  [This implies that) methodologically, we should not take for granted that privacy 
implies privileged access - that those occupying the private sphere are taken to be 
experts on its description, the final arbiters of its meaning. (1995: 205) 

Such a situation suggests that we need to look twice at the unthinking 
identification of the open-ended interview as the ' gold standard' of qualitative 
research. Note that this is not to reject each and every interview study. I merely 
suggest that the choice of any research instrument needs to be defended and 
that the pursuit of people's ' experience' by no means constitutes an adequate 
defence for the use of the open-ended interview. 

Quality of data 

Whatever material Sacks analysed, he was scrupulous about working with 
long sequences of text or transcript and providing those sequences intact to 
the reader. By this means, he provided a public forum in which to assess the 
reliability of his data. 

Of course, data quality is also something that concerns 'mainstream' 
qualitative researchers. Yet how often are textbook discussions translated into 
practice? How often are we given details about the auspices of field note 
extracts? How frequently do interview studies provide sequences of talk 
(including that of the interviewer)?5 

Of course, some of this negligence can be ascribed to the ever-increasing 
demands of journal editors for shorter research articles. How can we satisfy 
these pragmatic constraints and yet provide credible data extracts? Using 
Sacks's work as our example, we might use fewer but more detailed extracts. 
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As I tell my research students, saying 'a lot about a little' is not a bad maxim 
for qualitative research. 

Quality of data analysis 

Analysing long, well-transcribed data extracts, as Sacks did, helps both the 
reliability and likely validity of our data analysis. Sacks was no revolutionary 
in this respect. He merely followed the path prescribed since the 1950s at least 
through the method of analytic induction (AI) (see Denzin, 1989: ch. 7). 

AI involves the use of the constant comparative method allied to deviant 
case analysis. Yet, only rarely is it explicitly applied in mainstream ethnog
raphy (see Bloor (1978) for a rare example) . More commonly, there is an 
anecdotal quality to many published qualitative research studies, first noted 
by Mehan (1979: 15). This problem is succinctly expressed by Bryman: 

There is a tendency towards an anecdotal approach to the use of data in relation to 
conclusions or explanations in qualitative research. Brief conversations, snippets 
from unstructured interviews . . .  are used to provide evidence of a particular 
contention. There are grounds for disquiet in that the representativeness or 
generality of these fragments is rarely addressed. (1988: 77) 

Bryman's complaint is mirrored ten years later by Paul ten Have. The latter 
notes the complaint that in CA, like other kinds of qualitative research: 

findings . . .  are based on a subjectively selected, and probably biased, 'sample' of 
cases that happen to fit the analytic argument. (ten Have, 1 998: ch. 7, p. 8) 

This complaint, which amounts to a charge of anecdotalism, can be addressed 
by what ten Have, following Mehan (1979), calls 'comprehensive data treat
ment' . This comprehensiveness arises because, in qualitative research, 'all 
cases of data . . .  [arel incorporated in the analysis' (Mehan, 1979: 21) .  

Such comprehensiveness goes beyond what is normally demanded in many 
quantitative methods, For instance, in survey research one is usually satisfied 
by achieving significant, non-spurious, correlations. So, if nearly all your data 
support your hypothesis, your job is largely done. 

By contrast, in qualitative research, working with smaller data-sets open 
to repeated inspection, you should not be satisfied until your generalization 
is able to apply to every single gobbet of relevant data you have collected. 

The outcome is a generalization which can be every bit as valid as a 
statistical correlation. As Mehan puts it: 

The result is an integrated, precise model that comprehensively describes a specific 
phenomena [sic], instead of a simple correlational statement about antecedent and 
consequent conditions. (1979: 21) 

To anyone who cares to read them, Sacks's own data analyses (Sacks, 1992) 
are a model of comprehensive data treatment. His work serves to underline 
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an aspiration of quite conventional 'mainstre ' ' . provIde a shining example. 

am qualItatIve research and to 

CONCLUDI NG R EMARKS 

Sacks's endeavour ultimatel . ' he himself put it: 
y reSIsts any formulation which I might offer. As 

J can tell you something bu t h upshot of what I've said is tlJ�� ��:
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'
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t
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I reen, Jay Gubrium and Geraldine 
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y own work, I may seem as examples of a consensus which I reject. 
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Appendix 

Transcription conventions 

The examples printed embody an effort to have the spelling of the words 
roughly indicate how the words were produced. Often this involves a 
departure from standard orthography. Otherwise: 

--> Arrows in the margin point to the Jines of transcript relevant to 
the point being made in the text. 

( ) Empty parentheses indicate talk too obscure to transcribe. Words 
or letters inside such parentheses indicate the transcriber's best 
estimate of what is being said. 

hhh The letter 'h' is used to indicate hear able aspiration, its length 
roughly proportional to the number of 'h's . If preceded by a 
dot, the aspiration is an in-breath. Aspiration internal to a word is 
enclosed in parentheses. Otherwise 'h's may indicate anything 
from ordinary breathing to sighing to laughing, etc. 

o 

> < 

((looks» 

(0.8) 

becau-

Left-side brackets indicate where overlapping talk begins. 
Right-side brackets indicate where overlapping talk ends, or marks 
alignments within a continuing stream of overlapping talk. 
Talk appearing within degree signs is lower in volume relative to 
surrounding talk. 
'Greater than' and 'less than' symbols enclose talk that is noticeably 
faster than the surrounding talk. 
Words in double parentheses indicate transcriber's comments, not 
transcriptions. 
Numbers in parentheses indicate periods of silence, in tenths of 
a second - a dot inside parentheses indicates a pause of less than 
0.2 seconds. 
Colons indicate a lengthening of the sound just preceding them, 
proportional to the number of colons. 
A hyphen indicates an abrupt cut-off or self-interruption of the 
sound in progress indicated by the preceding letter(s) (the example 
here represents a self-interrupted 'because' ) .  

APPENDIX 
Underlining indicates stress or emphasis. A 'hat' . fl �r CIrcum ex accent symbol indicates a marked pitch . Equal sIgns (ordinarily at the end , 

nse. 
an ensuing one) indicate a 'latched' r�t �ne h�e and the start of between them. atIonship no silence at all 
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